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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Final Report presents the outcomes from the Regulator’s price determination investigation into 
TasWater’s proposed prices and services for the fourth regulatory period.  

The Regulator has determined maximum prices, based on an assessment of TasWater’s efficient 
costs, which are equivalent of annual price increases of 3.71 per cent for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period.  The price increases are due to TasWater’s very large capital expenditure 
programme and its associated operating costs, and recent increases in the cost of debt and inflation.  

The increase is much less, however, than TasWater’s estimate of a 6.5 per cent annual increase to 
achieve full cost recovery by 2025-26.  This is because the Regulator has reduced the allowed costs 
in several areas, including the return on TasWater’s capital.    

On 1 May 2018, TasWater signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Tasmanian 

Government and the TasWater’s Owners’ Representatives Group which included TasWater’s 

commitment to limit any annual price increases to 3.5 per cent to 2024-25. Consistent with the 

MOU, TasWater has proposed price increases of 3.5 per cent, including for the additional year of 

2025-26.  

 

As TasWater’s 3.5 per cent increase is below the Regulator’s price increase, the Regulator expects 

TasWater to increase its prices by 3.5 per cent in 2022-23 and the following three years. TasWater 

is required to submit by 7 June 2022 an updated price and service plan that reflects the decisions 

set out in the Regulator’s Final Report and Determination. The Regulator will approve TasWater’s 

Plan in late June 2022. 

 

Background 

Under the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (Industry Act), the Regulator is responsible for the 
regulation of TasWater’s water and sewerage services. The Regulator’s price regulation activities are 
based on the legislated pricing principles set out in the Industry Act.  

Under the Industry Act, TasWater is required to submit a proposed Price and Service Plan (PSP) for 
the forthcoming regulatory period, from 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026. The Regulator will approve the 
final Price and Service Plan once it is satisfied it meets all the requirements of this Final Report and 
the Regulator’s Price Determination.  

The legislative and regulatory requirements for this investigation, and information about other 
industry regulators is provided in Appendices B and C of this Report. 

The Regulator’s purpose in conducting this investigation is to determine the appropriate prices and 
service levels for regulated water and sewerage services that will apply to TasWater during the fourth 
regulatory period. Appendix C of this Report sets out the context for this investigation.  

TasWater owns, controls and operates water supply and sewerage systems in Tasmania. It manages 
all aspects of the water supply chain from dams and reservoirs to customer property connections 
and from customer sewer connections to wastewater treatment and disposal. As the primary 
provider of water and sewerage services in Tasmania, TasWater is subject to various public health, 
environmental and customer service regulatory requirements.  
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The Regulator determines maximum prices for TasWater’s services that will provide TasWater with 
sufficient revenue to: 

 maintain financial sustainability; and 

 fund its proposed capital expenditure (capex) program, including its initiatives to improve its 
compliance with required health, environmental and dam safety standards without imposing 
unacceptable price increases on customers. 

In its preparing this Report and the Price Determination, the Regulator has considered submissions 
in response to the Regulator’s Draft Report from TasWater and other stakeholders. A summary of 
the issues raised in the submissions is attached to this Report as Appendix A. The submissions are 
also available on the Regulator’s website. 

Prices 

The Regulator’s decisions on TasWater’s approved costs, as set out below, would result in maximum 
annual uniform price increases of 3.71 per cent over the fourth regulatory period.     

In its Draft Report, the Regulator calculated that annual price increases of 3.07 per cent over the 
fourth regulatory period would be required for TasWater to recover its efficient costs. The increased 
maximum prices approved by the Regulator in this report are mainly due to changes in some financial 
indicators such as interest rates and inflation forecasts.   

The following tables present the actual prices for 2021-22 and the maximum annual prices for the 
major regulated services. 

TasWater’s maximum fixed water charge per 20mm connection for full service customers ($)* 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

354.96  368.13   381.78   395.94   410.63  

*The fixed water charge for each connection size is calculated by multiplying the fixed water charge for a 20mm water connection by 
the relevant multiplier as shown in Table 8.1 in Chapter 8. 

 

TasWater’s maximum variable water charge per kilolitre of water for full service (ie water of drinking water quality) ($) 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

1.10  1.14   1.18   1.23   1.27  

 

TasWater’s maximum fixed sewerage charge for full service customers per ET ($)* 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

681.20  706.46   732.66   759.84   788.02  

*The target fixed sewerage charge for each connection is calculated by multiplying the target fixed sewerage for one ET by the applicable 
number of ETs. Multipliers and ETs are discussed in Chapter 8. 

As at 1 July 2021, there were approximately 3 100 customers paying less than standard water and 
sewerage prices. The Regulator has decided to accept TasWater’s proposal to move these customers 
to standard prices by the second year of the fourth regulatory period ie by 2023-24. 
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Revenue requirement 

The Regulator has used a building block approach in calculating TasWater’s revenue requirement, or 
Notional Allowable Revenue. The purpose of the Notional Allowable Revenue is to determine the 
maximum prices that TasWater may charge for regulated water and sewerage services for each year 
of the fourth regulatory period.   

Under the building block approach, the efficient costs of the activities needed to provide water and 
sewerage services to customers are added together to determine TasWater’s revenue requirement.  

The cost components, or building blocks, are:  

 operating expenditure (opex) (Chapter 5 of this Report); 

 return of capital (regulatory depreciation) (Chapter 6); 

 tax allowance (Chapter 2); 

 inflation offset (Chapter 2); and  

 return on capital (Chapter 7). 

The key inputs used in calculating the building blocks are:  

 capital expenditure (capex) (Chapter 4);   

 the values of the Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) (Chapter 2); and 

 the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) (Chapter 7). 

The maximum prices for regulated water and sewerage services in Tasmania are then determined 
such that TasWater’s total revenue from providing these services, using the annual demand 
forecasts, is equal to the Notional Allowable Revenue. The Regulator does not set any limit on 
TasWater’s actual revenue; the only limits apply to TasWater’s prices.    

The Notional Allowable Revenue estimates prepared by TasWater and determined by the Regulator 
are set out below, expressed in current dollars.   

TasWater’s NAR from its proposed PSP ($000s) 

Building block component 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Return on capital - existing 92,746 92,050 91,347 90,870 

Return on capital - new 82,655 94,272 105,100 114,679 

Depreciation 102,761 108,828 115,237 124,821 

Inflationary gain -54,792 -67,432 -80,983 -94,952 

Opex  200,066 206,065 213,533 220,722 

Tax 0 0 0 0 

Total 423,436 433,783 444,234 456,140 
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TasWater’s NAR as approved by the Regulator ($000s) 

Building block component 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Return on capital - existing 89,734 90,653 91,399 92,121 

Return on capital - new 82,419 91,220 100,712 110,565 

Depreciation 104,208 108,836 115,765 126,998 

Inflationary gain -126,702 -133,297 -139,337 -146,494 

Opex 205,054 211,669 219,132 226,815 

Tax 0 0 0 0 

Total 354,713 369,082 387,670 410,005 

Summary of the impact of the Regulator’s decisions on TasWater’s NAR ($000s) 

 Building block component 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

Return on capital - existing -3,012 -1,397 52 1,251 -3,107 

Return on capital - new -236 -3,052 -4,388 -4,114 -11,790 

Depreciation 1,447 8 528 2,177 4,160 

Inflationary gain -71,910 -65,865 -58,354 -51,542 -247,671 

Opex 4,988 5,604 5,599 6,093 22,284 

Total -68,723 -64,701 -56,564 -46,135 -236,124 

The difference between TasWater’s and the Regulator’s NAR estimates is principally due to different 
estimates of the return on capital and different estimates of inflationary gain (highlighted in red).  

In estimating the return on capital, if nominal values are used for interest rates and the rate of return 
on equity, as in this pricing investigation, it is necessary to deduct the impact of inflation from the 
value of capital for each year. Otherwise, TasWater would receive excessive returns as the impact of 
inflation on returns would be allowed for twice, once in interest rates and the rate of return on equity 
and also through the inflated capital values to which these rates are applied. This deduction from 
the nominal capital value is called ‘inflationary gain’.1  The higher the inflation rate applied for future 
years, the greater the inflationary gain.     

The Regulator’s inflation assumptions are based on very recent RBA forecasts and are significantly 
higher than TasWater’s forecast inflation rates.  TasWater prepared its Price and Service Plan around 
one year earlier, when economic conditions, including interest rates, and the forecasts of key 
economic indicators such as inflation, were significantly lower.  

TasWater has advised that some elements of its proposed Price and Service Plan, including its 
inflation rate forecasts, would have been different if recent trends in inflation had been foreseeable 
at the time its proposed Price and Service Plan was prepared. 

  

                                                           
1     If real or inflation-adjusted rates are used for the return on equity and debt, there is no deduction for the impact of 

inflation on capital values.   
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The chart below shows TasWater’s annual revenue based on: 

 TasWater’s estimate of the price increase required to recover its NAR in 2025-26; 

 TasWater’s proposed 3.50 per cent price increase; and 

 the Regulator’s 3.71 per cent maximum price increase. 

TasWater’s revenue projections and notional revenue for the fourth regulatory period ($ million) 

 

Capital and operating expenditure 

The Regulator engaged external consultants, a consortium comprising Carisbrooke Consulting 
Group, Utilities Regulation Advisory and Strategic Infrastructure Planning and Advice (CCGUS), to 
review TasWater’s capex and opex. Copies of CCGUS’ Draft Report and Final Report are available on 
the Regulator’s website: www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au. 

Higher rates of inflation account for most of the increase in TasWater’s opex allowances from those 
in the Draft Report, from a total of $793.4 million over the four years in the Draft Report to  
$862.7 million.  

The Regulator has included a 1.5 per cent annual productivity factor in determining TasWater’s opex 
allowances, as included in the Draft Report. This is greater than the annual productivity factor 
proposed by TasWater of 1.1 per cent in its submission to the Draft Report.   

TasWater proposed a total of $907.3 million for capex relating to regulated water and sewerage 
services over the fourth regulatory period, a substantial increase, on an annual basis, from capex in 
recent years. In light of this large proposed increase and noting that that major projects can be 
delayed for reasons outside TasWater’s control, the Regulator has accepted 95 per cent of 
TasWater’s proposed capex allowance for each year of the fourth regulatory period.  
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The impact of the Regulator’s decisions with respect to TasWater’s opex and capex are set out in the 
following table. 

Regulator’s opex and capex for TasWater for the fourth regulatory period ($million) 

 TasWater proposal Regulator’s decision  Reduction 

Capex 907.3 861.9 -45.4 

Opex 840.5 862.7 +22.3 

Chapters 4 and 5 of this Report set out the Regulator’s analysis and decisions on TasWater’s 
proposed capex and opex respectively. 

Regulatory depreciation 

The Regulator’s decision is to continue to apply a value-weighted average approach to the calculation 
of regulatory depreciation for existing assets, which were those assets transferred to the regional 
water and sewerage corporations before 1 July 2011, and a line by line approach for all other assets 
(new assets).  

The Regulator has also made the decision to reduce TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation to 
account for variations between TasWater’s Financial Model and its Asset Register and the flow on 
effects of the Regulator’s decision on TasWater’s proposed capex.  

The Regulator will conduct an inquiry during the fourth regulatory period to address concerns about 
TasWater’s approach to regulatory depreciation. The inquiry will, amongst other things, review the 
platform TasWater uses for its Asset Register and the assumptions that are used for the economically 
useful lives of TasWater’s new assets, as explained in Chapter 6 of this Report. 

Regulatory depreciation for TasWater for the fourth regulatory period ($million) 

 TasWater’s proposal Regulator’s final 

decision 

Changes 

Existing Assets 205.3 213.4  +8.1 

New Assets 246.4 242.4 -4.0 

Total 451.7 455.8   +4.1 

Return on Capital 

The Regulator’s decision is to apply a lower Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for new assets 
and a higher WACC for existing assets than TasWater proposed. As discussed above, the Regulator 
also set a much higher value for inflationary gain.   

The following table compares TasWater’s proposed WACCs to the WACCs determined by the 
Regulator. 

Comparison of TasWater’s proposed and the Regulator’s WACCs 

 TasWater’s proposal Regulator’s decision 

WACCEXISTING 4.17% 3.79% 

WACCNEW 5.41% 5.28% 

Applying the Regulator’s proposed WACCs to its calculation of TasWater’s RAB results in the 
Regulator’s allowance for the return on capital of $748.8 million for the fourth regulatory period. 
This is $14.9 million lower than the return proposed by TasWater of $763.7 million. The Regulator’s 
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allowance for the return on capital equates to an annual average of $187 million, compared to the 
annual average of $149 million approved for the third regulatory period.  These values do not include 
the impact of inflationary gain.  

The cost of debt and the estimate of the risk-free interest rate have increased since the Regulator 
prepared its Draft Report, resulting in increases in the WACCs determined by the Regulator. 
Specifically, the WACCEXISTING has increased from 3.63 per cent to 3.79 per cent and the WACCNEW has 
increased from 4.75 per cent to 5.28 per cent. 

Chapter 7 discusses the Regulator’s decision on the WACC components in more detail. 

Sewerage and trade waste pricing  

The Regulator will conduct two pricing inquiries during the fourth regulatory period, one into 
TasWater’s approach to sewerage charging and the second into trade waste charging. This is in 
response to submissions from stakeholders to this investigation and also arising from the Regulator’s 
concerns that TasWater’s current approach to pricing in these areas may not be sufficiently 
cost-reflective and equitable. It is expected that the results of the inquiries will inform the Regulator’s 
assessment of TasWater’s proposed approaches to charging for these services for the fifth regulatory 
period. 

Regulatory compliance 

TasWater is subject to regulation by three Tasmanian industry regulators, namely the Environment 
Protection Authority (EPA) for environmental management, the Director of Public Health for water 
quality and the Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRET) 
which is the Delegate for Dam Safety Regulation. 

TasWater has liaised with these industry regulators in preparing its proposed PSP. The Regulator has 
also consulted with the industry regulators and is satisfied that TasWater’s proposed PSP reflects 
their priorities and agreed compliance improvement outcomes. 

Customer contract and policies 

TasWater’s proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period included a draft customer contract and 
draft policies in relation to its proposed pricing for particular water and sewerage services, together 
with policies governing its interactions with customers.  

Appendix D of this Report discusses the Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed customer 

contract and policies. The customer contract and policies approved by the Regulator are attached as 

Appendices E and F respectively of this Report. 

Customer service 

The Regulator sets customer service standards for TasWater. Each service standard has a minimum 
or target level of service for TasWater to achieve. In its proposed price and service plan, TasWater 
proposed changes to its service standards to reflect feedback from customers with regard to their 
preferences and service level expectations. 

In its draft decision, the Regulator stated that it intended approving most of TasWater’s proposed 
service standards as they were consistent with the regulatory requirements and were informed by 
the outcomes from TasWater’s customer engagement. However, for some measures, the Regulator 
intended setting higher performance standards than TasWater proposed and required clarification 
from TasWater on how some of the standards are to be defined. 
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The only submission in response to the Regulator’s draft decision on service standards was from 
TasWater, which supported most of the Regulator’s draft decisions but did not agree with the 
Regulator’s draft decision to retain the service standard for unaccounted for water. TasWater also 
sought to retain its proposed service levels for water main breaks rather than the improved service 
levels in the Regulator’s Draft Report. After considering TasWater’s submission, the Regulator 
decided to set the service standards in these areas as in the Draft Report.     

The Regulator’s decisions on customer service standards are set out in Chapter 10 of this Report and 
in Appendix G. TasWater’s Customer Service Code will be amended using fast-track provisions to 
reflect these decisions.   
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SUMMARY OF THE REGULATOR’S 

DECISIONS 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

 

Chapter 1 - Prices 

1. Approve the maximum prices, fees and charges that are to apply for regulated services 
and miscellaneous services for the fourth regulatory period as set out in Schedule 1 of 
the Regulator’s Price Determination and as reproduced in Tables 1.1 to 1.19 inclusive and 
Table 1.21. 

2. Approve a standard infrastructure contribution charge (developer charge) of 
$3 514 per ET, as set out in Table 1.22. 

Chapter 2 - Revenue Requirement        

1. Accept TasWater’s proposed opening RAB as set out in Table 2.1. 

2. Apply the proposed RAB roll forward as set out in Table 2.3. 

3. Apply the inflation adjustment as set out in Table 2.3. 

4. Accept TasWater’s values of asset disposals as set out in Table 2.3. 

5. Accept TasWater’s proposed third party contributions as set out in Table 2.3. 

6. Apply the regulatory depreciation allowances as set out in Chapter 6 and Table 2.3. 

7. Apply the capex allowances as set out in Chapter 4 and Table 2.3. 

8. Apply the NAR for each year as set out in Table 2.9. 

9. Conduct an investigation and consider making a revised Price Determination and 
requiring TasWater to prepare a revised Price and Service Plan only if: 

(a) requested by TasWater; and 

(b) the Regulator is satisfied that there is a material risk that, without a further 
investigation, the objectives of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 would 
not be met, namely that TasWater cannot provide safe, environmentally 
responsible, sustainable and reliable water and sewerage services. 

Chapter 3 - Demand Forecasts         

1. Accept TasWater’s approaches to forecasting the number of water connections and 
sewerage connections and the demand for water use and miscellaneous services for the 
fourth regulatory period.   

2. Set demand forecasts for the above categories as set out Tables 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7. 
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Chapter 4 - Capital Expenditure 

1. Approve a capex allowance $45.4 million lower than TasWater proposed, at a total of 
$861.9 million for the fourth regulatory period, which is 95 per cent of TasWater’s proposed 
capex, as set out in Table 4.1. 

2. Accept that the expected costs associated with TasWater’s CDO for the fourth regulatory 
period are prudent and efficient. 

3. Accept that TasWater’s proposed expenditure on the Pioneer water supply project is 
prudent and efficient. 

4. Require TasWater to continue to provide the Regulator with six monthly progress reports on 
its capital program. 

5. Require TasWater to implement the improvements in relation to asset management, capital 
planning and prioritisation and capex governance frameworks identified by CCGUS during 
the fourth regulatory period. 

6. Require TasWater to provide the Regulator with six-monthly reports within one month of 
the end of the six-month period on its progress towards implementing the above 
improvements commencing from the six month period ending on 31 December 2022. 

7. With respect to gain-share and pain-share adjustments with the CDO, require TasWater to 
include only those costs that it actually incurs when capitalising CDO-related expenditure 
and including that expenditure in its RAB. 

Chapter 5 - Operating Expenditure 

1. Approve an opex allowance of $862.67 million for the fourth regulatory period, which is 
$22.29 million higher than TasWater proposed as set out in Table 5.1. 

2. Accept TasWater’s cost allocations as presented in its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory 
period. 

3. Accept CCGUS’ proposed escalation rates for the fourth regulatory period and the associated 
changes to TasWater’s opex.  

4. Include 95 per cent of TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex. 

5. Require TasWater to implement an activity-based costing approach during the fourth 
regulatory period.  

6. Apply the inflation assumptions as set out in Table 5.3 for the fourth regulatory period. 

7. Apply TasWater’s proposed water connection annual growth rate (0.85 per cent) as the 
growth factor to 50 per cent of TasWater’s regulated opex over the fourth regulatory period. 

8. Impose an annual compounding productivity target on TasWater of 1.5 per cent over the 
fourth regulatory period. 
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Chapter 6 - Regulatory Depreciation 

1. Set the regulatory depreciation allowance at a total of $455.8 million for the fourth 
regulatory period as set out in in Table 6.6. 

2. Accept TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation with respect to its new assets for the 
PSP3 extension year, 2021-22 and use a depreciation rate of 1.942 per cent for existing 
assets.  

3. Accept the asset lives TasWater’s proposes using for its new assets to calculate regulatory 
depreciation for the fourth regulatory period.  

4. Accept TasWater’s proposed weighted average depreciation rate for existing assets of 
2.28 per cent for the fourth regulatory period.  

5. Accept TasWater’s reasons for revising regulatory depreciation with respect to its new assets 
and its existing assets for the years from 2018-19 to 2020-21.  

6. Require TasWater to develop an asset register on an appropriate software platform that is 
suitable for regulatory pricing purposes.  

7. Require TasWater to continue to not claim regulatory depreciation on capex until the asset 
is commissioned for projects that started after 1 July 2018.  

8. Conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 into 
alternative approaches to calculating regulatory depreciation for new assets. 

Chapter 7 - Rate of Return on Capital 

1. Continue to use a nominal vanilla WACC with a post-tax return on equity and a pre-tax return 
on debt. 

2. Set the WACCEXISTING at 3.79 per cent and the WACCNEW at 5.28 per cent based on the 
following: 

(a) a gearing ratio of 60 per cent; 

(b) the prevailing risk free rate set using a 40 trading day average of the yield on 10-year 
Australian Government bonds as at 6 May 2022; 

(c) an equity beta of 0.65; 

(d) a market risk premium of 6.0 per cent; 

(e) the cost of debt calculated as set out in 7.9.3.3 using a BBB+ credit rating and using a 
mix of one third A rated and two thirds BBB rated yield on corporate bonds, as published 
by the RBA; 

(f) debt issuance costs of 0.08 per cent. 

3. Not accept TasWater’s proposal to review the cost of debt on an annual basis. 

4. Not accept TasWater’s proposal to calculate the cost of debt on a mean-reverting basis. 

                                                           
2 Calculated as the average of the deprecation rates for existing assets for 2018-19 (1.95%), 2019-20 (1.94%) and 

2020- 21 (1.93%) 
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Chapter 8 - Structure of prices, fees and charges 

1. Approve TasWater’s proposal to retain a single pricing zone for Tasmania for the fourth 
regulatory period. 

2. Approve the customer classes TasWater proposed for the fourth regulatory period. 

3. Approve TasWater’s proposal to base its fixed water charges on the size of each property’s 
metered connection. 

4. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge limited supply customers 90 per cent of the fixed 
water charge. 

5. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge fire service customers 25 per cent of the fixed water 
charge. 

6. Approve TasWater’s proposal to recover some of its fixed costs through variable charges. 

7. Approve TasWater’s proposed approach to variable water charges for customers receiving 
a full service. 

8. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge limited service customers 80 per cent of the variable 
water charge. 

9. Approve TasWater’s proposal to apply the ET methodology in determining fixed sewerage 
charges. 

10. Require TasWater’s PSP to set out the differences in new ET rates compared to current ET 
rates. 

11. Approve TasWater’s proposal that customers with STEDs pay 70 per cent of the fixed 
sewerage charge. 

12. Approve TasWater’s proposal to continue to apply the discharge factor approach in 
determining sewerage charges for caravan parks and offices. 

13. Accept TasWater’s proposal to extend the application of the trade waste site constraint fee. 

14. Accept TasWater’s proposal to continue to impose the macerator charge. 

15. Require TasWater to carry out research during the fourth regulatory period to determine a 
cost-reflective macerator charge. 

16. Accept the proposed structure of TasWater’s trade waste fees and charges for the fourth 
regulatory period. 

17. Conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 into 
sewerage charging approaches and trade waste charging approaches, commencing after 
1 July 2022, with the outcomes from the review informing the Regulator’s PSP Guideline for 
the fifth regulatory period and TasWater’s proposed PSP for that period. 

18. Accept TasWater’s proposed miscellaneous services with the exception of services relating 
to standard 20mm water and standard 100mm sewerage connections. 

19. Accept TasWater’s proposal that charges for some of its miscellaneous services are to be 
determined on a “price on application” basis provided prices are determined on a 
cost-reflective basis. 
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20. Require TasWater’s PSP to explain how the new service delivery model with respect to water 
and sewerage connections is to apply. 

21. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose developer charges. 

22. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to setting developer charges with the same standard 
charge applying state-wide regardless of the type of development. 

23. Accept TasWater’s proposal that the new developer charges arrangements commence on 
1 July 2023. 

24. Accept a fixed amount for the standard developer charge for each of the 2023-24, 2024-25 
and 2025-26 financial years. 

25. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating the negotiated charge. 

26. Accept TasWater’s proposal to rename its proposed Negotiated Charge as a Bulk 
Infrastructure Capacity Charge. 

27. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose service introduction charges. 

28. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating service introduction charges. 

29. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose service charges. 

30. Review the level of TasWater’s service charges over the fourth regulatory period. 

Chapter 9 - Other pricing issues 

1. Accept TasWater’s proposed arrangements with respect to customers paying prices that are 
below current standard prices.  

2. Require TasWater to contact each affected customer, prior to 30 June 2022, and inform the 
customer of the bill increases that are scheduled for each year of the fourth regulatory 
period together with the options available to manage payments. 

3. Require TasWater to move the remaining fire service and trade waste customers who are 

currently paying less than the standard prices directly to the relevant standard price as at 

1 July 2022. 

4. Approve TasWater’s proposed list of circumstances where customers will be moved directly 
to the prevailing standard prices. 

Chapter 10 - Customer contract, policies and service standards 

Customer contract and policies 

1. Approve the customer contract provided at Appendix E to this Report. 

2. Approve TasWater applying, for the fourth regulatory period, the minimum water flow and 
minimum water pressure figures in TasWater’s Supplement to the Water Services 
Association of Australia’s Water Supply Code of Australia in determining whether a property 
or part of a property is within serviced land. 

3. Approve TasWater’s proposed approach to the definition of serviced land for water services 
and for sewerage services. 
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4. Require TasWater to publish TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services Association of 
Australia’s Water Supply Code of Australia and TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services 
Association of Australia’s Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia, together with any other 
additional relevant information that would assist customers and stakeholders in determining 
whether their property, or part of their property, is within serviced land. 

5. Require TasWater to publish separate descriptions of serviced land for water services and 
sewerage services. 

6. Require TasWater to make descriptions of serviced land for both water and sewerage 
services publicly available. 

7. Require TasWater to ensure that the description of serviced land is updated and published 
on a regular basis (ie on at least a monthly basis when serviced land boundaries change). 

8. Approve TasWater’s Connection Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and 
Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

9. Approve TasWater’s Sub-metering Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and 
Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

10. Approve TasWater’s Service Charges Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and 
Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

11. Approve the Service Introduction Charges Policy, as amended and as included in TasWater’s 
Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to 
this Report. 

12. Approve TasWater’s service replacement process, subject to TasWater’s PSP including more 
detail on the costs and charges that affected customers would incur, as included in 
TasWater’s Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document provided at 
Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

13. Approve TasWater introducing a Standard Infrastructure Charge and a Bulk Infrastructure 
Capacity Charge. 

14. Approve the proposed new arrangements commencing from 1 July 2023. 

15. Approve the Developer Charges Policy, as included in TasWater’s Land Development Policies 
document provided at Appendix F.2 to this Report. 

16. Approve the Service Extension and Expansion Policy, as included in TasWater’s Land 
Development Policies document provided at Appendix F.2 to this Report. 

17. Approve the Trade Waste Policy as included at Appendix F.3 to this Report, with the 
proposed changes identified and discussed in Appendix D. 

18. Require TasWater to publish its Trade Waste Customer Category Guideline. 

Customer Service Standards 

1. Approve the majority of TasWater’s proposed service standards.  

2. Reject the proposed service standard of  the percentage of customers supplied by drinking 
water systems that meet best practice risk mitigation, as the Regulator does not consider 
this is a customer service standard. 
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3. Retain the service standard for the percentage of unaccounted for water and set 
performance levels at 20 per cent in 2022-23, declining by one percentage point each year 
to 17 per cent by 2025-26.  

4. Set higher performance standards than proposed by TasWater for the number of water main 
breaks at 33 breaks per 100 km of water main for 2022-23, declining by one each year to 30 
by 2025-26 to more closely reflect the performance of mainland service providers, noting 
that reducing water losses was identified by customers as a top priority for the fourth 
regulatory period.  

5. Retain the minimum service standard of 90 per cent for the percentage of planned water 
supply interruptions where water supply is restored within 5 hours.  

6. Set higher performance standards than proposed by TasWater for the number of 
water-related complaints by setting lower numbers of complaints to 6.0 complaints per 
1 000 properties. 

7. Implement the approved minimum service standards by way of the Customer Service Code 
fast-track amendment process, for a 1 July 2022 commencement. 
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 PRICES 

TasWater’s proposed prices for the fourth regulatory period are set out in Appendix 16 of its 
proposed PSP. TasWater proposes increasing prices for all services by 3.5 per cent per annum over the 
fourth regulatory period. 

In a Memorandum of Understanding signed by TasWater, the Tasmanian Government and the 
TasWater’s Owners’ Representatives Group in May 2018, TasWater committed to limit any annual price 
increases to 3.5 per cent to 2024-25. TasWater’s proposal reflects this commitment, as well as including 
a 3.5 per cent price increase for 2025-26.  

Based on the decisions set out in this Report, the Regulator has estimated TasWater’s NAR for each 
year of the fourth regulatory period and has determined the maximum prices that will apply for the 
fourth regulatory period.   

These maximum prices equate to price increases of 3.71 per cent, which are higher than the  
3.5 per cent price increases proposed by TasWater. The Regulator therefore expects that TasWater will 
include in, in its final PSP for the Regulator’s approval, uniform price increases of 3.5 per cent for all 
regulated water and sewerage services.    

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Approve the maximum prices, fees and charges that are to apply for regulated services and 
miscellaneous services for the fourth regulatory period as set out in Schedule 1 of the Regulator’s 
Price Determination and as reproduced in Tables 1.1 to 1.19 inclusive and Table 1.21.3 

2. Approve a standard infrastructure contribution charge (developer charge) of $3 514 per ET, as 
set out in Table 1.22.  

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

The decisions of the Regulator that have changed between the publication of the Draft Report and this 
Final Report are set out below. 

 Changes to draft decisions in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Regulator has modified the draft decisions set out in the Draft Report as follows: 

Approval of standard infrastructure contribution charge (developer charge) 

The Regulator has approved a standard infrastructure contribution charge of $3 514 per ET 
(Draft Decision 3). More information about this decision is set out in section 1.6.2. 

                                                           

3  Where relevant, the 2021-22 charges are included for comparison purposes in each of the following tables. 
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The level of prices for regulated water and sewerage services 

All maximum prices are higher in this report than in the Draft Report due principally to higher estimates 
of the cost of debt and higher actual inflation rates and inflation rate forecasts.   

 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

The Regulator has not approved TasWater’s proposed fees for standard water and sewerage 
connections. Further details on this decision are set out in sections 1.6.1.2, 8.12.1.2 and 8.12.1.3 of this 
Report. 

 Water prices  

The Regulator’s maximum fixed water and variable water charges for the fourth regulatory period are 
presented below.  

Table 1.1 Maximum fixed water charge per connection for full service customers ($)* 

Water Connection Size 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

20mm 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

*The fixed water charge for each connection size is calculated by multiplying the fixed water charge for a 20mm water connection by the 
relevant multiplier as presented in Table 8.1 in Chapter 8. 

Table 1.2 Maximum fixed water charge per connection for limited supply customers ($)* 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

319.47 331.32 343.60 356.35 369.56 

Table 1.3 Maximum variable water charge per kilolitre of water ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Full service (ie water of drinking water quality) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.27 

Limited water quality ($/kL)Note 1 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.98 1.02 

Note 1: This charge is set at 80 per cent of the drinking water quality variable charge. 

Table 1.4 Maximum water service charge for unconnected properties within serviced land ($) 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Table 1.5 Maximum charge for private filling stations ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Annual fixed charge 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Variable charge ($/kL) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.27 
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Table 1.6 Maximum charge for public filling stations ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Variable charge ($/kL) 1.69 1.76 1.83 1.90 1.97 

Security deposit (one-off fee) 51.75 53.67 55.66 57.72 59.87 

Account keeping fee 6.36 6.60 6.84 7.09 7.36 

Table 1.7 Maximum charge for portable metered standpipes ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Annual fixed charge 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Variable charge ($/kL) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.27 

Table 1.8 Maximum fire service - annual fixed charge ($) 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

88.74 92.03 95.45 98.99 102.66 

  Sewerage prices 

The Regulator’s maximum fixed sewerage charge, motor home dump points fixed sewerage charge, 
STED scheme sewerage charge and sewerage service charge for the fourth regulatory period are 
presented below. 

Table 1.9 Maximum fixed sewerage charge for full service customers per ET ($)* 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

*The target fixed sewerage charge for each connection is calculated by multiplying the target fixed sewerage for one ET by the applicable 
number of ETs. Multipliers and ETs are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Table 1.10 Maximum fixed sewerage charge for motor home dump points - per ET ($)* 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Table 1.11 Maximum STED scheme sewerage charge ($) 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

476.84 493.53  510.80  528.68  547.18  

Table 1.12 Maximum sewerage service charge for unconnected properties within serviced land ($) 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

408.72 423.88  439.60  455.90  472.81  
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 Trade waste prices 

The Regulator’s maximum trade waste fees and charges for the fourth regulatory period are presented 
in Tables 1.13 to 1.19 inclusive below.  

Table 1.13 Maximum trade waste application fee ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Application fee 152.56 158.22  164.09  170.17  176.48  

Table 1.14 Maximum trade waste annual charges ($)  

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Category 0 (proposed) No trade waste charges, customers pay sewerage charges only 

Category 1 589.41 611.27  633.94  657.46  681.84  

Category 2A 966.19 1 002.03            1 039.19            1 077.73            1 117.71  

Category 2B 1 355.81 1 406.09             1 458.24            1 512.33           1 568.42  

Category 2C 2 033.40 2 108.82 2 187.03 2 268.15 2 352.27 

Table 1.15 Maximum trade waste minor non-compliance fees ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Category 0 (proposed) No trade waste charges, customers pay sewerage charges 

only 

Category 1 589.41 611.27  633.94  657.46  681.84  

Category 2A 966.19 1 002.03            1 039.19            1 077.73            1 117.71  

Category 2B 1 355.81 1 406.09             1 458.24            1 512.33           1 568.42  

Category 2C 2 033.40 2 108.82 2 187.03 2 268.15 2 352.27 

Table 1.16 Maximum trade waste major non-compliance fees ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Category 2A 1 932.39 2 004.06 2 078.41 2 155.52 2 235.49 

Category 2B 2 711.62 2 812.18 2 916.51 3 024.71 3 136.93 

Category 2C 4 066.80 4 217.64 4 374.11 4 536.39 4 704.69 
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Table 1.17 Maximum 2022-23 trade waste fees and charges by customer category ($) 

Trade Waste 
Category 

Application Fee Annual Fee Non-Compliance 
Charge (Minor) 

Non-Compliance Charge 
(Major) 

0 na na na na 

1 158.22 611.27  611.27  na  

2A 158.22 1 002.03 1 002.03 2 004.06 

2B 158.22 1 406.09 1 406.09 2 812.18 

2C 158.22 2 108.82 2 108.82 4 217.64 

Table 1.18 Maximum trade waste site constraint fee ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

High and medium volume  (500 to 1 500 kL per annum) na 2 139.31 2 218.65 2 300.94 2 386.28 

Low volume (up to 499 kL per annum) na 1 275.57 1 322.88 1 371.94 1 422.83 

Table 1.19 Maximum trade waste macerator charge ($) 

 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Macerator charge 55.44 57.49 59.62 61.84 64.13 

 Other Prices 

TasWater also receives revenue from fees and charges it imposes in relation to a range of miscellaneous 
services it provides. These fees and charges require the Regulator’s approval. 

 Miscellaneous fees and charges 

All fees and charges that may be charged by TasWater which are not fixed charges, variable charges, 
developer charges or service introduction charges are referred to as miscellaneous fees and charges 
(Pricing Regulation 20). As with other regulated charges, miscellaneous fees and charges must be 
determined according to the pricing principles in the Industry Act and the Pricing Regulations and be 
included in TasWater’s proposed PSP.  

TasWater’s fees and charges for each of its proposed miscellaneous services for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period are set out in Table 9.20 of its proposed PSP and are reproduced below in Table 1.20.  

Table 1.20 TasWater’s proposed miscellaneous fees and charges ($) (GST exempt unless specified) 

Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Water connections      

Standard 20mm connection 2 259.30 3 657.00 3 785.00 3 917.47 4 054.58 

Non-standard water connection  POA POA POA POA POA 

Sewerage connections      

Standard 100mm sewerage connection 1 625.63 4 010.00  4 150.35 4 295.61 4 445.96 

Non-standard sewerage connection   POA POA POA POA POA 
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Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Water metering fees      

Special meter reads 62.74 64.94  67.21 69.56 72.00 

Meter testing - onsite 82.27 85.15 88.13 91.22 94.41 

Meter testing - offsite POA   POA   POA   POA  POA 

Meter downsizing (40mm to 20mm) 379.37 392.65   406.39   420.61 435.33 

Meter downsizing (all others) POA  POA   POA   POA  POA 

Sundry Fees      

Right to information request 41.61 41.62   42.35 43.20 44.17 

Pressure and flow testing - new 
connection, single point. For multiple 
test points the additional time (field and 
administration) will be charged at ‘Field 
inspection and supervision fee’ rate (per 
hour) 

108.66 112.47 116.40 120.48 124.70 

Pressure and flow testing - existing 
connection where a no-charge test has 
been previously provided 

na 172.47 177.42 182.68 188.27 

Land Information Certificate 
(Section 56ZQ request) 

46.74 46.75  47.57 48.52 49.61 

Field inspection and supervision fee (per 
hour) 

61.14 63.28 65.49 67.78 70.16 

Consent to register a legal document na 230.21 237.34 244.94 253.02 

Restriction charge 108.84 112.65 116.59 120.67 124.90 

Account establishment  25.88 26.78 27.72 28.69 29.69 

Account administration bounced 
payments (per transaction) 

na 6.58 6.81 7.05 7.29 

Development Application       

Minor 219.04 226.70 234.64 242.85 242.85 

Medium 363.94 376.67 389.86 403.50 403.50 

Major 699.36 723.84 749.17 775.39 775.39 

Significant 1 179.68 1 220.97 1 263.71 1 307.94 1 307.94 

CCW (including building and plumbing applications) 

Minor 310.86 321.74 333.00 344.66 344.66 

Medium 403.16 417.27 431.88 446.99 446.99 

Major 454.12 470.01 486.46 503.49 503.49 

Significant 573.09 593.15 613.91 635.39 635.39 

CCW exemption 41.07 42.51 43.99 45.53 45.53 
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Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Engineering design approval       

Minor 307.98 305.81 311.16 317.38 324.52 

Medium 679.02 674.22 686.02 699.74 715.49 

Major 1 468.78 1 458.40 1 483.92 1 513.60 1 547.66 

Significant 2 095.86 2 081.06 2 117.48 2 159.82 2 208.42 

Legacy certificate of compliance for applications made before 1 July 2018 application 

Minor na 111.81 115.16 118.62 122.47 

Medium na 279.52 287.91 296.54 306.18 

Major na 559.04 575.81 593.08 612.36 

Development miscellaneous fees      

Request for approval to build near 
infrastructure (Section 56W consent 
fee) 

47.69 49.36 51.09 52.88 54.73 

Additional planning assessment fee (per 
hour) 

na 70.20 72.38 74.70 77.16 

Other regulated services      

Private filling stations (fixed charge per 
annum for 20mm, scaled by size) 

354.96 367.39 380.25 393.55 407.33 

Private filling stations ($/kL) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.22 1.26 

Public filling stations ($/kL) 1.64 1.75 1.82 1.88 1.94 

Account key security deposit (one off 
fee for public filling stations) 

50 53.56 55.44 57.38 59.38 

Account keeping fee (per account) na 6.64 6.82 6.82 6.82 

Portable metered standpipes (fixed 
charge per annum for 20mm, scaled by 
size) 

354.96 367.39 380.25 393.55 407.33 

Portable metered standpipes ($/kL) 1.06 1.14 1.18 1.22 1.26 

Source: TasWater’s proposed PSP, Table 9.20. 

1.7.1.1 Submissions received on Draft Report 

TasWater’s submission provided additional information to support its view that the proposed fees and 
charges for miscellaneous services reflected the costs of providing those services.  

TasWater also identified that the following miscellaneous services had been omitted from the schedule 
of services included in its proposed PSP: 

(a) Non-standard sewerage connection  POA 

(b) Engineering design approval - complex  POA 

TasWater also noted that it had overlooked increasing prices by 3.50 per cent for 2025-26 for 
Development Applications (Minor, Medium, Major and Significant) and CCW (Minor, Medium, Major, 
Significant and CCW exemption).  

TasWater also provided a copy of its updated Miscellaneous Fees and Charges Model. 
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1.7.1.2 Regulator’s response and decision 

As explained further in sections 8.12.1.2 and 8.12.1.3, the Regulator has not approved TasWater’s 
proposed inclusion of standard connections in its schedule of miscellaneous services. 

The Regulator has reviewed TasWater’s Miscellaneous Fees and Charges Model and is satisfied that, 
with the exception of the fees for standard connections (as discussed above), the proposed fees and 
charges reflect the underlying costs of providing each of the proposed miscellaneous services.  

The Regulator has also approved the addition two services to the schedule of services - ‘Non-standard 
sewerage connection’ and the ‘Engineering design approval - complex’ - that had been omitted from 
TasWater’s proposed schedule of miscellaneous services. 

Table 1.21 Regulator’s approved miscellaneous fees and charges for TasWater ($) (GST exempt unless specified) 

Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Water connections      

Standard 20mm connection 

Non-standard water connection 

2,259.30 No maximum price determined: TasWater-approved 
contractor carries out the work at a quoted price 

Sewerage connections  

Standard 100mm sewerage connection 

Non-standard sewerage connection 

1,625.63 No maximum price determined: TasWater-approved 
contractor carries out the work at a quoted price 

Water metering fees      

Special meter reads 62.74 65.07  67.48 69.98 72.58 

Meter testing - onsite 82.27 85.32 88.49 91.77 95.17 

Meter testing - offsite POA   POA   POA   POA  POA 

Meter downsizing (40mm to 20mm) 379.37 393.44   408.03  423.16 438.86 

Meter downsizing (all others) POA  POA   POA   POA  POA 

Sundry Fees      

Right to information request 25 fee units 

Pressure and flow testing - new connection, 
single point. For multiple test points the 
additional time (field and administration) will be 
charged at ‘Field inspection and supervision 
fee’ rate (per hour) 

108.66 112.69 116.87 121.21 125.70 

Pressure and flow testing - existing connection 
where a no-charge test has been previously 
provided 

na 172.47 177.42 182.68 188.27 

Land Information Certificate (Section 56ZQ 
request) 

25 fee units 

Field inspection and supervision fee (per hour) 61.14 63.40 65.76 68.20 70.72 

Consent to register a legal document 154.42 239.90 248.81 258.04 267.61 

Restriction charge 108.84 112.88 117.06 121.41 125.91 

Account establishment  25.88 26.83 27.83 28.86 29.93 
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Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Account administration bounced payments (per 
transaction) 

na 7.61 7.89 8.18 8.49 

Development Application       

Minor 219.04 227.16 235.59 244.32 253.39 

Medium 363.94 377.44 391.43 405.95 421.01 

Major 699.36 725.30 752.20 780.10 809.03 

Significant 1 179.68 1 223.44            1 268.81 1 315.87 1 364.67 

Complex POA POA POA POA POA 

CCW (including building and plumbing applications)    

Minor 310.86 322.39 334.35 346.75 359.61 

Medium 403.16 418.12 433.62 449.71 466.39 

Major 454.12 470.96 488.43 506.54 525.33 

Significant 573.09 594.35 616.39 639.25 662.96 

CCW exemption 41.07 42.59 44.17 45.81 47.51 

Engineering design approval       

Minor 307.98 319.41 331.25 343.54 356.28 

Medium 679.02 704.21 730.32 757.41 785.50 

Major 1 468.78 1 523.25 1 579.75 1 638.34 1 699.11 

Significant 2 095.86 2 173.60 2 254.21 2 337.82 2 424.53 

Complex POA POA POA POA POA 

Legacy certificate of compliance for applications made before 1 July 2018 application   

Minor na 111.81 115.16 118.62 122.47 

Medium na 279.52 287.91 296.54 306.18 

Major na 559.04 575.81 593.08 612.36 

Development miscellaneous fees      

Request for approval to build near 
infrastructure (Section 56W consent fee) 

47.69 49.46 51.29 53.20 55.17 

Additional planning assessment fee (per hour) na 70.20 72.80 75.51 78.31 

Other regulated services      

Private filling stations (fixed charge per annum 
for 20mm, scaled by size) 

354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Private filling stations ($/kL) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.27 

Public filling stations ($/kL) 1.69 1.76 1.83 1.90 1.97 

Account key security deposit (one off fee for 
public filling stations) 

51.75 53.67 55.66 57.73 59.87 

Account keeping fee (per account) 6.36 6.60 6.84 7.09 7.36 

Portable metered standpipes (fixed charge per 
annum for 20mm, scaled by size) 

354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 
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Miscellaneous fees and charges 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) 2025-26 ($) 

Portable metered standpipes ($/kL) 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.27 

 Developer charges 

Applying the rate of return on new assets (WACCNEW) used in this Report4, the Regulator has approved 
a shared infrastructure contribution charge (developer charge) of $3 514 per ET. 

Table 1.22 Regulator’s shared infrastructure contribution charge per ET ($) Note 1 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

… … 3 514.00 3 514.00 3 514.00 

Note 1: Charge does not commence until 2023-24 and is unchanged for 2024-25 and 2025-26. 

 Impact of prices on customers’ annual bills 

As required under Section 15 of the Industry Act, the Regulator assessed the impact on customers 
arising from the maximum prices for regulated water and sewerage services in the Draft Report, which 
result in uniform annual price increases of 3.07 per cent. The Regulator was satisfied that the prices in 
the Draft Report would not have unacceptable impacts on customers. 

 Submissions received on Draft Report 

In its submission, the Tasmanian Labor Party (TLP) raised concerns about cost of living pressures and 
stated that the Regulator’s proposed annual increases 2025-26 would lead to unacceptable increases 
to basic household costs.5 

 Regulator’s response 

Applying the Regulator’s maximum prices as set out in this Report, a residential customer using 179kL 
of water per annum would face an annual bill in 2022-23 that is around $46 higher than the amount 
paid in 2021-22.6 The impact on residential customers’ bills, for different consumption levels, is set out 
in Table 1.23. The Regulator is satisfied that these price increases, while marginally higher than those 
in the Draft Report, would not have unacceptable impacts on customers. 

TasWater’s proposed price increases of 3.50 per cent per annum, which the Regulator expects 
TasWater to include its proposed prices in the final Price and Service Plan, result in annual bills 
increasing by less, at around $43 in 2022-23 for a residential customer using 179kL of water per annum.   

 

  

  

                                                           
4  In TasWater’s state-wide Incremental Cost Model, the rate of return on new assets is used to discount the growth capex 

to arrive at a NPV for that expenditure which is then used to calculate the shared infrastructure contribution charge. 

5  Tasmanian Labor Party, Submission on Regulator’s Draft Report (2022).  

6      Average water use as set out in TasWater’s 2020-21 Annual Performance Report to the Regulator, September 2021. 
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Table 1.23 Bill analysis ($ per year)7

Annual water usage  Current prices Regulator's maximum prices - fourth regulatory period 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

50kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 54.96 57.00 59.11 61.30 63.58 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 091.12 1 131.59 1 173.56 1 217.08 1 262.22 

100kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 109.92 113.99 118.22 122.61 127.15 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 146.08 1 188.59 1 232.67 1 278.38 1 325.80 

150kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 164.88 170.99 177.33 183.91 190.73 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 201.03 1 245.58 1 291.78 1 339.69 1 389.38 

179kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 196.90 204.06 211.22 220.17 227.33 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 233.06 1278.65 1 325.66 1 375.95 1 425.97 

200 kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 219.83 227.99 236.44 245.21 254.31 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 255.99 1 302.58 1 350.89 1 400.99 1 452.95 

400 kL 

Water Fixed 354.96 368.13 381.78 395.94 410.63 

Water Variable 439.67 455.97 472.89 490.43 508.61 

Sewerage 681.20 706.46 732.66 759.84 788.02 

Total Bill 1 475.83 1 530.56 1 587.33 1 646.20 1 707.26 

7 Annual bills for 2021-22 are included for comparison purposes in this table. 
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 REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

The prices for regulated water and sewerage services in Tasmania are determined by applying forecast 
demand for regulated services to an annual notional revenue such that the regulated prices when 
multiplied by the forecast annual demand are no greater than the notional revenue.  This revenue, 
referred to as TasWater’s Notional Allowable Revenue (NAR), is used only to determine the maximum 
prices TasWater can charge for regulated services.8 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Accept TasWater’s proposed opening RAB as set out in Table 2.1. 

2. Apply the proposed RAB roll forward as set out in Table 2.3. 

3. Apply the inflation adjustment as set out in Table 2.3. 

4. Accept TasWater’s values of asset disposals as set out in Table 2.3. 

5. Accept TasWater’s proposed third party contributions as set out in Table 2.3. 

6. Apply the regulatory depreciation allowances as set out in Chapter 6 and Table 2.3. 

7. Apply the capex allowances as set out in Chapter 4 and Table 2.3. 

8. Apply the NAR for each year as set out in Table 2.9. 

9. Conduct an investigation and consider making a revised Price Determination and requiring 
TasWater to prepare a revised Price and Service Plan only if: 

             (a) requested by TasWater; and 

             (b) the Regulator is satisfied that there is a material risk that, without a further investigation, the               
objectives of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 would not be met, namely that 
TasWater cannot provide safe, environmentally responsible, sustainable and reliable water 
and sewerage services. 

                                                           

8  In practice, TasWater’s actual revenue will most likely be different as the actual number of customers and volume of water 

supplied in each year will differ from the forecasts depending on factors such as the weather and the level of demand 

from major industrial customers. 
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 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

 Changes to draft decisions in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Regulator has modified the draft decisions set out in the Draft Report as follows: 

 Based on the further information TasWater provided, the Regulator accepts the value of 
TasWater’s asset disposals as set out in Table 2.3 of this Report. 

 Due to changes to some of the figures used to calculate the building block components of 
TasWater’s NAR, as set out in other chapters of this Report, the Regulator has recalculated 
TasWater’s NAR. 

 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Draft Report did not include a decision relating to the circumstances that the Regulator would 
conduct a further investigation and consider making a revised Price Determination and requiring 
TasWater to prepare a revised Price and Service Plan.   

 Determining the NAR 

The NAR is determined using a 'building block' approach. Under the building block approach, the 
regulated entity is allowed to recover through regulated prices the efficient costs of all the activities 
required to provide water and sewerage services to customers, including funding-related costs. 

The cost components, or building blocks, are:  

 operating expenditure (opex) (Chapter 5); 

 return of capital (regulatory depreciation) (Chapter 6); 

 tax allowance (Section 2.5); 

 inflation offset (Section 2.3); and  

 return on capital (Section 2.4). 

The key inputs used in calculating the building blocks are:  

 capital expenditure (capex) (Chapter 4);   

 the values of the Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) (Section 2.3); and 

 the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) (Chapter 7). 

The sum of the cost components is an estimate of TasWater’s annual revenue for each year of the 
regulatory period based on a range of assumptions such as the number of customers and the volume 
of water supplied.  The forecast demand for regulated services is discussed in Chapter 3.   

In assessing TasWater’s proposed prices, the Regulator assesses TasWater’s proposed prices by 
reference to the Notional Allowable Revenue (NAR).   

This chapter discusses the components of the NAR not addressed in other chapters and presents the 
Regulator’s decision on TasWater’s NAR. 
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 Regulatory Asset Base 

The Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) is the value of the assets required to provide regulated services. The 
RAB is used to calculate the return on capital and the return of capital (regulatory depreciation). 

As required under Section 68(1A) of the Industry Act, assets must also be split between assets 
transferred to the previous regulated entities before 1 July 2011 (referred to as existing assets) and 
assets purchased or constructed by the previous regulated entities and subsequently TasWater on or 
after 1 July 2009 (referred to as new assets) TasWater must split its assets between existing assets and 
new assets. 

TasWater is also required to have separate RABs for water and sewerage assets to enable the Regulator 
to ensure that the revenue from the provision of each regulated service recovers only the costs 
associated with providing that service.  TasWater must therefore maintain four RABs; existing water, 
existing sewerage, new water and new sewerage. 

Each RAB must be rolled forward for each year of the regulatory period.   

As set out in the Regulator’s PSP Guideline, to determine the applicable opening RABs for the fourth 
regulatory period (ie as at 1 July 2022), the closing RAB from the second year of the penultimate 
regulatory period (the RABs as at 30 June 2017) is rolled forward to 30 June 2022. 

The opening RAB for existing assets as at 1 July 2022 is then rolled forward for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period by: 

adding   

 an inflation adjustment 

and subtracting  

 asset disposals 

 third party contributions 

 regulatory depreciation. 

The opening RAB for new assets as at 1 July 2022 is then rolled forward for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period by: 

adding   

 capex   

 inflation adjustment 

and subtracting  

 asset disposals 

 third party contributions 

 regulatory depreciation. 

 Opening RABs 

TasWater’s proposed Opening RABs, as provided in its Financial Model, are set out in the following 
table.    
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Table 2.1 TasWater’s proposed Opening RABs ($) 

 

 RAB roll forward 

TasWater’s proposed RAB roll forward is provided in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 TasWater’s proposed RAB roll forward ($) 

 

 Disposals  

Disposals are assets which are no longer used in providing regulated services and are sold or otherwise 
disposed of. Based on the additional information TasWater provided in its submission with respect to 
the $11.5 million disposal value for the Macquarie Point STP in 2024-25, the Regulator has accepted 
TasWater’s proposed values for asset disposals.  

 Third party contributions  

Third party capital contributions are assets contributed by third parties and include developer charges, 
gifted assets, service introduction charges and government grants. Third party capital contributions 
may be included in capex but are not in the RABs and are therefore not considered when determining 
prices because TasWater is not permitted to receive a return on capital, or a return of capital, in relation 
to assets it did not fund itself.  

Third party contributions include $133.5 million external funding over the fourth regulatory period for 
the Macquarie Point STP relocation project and the Tamar Estuary River Health Action Plan (TERHAP).  
The Regulator accepts TasWater’s proposed third party contributions. 

 Inflation adjustment/offset  

The use of a nominal WACC requires the RAB values to be adjusted for inflation. The RAB roll forward 
included actual inflation where the value is known and forecast inflation for the remaining years. The 
forecast inflation values used by the Regulator in the Draft Report were based on those in Table 5.1 of 
the RBA’s Statement on Monetary Policy (November 2021).9  For this Report, the Regulator used 

                                                           
9   https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2021/nov/economic-outlook.html  

 

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26

Water – existing 1,231,575,895 1,225,744,089 1,213,732,036 1,200,691,813 1,187,437,506 1,177,769,390 1,168,533,975 1,164,485,515

Water – new 502,407,768 579,766,559 637,547,782 731,137,435 867,841,337 1,002,106,024 1,098,124,681 1,194,225,841

Sewerage – existing 1,079,522,259 1,076,112,538 1,066,835,925 1,057,006,847 1,045,818,430 1,037,241,488 1,031,330,249 1,016,806,393

Sewerage - new 369,119,525 414,692,682 466,454,844 508,774,568 551,689,207 636,143,467 751,165,907 844,584,369

Total 3,182,625,448 3,296,315,869 3,384,570,588 3,497,610,663 3,652,786,480 3,853,260,369 4,049,154,812 4,220,102,118

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26

Opening RAB 3,182,625,448 3,296,315,869 3,384,570,588 3,497,610,663 3,652,786,480 3,853,260,369 4,049,154,812 4,220,102,118

Capex 129,386,000 128,800,000 174,924,230 229,843,489 285,497,516 299,341,915 226,703,355 223,919,527

Disposals 5,097,992 6,157,935 6,843,329 546,605 62,616 2,904,908 11,519,132 3,349,652

Depreciation – existing 53,844,396 53,376,110 52,902,498 52,125,116 51,682,706 51,414,479 51,288,645 50,880,768

Depreciation – new 23,180,317 33,610,731 44,149,557 47,826,085 51,077,941 57,413,818 63,947,924 73,940,223

Third party contributions 408,008 141,559 12,141,900 17,890,000 36,992,160 59,146,324 9,983,443 30,122,748

Inflation adjustment 66,835,134 52,741,054 54,153,129 43,720,133 54,791,797 67,432,056 80,983,096 94,952,298

Inflation 2.10% 1.60% 1.60% 1.25% 1.50% 1.75% 2.00% 2.25%

Closing RAB 3,296,315,869 3,384,570,588 3,497,610,663 3,652,786,480 3,853,260,369 4,049,154,812 4,220,102,118 4,380,680,551

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2021/nov/economic-outlook.html
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significantly higher forecast inflation rates in the RBA’s Statement on Monetary Policy issued in 
May 2022.10  The Regulator’s approved RAB roll forward is shown in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Regulator’s approved RAB roll forward for TasWater ($) 

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Opening RAB 3 182 625 448 3 288 497 980 3 323 113 138 3 516 205 074 3 826 596 880 4 025 763 435 4 208 195 935 4 424 356 503 

Capex 129 386 000 128 800 000 174 924 230 229 843 489 274 248 691 287 761 739 215 435 416 212 925 924 

Sales 5 097 992 6 157 935 6 843 329 546 605 62 616 2 904 908 11 519 132 3 349 652 

Depreciation – existing 45 749 157 44 409 123 44 975 808 46 580 273 53 491 322 52 192 165 52 994 750 54 743 826 

Depreciation – new 23 180 317 33 610 731 44 149 557 47 826 085 50 717 000 56 644 000 62 770 000 72 254 000 

Contributions 408 008 141 559 1 214 1900 17 890 000 97 513 180 126 884 729 11 328 028 34 170 228 

Inflationary adjustment 50 922 007 -9865494 126278299 193391279 126701983 133296562 139337062 146 494 329 

Inflation 1.60% -0.30% 3.80% 5.50% 3.31% 3.31% 3.31% 3.31% 

Closing RAB 3 288 497 980 3 323 113 138 3 516 205 074 3 826 596 880 4 025 763 435 4 208 195 935 4 424 356 503 4 619 259 050 

Return on capital 

The rate of return used to calculate the return on capital in the NAR is the WACCs for new and existing 
assets.  The applicable WACCs are discussed in Chapter 7. The relevant WACC is multiplied by an 
average of the opening and closing RAB values in each year of the regulatory period.    

Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show TasWater’s return on capital as set out in its proposed PSP. 

Table 2.4 TasWater’s proposed return on capital - existing assets ($) 

2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

RAB (average) 2,224,133,406 2,207,437,551 2,190,578,066 2,179,149,388 

WACC existing 4.17% 4.17% 4.17% 4.17% 

Return on assets 92,745,919 92,049,706 91,346,668 90,870,095 

Table 2.5 TasWater’s proposed return on capital - new assets ($) 

2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

RAB (average) 1,528,890,018 1,743,770,040 1,944,050,400 2,121,241,947 

WACC New 5.41% 5.41% 5.41% 5.41% 

Return on assets 82,655,312 94,272,220 105,099,837 114,679,220 

The inputs for the WACC have been updated for the Regulator’s Final Report to reflect prevailing 
interest rates. Tables 2.6 and 2.7 show the Regulator’s calculation of TasWater’s return on capital.  

Table 2.6 Regulator’s approved return on capital for TasWater - existing assets ($) 

2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

RAB (average) 2,366,393,768 2,390,627,372 2,410,301,775 2,429,357,548 

WACC existing 3.79% 3.79% 3.79% 3.79% 

Return on assets 89,733,652 90,652,590 91,398,643 92,121,238 

10 https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2022/may/economic-outlook.html

        Geometric average of RBA forecasts for June 2023 and June 2024 for 2022-23 onward, from RBA's May 2022 release.   
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Table 2.7 Regulator’s approved return on capital for TasWater - new assets ($) 

  2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

RAB (average) 1,559,786,390 1,726,352,313 1,905,974,444 2,092,450,229 

WACC New 5.28% 5.28% 5.28% 5.28% 

Return on assets 82,419,113 91,220,456 100,711,690 110,565,070 

 Tax Allowance 

For the third regulatory period, TasWater proposed, and the Regulator approved, the use of a post-tax 
WACC. This necessitated the inclusion of a tax allowance in the regulated revenue build-up.  

However, following amendments made to the Water and Sewerage Corporation Act 2012 in 2018, from 
1 January 2019 TasWater is no longer subject to the National Tax Equivalent Regime and is therefore 
no longer required to make tax equivalent payments to its owners.  

Consequently, for the fourth regulatory period and, as set out in the Regulator’s PSP Guideline, 
TasWater must use a tax rate equal to zero that will result in the tax allowance component of its cost 
build-up also equalling zero.  

 Notional Allowable Revenue 

TasWater’s proposed building block components and NAR for each year of the fourth regulatory period 
are shown in Table 2.8. 

Table 2.8 TasWater’s proposed NAR ($’000) 

Building block component 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Return on capital - existing 92,746 92,050 91,347 90,870 

Return on capital - new 82,655 94,272 105,100 114,679 

Depreciation 102,761 108,828 115,237 124,821 

Inflationary gain -54,792 -67,432 -80,983 -94,952 

Opex  200,066 206,065 213,533 220,722 

Tax 0 0 0 0 

Total 423,436 433,783 444,234 456,140 

TasWater states in its proposed PSP that, based on its calculation of the NAR, and its forecast demand, 
an annual price increase of 6.5 per cent would be required so that the NAR is recovered in the last year 
of the fourth regulatory period (2025-26).11 Under this scenario, TasWater’s revenue would transition 
to the NAR over the fourth regulatory period. 

The Regulator’s values for each building block component and NAR for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period are provided in Table 2.9.  

                                                           
11  TasWater’s proposed PSP, pages 181-182. 
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Table 2.9 Regulator’s approved NAR for TasWater ($’000) 

Building block component 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Return on capital - existing 89,734 90,653 91,399 92,121 

Return on capital - new 82,419 91,220 100,712 110,565 

Depreciation 104,208 108,836 115,765 126,998 

Inflationary gain -126,702 -133,297 -139,337 -146,494 

Opex 205,054 211,669 219,132 226,815 

Tax 0 0 0 0 

Total 354,713 369,082 387,670 410,005 

Based on the Regulator’s NARs, an annual uniform price increase of 3.71 per cent is required to recover 
the aggregate of the annual NARs over the fourth regulatory period. 

A comparison of the annual notional revenue requirement based on TasWater recovering the NAR in 
2025-26, TasWater’s annual revenue with a 3.50 per cent price increase and TasWater’s annual 
revenue based on the Regulator’s maximum price increase of 3.71 per cent is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 TasWater’s revenue projections and notional revenue for the fourth regulatory period ($ million) 

 

 Price Determination 

Noting the Regulator’s estimation of TasWater’s notional allowable revenue for the fourth regulatory 
period, the Regulator has made a price determination which sets out the maximum prices TasWater 
can charge for the period. 

A copy of the Determination is available on the Regulator’s website. 
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 Submissions on the Regulator’s Draft Report 

In its submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report in relation to escalation rates, TasWater stated that: 

TasWater accepts using [RBA] forecast values from the most relevant Quarterly Statement and 

notes that the TER may use forecast values from the May 2022 Quarterly Statement in its final 

determination. However, regardless of the forecast values that are ultimately approved, TasWater 

notes that these values will be fixed for the entire PSP4 period. As there is currently upward 

inflationary pressure, fixing the forecast values for the four-year period presents a risk to TasWater 

that actual inflation is materially higher than that allowed in the final determination. Should this 

occur, TasWater’s actual costs could be materially higher than it is able to recover from its 

customers. 

TasWater accepts that there will be some areas where actual outcomes differ from forecast 

outcomes over the PSP4 period that it will be required to absorb. However, if inflation outcomes are 

substantially higher over the PSP4 period than the escalation rates approved in the final 

determination, TasWater will consider seeking for the TER to re-open the final determination. 

 Regulator’s decision 

Considering the issues TasWater has raised, the Regulator has advised TasWater that it will conduct an 
investigation and consider making a revised Price Determination and requiring TasWater to prepare a 
revised Price and Service plan only if: 

(a) requested by TasWater; and 

(b) the Regulator is satisfied that there is a material risk that, without a further investigation, the 
objectives of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 would not be met, namely that 
TasWater cannot not provide safe, environmentally responsible, sustainable and reliable water 
and sewerage services. 
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 DEMAND FORECASTS 

The maximum prices that the Regulator determines are a function of TasWater’s NAR for each year of 
the regulatory period and annual demand forecasts for regulated services.  

Demand forecasts are important because they affect TasWater’s estimated opex costs and water and 
sewerage prices to customers.  For example, the greater the number of water connections, the lower 
the fixed water charges, all other factors being unchanged.    

This chapter discusses TasWater’s demand forecasts and actual results for the third regulatory period 
and forecasts for the fourth regulatory period with regard to:  

 numbers of water and sewerage connections;  

 the volume of water supplied; and 

 numbers of miscellaneous service transactions. 

Actual results and forecasts for the fourth regulatory period presented in this chapter reflect 
TasWater’s most recent Demand Forecast Model and subsequent advice from TasWater. Some values 
are different from data in the revised proposed PSP submitted on 13 December 2021.  

As part of its investigation, the Regulator assessed TasWater’s approaches to forecasting demand and 
required TasWater to provide additional information regarding its forecasts. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decision: 

1. Accept TasWater’s approaches to forecasting the number of water connections and sewerage 
connections and the demand for water use and miscellaneous services for the fourth regulatory 
period. 

2. Set demand forecasts for the above categories as set out Tables 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7.      

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

There were no different decisions between the Draft Report and the Final Report.   

Based on information received from TasWater in response to the requirements set out in the 
Regulator’s Draft Report, the Regulator has made changes to TasWater’s demand forecasts as follows: 

 revised forecasts of total water use based on TasWater’s advice that the underlying decline in 
water use per connection is expected to be 0.36 per cent per annum compared to 0.29 per cent 
in the proposed PSP (Table 3.3);  

 revised forecasts of sewerage ETs, based on a lower than expected actual outcome for 2020-21 
(Table 3.5); and 
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 revised forecasts of miscellaneous transactions to reflect confirmation from TasWater that 
miscellaneous transactions are expected to grow in line with forecast growth in equivalent 20mm 
water connections (Table 3.7).  

 New decisions not set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

The Regulator has not made any new decisions with respect to demand forecasts in this Report. 

 Water connections and usage 

 Forecast and actual results for the third regulatory period 

Table 3.1 contains a summary of TasWater’s forecast 20mm equivalent water connections for the third 
regulatory period, as set out in the PSP approved in June 2018, and the actual number of connections.   

Table 3.1 Comparison of forecast and actual demand - 2018-19 to 2020-21 - Equivalent 20mm connections  

  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

  Equivalent 20mm 

connections 

Equivalent 20mm 

connections 

Equivalent 20mm 

connections 

Standard connectionsa       

Forecast 240 709 242 471 244 235 

Actual 247 009 250 870 255 033 

        

Difference 6 300 8 399 10 798 

Difference (%) 1.6 2.5 3.4 

        

Fire service connections       

Forecast 21 130 21 244 21 360 

Actual 33 778 33 684 37 718 

        

Difference 12 648 12 440 16 358 

Difference (%) 58.9 57.6 75.6 

Notes:       

a. Includes full and limited service connections, but excludes "not connected" properties, which were not forecast in the 

third regulatory period. 

Actual standard equivalent 20mm connections were higher than forecast for each of the 2018-19, 
2019-20 and 2020-21 financial years. TasWater attributed this to stronger than forecast housing 
conditions.12 Growth in standard connections has averaged 1.62 per cent per annum from 2015-16 to 
2020-21.  

                                                           
12 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 86. 
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Actual equivalent 20mm fire service connections were also higher than forecast. Forecasts for the third 
regulatory period were based on the actual number of equivalent 20mm fire services connections in 
2015-16. The actual result for 2016-17 was 18.0 per cent higher than forecast, which had a flow on 
effect to the actual results in later years as shown in Table 3.2. In addition, an increase in TasWater’s 
water installation reviews resulted in the identification of additional fire service connections. 
Fire service connections are typically 100mm in diameter, and each newly discovered fire service 
connection therefore equates to 25 equivalent 20mm connections.  

Table 3.2 contains a summary of TasWater’s forecast and actual water demand during the third 
regulatory period. 

Table 3.2 Comparison of forecast and actual demand from 2018-19 to 2020-21 - Water usage 

  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

  Water use (ML) Water use (ML) Water use (ML) 

Forecast 59 762 60 051 60 339 

Actual 61 246 59 444 56 991 

        

Difference 1 484 - 607 -3 348 

Difference (%) 2.5 -1.0 -5.5 

Actual water usage in 2018-19 was 2.5 per cent higher than the forecast, primarily as a result of higher 
than forecast growth in 20mm equivalent connections.13 

Actual water usage in 2019-20 and 2020-21 was lower than forecast and lower on a per connection 
basis. TasWater attributed this to state-wide water restrictions during the 2019-20 summer period and 
the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which forced businesses to temporarily slow or close 
down operations and a reduced the number of interstate visitors.14 Each standard connection used an 
average 249.0 kL in 2018-19, but this fell to 223.5 kL in 2020-21. 

Figure 3.1 in the following section illustrates actual and forecast total water usage and water usage per 
equivalent 20mm connection. 

 Forecasts for the fourth regulatory period 

TasWater submitted the model it used to arrive at forecast connections and water usage for the 
Regulator’s review. As the basis for its connection forecasts, TasWater primarily used its growth and 
capacity plans (GCPs) for each water network, which are derived from factors such as: 

 Tasmanian Treasury population projections by LGA;  

 Australian Bureau of Statistics projections; 

 the Tasmanian Government’s regional land use strategy growth projections;  

 Local government planning data; and 

 TasWater’s own connection data over the past five years. 

                                                           
13 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 87. 

14 Ibid, page 87. 
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Table 3.3 contains a summary of TasWater’s forecast equivalent 20mm water connections for standard 
and fire service connections. The Regulator has accepted these forecasts, after applying TasWater’s 
forecasting methodology and the 0.36 per cent underlying decline in demand to water use forecasts.  

Table 3.3 TasWater forecast summary for the fourth regulatory period - Water 

  2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Equivalent 20mm standard connections (number)a  262 074  264 258  266 466  268 699 

Equivalent 20mm standard connections (% increase) 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.84 

          

Equivalent 20mm fire service connections (number)  41 456  43 660  45 698  47 588 

Equivalent 20mm fire service connections (% increase) 6.12 5.32 4.67 4.13 

          

Water use (ML)  64 051  64 352  64 656  64 963 

Water use (% increase) 4.85 0.47 0.47 0.48 

Notes:         

a. Includes "not connected" properties.         

3.3.2.1 Water connections  

The forecast number of residential and commercial standard water connections uses 2019-20 water 
connections per LGA as its base. Forecast average annual growth rates per LGA are derived from 
TasWater’s GCPs for each water system within that LGA. In several LGAs where there is no GCP, 
TasWater adopted Treasury’s high population growth scenario for the LGA.  

TasWater forecast 0.76 per cent growth in not connected properties, which make up approximately 
1.9 per cent of standard connections; and zero growth in industrial customers, reflecting actual growth 
of less than 0.1 per cent over the current regulatory period. 

Growth in standard connections between 2015-16 and 2020-21 averaged 1.62 per cent per annum. 
TasWater has forecast more moderate growth of 0.83 to 0.84 per cent over the next four years. 
TasWater’s Regional Towns Water Supply Program, which included the connection of three towns to 
drinking water supplies15, contributed to recent high growth. In the Regulator’s Draft Report, the 
Regulator required TasWater to provide further information to support these relatively low growth 
forecasts, and TasWater subsequently advised that the discovery of new connections through its 
Installation Data Review Project also contributed to strong growth during this period.  

Forecast growth in fire service connections averages 4.71 per cent per annum over the fourth 
regulatory period. Underlying growth in fire service connections is forecast to be in line with commercial 
connection growth. However, the addition of newly discovered fire service connections has been 
increasing annual growth significantly. The number of additional fire service connections discovered 
each year is forecast to decline by an average of 10 per cent per annum over the fourth regulatory 
period as there are fewer uncharged services remaining to be identified16, reducing forecast growth 
from 6.12 per cent in 2022-23 to 4.13 per cent in 2025-26.  

                                                           
15 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 46. 

16 Ibid, page 90. 
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3.3.2.2 Water usage 

TasWater stated that Tasmania’s and Australia’s COVID-19-related border closures reduced demand 
for water in 2019-20, and water usage was even lower in 2020-21. TasWater has assumed that this 
factor continues to suppress demand for water in 2021-22. Water usage per equivalent 20mm 
connection is forecast to be approximately 237 kL per connection from 2019-20 to 2021-22, down from 
248 kL in 2018-19.   

From 2022-23, water usage per connection is forecast to revert to pre-COVID levels (adjusted for an 
underlying 0.36 per cent per annum decline in water usage per connection). While TasWater’s 
proposed PSP indicated an underlying decline of 0.29 per cent per annum, TasWater subsequently 
advised (after inconsistencies were identified) that the average annual decline was 0.36 per cent per 
annum from 2015-16 to 2018-19. The reversion to pre-COVID levels results in strong growth in total 
water usage in 2022-23.  

From 2022-23, the Regulator has set forecast growth in total water usage at just under 0.5 per cent 
per annum, reflecting forecast growth in standard connections, partially offset by the forecast decline 
in water usage per connection.  

Figure 3.1 illustrates actual and forecast total water usage and water usage per equivalent 20mm 
connection. As discussed above, water usage from 2019-20 to 2021-21 has been impacted by 
state-wide water restrictions during the 2019-20 summer period and the ongoing impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. From 2022-23, growth in connections is forecast to exceed the decline in water 
usage per connection, resulting in ongoing annual growth.  

Figure 3.1 Actual and forecast water usage - Total and per connection 

 

The Regulator considers TasWater’s methodology for projecting water usage per equivalent 20mm 
connection to be reasonable. Forecast water use displayed in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1 reflect the 
methodology described in TasWater’s proposed PSP and subsequent advice regarding the rate of 
underlying decline in water use per connection.  
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 Demand for sewerage services 

 Forecast versus actual results for the third regulatory period 

Table 3.4 contains a summary of the forecast sewerage ETs and the number of trade waste customers 
for the third regulatory period. The table shows that actual sewerage ETs were closely aligned with the 
forecast numbers of ETs.  

Actual sewerage ETs grew by an average 0.49 per cent per annum over the third regulatory period. 
Data on actual sewerage ETs for 2020-21 was provided by TasWater following submission of the 
proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period. There were 871 fewer sewerage ETs in 2020-21 than in 
2019-20. TasWater subsequently advised that this was largely attributable to the ongoing 
implementation of the new discharge factor methodology for properties used as offices that was 
introduced during the third regulatory period.  

Table 3.4 Comparison of forecast and actual demand - 2018-19 to 2020-21 - Sewerage ETs and trade waste customers 
 

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Sewerage ETs       

Forecast  246 433  247 969  249 512 

Actual  246 233  249 520  248 649 

        

Difference -  199  1 551 -  863 

Difference (%) -0.1 0.6 -0.3 

        

Trade waste customers       

Forecast  3 523  3 538  3 555 

Actual  3 667  3 684 3 724a 

        

Difference   144   146   169 

Difference (%) 4.1 4.1 4.8 

Note:       

a. PSP forecast, not actual result.       

Underlying growth in trade waste customers of approximately 0.5 per cent per annum since 2015-16 
has been distorted by growth of 17.6 per cent in 2018-19. TasWater attributed the growth in 2018-19 
to efforts during the second regulatory period to identify and categorise trade waste customers. This 
strong growth during 2018-19 is the primary driver of the difference between forecasts for the third 
regulatory period and actual results.  
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TasWater does not levy volumetric charges on sewerage services17, and so the volume of sewage 
treated does not impact on prices. 

 Forecasts for the fourth regulatory period 

TasWater’s forecast of the number of sewerage ETs and trade waste customers during the fourth 
regulatory period, which have been accepted by the Regulator, are shown in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 TasWater forecast summary for fourth regulatory period - Sewerage (ETs) and trade waste customers   

  2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Sewerage ETs (number)  253 256  256 041  258 858  261 707 

Sewerage ETs (% increase) -0.71 1.10 1.10 1.10 

          

Trade waste customers (number)  3 807  3 849  3 892  3 935 

Trade waste customers (% increase) 1.12 1.10 1.12 1.10 

TasWater’s Demand Forecast Model for the fourth regulatory period used similar inputs, assumptions 
and variables to forecast the number of sewerage ETs and trade waste customers as those used to 
forecast demand for water connections. As with water connections, TasWater stated that for residential 
customers, the number of sewerage connections directly correlates to the number of dwellings within 
TasWater’s serviced land.18 However, a property with a 20mm water connection may be assessed as 
having more than one sewerage ET. As a result, the forecast growth rate for sewerage services has not 
been aligned with the forecast growth rate for equivalent 20mm water connections.  

Not connected ETs (included in the Table 3.5 total for sewerage ETs) are forecast to grow at the same 
rate as connected ETs. Not connected ETs make up 0.46 per cent of total sewerage ETs.  

TasWater provided revised forecasts of sewerage ETs for the fourth regulatory period following 
publication of the Draft Report. Revised forecasts are based on lower than forecast actual sewerage 
ETs for 2020-21. 

 Miscellaneous services transactions 

 Forecast versus actuals for the third regulatory period 

Table 3.6 contains a summary of the forecast and actual total miscellaneous services during the third 
regulatory period. TasWater’s most significant miscellaneous services in terms of numbers include 
account establishments, land information certificate requests and development assessments. 

TasWater advised that lower than forecast numbers of miscellaneous services were due to changes 
that TasWater made to the way it provides some miscellaneous services.19   

 

                                                           
17  Exceptions are properties used as caravan parks and offices where a discharge factor is applied rather than using ETs to 

estimate the demand on the system.  

18  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 91. 

19  Ibid, page 87. 
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Table 3.6 Comparison of forecast and actual demand - 2018-19 to 2020-21 - Miscellaneous services 

  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Forecast  36 665  36 767  36 867 

Actual   35 470  34 071  34 407 

        

Difference - 1 195 - 2 696 - 2 460 

Difference (%) -3.3 -7.3 -6.7 

TasWater no longer undertakes special meter reads upon the sale of a property, unless requested by 
the property owner. Instead, an estimate of the volumetric charge is used based on the average of 
previous use. This estimate is provided at no additional charge, and has resulted in a reduction in special 
meter reads from the third regulatory period forecasts of approximately 4 600 per annum to ten or less 
per annum.20 

TasWater has also implemented a new, automated, process to produce a final customer bill and create 
a new account when the vendor informs TasWater that a change of ownership has occurred. The 
introduction of this more efficient process has resulted in TasWater waiving fees for customers that 
close their accounts using this process.21  

Applying TasWater’s growth rate method to data set out in TasWater’s Demand Forecast Model, the 
Regulator has accepted the forecasts of total miscellaneous services for the fourth regulatory period as 
shown in Table 3.7. These forecasts are based on miscellaneous services growing in line with forecast 
growth in equivalent 20mm water connections of 0.83 to 0.84 per cent per annum from 2023-24. 

Table 3.7 TasWater forecast summary for the fourth regulatory period - Miscellaneous services transactions 

  2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Miscellaneous services transactions (number)  40 655  40 993  41 336  41 682 

Miscellaneous services transactions (% increase) 17.16 0.83 0.84 0.84 

As set out in Section 8.12.1 of this Report, TasWater proposes introducing a suite of new charges for 
the fourth regulatory period, which are forecast to result in an additional 5 804 miscellaneous service 
fees in 2022-23, resulting in 17.2 per cent growth in that year. The most significant new fees, in terms 
of the number of transactions, are an account administration fee for bounced payments and an account 
administration fee for connections.  

 

 

  

                                                           
20   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 87. 

21  Ibid, page 88. 
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 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

Capital expenditure or capex refers to the amount invested by TasWater in assets to provide regulated 
services. In determining maximum prices, the Regulator only includes capex used to provide regulated 
services. Capital expenditure on assets used to provide unregulated services, such as the supply of 
water for irrigation, is excluded. 

The Regulator assesses TasWater’s proposed capex using the prudency and efficiency tests and also 
assesses whether the overall level of proposed capex is feasible over the regulatory period.  
 
The Draft Report invited submissions on the Regulator’s draft decisions on TasWater’s capital 
expenditure. The only submissions that contained comments were from TasWater and the 
Local Government Association of Tasmania.      

 The Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Approve a capex allowance $45.4 million lower than TasWater proposed, at a total of 

$861.9 million for the fourth regulatory period, which is 95 per cent of TasWater’s proposed 

capex, as set out in Table 4.1. 

2. Accept that the expected costs associated with TasWater’s CDO for the fourth regulatory period 

are prudent and efficient. 

3. Accept that TasWater’s proposed expenditure on the Pioneer water supply project is prudent 

and efficient. 

4. Require TasWater to continue to provide the Regulator with six monthly progress reports on its 

capital program. 

5. Require TasWater to implement the improvements in relation to asset management, capital 

planning and prioritisation and capex governance frameworks identified by CCGUS during the 

fourth regulatory period. 

6. Require TasWater to provide the Regulator with six-monthly reports within one month of the 

end of the six-month period on its progress towards implementing the above improvements 

commencing from the six month period ending on 31 December 2022. 

7. With respect to gain-share and pain-share adjustments with the CDO, require TasWater to 

include only those costs that it actually incurs when capitalising CDO-related expenditure and 

including that expenditure in its RAB. 

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

There were no differences in the Regulator’s decisions, as they affect the Price Determination, between 
the Draft Report and the Final Report. 
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 Summary 

Table 4.1 shows the outcomes from the decisions made by the Regulator in this Report with respect to 
TasWater’s capex for the fourth regulatory period. 

Table 4.1 TasWater’s capex allowance for the fourth regulatory period ($million, nominal) 

 
2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

TasWater’s proposed capex  226.0 233.3 227.0 220.9 907.3 

Regulator’s adjustment 11.3 11.7 11.4 11.0 45.4 

Capex allowance 214.7 221.6 215.7 209.9 861.9 

TasWater’s proposed capex allowance is significantly higher than approved by the Regulator under the 

previous determination by around $70 million a year, or the equivalent of $280 million over the fourth 

regulatory period. 

 Prudency, efficiency and the Regulator’s capex allowances 

Proposed capex is assessed as prudent if:  

 it could be reasonably expected or required by an operator exercising good industry practice; 
and/or 

 is consistent with delivering the required service levels, outputs and obligations over the relevant 
regulatory period. 

Proposed capex is assessed as efficient if it is considered to be the minimum level of expenditure that 
is required to deliver a desired outcome or result consistent with an operator exercising good industry 
practice. That is, capex is efficient if it represents the most cost effective way of providing the relevant 
services. 

The Regulator expects TasWater to develop and manage a prudent and efficient capex program that 
allows it to provide regulated services to its customers, while improving its compliance with its health, 
environmental and dam safety obligations.   

The Regulator does not impose a limit on TasWater’s capex. Rather, based on its assessment of 
TasWater’s proposed capex applying the prudency and efficiency tests, the Regulator approves a capex 
allowance. This includes recognising commitments TasWater has made to the industry regulators (see 
Appendix C of this Report). It is, however, up to TasWater to decide how much it spends and which 
projects it invests in.  

TasWater may spend more than the amount that the Regulator allows, or invest in projects that have 
not been included in the relevant capital allowance.  Provided that expenditure is found in future price 
determination investigations to be prudent and efficient, the amount expended is included in 
TasWater’s RAB in future years and TasWater can then receive a return on that expenditure and a 
depreciation allowance on the assets.   
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 Assessment of TasWater’s capex 

In the Draft Report, in determining whether TasWater’s proposed capex program for the fourth 
regulatory period is prudent and efficient, the Regulator considered the reasons and evidence TasWater 
provided in support of its capex priorities, and whether TasWater’s proposed timeframes for delivery 
of its capex program are reasonable considering its past capex delivery. The Regulator also considered 
how TasWater has prioritised capex projects after taking into account the requirements of other 
industry regulators and whether TasWater’s asset planning and asset management reflect best 
practice. 

Proposed capex was assessed as to whether the expenditure is supported by a business case or other 
relevant information that demonstrates the proposed expenditure is both prudent and efficient, and 
consistent with TasWater’s longer-term plans. 

This required the Regulator to examine aspects of TasWater’s capex program for the third regulatory 
period, focussing on:  

whether there was a need for TasWater to spend the amounts it did (was its capex prudent?);  

whether TasWater followed the most cost effective approach to achieving its desired outcomes 

(was its capex efficient?); and  

 whether TasWater was able to deliver its capex program consistent with expected timeframes.  

 Engagement of external consultants 

The Regulator engaged CCGUS to independently analyse and provide an opinion on TasWater’s actual 
and budgeted capex for the third regulatory period and its proposed capex for the fourth regulatory 
period. CCGUS also reviewed TasWater’s asset management, capital planning and prioritisation, and 
capital expenditure governance frameworks. This chapter references CCGUS’ key findings.  CCGUS’ 
Final Report is available on the Regulator’s website at: 2022 Water and Sewerage Price Determination 
Investigation. 

 Regulator’s draft assessment of TasWater’s asset management, 

capital planning and prioritisation and capex governance frameworks 

The Regulator noted CCGUS’ findings in relation to TasWater’s asset management, capital planning and 
prioritisation, and capital expenditure governance frameworks. The overall objective of this aspect of 
the review was to evaluate TasWater’s strategic planning and governance framework and to inform the 
Regulator’s assessment of the prudency and efficiency of actual and proposed capex. As part of its 
review of the selected projects, CCGUS also assessed whether there were any systemic issues with 
TasWater’s frameworks. 

The Regulator also supported CCGUS’ recommendations in its draft report22 and, in particular, the 
importance of streamlining and refining the existing frameworks in alignment with the CDO’s processes 
to enable clear and transparent planning and decision making.   

In the Draft Report, the Regulator expected TasWater to implement CCGUS’ recommended 
improvements in relation to its asset management, capital planning and prioritisation, and capital 
expenditure governance frameworks by the time the next price determination investigation is 
conducted. 

                                                           
22  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 62-63.  These recommendations are also in the CCGUS Final Report.  

https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/water/pricing/price-determination-investigations/2022-water-and-sewerage-price-determination-investigation
https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/water/pricing/price-determination-investigations/2022-water-and-sewerage-price-determination-investigation
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To ensure that these improvements are progressed by TasWater in a timely manner, in the Draft Report 

the Regulator set out its intention to require TasWater to provide regular progress reports during the 

fourth regulatory period. 

 Other asset planning issues 

The Regulator recognises the legacy issues caused by the previous individual council ownership of water 
and sewerage assets which has resulted in assets being duplicated in adjoining municipalities.  TasWater 
still has a large number of assets, including separate water supply systems,  spread over a wide area 
though its focus has increasingly been on regional planning when developing its capital program (for 
example, the North West Water Supply Strategy).  

However, in the Draft Report the Regulator raised concerns about the lack of inter-connectivity 
between TasWater’s water supply networks. The issue is that if there is an outage at a major water 
treatment plant, or there is a shortage of sourced water in any one system, there may be no alternative 
source of supply for customers in that area and water restrictions may be imposed.  

The Regulator considered that TasWater should seek to reduce the incidence of water restrictions, 
which includes assessing opportunities for increasing connectivity between water supply networks. In 
the Draft Report, the Regulator also sought details from TasWater of the outcomes from any 
assessments that TasWater had conducted. 

4.6.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its response, TasWater stated that inter-connectivity is one option investigated when considering 
upgrades or renewals of water systems as part of its capital planning processes. TasWater also stated 
that that interconnection on its own does not reduce the likelihood of water restrictions, and that 
supply side constraints must be addressed to improve water security ie interconnectivity between 
water supply systems may not improve water security / reduce water restrictions if the second 
interconnected system does not have sufficient water to supply the first interconnected system. 
TasWater provided the Regulator with a copy of its water surety strategy but did not provide details of 
any assessments TasWater had carried out where inter-connectivity had been investigated.  

4.6.1.2 Regulator’s conclusion 

The Regulator notes TasWater’s response and does not intend taking any further action on this issue. 

 Capital Delivery Office  

TasWater’s Capital Delivery Office commenced operating in July 2019. At the start of the Regulator’s 
investigation, the CDO had therefore been in operation for approximately two years. The arrangement 
was formalised with TasWater’s alliance partners UGL Engineering and CPB Contractors and their 
sub-alliance partner WSP through a Program Alliance Agreement (PAA) that was scheduled to expire 
on 30 June 2023. In February 2022, TasWater exercised its option to extend the agreement, with the 
agreement now expiring on 30 June 2025. 

Initially the CDO was responsible for managing all capital infrastructure projects but this was 
subsequently changed such that the CDO manages the larger, more complex projects.  On this basis, 
the CDO will be responsible for $710 million of the proposed capital expenditure for the fourth 
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regulatory period of $901 million23, with TasWater managing smaller less complex projects not 
requiring the same level of expertise and governance.24 

The CDO is involved in program management, planning and investigation, project development and 
project delivery25 but does not generally carry out any construction activities even though it has the 
capacity to do so under the PAA in very limited circumstances.26  

In its proposed PSP and in information supplied to the Regulator during the investigation, TasWater 
stated that: 

The CDO model for capital delivery using alliance partners … was set up to confidently deliver 

TasWater’s accelerated capital program in the most reliable, efficient and value-adding manner 

available after extensive research and an evaluation process of possible delivery models. This 

included a reference exercise evaluating the learnings from other major Australian water utilities 

using an alliance-style delivery model. While many of the delivery models adopted by other water 

utilities in Australia are not labelled as alliances, such a delivery model is common throughout 

Australia’s water industry.27  

 CCGUS’ review 

The Regulator required CCGUS to examine the operation of TasWater’s CDO and in particular to review 
and report on the CDO’s performance for the 2019-20 and 2020-21 financial years and assess the CDO’s 
progress towards achieving the objectives identified in the Business Case approved by TasWater's Board 
that led to the establishment of the CDO.  

In its Draft Report, CCGUS made the following findings in relation to the CDO: 

 the hourly charge rates by person and position are reasonable and the margins identified in the 
PAA are reasonable and in line with current industry practice; 

 “…the CDO delivery of Strategic Business Cases (SBC), Detailed Business Cases (DBC) and Total 
Outturn Cost (TOC) documentation is very comprehensive, and where completed, provides 
considerable assurance to the Gateway decision makers that the best outcome for customers 
has likely been identified and where delivered effectively through the procurement and delivery 
management, should provide cost efficiency.” 

 “At present, the Review Team is unable to draw a conclusion on whether or not the CDO 
implementation has improved TasWater’s capex delivery efficiency during a surge in capex, 
however the indications are that it is having a positive effect.”28 

 Regulator’s assessment  

As set out in the Draft Report, according to information provided to the Regulator by TasWater, the 
costs associated with the CDO’s operations are expected to total $36.8 million between 1 July 2019 and 
30 June 2024 with the annual Program Management Budget under the Agreement of approximately 
$9 million comprising: 

                                                           
23  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 62. These recommendations are also in the CCGUS Final Report. 

24   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 13. 

25   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 106. 

26  TasWater, Submission to Regulator’s Draft Report, page 24. 

27   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 128. 

28   CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 8. These recommendations are also in the CCGUS Final Report. 
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 direct costs for alliance partners and TasWater staff;  

 a risk allowance; and 

 an Alliance Contractor fee. 

Based on CCGUS’ findings and its own analysis, the Regulator considered the costs associated with the 
CDO were not unreasonable given the positive impact the CDO appears to be having on the delivery of 
TasWater’s capital program.  In the Draft Report, the Regulator also stated that it intended conducting 
an ex-post review in 2025-26 as part of the next pricing investigation, to assess over a longer period of 
time, the CDO’s performance. 

The PAA also allows for fee modifiers such as gain-share and pain-share adjustments: 

“… alliance contracting is underpinned by a risk and reward compensation regime. This means that 

parties equitably share in the financial “gain” of a project’s success or the financial “pain” of a 

project’s underachievement. All parties to the contract therefore have a shared interest in the 

overall success of the project.”29 

TasWater has advised that, under the PAA, TasWater and its Alliance Partners share one half of the gain 
if a project is delivered under budget, ie the Alliance Partners receive the original fee plus one half of 
the underspent amount up to the maximum of the original fee. However, if a project costs more than 
budgeted, the Alliance Partners’ fund one half of the overspent amount up to the amount of the original 
fee, with TasWater funding the remaining overspent amount. 

With respect to these fee modifiers, the Regulator intended requiring TasWater to include only those 
costs that it actually incurs when capitalising CDO-related expenditure and including that expenditure 
in its RAB. 

TasWater also advised the Regulator that the CDO’s costs are not capitalised until the relevant project 
is completed and commissioned. The Regulator considered this treatment to be appropriate.  

Noting that the CDO has been operating for less than three years and CCGUS’ findings, the Regulator’s 
draft assessment for the fourth regulatory period, as set out in the Draft Report, was that the costs 
associated with TasWater’s CDO are prudent and efficient. 

 Actual capex for the third regulatory period 

As explained in the Draft Report, TasWater’s PSP for the third regulatory period indicated forecast capex 
of $475.6 million ($2021-22) for the third regulatory period to 30 June 2021. TasWater’s actual capex 
for this period was $446.4 million ($2021-22), lower than the Regulator’s allowances by approximately 
$29.1 million, or6 per cent.  

TasWater developed its capex program for the third regulatory period using a prioritisation process 
aligned with its Long Term Strategic Plan (2018-2037). The process sought to identify the most efficient 
combination of projects to deliver upon customer promises and outcomes, reflecting the relative 
priorities of each. 

TasWater also reported an additional category labelled ‘various’ which was not considered during the 
2018 price investigation and totals $10.0 million over the third regulatory period. TasWater advised 
that these costs relate to the CDO’s program management overheads, which have been distributed 

                                                           
29   Walsh, P., www.constructionblog.practicallaw.com/painshare-and-gainshare-provisions-in-alliancing-contracts-the-

benefits-of-pulling-together/, 30 November 2015. 

http://www.constructionblog.practicallaw.com/painshare-and-gainshare-provisions-in-alliancing-contracts-the-benefits-of-pulling-together/
http://www.constructionblog.practicallaw.com/painshare-and-gainshare-provisions-in-alliancing-contracts-the-benefits-of-pulling-together/
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across all projects and therefore relate to a number of the cost drivers.  This expenditure was assessed 
by CCGUS as prudent and efficient.  

TasWater’s proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period attributed the reduction in spending during 
the third regulatory period to delays in major compliance projects (Bryn Estyn WTP Major Upgrade, 
Pardoe Sewer Improvement Project and the Forth WTP Upgrade).  

To compensate for this reduction, expenditure on major renewal projects (assets that have exceeded 
end of life) were brought forward ($88.8 million higher than allowed for by the Regulator for the third 
regulatory period), and additional funds were expended on growth projects ($37.9 million higher) and 
service improvement projects ($21.1 million higher). CCGUS’ review of this aspect of TasWater’s capex 
for the third regulatory period found the reprioritisation of expenditure to be prudent.30 

TasWater also provided figures to the Regulator demonstrating how the major cost drivers of its capex 
program changed during the third regulatory period and how its actual capex related to its various 
service delivery areas, as shown in Table 4.2.  

Appendix 11 of TasWater’s proposed PSP provides a full list of capex projects for the third regulatory 
period. 

Table 4.2 Comparison of TasWater’s actual capex and the Regulator’s approved capex by cost driver for the third regulatory 
period ($million) ($2021-22) 

Cost Driver Regulator approved capex Actual capex Change 

Growth 1.1 39.0 37.9 

Asset renewal 67.5 156.3 88.8 

Regulatory compliance 349.6 162.7 -186.9 

Service improvement 57.4 78.5 21.1 

Various …. 10.0 10.0 

Total 475.6 446.5 -29.1 

Source: CCGUS’ Draft Report, Figure 3-2, page 84. 

 CCGUS’ findings - third regulatory period capex  

CCGUS completed an ex post assessment of the following three projects: 

 Pardoe Sewer Improvement Plan; 

 Bryn Estyn WTP Major Upgrade; and 

 North West Water Supply Strategy (formerly the Forth WTP Upgrade). 

These projects were not completed during the third regulatory period due to delays, and are now either 
due for completion or will commence in the fourth regulatory period. CCGUS found that the Bryn Estyn 
and the North West Water Supply Strategy projects were prudent and efficient. TasWater did not 
proceed with the Pardoe SIP as it concluded that prudency and efficiency could not be proven at the 
time.31 Descriptions of each of these projects and programs and the detailed findings are provided in 
Section 3.6.2 of CCGUS’ Draft Report. CCGUS’ prudency and efficiency findings are summarised in 
Table 4.3 below. 

                                                           
30  CCGUS’ Draft Report, pages 88-89.  This finding is also in the CCGUS Final Report. 

31  TasWater, Submission on Regulator’s Draft Report, page 24. 
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Expenditure originally committed to the above projects was re-prioritised during the third regulatory 
period, which allowed TasWater to generally meet its service performance targets, and to avoid future 
renewals expenditure.  

CCGUS accepted that total actual capex in the third regulatory period was prudent and efficient as: 

 actual expenditure was lower than the allowance set in the 2018 determination; 

 service performance targets have generally been met, and in some cases, exceeded; and 

 the deferral of compliance expenditure was prudent, as was TasWater’s reprioritisation of 
renewals works. 

 Regulator’s draft assessment - third regulatory period capex 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator, having reviewed CCGUS’ findings, stated that it intended accepting 
them, noting that while there was a capex underspend, the reprioritised expenditure for the third 
regulatory period was found to be prudent and efficient. 

In relation to the reprioritisation of expenditure during the period, the Regulator recognised the fluid 
nature of capital projects and of water utilities’ (including TasWater’s) capital programs and the need 
to reprioritise due to internal and external factors, notwithstanding that reprioritisation of expenditure 
must meet the prudency and efficiency tests. 

The Regulator noted that in calculating the RAB values, TasWater had used actual capex for the third 
regulatory period, and therefore no reduction in the RAB is required for the fourth regulatory period to 
clawback the underspend and ensure TasWater only receives a return on capex it has actually incurred. 

 Review of proposed capex for the fourth regulatory period 

 CCGUS’ findings on prudency and efficiency 

As detailed in its Draft Report, CCGUS reviewed 15 of TasWater’s major capital projects/programs for 
the fourth regulatory period. For each of these sample projects, CCGUS relied on the information set 
out in TasWater’s proposed PSP and information supplied by TasWater in response to information 
requests to demonstrate the application of its decision-making processes. 

Where CCGUS was unable to determine an efficient level of expenditure for a project, this expenditure 
has been categorised as “at risk”, and is included in CCGUS’ “expenditure ceiling” which takes into 
account CCGUS’ recommended adjustments to TasWater’s proposed capex.  

Descriptions of each of these projects and programs and the detailed findings are provided in 
Section 3.6.2 of CCGUS’ Draft Report. These are unchanged in the CCGUS Final Report. CCGUS’ findings 
on prudency and efficiency are summarised in Table 4.3 below. 

CCGUS’ detailed project reviews concluded that $24.0 million of expenditure should not be included in 
TasWater’s RAB as a result of the application of the prudency and efficiency tests. Further, 
$139.5 million was considered to be “at risk” pending the provision of additional information. CCGUS 
further recommended that the $139.5 million be included in capital expenditure estimates for the 
fourth regulatory period, but be subject to an ex-post review where expenditure not deemed to be 
prudent and efficient would be removed from the RAB as part of the price investigation for the fifth 
regulatory period.32  

                                                           
32  CCGUS’ Draft Report, Tables 3-71 and 3-72, page 205.   
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Table 4.3 Summary of CCGUS’ findings on prudency and efficiency for sampled capex projects 

Project / Program Prudent? Efficient? 

Water   

North West Water Supply (NWWS) Strategy (previously Forth WTP Upgrade)   

Bryn Estyn WTP Major Upgrade   

Launceston Water Supply Surety  ×1 

Water Mains Renewal Program   

Metering Program   

Sewerage   

Launceston Sewer Improvement Plan (LSIP)  ×1 

Macquarie Point Sewer Treatment Plant Relocation  ×1 

Hobart Sewer Improvement Plan  ×1 

Sewer Treatment Plant Renewals Program (including mains)   

Pardoe Sewer Improvement Plan  ×1 

Dual function    

Non-network IT   

IT business initiatives × × 

Non-network other - Fleet   ×1 

SCADA Program   

Note: 1. CCGUS recommended that some expenditure not be included as efficient for these projects/programs. 

 CCGUS’ findings on deliverability  

In relation to the deliverability of TasWater’s proposed capex program (and noting the substantial 
additional third party financed capex estimated at $296 million for the fourth regulatory period), as set 
out in its Draft Report, CCGUS found that: 

 TasWater and the CDO are very aware of the potential constraints which may arise within 
Tasmania with respect to contractor availability. Ultimately it is only possible for TasWater to 
seek to reduce the risk of delivery constraints arising from supply side issues. 

 It will be more evident whether there is a concern for capex delivery around the mid-point of the 
fourth regulatory period, at which time CCGUS recommended continuation of regular reporting 
by TasWater to the Regulator on its capex performance, as has been the recent approach.33 

CCGUS identified that while TasWater’s recently improved capital planning and delivery systems and 
processes give some confidence in its ability to deliver a significantly larger proposed capital program, 
some concerns remain regarding available capacity within the local construction contractor market.34  

                                                           
33  CCGUS’ Draft Report, pages 66-67. This recommendation is also in the CCGUS Final Report. 
 

34  Ibid, page 66. 
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CCGUS also concluded that TasWater’s flexible procurement processes and regionalisation of projects, 
alongside hands-on and proactive project management techniques used by the CDO, support the 
expansion of the local contractor market from both a capability and capacity point of view, maximising 
the chances of efficient delivery of a large capital program.35 

 Regulator’s assessment - fourth regulatory period 

 Prudency and efficiency findings 

In the Draft Report, in relation to “at risk” expenditure, the Regulator noted that the two largest 
projects, the Hobart Sewer Improvement Plan and the Launceston Sewer Improvement Plan, are in the 
early stages of the capital planning process. As a result, strategic business cases and detailed business 
cases are yet to be developed, and therefore, detailed information about those projects could not have 
been available for CCGUS’ review.   

In its Draft Report, the Regulator did not consider that information deficiencies should be used as the 
basis for reducing TasWater’s proposed capex, particularly where projects are in the early stages and 
information is not yet available.  

Over the course of the fourth regulatory period, much of this information is expected to become 
available and these projects will have progressed. When the next price investigation is conducted, the 
Regulator assessed that it will be well placed to assess, ex-post, whether this capex has been prudent 
and / or efficient.      

 Deliverability 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator made a draft decision to reduce TasWater’s total proposed capex 
allowance by 5 per cent ($45.4 million over the fourth regulatory period) rather than reduce 
expenditure on specific projects. The Regulator made this draft decision due to concerns about 
TasWater’s capacity to deliver its proposed capital program, which was significantly larger than in the 
past. TasWater also has a record of not meeting proposed capex levels in earlier regulatory periods. 

The Regulator acknowledged and accepted CCGUS’ findings with respect to the potential for the CDO 
to assist with the delivery of major projects.  However, the Regulator notes that many delays to major 
projects have been due to factors that are largely or wholly outside TasWater’s control. The Regulator 
considered that, over the fourth regulatory period, there is a strong likelihood that some planned capex 
will not proceed as planned due to factors that are, at least in part, outside TasWater’s control.    

The Regulator’s Draft Report stated that it intended continuing to require six monthly progress reports 
from TasWater on its capital program in accordance with current practice. 

 Pioneer water supply  

In early 2020, the Regulator advised the Director of Public Health that it intended to review the 
prudency and efficiency of TasWater’s proposal to address the issues with the water supply at the 
township of Pioneer in the State’s north east. 

 

 

                                                           
35  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 9. 
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The Regulator’s review of the detailed business case for this project found: 

 the project is forecast to cost $4.7 million (ie in excess of $110 000 per connection); and 

 TasWater is yet to reach agreement with Tasmanian Irrigation to access the water required to 
supply Pioneer via the proposed pipeline. 

Given TasWater’s obligations as they relate to water supply at Pioneer, in the Draft Report the Regulator 
was satisfied that the preferred option of providing reticulated water supply appeared sound and, 
according to the analysis set out in the detailed business case, would deliver the best overall outcomes.  

On this basis, in the Draft Report the Regulator considered that the proposed expenditure was prudent 

and efficient and intended to accept TasWater’s proposal.  The Regulator noted that, as with many 

other projects, it is likely there will be an ex-post review of the expenditure as part of the next pricing 

investigation.  

 TasWater’s capex allowance for the fourth regulatory period  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that CCGUS recommended adjustments to proposed capex on 
individual projects and has treated other proposed capex as “at risk” subject to the provision of 
additional information.  

However, in its Draft Report the Regulator considered it was more appropriate to make a global 
adjustment to TasWater’s proposed regulated capex, rather than adjusting proposed expenditure on 
individual projects. This recognised the fluid nature of TasWater’s capital program as evidenced in 
previous regulatory periods where TasWater has reprioritised its expenditure in response to internal 
and external factors.  

Due to the Regulator’s concerns about the size of TasWater’s capital program and the issues identified 
by CCGUS regarding the efficiency of some proposed capex, in its Draft Report the Regulator stated its 
intention to not accept five per cent of TasWater’s proposed regulated capex in each year of the fourth 
regulatory period. 

The Regulator also expected that capex undertaken during the fourth regulatory period, particularly 
capex assessed as “at risk” by CCGUS, will be examined in depth under the prudency and efficiency 
criteria in the next price investigation. Conversely, if over the fourth regulatory period, TasWater 
reprioritises expenditure on other projects or programs not assessed as part of this price investigation, 
these will be assessed against the prudency and efficiency criteria by the Regulator in the next 
investigation. 

4.10.4.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

TasWater36 and LGAT37 raised concerns about the impact of the Regulator’s draft decision to reduce 
TasWater’s proposed capex. 

TasWater’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report referred to the recent acceleration in its capital 
program delivery and the positive impact the CDO was having on delivery and to the negative impacts 
of reducing its capex allowance on achieving compliance outcomes and customer service outcomes. 
TasWater also claimed that it would have to delay some capital projects if its proposed allowance were 
reduced.   

                                                           
36  TasWater’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, pages 6-9. 

37  Local Government Association of Tasmania’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, pages 2-3. 
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LGAT considered it unreasonable to reduce TasWater’s capex and that a better approach would be to 
assess the prudency and efficiency of TasWater’s capex as part of the next investigation in 2025-26. 

4.10.4.2 Regulator’s analysis  

TasWater’s proposed capex, including third party capex, is substantially greater than its capex to date 
at around $1.2 billion over four years (around $900 million in regulated capex and $300 million in third 
party capex). 

The Regulator does not agree with TasWater’s statement asserting that its capacity to roll out its capex 
is limited by the Regulator’s capex allowance. The allowance is determined only as an input into setting 
prices; it does not limit TasWater’s actual capex.  If found, ex-post, to be prudent and efficient, any 
additional capex above the allowed level will be included in TasWater’s asset base after the fourth 
regulatory period.  The maximum prices in future periods would include a return on that capex, as well 
as depreciation. 

If, over the fourth regulatory period, TasWater does actually deliver the level of capex it proposes, 
maximum prices over that period would, in retrospect, have been too low.  This is because they would 
not have accounted for a return on the excluded capex or the depreciation costs relating to that capex.  
However, with price increases capped at 3.50 per cent, prices for the fourth regulatory period will not 
be set at a level that allows TasWater to recover all its efficient costs.     

It follows that if TasWater’s price increases are constrained by the price increase cap, a decision to not 
include $45 million of capex will also not affect the capacity of TasWater to borrow sufficient funds for 
that additional investment. 

In past regulatory determinations, as the actual level of capex has been below the level approved by 
the Regulator, in retrospect the maximum prices in these determinations were above the level required 
for TasWater to recover its actual efficient costs.  However, in practice, this has had no effect on actual 
prices as they have always been set by TasWater below the maximum prices approved by the Regulator.  

TasWater further advised the Regulator on 4 April 2022 that year-to-date capex as at 28 February 2022 
was $152.2 million38 and stated that: 

Typically, over the past eight months as indicated, we have been within 5% of our forecasts. 

Overall, the FY2021/22 capital expenditure forecast is currently $249.0M against a budget of 

$229.9M. This forecast has slowly increased across the financial year as we had more confidence in 

our ability to deliver above our FY22 budget set in March 2021.  

This figure is reported as our most likely expenditure for the year and includes the externally funded 

projects. With an increase in sophistication of our reporting systems and processes, we now also 

capture a best and worst-case scenario in our internal reporting. Positively, our worst-case scenario 

still achieves our budget target and our focus has been on managing our best-case scenario which 

is forecast slightly above $250M. 

The following chart sets out actual monthly capex (regulated and third party) from July 2020 to 
February 2022 and forecast monthly capex for March 2022 to June 2022.   

  

                                                           
38  Of the year to date expenditure, 96 per cent relates to regulated capex (remaining 4 per cent to externally funded 

projects) and 75 per cent relates to projects as opposed to programs. 
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Figure 4.1 Actual monthly capex (regulated and third party) from July 2020 to February 2022 and forecast monthly capex from 
March 2022 to June 2022 

 

Source: TasWater response to request for information, 4 April 2022. 

Based on TasWater’s advice, capex is expected to reach, as a best case, $250 million for 2021-22.  
However this is still $50 million short of the average expenditure required of almost $300 million for 
the fourth regulatory period.  Furthermore, this estimate is based on above-average levels of capex for 
the remaining four months. 

In response to LGAT’s suggestion that the Regulator not reduce TasWater’s proposed capex and assess 
prudency and efficiency of that expenditure ex-post during the next investigation, the Regulator notes 
that this assessment would occur in any case as part of the capex review during the next investigation. 

4.10.4.3 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has decided to retain the Draft Report decision to accept 95 per cent of TasWater’s 
proposed annual capex.  

Having considered the issues TasWater and LGAT raised about the Regulator’s draft decision to reduce 
TasWater’s proposed capex, the Regulator is still concerned about the relative size of TasWater’s 
proposed capital program compared to previous programs.  The Regulator considers this reduction to 
be modest, given the size of TasWater’s overall capital program.    

This decision therefore reflects the Regulator’s assessment that, based on past experience and despite 
recent developments, TasWater’s may not be able to deliver all of its very ambitious capital program 
as forecast.  

The Regulator also notes that the capital expenditure allowance does not limit the amount TasWater 
can spend on capital projects or dictate the specific projects TasWater can invest in during the fourth 
regulatory period. 
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 OPERATING EXPENDITURE 

Operating expenditure (opex) refers to TasWater’s costs of operating and maintaining its water and 
sewerage systems, including associated administrative costs. Opex is a key building block component 
in the calculation of TasWater’s Notional Allowable Revenue (NAR) for the fourth regulatory period.  

The Regulator allows opex that is prudent and efficient for providing regulated services.  The Regulator, 
therefore, must assess whether TasWater’s proposed opex for the fourth regulatory period is prudent 
and efficient, in the circumstances existing at the time of the Regulator’s review. 

Proposed opex is assessed as prudent if:  

 it could be reasonably expected/required by an operator exercising good industry practice; and 

 it is consistent with delivering the required service levels, outputs and obligations over the 

relevant regulatory period. 

Proposed opex is assessed as efficient if it is considered to be the minimum level of expenditure that is 
required to deliver a desired outcome or result consistent with an operator exercising good industry 
practices. That is, opex is efficient if it represents the most cost effective way of providing services. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Approve an opex allowance of $862.67 million for the fourth regulatory period, which is 
$22.29 million higher than TasWater proposed as set out in Table 5.1. 

2. Accept TasWater’s cost allocations as presented in its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory 
period. 

3. Accept CCGUS’ proposed escalation rates for the fourth regulatory period and the associated 
changes to TasWater’s opex. 

4. Include 95 per cent of TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex. 

5. Require TasWater to implement an activity-based costing approach during the fourth regulatory 
period.  

6. Apply the inflation assumptions as set out in Table 5.3 for the fourth regulatory period. 

7. Apply TasWater’s proposed water connection annual growth rate (0.85 per cent) as the growth 
factor to 50 per cent of TasWater’s regulated opex over the fourth regulatory period. 

8. Impose an annual compounding productivity target on TasWater of 1.5 per cent over the fourth 
regulatory period. 
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 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

The decisions of the Regulator, as above, that have changed between the publication of the draft and 
this Final Report are set out below. 

 Changes to draft decisions set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Regulator’s decisions in the Final Report are different from the draft decisions in the Draft Report 
as follows: 

 Approve an opex allowance of $829.41 million for the fourth regulatory period, which is $35.49 
million higher than in the Draft Report and $10.98 million lower than TasWater proposed, as set 
out in Table 5.1 . 

 Accept TasWater’s cost allocations as presented in its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory 
period after TasWater provided the requested additional information on the costs of providing 
Category 3 and 4 trade waste, irrigation and tankered waste. More details on this decision are 
set out in Section 5.8.2 of this Report. 

 Exclude five per cent of TasWater’s total capex-driven opex instead of removing all capex-driven 
opex that CCGUS considered to be “at risk”. More details on this decision are set out in 
Section 5.8.3.4 of this Report. 

 New decisions not set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

 Increase the allowance for strategic investments from $11.03 million in the Draft Report to 
$18.60 million for the fourth regulatory period. More details on this decision are set out in 
Section 5.8.1.2 of this Report. 

 Increase the allowance for regulatory activities by $0.5 million for the fourth regulatory period 
to account for the costs of additional regulatory activities arising from this investigation. More 
details on this decision are set out in Section 5.8.1.2 of this Report. 

 Summary 

Table 5.1 shows the outcomes from the decisions made by the Regulator with respect to TasWater’s 
opex for the fourth regulatory period.  

Table 5.1: Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s regulated opex for the fourth regulatory period ($’000, nominal) 

 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

TasWater’s proposed opex Note1 200 066 206 064 213 532 220 722 840 385 

Less: CCGUS’ recommended opex 

adjustments Note 2 
-5 236 -5 813 -7 172 -8 147 -26 371 

Less: Capex-driven opex Note 3 -2,945  -4,698  -6,089  -6,358  -20,090  

Less: Regulator’s draft inflation, growth 

rate and productivity adjustments 
1 243 622 -30 -696 1 140 

Regulator’s draft opex allowance 193 068 195 986 199 867 204 999 793 921 

Capex-driven opex (reinstated) Note 4 2 995 4 896 6 504 6 960 21 355 

Capex-driven opex (5% reduction) Note 4 -158 -254 -334 -406 -1 152 
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 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

Inflation adjustment Note 5  7 330  9 180  11 177  13 316  41 002 

Regulatory cost increase  136  141  145  150  573 

Strategic investment increase  1 683  1 720  1 758  1 796  6 957 

Regulator's final opex allowance Note 6  205 054  211 669  219 132  226 815  862 670 

Increase in total opex (Regulator final 

compared to TasWater’s proposed)  

-4 988 -5 605 -5 600 -6 093 -22 286 

Notes: 
1. TasWater’s proposed opex includes productivity savings equivalent to 1.0 per cent to 1.1 per cent and inflation of 1.5 per cent to 2.25 per 

cent and capex-driven opex of $37.7 million for the fourth regulatory period. 
2. CCGUS’ recommended adjustments to the base year, inflation and escalation rates, growth rate and one-off costs and capex-driven opex. 
3. This capex driven opex adjustment is different from the reinstated capex driven opex below as a result of different inflation and other 

assumptions. 
4. In this Report, the Regulator has reinstated TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex and, instead, reduced TasWater’s capex-driven opex 

by five 5 per cent. The amount adjusted in the Draft Report differs from the amount reinstated due to variations in inflation rates between 
the two reports.  

5. The Regulator has used the latest available RBA inflation rate forecasts in this Report. These rates are higher than the rates in TasWater’s 
proposal and the rates in the Regulator’s Draft Report. 

6. In the Regulator’s Draft Report and in this Report, the Regulator has imposed higher productivity savings of 1.5 per cent per annum 
compounding than TasWater’s proposed productivity saving that is equivalent to 1.0 to 1.1 per cent. The productivity savings are 
accounted for in the Regulator’s annual opex allowances as reflected in this table. 

A breakdown of the Regulator’s opex by expenditure category (including productivity improvement) is 

presented in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Regulator’s regulated opex by category ($’000, nominal) 

Opex category 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Salaries  95 673   99 029   101 842   105 127  

Materials and services  32 402   32 729   34 163   34 879  

Chemicals  9 515   10 476   11 189   11 786  

Power  15 349   16 393   17 184   17 918  

Royalties  2 869   2 964   3 062   3 163  

Facility management  9 209   9 411   9 618   9 829  

Information systems  8 148   8 331   8 518   8 710  

Administration other  4 126   4 216   4 309   4 404  

Motor vehicle  3 108   3 176   3 246   3 317  

Water sampling  2 692   2 751   2 811   2 873  

Consultancy  7 350   7 511   7 975   7 844  

Regulatory costs  2 648   2 736   2 827   4 121  

Customer collection  2 737   2 797   2 858   2 921  

Insurance  3 083   3 325   3 578   3 841  

Governance  1 188   1 214   1 241   1 268  

Community relations  184   188   192   196  

Strategic investment  4 773   4 421   4 518   4 617  

Total  205 054   211 669   219 132   226 815  
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 Approach to the review of TasWater’s opex 

The Regulator reviewed TasWater’s actual, budgeted and proposed opex and engaged CCGUS to 
independently assess TasWater’s opex. 

With respect to opex, CCGUS was required to assess and report to the Regulator on the adequacy, 
appropriateness and efficiency of opex incurred by TasWater during the third regulatory period, as well 
as TasWater’s budgeted and proposed opex. 

This involved assessing the efficiency and prudency of: 

 the actual opex incurred by TasWater for the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2021; 

 TasWater’s budgeted opex for the period from 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022; and 

 TasWater’s proposed opex for the period from 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026. 

 Review of TasWater’s opex for the third regulatory period 

TasWater stated that its opex in some areas is heavily influenced by unique characteristics such as the 
profile and geographical dispersion of its customer base and the number of its assets and the number 
of systems it operates compared with its industry peers.39  

In each of the first three financial years of the current regulatory period, TasWater’s opex was greater 
than the allowance approved by the Regulator by between five and six per cent in nominal terms. 
TasWater stated that the increased opex during the third regulatory period was due to increased costs 
relating to new service connections, insurance, information systems and facility management.40 

As shown in Table 5.3 below, TasWater’s actual opex exceeded the Regulator’s allowance by 
$9.3 million in 2018-19, by $9.1 million in 2019-20 and by $11.3 million in 2020-21.  

Table 5.3 TasWater’s regulated opex (nominal $’000s) 

 Third regulatory period Fourth regulatory period 

 
2018-19  

Actual 

2019-20 

Actual 

2020-21 

Actual 

2021-22 

Budgeted 

2022-23 

Proposed 

2023-24 

Proposed 

2024-25  

Proposed 

2025-26  

Proposed 

Regulator’s 

2018 Price 

Investigation 

Final Report 

171 153 173 855 179 160 n.a.1 

 
TasWater 

actual / 

budgeted 180 487 182 910 190 428 191 665 

Variation 9 334 9 055 11 268  

TasWater 

proposed  200 066 206 064 

 

213 532 

 

220 722 

1. As 2021-22 was not originally part of the third regulatory period, the Regulator did not determine an opex allowance for that year. 

                                                           
39 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 131. 

40 Ibid, page 132. 
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Table 5.3 and Figure 5.1 compare TasWater’s actual opex for 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21, budgeted 
opex for the third regulatory period extension year 2021-22 and proposed opex for the fourth 
regulatory period, with the Regulator’s approved opex for the first three years of the third regulatory 
period. 

Figure 5.1 Comparison of TasWater’s regulated opex for the third and fourth regulatory period ($’000) 

Under the current regulatory framework and following past practice, the Regulator does not make 
ex post adjustments to TasWater's opex. In this regard, TasWater is incentivised to not spend more 
than its allowance as, if it does, these costs are not recovered from its customers. 

 Opex forecasting approaches and cost allocation 

The PSP Guideline does not prescribe a particular approach for TasWater to follow in forecasting its 
opex. There are a number of different opex forecasting approaches and this section of the Report 
provides a high level summary of these different approaches. 

 Bottom-up approach 

There is no clear definition as to what constitutes a bottom-up approach. In general, a bottom-up 
approach for forecasting opex involves a detailed review that assesses discrete opex projects, items or 
categories of opex, involving reliance on engineering and managerial expertise, economic analysis, or 
more granular forms of benchmarking.41 The objective is to identify all necessary costs, which may start 
from a zero base. 

A bottom-up approach can be costly and resource-intensive.42 It has the advantage, however, that the 
level of opex forecast is not based on previous actual opex levels, which may include some opex that is 
not efficient or prudent. While the base step trend approach is designed to eliminate this opex, it may, 
in practice, be difficult to identify some of these opex components. 

                                                           
41  AER - Issues Paper: Remitted decisions for NSW/ACT 2014–19 electricity distribution determinations Operating 

Expenditure, October 2017, page 21. 

42  Ibid  
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 Base step trend approach 

A base step trend (BST) approach for forecasting opex seeks to establish an efficient level of baseline 
expenditure based on the latest available full year of actual expenditure.  That base year expenditure is 
then adjusted for one-off changes that are due to new requirements or new ways of doing things (or 
removing activities no longer required) and also adjusted each year for changes in input prices, 
population / demand growth and productivity improvements. 

This approach can account for scale/scope efficiencies at the higher level and avoid the risk of 
double-counting in forecasting.43 

This approach has been implemented across several other Australian jurisdictions including Victoria, 
Queensland and South Australia in the water and sewerage sector and has also been adopted by the 
AER in the electricity and gas sectors in recent years. 

 Allocating costs 

Under either of the forecasting approaches, costs may be allocated using various methods including 
activity-based costing or a direct cost method. 

Under an activity-based costing approach, activities are identified and costs are traced and allocated to 
those activities. This approach allow for more accurate allocation of costs to unregulated services, as 
well as between fixed and variable costs for any particular regulated service. While activity-based 
costing provides benefits over other approaches it also requires more time and resources to collect and 
analyse data. A benefit of the activity-based costing approach is that it is easier to compare the 
performance of TasWater with equivalent utilities in mainland Australia. 

Under a direct cost approach, costs that vary closely with the quantity of goods or services produced, 
such as many labour costs and chemical, fuel and electricity costs, are treated as direct costs. All other 
costs are indirect costs and are allocated to the key outputs based on internally determined criteria. 
For TasWater, the two outputs are water services and sewerage services.  

 TasWater’s approach 

TasWater’s approach to forecasting its opex for the fourth regulatory period was a hybrid approach, 
involving steps in the following order: 

 forecasting total opex for a base year; 

 removing the proportion of its forecast base year opex allocated to unregulated services; 

 preparing opex forecasts for 2021-22 and each year of the fourth regulatory period (2022-23 to 
2025-26).  

 Calculation of base year opex  

TasWater set 2020-21 as the base year for its opex forecasting. When it submitted its proposed PSP for 
the fourth regulatory period on 1 July 2021, actual opex figures for 2020-21 year were not available. 
TasWater, therefore, established its base year 2020-21 opex values by adjusting actual 2019-20 opex 
for 2020-21 forecast expenditure. 

  

                                                           
43  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 220. 
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Table 5.4 TasWater’s proposed base year total regulated and unregulated opex44 ($’000s) 

Opex category 
2019-20 

actual 
One-off 

Adjustments 
Productivity 

improvement 
Change in 
demand 

Capex 
driven 

Escalation 
2020-21 

base year 

Salaries 83 223 1 345 - 309 - 2 546 87 423 

Materials 
and  services 

38 474 -864 - 283 200 686 38 779 

Chemicals 8 832 - - 110 35 179 9 156 

Electricity 15 020 -2 199 - 156 - -86 12 891 

Royalties 2 734 - - - - - 2 734 

Facility 
management 

8 771 - - 5 - 140 8 916 

Information 
systems 

6 397 - - 4 1 034 98 7 533 

Administration 
other 

4 841 - - 3 - 78 4 922 

Motor vehicle 3 318 - - 8 - 55 3 381 

Water sampling 2 572 - - 2 - 41 2 615 

Consultancy 5 427 1 112 - 7 - 141 6 687 

Regulatory costs 2 701 -405 - - - - 2 296 

Customer 
collection 

2 794 - - 28 - 46 2 868 

Insurance 2 333 62 - - - 216 2 611 

Governance 963 15 - 1 - 15 994 

Community 
relations 

225 445 - - - 11 681 

Unspecified - - -3 562 - - - -3 562 

Strategic 
Investment 

- 5 467 - - - - 5 467 

Total 188 625 4 978 -3 562 916 1 296 4 166 196 392 

TasWater used a similar method to establish its base year opex value for the fourth regulatory period 
as it used for its proposed PSP for the third regulatory period. 

Table 5.4 above summarises TasWater’s calculation of its base year opex for the fourth regulatory 
period, estimated at $196.4 million in nominal terms as presented in its proposed PSP.45 

 Proposed allocation of costs 

TasWater has continued to directly allocate opex to either water or sewerage services and to either 
regulated or unregulated services by consumption, wherever possible, for the fourth regulatory period. 

Some of TasWater’s opex is incurred providing unregulated services. The Regulator required TasWater 
to deduct opex relating to unregulated services from its total opex, so that only regulated opex is 
included when calculating TasWater’s NAR. 

                                                           
44  Total opex comprises regulated opex and unregulated opex. 

45  TasWater’s proposed PSP, pages 133-134. 
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For the upcoming regulatory period, as for past periods, TasWater has used the percentage of 
unregulated revenue to TasWater’s total revenue in determining the percentage of total opex that 
relates to unregulated opex. In this regard, TasWater provided details of the revenue it received during 
2019-20 from the provision of unregulated services, as set out in Table 5.5 below. 

Table 5.5: TasWater’s unregulated revenue for 2019-20 ($’000s)46 

Revenue item Revenue collected 

Trade Waste Categories 3 and 4 – Volumetric 9 076 

Trade Waste Categories 3 and 4 – Fixed 606 

Irrigation – Volumetric 1 314 

Irrigation – Fixed 104 

Tankered Waste 1 116 

Rent 505 

Total 12 721 

TasWater’s estimate of unregulated revenue total of $12.7 million was roughly 3.6 per cent of its total 
revenue for 2019-20 ($351 million). TasWater used this percentage in estimating the share of opex 
incurred providing unregulated services for most cost categories.47  

Different shares were applied for some cost categories, such as power and chemicals. Overall the share 
of all opex allocated to providing unregulated services was estimated by TasWater at three per cent. 

For 2019-20, TasWater identified $92.6 million of opex directly attributable to providing regulated 
services (51.9 per cent to water and 48.1 per cent to sewerage services). For allocating the remaining 
opex between regulated water services and sewerage services, TasWater applied different shares for 
the different cost categories. The overall split was 46.8 per cent to water and 53.2 per cent to sewerage 
services. 

The overall split of all regulated opex was 50.7 per cent for water services and 49.3 per cent for 
sewerage services. 

TasWater applied the above cost allocations to its forecast 2020-21 base year opex as well as for 
2021-22 and for its proposed opex for the fourth regulatory period.  

 TasWater’s forecasts for 2021-22 and for the fourth regulatory period 

To prepare forecasts for 2021-22 and for the fourth regulatory period, TasWater applied the following 
steps to the forecast base year opex for 2020-21: 

 removing any one-off or non-recurring opex from base year, but including any one-off or new 
opex for the forecast years; 

 reducing opex to reflect productivity improvements; 

 increasing those costs in line with growth in demand for water and sewerage services; 

 adjusting opex to account for capex-driven changes; and 

                                                           
46   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 164. 

47  TasWater, Annual Report 2019-20, page 61. 
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 applying cost escalation rates to each component of the opex after applying the adjustments 
detailed above. 

TasWater forecasted that its regulated opex will increase from $190.4 million in 2020-21 to 
$220.7 million in 2025-26, the final year of the fourth regulatory period. TasWater noted that this 
equates to an average annual increase in regulated opex of around three per cent. 

Table 5.6 below shows TasWater’s actual and budgeted regulated opex for the third regulatory period 
and proposed regulated opex, from these forecasts, for the fourth regulatory period. 

Table 5.6 TasWater’s actual and proposed regulated opex for the third and fourth regulatory periods ($’000s)48 

  Third regulatory period Fourth regulatory period 

Opex category 
2018-19 

Actual 
2019-20 

Actual 
2020-21 

Budgeted 
 2021-22 

Budgeted 
2022-23 

Proposed 
2023-24 

Proposed 
2024-25 

Proposed 
2025-26 

Proposed 

Salaries 78 913 80 301  84 355   90 066   94 489   97 621   100 463  104 014 

Materials 
and  services 

36 837 37 320  37 615   31 787   33 321   33 954   35 929   36 956  

Chemicals 8 752 8 832  9 157   9 527   10 237   11 389   12 510   13 301  

Power 15 115 14 870  12 762   12 055   14 196   15 777   17 807   19 890  

Royalties 2 734 2 734  2 734   2 769   2 810   2 859   2 916   2 982  

Facility 
management 

8 288 8 418  8 558   8 619   8 762   8 919   9 101   9 310  

Information 
systems 

6 088 6 167  7 262   8 390   9 322   10 158   10 446   10 720  

Administration 
other 

4 595 4 667  4 745   4 806   4 885   4 973   5 075   5 191  

Motor vehicle 3 151 3 198  3 259   3 284   3 324   3 349   3 375   3 401  

Water sampling 2 441 2 479 2 520  2 553   2 595   2 642  2 696   2 757  

Consultancy 5 123 5 231  6 446   6 342   6 370   6 484   7 114   6 858  

Regulatory costs 2 604 2 604  2 213   3 101   2 275  2 315   2 361   3 426  

Customer 
collection 

2 671 2 694  2 764   2 816   2 927   2 997   3 077   3 166  

Insurance 2 046 2 249  2 517   2 703   2 903   3 118   3 348   3 596  

Governance 914 928 959  1 001  989  1 038   1 028   1 052  

Community 
relations 

214 217 657 665 676 688 702 719 

Strategic 
Investment1 

- - 5 467 7 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 

Productivity 
improvement 

- - -3 562 -5 816 -8 016 -10 216 -12 416 -14 616 

Total 180 487 182 911  190 428   191 665   200 066   206 065   213 532   220 722  

Note: 1. new opex category proposed by TasWater for the fourth regulatory period. 

For the fourth regulatory period, TasWater introduced a new opex category, Strategic Investment, 
which is intended to improve TasWater’s performance in a range of areas.  

These include:49 

 improving customer outcomes and customer satisfaction; 

                                                           
48  Table 5.6 is sourced from TasWater’s Financial Model. The values may differ from TasWater’s proposed PSP due to 

rounding. 

49  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 156.   
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 delivering productivity savings through the Productivity Improvement Program; 

 improving water security in Tasmania and resilience to the changing climate; and 

 quantifying and beginning to reduce TasWater’s impact on the environment. 

 CCGUS’ review of TasWater’s proposed opex 

CCGUS assessed the efficiency of TasWater’s proposed regulated base year opex for 2020-21 through 
benchmarking it against TasWater’s past performance as well as against the performance of other 
utilities.50 

The results show that TasWater’s: 

 power expenditure for water treatment is materially higher than the median;  

 power expenditure for network and sewerage treatment, is below the median; 

 chemicals expenditure is above the median across both water and sewerage treatment. 
TasWater has not provided detailed supporting documentation outlining the drivers for its 
chemical benchmark outcomes; 

 information technology expenditure is below the median when measured on a per IT user basis; 
and  

 insurance premiums are above the median when measured on a per utility basis.51  

CCGUS’ identified the following concerns with TasWater’s approach to opex forecasting: 52   

 TasWater’s use of forecast expenditure for 2020-21 was based on an extrapolation of actual opex 
for 2019-20 to establish the base year rather than on actual expenditure; 

 TasWater’s proposed method accounts for growth escalation over the regulatory period through 
opex that varies with water use (variable opex) only; 

 the productivity improvement was applied in absolute dollar terms for each year of the 
regulatory period rather than the typical compounding target rate approach used in other 
jurisdictions; 

 TasWater applied separate price escalators across many different cost categories, which also 
varied year on year; 

 TasWater’s approach creates the risk of double counting; 

 there was a relatively large number of capex-driven adjustments to its proposed base year 
expenditure. These adjustments ranged from $3 000 per annum to $3.2 million per annum. This 
detailed approach to baseline adjustments is not consistent with good practice BST and is also 
indicative of a bottom-up costing approach; and 

                                                           
50    CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 258.  The same assessment is in the CCGUS Final Report. 

51   CCGUS noted that interpreting the outcomes of benchmarking for insurance costs needs to recognise that insurance 
outcomes reflect the individual risks that businesses face. CCGUS also noted that TasWater adopts a market-based 
procurement approach for insurance. 

52  CCGUS’ Draft Report, pages 243-244. The same concerns are set out in the CCGUS Final Report. 
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 TasWater had not separately forecast controllable (costs that TasWater has the capacity to 
influence) and non-controllable expenditure (costs that TasWater has no capacity to influence) 
and it is not clear from its proposed PSP if its proposed productivity improvements relate to 
non-controllable expenditure. 

 CCGUS’ opex estimates 

CCGUS developed separate opex estimates based on a BST approach. 

In developing its alternative forecasts, CCGUS adopted the approach that where TasWater's total 
forecast opex is materially different from CCGUS’ alternative forecast, CCGUS considered that 
TasWater’s forecasts have not reasonably met the Regulator's prudency and efficiency criteria. 

In its Draft Report, CCGUS presented its opex estimates forecast in nominal dollars to allow for direct 
comparison with TasWater’s proposal. 

5.7.1.1 Setting the base year 

Similar to TasWater, CCGUS used 2020-21 as the base year for its forecast.53 However, unlike TasWater, 
which estimated the 2020-21 expenditure based on 2019-20 actual expenditure, CCGUS used actual 
2020-21 expenditure, which became available prior to CCGUS completing its review, when determining 
its base year. The Regulator noted that this option was not available to TasWater at the time it prepared 
its proposed PSP, which was during the 2020-21 financial year. 

CCGUS then reviewed TasWater's actual opex for 2020-21 and identified and removed a number of 
one-off expenditures from its recommended base year opex.54 CCGUS’ base year opex, not including 
these one-off expenditures was approximately 1.9 per cent or $3.7 million below TasWater’s proposed 
base year opex in real 2021-22 dollars. 

While CCGUS used TasWater’s actual 2020-21 expenditure for its base year, the lack of a 
comprehensive activity-based costing approach of TasWater's costs meant that CCGUS was unable to 
determine whether TasWater has accurately accounted for one-off COVID-19 related costs. CCGUS 
noted that TasWater has captured the direct costs of COVID-19 through a separate cost code in its 
financial system and that, compared to other Australian jurisdictions, Tasmania was not materially 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020-21.55 

5.7.1.2 Setting the baseline forecast 

CCGUS applied price and non-price trends to grow TasWater's baseline opex in each year of the next 
regulatory period. These trends include the following: 

 the cost impacts of growth; 

 increases in the costs of inputs; 

 productivity/efficiency savings; and 

 inflation. 

                                                           
53  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 261. 

54  Ibid, page 262. 

55  Ibid, page 253. 
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Growth impact modelling 

CCGUS observed that TasWater's opex forecasting method accounted for growth exclusively through 
its forecasting of variable costs by applying water usage growth to each component of variable opex 
and assumed the variable cost allocations in water are an appropriate proxy for variable cost allocations 
in sewerage.56 

CCGUS was concerned that TasWater's methodology did not capture potential changes in costs that 
can result from growth in the number of new connections. As these costs are related to specific capital 
costs and not business as usual connection growth, CCGUS considered these costs are likely not 
captured in TasWater's capex-driven opex adjustments.57 

CCGUS adopted a growth rate based on TasWater’s proposed growth forecast between 2020-21 and 
2025-26 for all size water connections (0.85 per cent). This growth rate was applied to all opex and 
compounding annually in CCGUS’ forecasts. 

Cost escalation assumptions  

The majority of the cost escalation rates used by TasWater are CPI-based, including CPI measures for 
specific categories such as for transport. 

TasWater developed separate cost escalation rates for seven of the 16 opex categories. CCGUS has 
reviewed these escalation rates and applied two that it considered to be prudent and efficient, for 
salaries and insurance, in forecasting cost changes other than inflation.58  

For the other five categories, CCGUS considered that category-specific cost escalators are not required 
and that costs should be increased by CPI growth.   

Table 5.7: TasWater’s CPI inflation assumptions 

 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Inflation 1.60% 1.25% 1.50% 1.75% 2.00% 2.25% 

Productivity modelling 

For the fourth regulatory period, CCGUS found that TasWater adopted a bottom-up approach to 
estimating productivity improvements, and expressed its forecast productivity improvement in 
absolute dollar terms rather than as a percentage of total controllable opex. TasWater presented these 
productivity improvements in nominal terms, as shown in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8: TasWater’s estimated opex productivity improvement ($’000, nominal) 

 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Estimated value of additional 
productivity improvements 

3 562 2 254 2 200 2 200 2 200 2 200 

Productivity improvement (% 
of controllable costs) 

1.9% 1.2% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 1.0% 

A controllable cost is for activities or payments where it has some discretion or choice as to whether 
the activity is undertaken. The opposite is true for uncontrollable costs where there may a statutory 
requirement to undertake the activity or make a payment. TasWater has not provided detail 

                                                           
56  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 236. 

57  Ibid, page 236. 

58  Ibid, pages 248-249. 
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information on the categories of opex considered to be controllable or uncontrollable costs in its 
proposed PSP. TasWater’s identified uncontrollable cost accounts for between 1.1 to 1.7 per cent of its 
regulated opex from 2019-20 to 2025-26.59 

CCGUS noted that the value of TasWater’s proposed productivity improvement for the fourth 
regulatory period was materially less than the productivity improvement it reported for the previous 
four years as a proportion of controllable opex, which ranged from 2.3 per cent to 6.1 per cent, as 
shown in Table 5.9 below. TasWater did not explain in its proposed PSP how such high productivity 
improvements were achieved in some years, such as 2017-18, or the basis or supporting 
documentation why productivity improvement was expected to decline over the fourth regulatory 
period relative to historical levels. 

Table 5.9: TasWater’s reported opex productivity improvement ($’000, nominal)60 

 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Value of additional productivity 
improvements (nominal) 

3 625 10 119 4 593 4 133 

Productivity improvement as a % of 
controllable costs 

2.3% 6.1% 2.6% 2.3% 

TasWater's proposed productivity improvement target for the fourth regulatory period was between 
1 and 1.1 per cent. This is at the lower end of the Victorian water businesses considered by Deloitte for 
the ESC in 2018 where productivity improvement targets ranged from 1 per cent to 3.1 per cent.61 

The median productivity improvement target from these 15 listed water businesses is 1.5 per cent, 
below the range of productivity improvements delivered by TasWater during the same period. 

CCGUS analysed TasWater’s opex categories and classed all categories other than royalties and 
regulatory costs to be controllable opex for its opex forecast (together these costs account for around 
$5 million or 2.6 per cent of CCGUS’ regulated base year opex). 

In determining its forecast, CCGUS adopted a productivity improvement target of 1.1 per cent and 
applied it to its identified controllable opex and compounding annually. This productivity improvement 
target is the midpoint of TasWater's proposed productivity improvement target for the fourth 
regulatory period and applies to TasWater’s controllable opex. 

Capex-driven opex  

CCGUS reviewed TasWater’s opex related to new capital projects and recommended changes to 
TasWater’s opex based on the prudency and efficiency criteria and also whether opex levels were 
material.  The results are shown in Table 5.10.   

                                                           
59   TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 157. 

60   TasWater’s, Opex Justification Paper, page 103. 

61   CCGUS’ Draft Report, pages 262-263. 
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Table 5.10: CCGUS’ recommended amendments to TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex estimates ($’000s, $2021-22) 

Description 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

TasWater’s proposed 

capex-driven opex 
1 384 4 952 7 594 9 898 11 294 35 121 

Adjustments after capex 

assessment – IT business 

initiatives  

-704 -1 523 -2 232 -2 366 -2 470 -9 295 

Adjustments after applying 

materiality threshold  
-21 -24 -205 -725 -860 -1 835 

Adjustments after sample 

project review  
-289 -289 -289 -547 -547 -1 961 

Recommended (including “at 

risk” expenditures) 
370 3 116 4 868 6 260 7 417 22 030 

At risk expenditure -207 -2 945 -4 698 -6 089 -6 358 -20 294 

Recommended (excluding “at 

risk” expenditure) 
163 171 170 171 1 059 1 736 

 Regulator’s Draft Report analysis 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered TasWater’s approach for establishing  
forecast 2020-21 base year opex values by adjusting is actual 2019-20 opex was reasonable and noted 
that TasWater’s forecast and actual total opex for 2020-21 were very similar.    

TasWater made a number of changes to its 2019-20 actual opex to establish its 2020-21 opex. As these 
changes form part of the regulated base year, these changes will flow through the fourth regulatory 
period if the 2020-21 forecast opex is used as the regulated base year. The Regulator noted that 
inaccuracies can be eliminated by using actual opex rather than forecast opex. 

CCGUS produced its alternative regulated base year opex using TasWater’s actual total opex for 
2020-21, removing one-off expenditures CCGUS or TasWater had identified and also removing costs 
relating to unregulated services. Some of the variations in the base year expenditure made by CCGUS 
were made by applying the prudency criterion.    

The Regulator also converted CCGUS’ alternative regulated base year in CCGUS’ draft report62 into 
nominal values that show that CCGUS’ alternative regulated opex in the base year is $186.7 million, 
which is $3.6 million less than TasWater’s proposed regulated base year opex of $190.4 million.  

                                                           
62    CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 261. 
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Table 5.11: Regulated opex for the base year - CCGUS estimates and TasWater forecasts ($’000s nominal) 

Opex category CCGUS  TasWater (Forecast) 

Salaries  82 754   84 355  

Materials and services  37 053   37 615  

Chemicals  8 729   9 157  

Power  12 423   12 762  

Royalties  2 632   2 734  

Facility Management  8 600   8 558  

Information systems  7 243   7 262  

Administration other  3 853   4 745  

Motor vehicle  2 903   3 259  

Water sampling  2 514   2 520  

Consultancy  6 864   6 446  

Regulatory costs  2 305   2 213  

Customer collection  2 556   2 764  

Insurance  2 565   2 517  

Governance  1 110   959  

Community relations  172   657  

Strategic investment  2 468  5 467 

Productivity improvement  -3 562 

Total  186 742   190 428  

The Regulator also reviewed TasWater’s actual opex for 2020-21 and CCGUS’ one-off expenditure 
changes to TasWater’s actual opex for 2020-21 and accepted CCGUS’ recommended base year opex 
presented in Table 5.11 as the regulated base year opex for the fourth regulatory period. 

For the 2020-21 base year, TasWater’s actual opex for strategic investment was $4.04 million 
($nominal) and, of this amount, around $1.57 million ($nominal) was identified to be non-recurrent. In 
the Draft Report, the Regulator therefore only allowed the remaining $2.47 million ($nominal) to be 
included in the forecast regulated opex. The costs for the different categories in the base year are 
important as the opex in each of the four years were estimated based on these initial cost levels.  

5.8.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater raised issues with the Regulator’s draft decisions with respect to strategic 
investments and listed the additional activities the Regulator requires TasWater to be involved in during 
the fourth regulatory period.63 

                                                           
63  TasWater’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, page 23. 
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5.8.1.1.1 Strategic Investments 

In its submission, TasWater noted that: 

As strategic initiative (investment) expenditure was not considered as part of PSP3, TasWater recognises 

that it has been difficult for the TER and CCGUS to assess the prudency and efficiency of its proposed 

expenditure for the PSP4 period. 

In its draft report, CCGUS excluded strategic investments that were non-recurrent in nature from its 
base year opex (Table 5.11). TasWater stated that: 

Whilst some strategic initiatives (investments) will be delivered over multiple years and therefore be 

recurrent in nature, many initiatives (investments) in TasWater’s primary and enabling strategies are 

designed to deliver outcomes in a shorter period of time. Flexibility is also required within the strategic 

initiative (investment) program to enable TasWater to respond to any changes in its strategic priorities 

or external operating environment over the period. 

TasWater also stated that the strategic initiative program will include initiatives that: 

  improve customer outcomes and uplift customer satisfaction; 

  deliver productivity savings through its Productivity Improvement Program; 

 adopt new digital technologies where appropriate to support an efficient and agile delivery of 
services to customers and reduce leakage in water networks; 

 undertake investigation activities aimed at improving drinking water outcomes and reducing 
water losses; 

 contribute to the acceleration and deliverability of the capital program; 

 improve water security in Tasmania and improve resilience to the changing climate; 

 quantify and continue to reduce TasWater’s impact on the environment from sewage overflows; 
and  

 address short-term risks to meeting regulatory requirements or compliance outcomes  

TasWater requested the Regulator provide the $8.0 million per annum allowance for strategic initiatives 
as set out in its proposed PSP or provide a $5.5 million per annum allowance for expenditure incurred 
in the base year for each year of the fourth regulatory period. 

5.8.1.1.2 Additional activities over the fourth regulatory period 

Table 5 of TasWater’s submission lists the additional activities TasWater will be involved in during the 

fourth regulatory period as a result of the Regulator’s decisions from this investigation. TasWater will 

be required to lead some of these activities while the Regulator will have carriage of the inquiries to be 

conducted under the Industry Act and TasWater will be required to respond to issues raised during 

those inquiries. 

TasWater noted that these activities will require additional resources and, in some cases, expenditure 

on advice from consultants. TasWater also noted in its submission that the Regulator had not provided an 

allowance to cover these costs. 
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5.8.1.2 Regulator’s analysis 

5.8.1.2.1 Strategic investments 

CCGUS applied a revealed cost approach for the development of its overall opex forecasts. For most 
opex categories, the Regulator considers this approach to be appropriate for assessing prudency and 
efficiency. 

However, the Regulator acknowledges that for TasWater there will be a range of activities for which 
this approach may not be appropriate, which includes the type of activities that TasWater has listed 
under its strategic investments.  For many of these activities, it is not possible to obtain sufficient 
information to assess prudency and efficiency. In some cases, the nature and scope of the activity may 
not be known well in advance. It is accepted that it may only be possible to assess ex post whether 
these all activities satisfy the prudency and efficiency criteria, even though the Regulator cannot make 
any ex post adjustment to opex under the current regulatory framework. 

5.8.1.2.2 Additional activities over the fourth regulatory period 

These additional activities can be categorised under strategic investment or regulatory costs. The 
Regulator notes that as the scope of many of these activities has not been settled, the costs to TasWater 
of these activities cannot be estimated at this stage. 

The Regulator accepts that TasWater has a large set of additional activities to undertake over the fourth 
regulatory period as a result of this price investigation. Some of these activities will have a substantial 
cost for TasWater, including developing and implementing activity-based costing, and may require 
external consultancy advice. The two major pricing-related inquiries that will be conducted by the Office 
of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator (sewerage and trade waste pricing) are also likely to place 
demands on TasWater’s resources.  

The Regulator considers that the costs of some of the activities are included in the allowance for 
regulatory costs in the Draft Report, set at an average of $2.85 million per year. It is acknowledged 
however, that TasWater will face some additional costs over the fourth regulatory period. 

5.8.1.3 Regulator’s decision 

In light of the TasWater’s submission and the additional information provided, TasWater’s allowance 
for strategic investments has been increased from $2.47 million per year ($nominal) to $4 million 
($nominal), which represents a total of $18.67 million in current dollars over the fourth regulatory 
period. The Regulator notes that $4 million ($nominal) of TasWater’s actual opex for 2020-21 was 
categorised as relating to strategic investment. 

The Regulator has also increased the allowance for TasWater’s regulatory costs by $0.5 million for the 
fourth regulatory period to account for the costs associated with the additional activities the Regulator 
requires TasWater to be involved in during the fourth regulatory period. 

 Cost allocations 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s approach to allocating opex for unregulated 
services. 

TasWater’s approach to determining its unregulated opex was to apply its proportion of unregulated 
revenue to total revenue (3.6 per cent) to its total opex. For 10 of the 18 opex cost categories, TasWater 
applied the 3.6 per cent unregulated revenue proportion.  For four of the other eight cost categories, 
TasWater assessed that 100 per cent of the expenditure will be regulated opex. For the remaining four 
opex categories (salaries, materials and services, power, and facility management which account for 
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almost 70 per cent of all costs) TasWater’s financial model shows separate unregulated proportions 
ranging from 1 per cent to 4.02 per cent. 

TasWater’s approach for determining unregulated opex is based on the assumption that its unregulated 
prices are set to recover costs or are continuing to move towards full cost recovery.64 With full cost 
recovery, the revenue it receives for unregulated services should closely mirror the costs involved in 
providing the services.  

The Regulator noted that TasWater had not provided any justification for why it has applied different 
unregulated proportions to different opex categories for the fourth regulatory period. 

TasWater removed $6.0 million unregulated opex from its forecast total base year opex for 2020-21 or 
three per cent of its forecast total base year opex, which is different from the 3.6 per cent stated in its 
proposed PSP. CCGUS also removed $6.0 million unregulated opex from its alternative total base year 
opex for 2020-21.  

The removal of unregulated opex from the NAR is intended to ensure that the prices faced by customers 
for regulated services do not include the recovery of TasWater’s costs in providing unregulated services, 
so that customers receiving regulated services are not cross-subsidising TasWater’s other customers. 

The unregulated revenue proportion used cannot be verified in the absence of an activity-based costing 
approach.  

In the Draft Report the Regulator required TasWater to provide information on the costs associated 
with providing services for Category 3 and 4 trade waste, irrigation and tankered waste together with 
the expected timeframes for when the prices for these services will be fully cost reflective.  

As discussed above, the Regulator also required TasWater to move to a more comprehensive 
activity-based costing approach during the fourth regulatory period. One benefit of this approach is 
that more accurate information is available on the costs of providing unregulated services for future 
price investigations ie such an approach provides benefits to not just the Regulator for its regulatory 
activities but also to TasWater in gaining a better understanding of its costs. 

5.8.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

Following the release of the Draft Report and in addition to its submission on that Report, TasWater 
provided additional information on the cost of providing the services for Category 3 and 4 trade waste, 
irrigation and tankered waste as requested by the Regulator. 

5.8.2.2 Regulator’s conclusions and decision 

The information provided by TasWater shows that the revenue collected is close to the cost of providing 
these services, if depreciation is taken into account. 

However, both CCGUS and Jacob65 found that TasWater does not appear to have accurate estimates of 
the cost of providing individual services. The Regulator considers that this issue can be addressed 
through TasWater implementing an activity-based costing approach as set out in the Draft Report. 

The Regulator, therefore, accepts TasWater’s cost allocations as presented in its proposed PSP for the 
fourth regulatory period. 

                                                           
64  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 164. 

65   See for example, Jacobs, Review of Sewerage and Commercial Trade Waste Charges, Sewerage Pricing Report, 
12 November 2019, page 14. 
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 Forecast opex for the fourth regulatory period 

TasWater’s approach to determining its forecast opex for the fourth regulatory period was to establish 
a forecast base year for 2020-21, then make one-off expenditure and capex-driven changes to the base 
year, then apply an escalation rates, productivity improvements and demand growth. 

An issue identified by both the Regulator and CCGUS is how TasWater incorporated the escalation rates 
and demand growth into its forecast approach. 

Under TasWater’s approach, the annual expenditure adjustments, made up of the one-off and 
capex-driven changes to opex, were indexed by both the escalation rates and demand growth. It is 
unclear from the information provided by TasWater whether these annual expenditure adjustments 
were estimated after factoring in escalation rate and demand growth. The Regulator was concerned 
that this approach may result in double counting. 

In the Draft Report the Regulator considered CCGUS' approach of applying escalation rates and demand 
growth before incorporating annual adjustment expenditures to be appropriate. 

5.8.3.1 Growth rate 

TasWater has used a detailed approach to incorporating the demand growth into its forecast opex that 
includes historical water usage and historical variable costs. In the Draft Report, the Regulator 
considered this approach to be unnecessarily complex with the inclusion of multiple years’ water usage 
and also limits the impact of growth to proportions of opex in each categories. These proportions varies 
across the categories. 

With regard to demand growth, TasWater set out how it expects demand growth to impact on various 
opex categories in Table 7.16 of its proposed PSP. These explanations are the basis of the growth 
proportion used by TasWater in incorporating demand growth. In the absence of an activity-based 
accounting approach, the Regulator considered TasWater’s analysis to be sound. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator also agreed with TasWater’s assessment that not all of its opex is 
impacted by growth. For opex categories such as salaries, royalties, facility management, information 
systems, consultancy, regulatory costs, insurance and governance, costs largely do not vary depending 
on water usage or customer growth. 

In Table 7.16 of TasWater’s proposed PSP, TasWater estimated that 44 per cent of its regulated opex 
would vary by water usage with the rest unaffected. In its explanation, TasWater stated that some opex 
categories would vary by customer growth.  

As an alternative, CCGUS has adopting a growth rate based on changes on customer numbers and 
applying that growth rate (0.85 per cent annually) to all opex.66  

The Regulator agreed that, over a four year period, opex is likely to be more closely associated with 
growth in customer numbers (for equivalent 20mm water connections) than growth in water supply. 
However, the Regulator considers it unlikely that all opex will adjust in line with changes in customer 
numbers as this implies scale economies are not available to TasWater.  

In the Draft Report the Regulator intended applying a growth rate factor to TasWater’s opex that covers 
of 50 per cent of TasWater’s regulated opex for 2021-22 and for the fourth regulatory period. 

For the Draft Report, the Regulator also reviewed TasWater’s growth forecasts for equivalent 20mm 
water connections and was concerned that TasWater had underestimated its growth rate for the fourth 
regulatory period. In comparison, between 2015-16 and 2020-21 the equivalent 20mm water 
                                                           
66 CCGUS’ Draft Report, pages 264-265. 
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connection growth rate averaged 1.62 per cent per annum, almost double TasWater’s forecast growth 
rate in connections of around 0.8 per cent per year over the fourth regulatory period.   

The Regulator sought more information from TasWater on its forecasts but, in the Draft Report, 
accepted TasWater’s forecast water connection numbers for 2021-22 and for the fourth regulatory 
period, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

The Regulator also applied TasWater’s water connection annual growth rate for all connection size to 
50 per cent of TasWater’s regulated opex for the fourth regulatory period. 

5.8.3.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater supports the Regulator’s approach to simplifying how the growth rate is 
applied to its controllable opex. However, TasWater stated that the Regulator’s intended approach of 
applying the growth rate to 50 per cent of TasWater’s controllable opex is inconsistent with CCGUS’ 
findings and decisions made by other regulators. 

On this basis, TasWater has requested the Regulator apply the customer growth rate to 100 per cent 

of its controllable opex. 

5.8.3.1.2 Regulator’s analysis  

The Regulator notes that the approach of applying growth rate to a proportion of TasWater’s 
controllable opex is consistent with TasWater’s approach for forecasting opex as discussed above. This 
is also the same approach proposed by TasWater and accepted by the Regulator in 2018 for regulated 
opex forecasting for the third regulatory period. 

The Regulator also considers this approach takes into account TasWater’s unique characteristics 
compared to other water businesses. 

5.8.3.1.3 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has decided to retain the decision in the Draft Report and apply the growth rate to  
50 per cent of TasWater’s controllable opex. 

5.8.3.2 Inflation and escalation rates 

The Regulator’s PSP Guideline requires TasWater to provide its forecast opex in nominal dollars. 
TasWater incorporated inflation or industry-specific inflation figures into its forecasts by proposing 
them as escalation rates in the majority of its opex categories. By this method, TasWater used a 
different method to that specified in the Regulated Revenue section of the PSP Guideline.  The 
Regulator concurs with CCGUS that TasWater did not correctly apply inflation as specified in the 
Guideline.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator’s estimated inflation as follows: the actual annual national Consumer 
Price Index inflation rates to June 2021 were used for 2020-21 as reported by the RBA and the RBA’s 
forecast inflation to June 2022 as set out in the RBA’s Quarterly Statements on Monetary Policy, 
November 2021 Statement, issued on 4 November 2021 was used for 2021-22. For 2022-23 to 2025-26, 
the forecast inflation rates are the geometric average of the forecast inflation rates to June 2023 and 
December 2023 as presented in the RBA’s November Statement.67 

                                                           
67   https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2021/nov/economic-outlook.html  
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The Regulator’s inflation assumptions for the Draft Report are presented in Table 5.12 and were applied 
to all regulated opex. 

Table 5.12: Regulator’s inflation assumptions for the Draft Report 

 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Inflation 3.8% 2.75% 2.44% 2.44% 2.44% 2.44% 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator also considered TasWater’s proposed escalation rates for salaries 
and insurance, separate from CPI growth, to be appropriate and has accepted and incorporated these 
escalation rates in the Regulator’s forecast of regulation opex. 

5.8.3.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater accepted the Regulator’s use of the forecast inflation from the most 
relevant RBA Quarterly Statement and notes that the Regulator may use the forecast inflation from the 
May 2022 Quarterly Statement in the Regulator’s Final Determination. 

However, TasWater notes if inflation outcomes are substantially higher over the fourth regulatory 
period than the rates used in the Regulator’s Final Report and Determination, it will consider requesting 
the Regulator re-open the determination. 

5.8.3.2.2 Regulator’s decision  

The inflation rates applied by the Regulator are the actual and forecast national Consumer Price Index 
inflation rates as reported in the RBA’s Statements on Monetary Policy. For 2020-21, the inflation rate 
is the reported annual inflation rate to June 2021. For 2021-22, the forecast inflation rates are the RBA’s 
forecast rates to June 2022 in the May 2022 Statement, issued on 6 May 2022. For 2022-23 to 2025-26, 
the forecast inflation rates are the geometric average of the forecast inflation rate to June 2023 and 
June 2024 in the May 2022 Statement.68 The forecast values are set out in Table 5.13. 

Table 5.13: Regulator’s inflation assumptions for the Final Report and Price Determination  

 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Inflation 3.8% 5.50% 3.31% 3.31% 3.31% 3.31% 

The Regulator’s response to TasWater’s request for a potential reopening of the determination is 
discussed in Chapter 2. 

5.8.3.3 Productivity improvements 

TasWater proposed annual productivity improvements in absolute dollar terms instead of as a 
percentage of its total controllable opex. Given that TasWater’s proposed regulated opex for the fourth 
regulatory period increases year on year, a constant productivity improvement in absolute dollar values 
means, over the regulatory period, productivity improvements would decline marginally as a 
percentage of forecast regulated opex, from 1.1 per cent in 2022-23 to 1.0 per cent in 2025-26, as 
shown in Table 5.8 above. This is in contrast to the claimed productivity improvements reported by 
TasWater between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2020, which ranged from 2.3 per cent to 6.1 per cent as 
shown in Table 5.9.  

                                                           
68  https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2022/may/economic-outlook.html 
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The proposed 1.0 per cent to 1.1 per cent productivity improvement for the fourth regulatory period 
would be, however, consistent with the productivity improvement delivered in 2020-21, which, as 
calculated by the Regulator, was 1.0 per cent of TasWater’s regulated controllable opex. 

For the Draft Report, the Regulator analysed TasWater’s actual opex for 2020-21 and found that it has 
counted the reduction in electricity expenditure as a productivity improvement. This is not consistent 
with TasWater’s proposed PSP, which attributed the reduction to a one-off 2.32 cent/kWh decrease in 
the unit rate of electricity from 2019-20 to 2020-21. Removing this expenditure from productivity 
improvement would halve the value of the productivity improvement delivered in 2020-21 from $3.7 
million to $1.8 million or 1.0 per cent of the regulated controllable opex, further reducing the savings 
from productivity improvement discussed above.  

Given the past productivity improvements by the Victorian water utilities and claimed by TasWater, the 
Regulator considered TasWater’s proposed productivity improvement target for the fourth regulatory 
period should be higher and made a draft decision to impose a productivity target of 1.5 per cent, which 
is the median productivity target amongst the benchmarks target for the Victorian water businesses 
considered by Deloitte for the ESC in 2018. 

5.8.3.3.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater considers that the 1.5 per cent productivity factor set out in the Regulator’s 
Draft Report is too high relative to the proposed growth rate of 0.43 per cent of opex due to growth in 
customer numbers (as only 50 per cent of the opex is indexed to TasWater’s customer number growth, 
estimated at 0.85 per cent annually).  

TasWater also stated that TasWater’s unique characteristics result in higher costs in several cost 
categories, compared to mainland providers.  

TasWater stated that by adopting the median productivity target used by Victorian water businesses, 
the Regulator has not taken into consideration the fact that many of these businesses have grown at a 
faster rate than TasWater and the allowances for growth approved by the Essential Services 
Commission. 

TasWater stated that, by allowing opex to increase by 0.43 per cent due to customer growth, setting 
an overall productivity target of 1.5 per cent requires TasWater to realise reductions in opex 
expenditure of around 1.1 per cent per year, which compares to an average of a zero net growth 
productivity factor for Victorian water businesses. TasWater also stated that, for Victorian water 
businesses, a high net growth productivity factor could also lead to a higher return on equity. 

TasWater therefore proposed a 1.1 per cent productivity target for the fourth regulatory period. 

5.8.3.3.2 Regulator’s analysis  

The Regulator considers that the fact that the absolute level of TasWater’s costs is relatively high is not 
a factor that should lead to low productivity targets. The contrary position could be made, namely that 
there is potentially greater opportunity for productivity savings. 

The Regulator also notes that, in reducing the percentage of unaccounted for water, whether by 
identifying new customers or connections or by reducing water losses, TasWater will increase its 
revenue from customers, or reduce its water treatment costs, or both. A relatively high productivity 
target is consistent with TasWater’s requirement to significantly reduce its percentage of unaccounted 
for water. 

In addition, TasWater has reported that it has achieved much higher productivity targets in recent 
years. In setting a 1.5 per cent productivity target annually for the fourth regulatory period, the 
Regulator is requiring TasWater to maintain a rate of productivity improvement around recent levels. 
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5.8.3.3.3 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has decided to retain the decision in the Draft Report and apply a productivity factor of 
1.5 per cent to TasWater’s controllable opex. 

5.8.3.4 One-off costs and capex-driven changes to opex 

For the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s proposed one-off costs and capex-driven 
changes to opex for the fourth regulatory using TasWater’s proposed PSP and financial model. 

In addition to CCGUS’ recommended adjustments to TasWater’s proposed opex, CCGUS identified 
some of TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex to be “at risk”. While CCGUS assessed this expenditure 
to be prudent, TasWater was unable to demonstrate efficiency. In some cases, this was due to the lack 
of sufficient information from TasWater, as the capex projects were in an early stage.  In other cases, 
this was due to inconsistent information in TasWater’s proposed PSP and supporting documentation.  

The Regulator’s Draft Report removed all capex-driven opex from TasWater’s proposed opex allowance. 

5.8.3.4.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater provided further summary information in support of the capex-driven opex 
CCGUS considered to be “at risk”. 

TasWater also raised the issue that the approaches in the Regulator’s Draft Report were inconsistent 
with respect to capex and capex-driven opex adjustments, such that capex had been adjusted on a 
global basis (ie not project specific) while capex-driven opex had been adjusted on an individual project 
basis. The submission stated: 

In proposing the five per cent reduction to TasWater’s capex in each year of the PSP4 period, the 

TER has not provided any guidance on how the proposed reduction should be applied to TasWater’s 

individual capital projects and programs. The TER does not appear to have rejected any particular 

capital projects or programs, which TasWater has interpreted to mean that it would be able to 

reprioritise its capital program within the reduced allowance as it sees fit. 

However, in Chapter 5 of the Draft Report, the TER has excluded some of TasWater’s proposed 

opex arising from capital projects on the basis that these projects were considered ‘at risk’ by 

CCGUS. This results in an inconsistency with the recommendation to reduce the capital program by 

five per cent each year, whereby the individual projects could proceed within the reduced capex 

allowance, however TasWater could not recover the resulting opex from these projects. 

The Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT) also commented on the treatment of 
capex-driven opex in its submission. LGAT considered the exclusion of capex-driven opex to be 
“inappropriate and will leave a shortfall that may have to be made up from reducing service levels or 
other substitutions”. 

LGAT state that “…a better approach would be to apply conservative proxies, informed by similar 
projects where the capex driven opex is more certain”. 

5.8.3.4.2 Regulator’s decision  

As set out in Section 4.10.4.3, the Regulator has decided to retain the five per cent global adjustment 
to capex as set out in its Draft Report.  
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For consistency, the Regulator has decided to reduce TasWater’s proposed opex by removing five per 
cent of TasWater’s proposed capex-driven opex. This will align the treatment of capex-driven opex with 
the decision on capex.  
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 REGULATORY DEPRECIATION 

The allowance for the regulatory depreciation of TasWater’s assets used to provide regulated water 
and sewerage services is a major component of TasWater’s NAR, accounting for around 25 per cent. 

The regulatory depreciation allowance is designed to enable TasWater to recover the cost of investing 
in assets over the economic life of those assets. The value of the regulatory depreciation allowance is 
based on: 

 the depreciation method used; 

 the economic lives of the new assets TasWater uses to provide regulated services;  

 the depreciation rates calculated during the third regulatory period and proposed by TasWater 
for the fourth regulatory period ; and 

 the value of the assets that make up TasWater’s RABs.69 

TasWater’s Asset Register is the primary source of information about the value of its assets, their 
respective useful lives and, therefore the applicable depreciation rates. 

This chapter sets out the Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation 
allowances and its decisions based on that assessment. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Set the regulatory depreciation allowance at a total of $455.8 million for the fourth regulatory 
period as set out in in Table 6.6. 

2. Accept TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation with respect to its new assets for the PSP3 
extension year, 2021-22 and use a depreciation rate of 1.94 per cent for existing assets.70 

3. Accept the asset lives TasWater’s proposes using for its new assets to calculate regulatory 
depreciation for the fourth regulatory period.  

4. Accept TasWater’s proposed weighted average depreciation rate for existing assets of 2.28 per 
cent for the fourth regulatory period.  

5. Accept TasWater’s reasons for revising regulatory depreciation with respect to its new assets and 
its existing assets for the years from 2018-19 to 2020-21.  

6. Require TasWater to develop an asset register on an appropriate software platform that is 
suitable for regulatory pricing purposes. 

7. Require TasWater to continue to not claim regulatory depreciation on capex until the asset is 
commissioned for projects that started after 1 July 2018. 

                                                           
69  See Chapter 2 of this Report for details of TasWater’s RAB. 

70 Calculated as the average of the deprecation rates for existing assets for 2018-19 (1.95%), 2019-20 (1.94%) and 2020- 21 
(1.93%) 
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8. Conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 into 
alternative approaches to calculating regulatory depreciation for new assets.  

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

The decisions of the Regulator, as above, that have changed between the publication of the draft and 
this Final Report are set out below. 

 Changes to draft decisions in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Regulator has modified the draft decision set out in the Draft Report as follows: 

 Remove the adjustment to existing asset depreciation and reduce TasWater’s proposed 
regulatory depreciation allowances for the fourth regulatory period and approve a regulatory 
depreciation allowance of $455.81 million for the fourth regulatory period. More details on this 
decision are provided in section 6.7.1.3 of this Report. 

 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

There were no new decisions made with respect to regulatory depreciation. 

 Depreciation method 

As set out in the Draft Report, the Regulator was satisfied that TasWater had used a value-weighted 
average asset life approach in calculating regulatory depreciation for existing assets. This approach was 
used in previous investigations by the Regulator due to uncertainty about the acquisition dates and 
condition of the assets transferred from the former council owners to the previous regional 
corporations and subsequently TasWater71and referred to as existing assets.   

The Regulator was also satisfied that TasWater had used a straight line approach in calculating 
regulatory depreciation for new assets i.e. assets other than those classified as existing assets.  Under 
this approach, the value of each asset is returned to TasWater evenly each year over each asset’s 
economic life. That is, the value of an asset is divided by its economic life in years to determine the 
annual allowance for depreciation for that asset.  

As approved by the Regulator in 201872, TasWater applied the straight line depreciation approach to 
each of its new assets and summed the individual values to provide an annual total for regulatory 
depreciation for new assets.   

However, given the growing number of new assets TasWater has and the issues identified in Section 6.4 
of this Report with respect to TasWater’s Asset Register, the Regulator is concerned about the ongoing 
suitability of using a line-by-line approach for calculating depreciation on new assets.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

In the Draft Report, the Regulator stated that it intended conducting an inquiry, under Section 12(j) of 
the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008, into approaches to calculating regulatory depreciation 
including, but not limited to, reviewing whether the current line-by-line approach is the most 
appropriate method. 

                                                           
71  Tasmanian Economic Regulator, 2018 Price Determination Investigation Final Report, page 158. 

72  Ibid, page 159. 
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 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator did not receive any submissions on this issue and has accepted TasWater’s approaches 
to calculating depreciation on its existing assets and new assets.  

The Regulator also decided to retain its draft decision to review TasWater’s approaches to calculating 
regulatory depreciation and will conduct an inquiry during the fourth regulatory period to assess these 
approaches. 

 TasWater’s Asset Register 

TasWater’s Asset Register in relation to its existing and new assets is contained within an Excel 
workbook.  Data from the Register is pasted into TasWater’s Financial Model. TasWater provided the 
Regulator with a copy of its Register on 23 July 2021. 

However, due to the size of the workbook in the Register (around 280 000 rows) and the fact that it 
contained a large number of complicated formulae, the Regulator was unable to open and analyse the 
data contained in the Register. Despite extensive liaison between the Regulator and TasWater from late 
July 2021 onwards, the Regulator did not receive a copy of the Register that it could open until 
mid-September 2021.   

When the Regulator was able to open the Register, it was unable to manipulate and interrogate the 
data contained within the Register.  The Regulator has therefore been unable to adequately verify the 
accuracy of the information contained in the Register.  

The shortcomings identified with TasWater’s Register have severely limited the Regulator’s ability to 
analyse TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation. 

In relation to TasWater’s Register, CCGUS recommended: 

…that the Regulator work with TasWater to develop a regulatory asset base for pricing purposes, 

which is based on a physical asset register system such as MAXIMO. While the financial asset 

register should align with the physical asset register, the amalgamation of local council into three 

corporatised entities and now into a single corporate entity, means that the physical asset register 

is likely inaccurate, and will not be able to inform TasWater of asset condition, asset age and the 

myriad of other benefits that flow from an accurate and well performing physical asset register.73  

In the Draft Report the Regulator accepted CCGUS’ recommendations and stated that, during the fourth 
regulatory period, it intended requiring TasWater to transition its Register to a different software 
platform.74 

 Submissions on the Regulator’s Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater supported the Regulator’s draft decision to require it to explore options 
with regards to providing the Regulator with an Asset Register for regulatory purposes. 

                                                           
73  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 91. 

74  In its draft report, CCGUS identified Maximo as a potential solution from the perspective of making the Register more 
accessible, less prone to error and manipulation, and allowing asset age and condition information to be recorded, 
potentially improving the quality of information used for regulatory pricing purposes. 
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 Regulator’s conclusions 

As specified in the Draft Report, the Regulator will require TasWater to develop and maintain an asset 
register that is suitable for regulatory pricing purposes.  The Regulator concurs with TasWater that this 
should occur after the conduct of the inquiry into approaches to calculating regulatory depreciation.   

 Asset lives and rates of depreciation 

The accuracy of the asset lives the Regulator uses to calculate TasWater’s regulatory depreciation 
allowance is important. If the asset lives accepted by the Regulator are too short, the regulatory 
depreciation allowance, and therefore TasWater’s NAR, and prices charged to today’s customers will 
be too high. The prices future customers face will, in turn, be too low as, effectively the future prices 
will not include depreciation for assets that are still being used and are within their economic lives. 

Furthermore, a higher depreciation allowance results in a larger reduction in the value of these assets 
within the relevant RAB. While this provides some offsetting benefits to today’s customers, as the 
return on assets is lower, the accumulate benefits of a lower than otherwise RAB are greater for future 
customers.      

Equally, if the asset lives accepted by the Regulator are too long, the prices faced by today’s customers 
would be too low and the prices for future customers would be too high as they would include 
depreciation for assets for which the economic life has expired and which may no longer be used.  

With regards to existing assets, the depreciation allowance is calculated using a depreciation rate 
applied to the RAB for existing assets. The depreciation rate is the inverse of the weighted average of 
the useful life of existing assets.   

TasWater proposed a depreciation rate for its existing assets of 2.28 per cent for each year of the fourth 
regulatory period, which equates to an average useful life of 43.9 years. Due to the issues set out in 
Section 6.4, the Regulator was unable to confirm the basis or accuracy of this rate.  In preparing this 
Report, the Regulator noted that this is a higher rate than the rates approved for the third regulatory 
period of 1.95 per cent, 1.94 per cent and 1.93 per cent for 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 respectively. 

Consistent with the decision in the Draft Report, and with no additional evidence to support a different 
rate, the Regulator has decided to accept TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation rate of 2.28 per 
cent for existing assets for the fourth regulatory period.     

With respect to TasWater’s new assets, the Regulator noted in its Draft Report that the asset lives of 
these assets had been set at between four and 90 years as shown in Table 6.1. 

The Regulator also noted in the Draft Report that the asset lives TasWater had used for its new assets 
are generally shorter than for similar assets of water utilities in other jurisdictions. For example: 

 TasWater assigns mechanical assets an asset life of between 8 and 25 years depending on the 
asset type; this compares to 25 years for Hunter Water and between 25 and 35 years for 
Sydney Water.75  

 TasWater has set the asset life for pipework as 80 years whereas SA Water adopts a useful life of 
between 103 and 107 years for these assets.76  

 The asset lives for TasWater’s civil assets has been set at up to 90 years whereas Sydney Water’s 
has set the asset lives for civil assets at 140 years.  

                                                           
75  IPART, Review of prices for Hunter Water Corporation from 1 July 2020 (draft report), March 2020. 

76  ESCOSA, SA Water Regulatory Determination 2020 (Final Determination: Statement of Reasons), June 2020. 
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Table 6.1 TasWater’s asset lives schedule 

 

Source: Information supplied by TasWater.  

The comparison in Table 6.2 below, is based on the information in TasWater’s Financial Model relating to 
water assets, and shows that, on an annual average basis, the depreciation rates for new assets are 
between 20 and 30 per cent higher than the rate for existing water assets, even though the asset values 
for existing assets and new assets are similar. This indicates that the asset lives for TasWater’s new water 
assets are significantly shorter than the asset lives of TasWater’s existing assets. 

The Regulator also understands that TasWater uses the same asset lives and, therefore, the same 
depreciation rates, for tax, accounting, insurance and regulatory purposes.  
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CCGUS came to a similar conclusion and stated that: 

 “… the use of Australian Taxation Office (ATO) asset lives has a tendency to allow shorter lives which 
allows ‘accelerated depreciation’ where the tax life is less than the asset’s useful life. This has the 
effect of increasing depreciation allowances and reducing overall tax paid. It also provides an 
incentive for any business to continue to invest in the latest technology, which usually has the 
advantage of increasing the productivity of any business. 

From a regulatory point of view, the use of an asset life which is less than its useful life, has the 

effect of increasing depreciation in the regulatory RAB, which in turn flows to a slightly higher cost 

to recover from customers. This is not an optimal outcome (where it is shown to occur) as it 

decreases the efficiency of the regulated industry sector under analysis.”77 

and  

… TasWater is using financial asset lives from its financial asset register to undertake its regulatory 
pricing analysis. The preferred approach is to use the physical asset register.78 

Table 6.2 Comparison of TasWater’s average depreciation rates for existing and new assets 

Description  2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Closing RAB - Existing Water Assets ('000s) 1 177 770 1 168 534 1 164 486 1 163 254 

Depreciation ('000s) 27 480 27 352 27 178 27 151 

Average depreciation rate (%) 2.33 2.34 2.33 2.33 

     

Closing RAB - New Water Assets ('000s) 997 425 1 093 146 1 188 980 1 266 369 

Depreciation ('000s) 30 283 33 251 34 930 36 343 

Average depreciation rate (%) 3.04 3.04 2.94 2.87 

While the Regulator agrees with CCGUS’ conclusions, there was insufficient time before the start of the 
fourth regulatory period for TasWater to review and potentially change the useful lives of its new assets. 
In the Draft Report, the Regulator intended accepting the asset useful lives TasWater’s proposed using 
to calculate regulatory depreciation for the fourth regulatory period.  

However, as set out in the Draft Report, in addition to the Regulator’s intentions with respect to 
TasWater’s asset register and as part of the  intended inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and 
Sewerage Industry Act 2008, the Regulator also intended to review the basis for TasWater’s asset lives 
assumptions.  

The Regulator has retained the decision from the Draft Report such that the depreciation inquiry to be 
conducted during the fourth regulatory period will include a review of the basis for TasWater’s asset 
lives assumptions. 

If the inquiry reveals that TasWater’s asset lives for the fourth regulatory period were too high, or too 
low, and this has had a material impact on prices over that period, the Regulator will to consider 
whether an adjustment to the regulatory depreciation allowance would be appropriate.   

                                                           
77  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 90. 

78  Ibid, page 90. 
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 Variances between TasWater’s Financial Model and other information 

provided by TasWater 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator found that for each of the 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 financial 
years, the regulatory depreciation values for both existing and new assets in TasWater’s Financial Model 
for the fourth regulatory period differed from the values TasWater submitted, and the Regulator 
approved, for the third regulatory period.  

These differences resulted in TasWater’s regulated revenue requirement for the third regulatory period 
being around $4 million higher than it would have been otherwise. a relatively lower inflation 
adjustment and a relatively lower return on capital on a during the third regulatory period as TasWater 
applied a lower than maximum price increase in 2018-19 (4.16 per cent compared to the Regulator’s 
determination of a 4.6 per cent price increase) followed by two years of price freezes and the 
application of a3.5 per cent price cap in 2021-2. 

Corrections to the third regulatory period differences, discussed above, flow on to the fourth regulatory 
period as the relatively lower regulatory depreciation for the previous regulatory period leads to the 
RAB being higher and TasWater therefore receiving a relatively higher return for the fourth regulatory 
period. TasWater’s RAB and return on assets are discussed further in chapters 2 and 7 respectively of 
this Draft Report. 

As explained in the Draft Report, TasWater provided the following reasons for the values for the third 
regulatory period being changed: 

1. The Financial Model prepared for the PSP3 investigation was created by Marsden Jacob Associates 
(MJA) as part of the third regulatory period investigation. Prior to the fourth regulatory period 
investigation, TasWater could not locate, or obtain from MJA, a copy of the financial model that 
correlated to the final third regulatory period numbers. For the proposed PSP, an earlier version of 
the financial model that closely reconciled to the final third regulatory period numbers was used as 
the starting point, and the 2018-19 opening balance from the RAB used to roll forward the asset 
base.  

2. Depreciation had been incorrectly calculated using the diminishing value method in MJA’s model 
for the third regulatory period, rather than the required straight line method.  

3. Depreciation had been incorrectly calculated on disposed assets in the MJA model.  

4. New asset costs had been incorrectly allocated to existing assets in the MJA model. In its proposed 
PSP for the fourth regulatory period, these costs have been reallocated to new assets.  

The Regulator also found that the 30 June 2018 closing balance for new water and sewerage assets of 
$659.15 million in Table 10.2 of the 2018 Investigation Final Report differs from the 1 July 2018 opening 
balance in TasWater’s Asset Register Summary ($533.54 million). TasWater advised that the 
$125.62 million difference was due to the above reasons. The Regulator considers this explanation to 
be reasonable noting, in particular, the incorrect allocation of new asset costs to existing asset costs 
(point 4. above) although the Regulator notes that TasWater did not disclose, and the Regulator has 
been unable to ascertain, the magnitude of this cost misallocation. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator also stated that it intended accepting TasWater’s explanation of the 
reasons for the changes and also intended accepting the revised regulatory depreciation values for both 
existing and new assets as set out in TasWater’s Financial Model for the fourth regulatory period and 
as shown in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3 Regulatory depreciation allowances for the third regulatory period (excluding the extension year, 2021-22) as stated 
by TasWater in its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period ($’000s, nominal)  

  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

New Assets    

Third regulatory period Note 1 
   

Water 16 692 18 551 20 190 

Sewerage 19 596 21 778 23 702 

 36 288 40 329 43 892 

Fourth regulatory period Note 2    

Water 12 523 18 410 24 996 

Sewerage 10 657 15 200 19 154 

 
23 180 33 611 44 150 

Difference    

Water (4 169) -141 4 806 

Sewerage (8 939) (6 578) (4 548) 

 
(13 108) (6 718) 258 

 
   

Third regulatory period Note 1    

Water 28 010 28 473 28 945 

Sewerage 25 814 24 946 26 668 

 
53 845 53 377 55 613 

Fourth regulatory period Note 2    

Water 28 704 28 431 28 165 

Sewerage 25 141 24 946 24 738 

 53 845 53 377 52 903 

Difference    

Water 694 -42 -780 

Sewerage -673 (1 292) (1 930) 

  21 (1 334) (2 710) 

Notes: 
1. Tasmanian Economic Regulator, 2018 Water and Sewerage Investigation Final Report, (May 2018), Tables 8.8 and 8.9. 
2. TasWater’s proposed PSP, Table 8.10. 

 Depreciation on TasWater’s capex projects commencing before and 

from 1 July 2018 

The Regulator’s decision as part of the 2018 investigation to not allow regulatory depreciation on capex 
for projects starting from 1 July 2018 until the asset is commissioned was intended to incentivise 
TasWater to complete projects in a timely manner. It is unclear from TasWater’s proposed PSP and 
supporting information what impact this decision has had on improving project delivery.  

For the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s PSP3 and proposed PSP submissions, including 
supporting documentation, and TasWater’s website, to attempt to verify the start date for the 51 
projects TasWater stated, in its proposed PSP, had commenced prior to 1 July 2018. For most projects, 
there were inconsistencies between information sources, or no supporting evidence was available. 
Further, it became apparent to the Regulator that the scope of a number of the listed projects had 
changed significantly from when those projects had commenced, according to TasWater. For example, 
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the original Bryn Estyn water treatment plant major upgrade was expected to cost $108m79; the 
upgrade is now expected to cost around $298m.80 

A number of the projects identified by TasWater as commencing on or after 1 July 2018 also have 
completion dates beyond 30 June 2026 meaning that regulatory depreciation will not be calculated 
until the project has been completed and commissioned and therefore will not affect costs and, in turn, 
prices for the fourth regulatory period. 

The Regulator did not provide criteria or guidance on when a project is considered to have started in 
its 2018 Water and Sewerage Price Determination Final Report (2018 Investigation Final Report), or in 
its PSP Guideline for this price investigation.  

This has led to TasWater using multiple start date indicators, including where expenditure was recorded 
on a project in TasWater’s finance system before 30 June 2018 or a detailed business case or approval 
to investigate the project was approved on or before 30 June 2018. The Regulator has therefore 
experienced difficulties in verifying project start dates.  

Given the difficulty involved in determining whether a project has commenced before I July 2018, the 
Regulator noted in the Draft Report that it did not intend taking any further action to verify project start 
dates. 

For projects that TasWater reports as starting after 1 July 2018, the Regulator did, however, require 
TasWater to continue to claim regulatory depreciation on capex only once the asset is commissioned 
and is in use. 

For this Report, the Regulator has maintained the decisions set out in the Draft Report with respect to 
regulatory depreciation for capex projects commencing before and from 1 July 2018. 

   Impact of global adjustments to capex on regulatory depreciation 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator stated that it intended reducing TasWater’s proposed capex by five 
per cent for the fourth regulatory period. These adjustments have a flow-on effect on regulatory 
depreciation.  

The intended capex adjustments resulted in reductions in TasWater’s proposed capex of $11.3 million, 
$11.7 million, $11.4 million and $11.0 million in 2022-23, 2023-24, 2024-25 and 2025-26 respectively. 
The impact on TasWater’s new assets regulatory depreciation allowances is set out in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 Draft Report - Impact of the Regulator’s global adjustments to TasWater’s proposed capex on regulatory depreciation 
for new assets for the fourth regulatory period ($’000s)  

 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Regulator’s reductions  360 770 1 178 1 686 

6.8.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission TasWater referred to the impact on regulatory depreciation of the Regulator’s 
intended global capex adjustment: 

If the TER decides to maintain its proposed reduction in total capex, TasWater notes that this 
reduction is likely to relate to projects that are forecast to commence during the period and therefore 
will have little, if any, regulatory depreciation included in the forecast for the PSP4 period. Unless 

                                                           
79  Tasmanian Economic Regulator, 2018 Water and Sewerage Price Determination Investigation Final Report, page 109. 

80  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 112. 
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specific projects are removed from the capex forecast and the associated regulatory depreciation 
can be clearly identified, TasWater proposes that the regulatory depreciation for new assets be 

included in full as proposed in its draft proposal. 81 

6.8.1.2 Regulator’s decision 

As set out in section 4.10.4.3 of this Report, the Regulator has decided to maintain its draft decision to 
reduce TasWater’s proposed capex by five per cent for the fourth regulatory period. 

The Regulator notes the issues TasWater has raised about the flow-on effect of the global capex 
adjustment on regulatory depreciation and the likelihood that the capex adjustment will relate to 
projects that may not be completed and commissioned during the fourth regulatory period  

The global adjustment does not apply to specific projects but applies instead to aggregate capex which 
includes projects started in previous regulatory periods. The capex reduction is in response to concerns 
that not all the proposed capex will incurred over the fourth regulatory period as some projects may 
not be completed and therefore the depreciation allowance should be correspondingly lower.  The 
Regulator considers that the reductions specified in Table 6.6 are appropriate and will be included in 
the regulatory deprecation allowance.   

 Variances between TasWater’s Asset Register and Financial Model 

For the Draft Report, the Regulator’s review revealed several instances where the regulatory 
depreciation values in TasWater’s Asset Register with respect to existing assets were different from the 
figures in TasWater’s Financial Model for the fourth regulatory period.  

In its Draft Report, as the Regulator was unable to ascertain which figures were correct, the Regulator 
stated that it intended accepting the lower values from the two sources, as set out in Table 6.5.  

Table 6.5 Regulator’s Draft Report - Variations between TasWater’s Asset Register and proposed PSP - draft regulatory 
depreciation allowance for existing assets for the fourth regulatory period ($’000s)  

 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Water 27 480  27 351  27 178  27 151  

Sewerage 24 203  24 062  24 110  23 730  

Proposed PSP 51 683  51 413  51 288  50 881  

Asset Register 48 048  47 398  46 891  46 522  

Reduction in regulatory depreciation (3 635) (4 015) (4 397)  (4 359)  

6.9.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission TasWater noted that: 

“… the regulatory depreciation values in worksheet ‘1&2 - Asset Imports’ of its Asset Register were 

calculated on a line-by-line approach and were not intended to be used in the estimate of 

regulatory depreciation for pricing purposes. The weighted average approach was used to 

calculate regulatory depreciation on existing assets in the ‘RAB Rollforward’ sheet of the Financial 

Model. These values were included in TasWater’s proposed NAR estimates. As the TER has 

accepted the opening RAB values in FY2018/19, and that it accepts the weighted average 

                                                           
81  TasWater’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, pages 15-16. 
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approach, the values calculated in the ‘RAB Rollforward sheet’ of the Financial Model should be 

used as the basis for regulatory depreciation for existing assets.”82 

6.9.1.2 Regulator’s analysis 

Based on the additional information provided by TasWater, the Regulator has further analysed 
TasWater’s Asset Register and has been able to reconcile the depreciation figures between the 
Asset Register and the Financial Model for depreciation starting before 1 July 2009 and depreciation 
starting after 1 July 2011.  However, these figures are hard coded from the Asset Register into the 
Financial Model and the same issues arise as the Regulator encountered when preparing its 
Draft Report, namely that the Regulator was unable to interrogate the data contained in the Asset 
Register to assess its accuracy. 

There remains, however, a discrepancy between the two sources of data as the Asset Register does not 
contain any entries for depreciation on assets starting after 1 July 2009 and up to 1 July 2011 whereas 
the Financial Model does.  This appears to be the reason why the two data sources don’t reconcile 
although the Regulator cannot be certain of this conclusion.  

6.9.1.3 Regulator’s decision 

As there is no other data to verify TasWater’s proposed regulatory depreciation, the Regulator 
considers it has little option but to accept the figures set out in TasWater’s Financial Model with the 
exception of: 

 escalation values: the Regulator has used escalation values which have been updated to reflect 
actual and forecast inflation as set out in the Executive Summary and Chapter 5; and 

 depreciation rates: the Regulator has used: 

o rates determined during the Regulator’s previous investigation for the 2018-19, 2019-20 
and 2020-21 financial years (the third regulatory period); and 

o for the extension year (2021-22), an average of the rates determined for the third 
regulatory period.  

The Regulator expects that these and other issues relating to TasWater’s treatment of regulatory 
depreciation will be addressed and resolved during the course of the Regulator’s inquiry into regulatory 
depreciation during the fourth regulatory period. 

Table 6.6 shows TasWater’s depreciation values as provided in its Financial Model and the Regulator’s 
final depreciation values that will be used in calculating the NAR.  The differences in the values are due 
to: 

 different inflation rates as explained above;  

 different depreciation rates for the third regulatory period.  TasWater used 2.28 per cent for the 
period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2026.  However, the applicable rates for the third regulatory 
period are 1.95, 1.94 and 1.93 per cent respectively with the Regulator using an average of these 
values, 1.94 per cent, for the extension year (2021-2022); and 

 the global capex adjustment as discussed in section 6.8. 

                                                           
82  TasWater’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, page 15. 
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Table 6.6 TasWater’s proposed values and the Regulator’s final values for the annual regulatory depreciation allowance in the 
NAR ($’000s nominal) 

 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 
Total (2022-23 

to 2025-26) 

TasWater's proposed depreciation values (Financial Model) 

Depreciation - existing 53 844 53 376 52 902 52 125 51 683 51 414 51 289 50 881 
 

Depreciation - new 23 180 33 611 44 150 47 826 51 078 57 414 63 948 73 940 
 

 
77 024 86 987 97 052 99 951 102 761 108 828 115 237 124 821 

 

          

Regulator's final depreciation values 

Depreciation - existing 45 749 44 409 44 976 46 580 53 491 52 192 52 995 54 744 
 

Depreciation - new 23 180 33 611 44 150 47 826 50 717 56 644 62 770 72 254 
 

 
68 929 78 020 89 126 94 406 104 208 108 836 115 765 126 998 455 807 

          

Adjustments 
         

Depreciation - existing 
    

1 808  778 1 706 3 863 8 155 

Depreciation - new 
    

- 361 - 770 -1 178 -1 686 -3 995 

          

     
1 447  8  528 2 177 4 160 
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 RATE OF RETURN ON CAPITAL 

The building block approach to determining TasWater’s Notional Allowed Revenue (NAR) requires the 

Regulator to calculate a return on TasWater’s capital. Australian regulators generally use a weighted 

average cost of capital (WACC) to determine the rate of return on capital. The WACC is calculated as 

the cost of equity multiplied by the proportion of capital that is assumed to be funded by equity plus 

the cost of debt multiplied by the proportion of capital that is assumed to be funded by debt. The cost 

of equity is also referred to as the return on equity.  

The Regulator received one submission, from TasWater, that addressed the rate of return on capital. 

The issues raised by TasWater are addressed in this chapter. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Continue to use a nominal vanilla WACC with a post-tax return on equity and a pre-tax return 
on debt. 

2. Set the WACCEXISTING at 3.79 per cent and the WACCNEW at 5.28 per cent based on the following: 

a. a gearing ratio of 60 per cent; 

b. the prevailing risk free rate set using a 40 trading day average of the yield on 10-year 
                             Australian Government bonds as at 6 May 2022; 

c. an equity beta of 0.65; 

d.  a market risk premium of 6.0 per cent; 

e. the cost of debt calculated as set out in 7.9.3.3 using a BBB+ credit rating and using a 
                             mix of one third A rated and two thirds BBB rated yield on corporate bonds, as 
                             published by the RBA; 

f. debt issuance costs of 0.08 per cent. 

3. Not accept TasWater’s proposal to review the cost of debt on an annual basis. 

4. Not accept TasWater’s proposal to calculate the cost of debt on a mean-reverting basis. 

 Changes to draft decisions set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

Due to increases in the cost of debt and equity since the release of the Regulator’s Draft Report, 
TasWater’s WACCs have increased as set out in Table 7.1 of this Report. 

 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

The Regulator has rejected TasWater’s proposal that the cost of debt be updated on an annual basis 
and that the cost of debt include future interest rates based on historical average. More details on 
these decisions is provided in section 7.9.3.4.2 of this Report.  
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 Regulator’s WACCs 

The Regulator’s WACC components, calculated using data available as at 6 May 2022, and the resultant 
existing and new asset WACCs, are set out in Table 7.1 below. 

The allowance for the return on capital is very sensitive to the assumptions adopted for inflation.  This 
is because, using the nominal WACC, increases in the value of the RABs due to inflation are deducted 
from the return on capital. Bond yields include an expected inflation rate and, in calculating the return 
on capital using the nominal WACC, this implicit inflation rate needs to be the same as the inflation 
forecasts that are adopted. 

In the weeks before the WACCs were calculated for the Regulator’s Draft Report, there was a sharp 
increase in 10-year Australian Government bonds yields in response to expectations of higher inflation. 
This may not have been fully reflected the inflation forecasts in RBA’s Quarterly Statement on Monetary 
Policy published earlier on 3 February 2022, though it did include higher forecast inflation than in the 
RBA’s November 2021 statement. The RBA’s latest Statement, published on 5 May 2022, includes 
higher inflation forecasts. 

The 40 day average yield on 10-year Australian Government bonds, which is a key component of the 
WACC, has been increasing since the Draft Report.  The Regulator’s allowance for the return on capital, 
TasWater’s NAR and maximum price increases, in this Final Report and Price Determination are 
therefore markedly higher from those set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report.   

Table 7.1 Regulator's WACCs for the fourth regulatory period calculated on 6 May 2022  

WACC component Value 

Gearing 60% 

Risk free rate (equity) 2.83% 

Cost of debt 4.24% 

Debt issuance costs 0.08% 

Total cost of debt (Pre-tax) 4.32% 

Market risk premium 6.00% 

Equity beta 0.65 

Statutory return on equity(Existing) 3.00% 

Cost of equity(New) 6.73% 

WACCEXISTING 3.79% 

WACCNEW 5.28% 
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 Calculating the WACC 

The basic WACC formula is as follows: 

 

Where: 

Re = Expected return on equity (costs of equity) is conventionally quoted as a post-tax value 

Rd = Expected return on debt (the cost of debt) is conventionally quoted as a pre-tax value 

D = Proportion of capital assumed to be funded by debt 

E = Proportion of capital assumed to be funded by equity 

This formula is referred to as a “vanilla” WACC.  However the WACC can also be calculated on a real or 
nominal basis or on a pre-tax or post-tax basis resulting in a number of different WACC types and 
formulae. 

In line with other regulators, the Regulator uses a benchmark WACC based on a notional efficient 
business rather than a WACC calculated using TasWater’s actual financial information. This is on the 
premise that a benchmark WACC incentivises TasWater to efficiently finance its operations. The 
benchmark WACC would be one which would apply to an efficient business providing the same or 
similar services in a competitive market.  

The WACC is a forward looking value and the derivation of some of the components is the subject of 
ongoing studies and vigorous debate between academics, regulators, regulated entities and other 
stakeholders. 

The lack of certainty, and often conflicting supporting evidence, for some of the WACC parameters 
means that the final value and/or method of deriving the WACC involves discretion and judgement on 
the part of the Regulator. Also, regulators are bound by different legislative requirements in 
determining the prices or revenue that is to apply in other jurisdictions. This can result in different 
WACC parameter values across different jurisdictions and/or industries. 

ESCOSA stated, in its SA Water Regulatory Water Determination 2020, that jurisdictions select rate of 
return methodologies to suit their own requirements and circumstances and that there are limitations 
and risks in cross-jurisdictional comparisons.83   

ECOSA also stated that: 

As a matter of law, regulators must use the rate of return methodologies that meet their legislative 

requirements and objectives.84 

In determining a benchmark WACC, the Regulator has considered the rate of return methodologies and 
parameter values used in other jurisdictions having regard to meeting the pricing principles set out in 
Section 68 of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (Industry Act).   

                                                           
83  SA Water, Regulatory Determination 2020, Final Determination June 2020, page 277 available at:  

https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/21489/20200611-Water-SAWRD20-FinalDetermination-
StatementOfReasons.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y 

84  Ibid. 
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 Legislative requirements 

Section 68(1A) of the Industry Act requires the rate of return on assets required to provide regulated 
services transferred to the previous regulated entities before 1 July 2011 to incorporate return on debt 
that takes into account the prevailing rate of interest for commercial loans and a pre-tax rate return on 
equity, not taking into account inflation, of three per cent.  

For all other assets used to provide regulated services, the Industry Act requires that the rate of return 
must be no more than a rate that reflects the regulatory and commercial risks involved in providing the 
regulated services. 

Therefore, Section 68(1A) requires two separate WACCs: 

 one WACC for assets transferred to the previous regulated entities before 1 July 2011 and used 
by TasWater to provide regulated services (referred to as WACCCEXISTING); and 

 another WACC for all other assets funded and owned by TasWater to provide regulated services 
(referred to as WACCNEW). 

 Type of WACC 

The Regulator used a real pre-tax WACC for the first and second water and sewerage price 
investigations and accepted TasWater’s proposal to use a nominal vanilla WACC for the third regulatory 
period. TasWater proposed the use of a post-tax nominal vanilla WACC for the third regulatory period 
on the basis that the AER uses a post-tax vanilla WACC in its Post Tax Revenue Model and it is the most 
common form of WACC used by other Australian regulators therefore facilitates easier comparison. In 
addition, to avoid confusion and simplify the analysis of financial information TasWater also proposed 
the use of nominal dollars and considered a nominal WACC should be used for nominal values. The 
Regulator concurred with TasWater’s view and accepted TasWater’s proposal to use this form of the 
WACC.  

A nominal vanilla WACC includes a post-tax return on equity and a pre-tax return on debt.  This required 
the inclusion of a tax allowance and inflation adjustment in the NAR which are discussed in Chapter 2 
of this Report.   

TasWater has not proposed to change the form of the WACC and used a nominal vanilla WACC in its 
proposed price and service plan for the fourth regulatory period. Furthermore, the Regulator has not 
received any representations to change the form of the WACC and there has been no change in 
circumstances that would trigger a review of the form of the WACC. The Regulator will therefore 
continue to use a nominal vanilla WACC in calculating the rate of return component of TasWater’s NAR 
for the fourth regulatory period.  

 WACC formulae 

The following sections specify the formulae for the WACCNEW and the WACC EXISTING.  

 WACCNEW 

The nominal vanilla WACCNEW is calculated using the following formula:  

WACCNEW =  RdG + Re(1-G) 

Where:   

Rd = Total cost of debt 

 = COD + DISSC  
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COD = Cost of debt  

DISSC  Debt issuance costs 

G = Gearing ratio 

Re = Cost of equity  

 = RFRe + βe* MRP 

RFRe  Risk free rate (cost of equity) 

βe = Equity beta 

MRP = Market risk premium 

 WACCEXISTING 

The nominal vanilla WACC EXISTING is calculated using the following formula: 

WACCEXISTING = RdG + EXISTING Re(1-G) 

Where:   

Rd = Total cost of debt 

 = COD + DISSC 

COD = Cost of debt  

DISSC  Debt issuance costs 

G = Gearing ratio 

EXISTING Re = 3% nominal pre-tax return on equity 

 TasWater’s proposed WACCs 

TasWater’s proposed WACC components and the resultant WACCs are included in Table 7.2 below.  

Table 7.2 TasWater's proposed WACC parameter values and WACCs 

WACC component Value 

Gearing 60% 

Risk free rate (equity) 1.67% 

Cost of debt 4.85% 

Debt issuance costs 0.10% 

Total cost of debt (pre-tax) 4.95% 

Market risk premium 6.50% 

Equity beta 0.68 

Statutory return on equity (Existing) (pre-tax nominal) 3.00% 

Cost of equity(New) (post-tax) 6.02% 

WACCEXISTING 4.17% 

WACCNEW 5.41% 

 WACC components 

The following sections discuss individual WACC components, set out the Regulator’s assessment of 
TasWater’s proposed method of determining each WACC component, specify the WACC component 
values for the fourth regulatory period that the Regulator applied in the Draft Report and provide the 
Regulator’s responses to issues raised in submissions on the Draft Report. 
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 Gearing ratio 

The gearing ratio refers to the percentage of the business funded by debt. To ensure customers do not 
bear the cost associated with an inefficient financing structure, most regulators use a benchmark 
gearing ratio.  This may be different to a business’ actual gearing ratio.  Regulators generally use a 
60 per cent gearing ratio and the Regulator has used a 60 per cent gearing ratio in all previous pricing 
investigations.    

The AER monitors the gearing estimates of a set of comparator companies.  In Table 2 and Table 3 of 
the AER‘s Return of return annual update, December 202085 show average estimated gearing based on 
market and book values respectively.86 Based on market values the five and 10 year average gearing 
estimates are 52 and 55 per cent respectively. Based on book value, the five and 10 year average 
gearing estimates are 71 and 70 per cent respectively.   

TasWater has used a 60 per cent gearing ratio in its proposed WACC calculations. Based on the AER’s 
recent findings, Regulator in the Draft Report, accepted TasWater proposal to continue to use a 
60 per cent gearing ratio. 

 Risk free rate 

The risk free rate (RFR) refers to a theoretical rate of return on an investment with no risk. The RFR is 
used to calculate the cost of equity. It is generally accepted practice, by both finance market 
practitioners and regulators, to use the return on a government security as proxy for the RFR, with the 
yield on 10-year Australian Government bonds commonly used. 

For the third regulatory period, the Regulator used an equally weighted, 40 trading day average and 
10-year weighted average, of the yields on 10-year Australian Government bonds as the RFR for the 
calculating a benchmark rate of return for both debt and equity.  

However, as pointed out in TasWater’s WACC proposal87, as the rate of return for equity is entirely 
forward looking, the RFR used in calculating the cost of equity should be at the prevailing rate.  

TasWater’s proposed RFR was calculated using the yield on five-year rather than 10-year Australian 
Government bonds on the basis that a five year term satisfies the present value principle ie the net 
present value of cash flows over the regulatory period should equal the initial investment amount.  

The term over which the risk free rate is calculated has been subject to extensive discussion by 
regulators, regulated entities and stakeholders.  Most recently, the AER has re-examined the issue in 
its Rate of return, Term of the rate of return & Rate of return and cashflows in a low interest rate 
environment, Final working paper, September 2021.88  Submissions supporting a five-year term were 
primarily on the basis that it aligned with the regulatory period and therefore ensured the satisfaction 
of the present value principle.  Submissions supporting the continued use of a 10-year term cited the 
following reasons: 

 the need for stability and consistency in the regulatory process, with no change to finance theory 
that warranted a change in the applicable term; 

                                                           
85https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-

%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf 

86  The market value uses comprises the market value of equity and book value of debt. The book value of debt is used due 
to the lack of liquidity in the Australian corporate debt market and because bank debt is not traded. 

87  TasWater’s proposed PSP, Appendix 12. 

88https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Term%20of%20the%20Rate%20of%20return%20and%20Low%20Interest%20Rate%2
0Environment%20-%20Final%20working%20paper%20-%20September%202021_0.pdf (pages 24-39). 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Term%20of%20the%20Rate%20of%20return%20and%20Low%20Interest%20Rate%20Environment%20-%20Final%20working%20paper%20-%20September%202021_0.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Term%20of%20the%20Rate%20of%20return%20and%20Low%20Interest%20Rate%20Environment%20-%20Final%20working%20paper%20-%20September%202021_0.pdf
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 consistency with standard commercial practices; 

 it reflects academic literature; 

 investors invest for the long term in long-lived assets and no evidence that investors limit their 
timeframes to that of the regulatory period; and 

 the present value principle should be based on the life of the assets not on the regulatory period. 

The majority of submissions supported the continued use of a 10-year term with a number of 
submissions advocating a term longer than 10-years based on long asset lives for infrastructure 
intensive businesses.  Several submissions stated that the AER had not provided sufficient justification 
and evidence to change to a five-year term.  The AER decided to maintain using the 10-year Australian 
Government bond. The Regulator considers that the aim of calculating a benchmark cost of equity is to 
replicate competitive market outcomes and the method should be similar to that used by finance 
practitioners.  Setting a risk free rate based on bonds with a term similar to the regulatory period means 
that the regulatory process is influencing prices, and not standard market practice.  Based on the recent 
discussions on this issue and the lack of a consensus, the Regulator proposed in the Draft Report to 
continue to use a 10-year term.   

The Regulator noted TasWater’s criticism of the Regulator not using prevailing rates in calculating the 
RFR for the cost of equity in the previous price investigation.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered that using a 40 trading day average of the yield on 10-year 
Australian Government bonds was appropriate as it reduces short term fluctuations in rates.  

TasWater has not proposed a risk free rate for calculating the cost of debt as it proposed the use of the 

RBA’s 10-year corporate bond yield data to calculate the cost of debt.  In the Draft Report, the Regulator 

accepted TasWater’s method of calculating the cost of debt and therefore did not require a separate 

RFR for that calculation. 

 Total cost of debt 

The total cost of debt is the sum of the applicable cost of debt and debt issuance costs (DISSC) with the 

total cost of debt reflecting, as far as practicable, the debt management strategy of a benchmark 

efficient business.  

7.8.3.1 Debt issuance costs 

Economic regulators generally include an allowance for debt issuance costs to compensate a business 

for costs related to raising or refinancing debt such as legal fees, underwriting fees, and credit rating 

fees. 

TasWater proposed a debt issuance cost allowance of 10 basis points (0.1 per cent) noting that the AER, 

in its 2020 draft determination for AusNet Services89, had allowed debt issuance costs of 8.16 basis 

points.90 TasWater rounded this amount to 10 basis points, as this was the amount the Regulator 

allowed for debt issuance costs for the third regulatory period.   

                                                           
89  Australian Energy Regulator, DRAFT DECISION, AusNet Services Distribution Determination  2021 to 2026, Overview, 

September 2020 available at: https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Draft%20decision%20-
%20AusNet%20Services%20distribution%20determination%202021-26%20-%20Overview%20-
%20September%202020.pdf 

90  Ibid, pages 32-33. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Draft%20decision%20-%20AusNet%20Services%20distribution%20determination%202021-26%20-%20Overview%20-%20September%202020.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Draft%20decision%20-%20AusNet%20Services%20distribution%20determination%202021-26%20-%20Overview%20-%20September%202020.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Draft%20decision%20-%20AusNet%20Services%20distribution%20determination%202021-26%20-%20Overview%20-%20September%202020.pdf
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The Regulator noted that in its AusNet Services draft determination, the AER had calculated debt 

issuance costs of 7.9 basis points but accepted AusNet Services’ proposed draft estimate of 

8.16 basis points as it did not consider the difference material.  In its revised proposal, AusNet Services 

proposed debt issuance cost of 7.93 basis points, which the AER accepted.  The AER also calculated 

benchmark debt issuance costs of 7.98 basis points in 2020 in its SA Power Networks final 

determination91 but accepted SA Power Networks’ proposal of 8.50 basis points on the basis that the 

difference was not considered material.    

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered the AER’s calculated benchmark estimates (7.90 and 7.98 

basis points) and the values proposed by the regulated entities (7.93, 8.16 and 8.50 basis points), were 

appropriate indicators of efficient debt issuance costs for the fourth regulatory period. The Regulator 

reached this conclusion on the basis that the values are relatively current ie calculated within the last 

two years, and three of the values are debt issuance costs proposed by regulated entities.   

Consequently, in the Draft Report, the Regulator set debt issuance costs of eight basis points ie the 

median of the five values, 7.98, rounded up to eight basis points (0.08 per cent), as the efficient debt 

issuance cost for the fourth regulatory period. 

7.8.3.2 Credit rating and data source 

Economic regulators generally use a credit rating of BBB or BBB+92 for regulated businesses on the basis 

that BBB- is the minimum rating for investment grade debt. The Regulator has, to date, used a BBB 

credit rating for determining the cost of debt.  After considering credit ratings used by other regulators 

and due to the difficulty in obtaining yield information for BBB+ corporate debt. The Regulator used the 

derived yield of 10-year corporate bonds as provided in the RBA’s statistical table F3 for the second and 

third regulatory periods and noted other regulators also use the RBA’s corporate debt yield in 

calculating a cost of debt. 

TasWater’s proposal calculated the cost of debt using a derived BBB+ rating of the yield on RBA’s 

corporate bond data. TasWater proposed to achieve a BBB+ rating using one-third A rated and 

two-thirds BBB rated corporate bond yields. This is the method used by the AER93 to determine a 

benchmark credit rating of BBB+ due to a lack of publicly available price information for BBB+ corporate 

debt.   

The AER monitors the credit rating of 23 electricity network business and Table 2594 of its Rate of return 

instrument, Explanatory Statement shows a predominately BBB+ credit rating for network businesses 

over the 12 years to 2018. The AER’s Rate of Return Annual Update for both 2019 and 2020 include a 

benchmark credit rating of BBB+ for each year. The ERA has also used a BBB+ credit based on the credit 

rating of a sample of 13 energy network businesses from 2013 to 2017 in which the median credit rating 

was BBB+ for four out of the five years.95   

                                                           
91Australian Energy Regulator, Final determination, SA Power Networks, available at: 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Final%20decision%20-
%20SA%20Power%20Networks%20distribution%20determination%202020-25%20-%20Attachment%203%20-
%20Rate%20of%20return%20-%20June%202020%20.pdf (pages 3-14). 

92  Based on Standard and Poor’s classification system. 

93  Australian Energy Regulator (AER), Rate of Return Instrument, Explanatory Statement, December 2018. 

94  Ibid, page 284. 

95  Economic Regulation Authority of Western Australia, Final Gas Rate of Return Guidelines Explanatory Statement, Meeting 
the requirements of the National Gas Rule, 2018, page 22. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Final%20decision%20-%20SA%20Power%20Networks%20distribution%20determination%202020-25%20-%20Attachment%203%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20-%20June%202020%20.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Final%20decision%20-%20SA%20Power%20Networks%20distribution%20determination%202020-25%20-%20Attachment%203%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20-%20June%202020%20.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Final%20decision%20-%20SA%20Power%20Networks%20distribution%20determination%202020-25%20-%20Attachment%203%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20-%20June%202020%20.pdf
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In the absence of published credit ratings for Australian water utilities, the Regulator considered energy 

network businesses are the most appropriate comparators. Based on the AER’s and ERA’s findings, the 

Regulator considered that BBB+ is an appropriate benchmark credit rating for the cost of debt. In the 

Draft Report, the Regulator accepted TasWater’s use of RBA corporate bond yields, BBB+ rating, and 

method of calculating the benchmark cost of debt.   

7.8.3.3 Method of calculating the cost of debt  

Historically, regulators have used an ‘on the day’ approach to calculating the cost of debt as prevailing 
market conditions market prices incorporate all information available regarding future prices and, 
therefore, theoretically represent the efficient expected cost of debt.  

Under this approach, the actual debt costs a business incurs could be materially different to those 
determined through the regulatory process as it is unlikely a business would refinance its entire debt 
portfolio at one time.    

To reflect the fact that businesses generally stagger their debt maturities to manage refinancing risk, 
regulators have changed from using an ‘on the day’ approach to a moving average approach (referred 
to as a trailing average) as this better aligns with the expected debt management practice of a 
benchmark efficient business.    

All Australian regulators now use some form of trailing average in calculating the cost of debt.  The most 
common form of the trailing average approach assumes ten equally weighted tranches of debt each 
with a 10-year maturity (ie every year, 10 per cent of a business’s debt matures and is refinanced with 
new 10-year debt).  The cost of debt is calculated as the average of the yield over a 10-year period with 
each year’s yield contributing 10 per cent to the final value.   

For the second and third price investigations, the Regulator used a combination of a weighted average 
and on the day approaches combining a 40 trading day average combined with a 10-year weighted 
average to determine the RFR and the DRP. The method resulted in greater weighting being given to 
rates that are more recent.  

TasWater’s proposal was informed by Marsden Jacob and Associates (MJA) analysis96 which included a 
net present value (NPV) analysis97 of the cost of debt using a 100 per cent trailing average compared to 
a 100 per cent on the day rate for all borrowings, and borrowing for new capex only. MJA’s analysis 
found that in most instances the trailing average approach was superior to an on the day approach.   

Where prices are reset on a four-year basis, MJA’s analysis found that neither a 100 per cent trailing 
average nor a 100 per cent on the day approach meet the NPV = 0 pricing principle although the trailing 
average shows smaller deviations.  As the deviations are opposite in sign, the overall difference could 
be reduced by some weighted combination of a trailing average and on the day approaches.  However, 
as the relevant weights are not clear from the analysis, TasWater considered that all weight should be 
placed on the trailing average approach as this shows the smallest deviation. Based on MJA’s analysis, 
TasWater therefore proposed using a trailing average, calculated at the start of the regulatory period 
using the simple average of the previous 10 years’ yields, in calculating the cost of debt.   

TasWater’s proposed cost of debt uses the RBA’s estimates of yields on 10-year corporate bonds as 
provided by the RBA (Table F3 data). MJA noted that while the target tenor (ie the length of time 
remaining before a financial contract expires) is 10 years, the effective tenor is less than this due to the 
residual maturity of the bonds used to calculate the values being less than 10 years. Therefore, to obtain 

                                                           
96  Appendix 12 of TasWater’s proposed PSP. 

97  NPV = 0 ie the present value of the resulting revenues net of cash costs is equal to the initial investment.  
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the values for debt with a ten year maturity the TasWater proposed adjusting the RBA values using 
linear interpolation.    

The trailing average approach involves recalculating the cost of debt for each year of the regulatory 
period, replacing the oldest 10 per cent of debt with new debt. This is achieved by taking an average 
(with the averaging method varying between regulators) of the corporate yields over the previous 
10 years and using the resultant value in calculating the regulated prices or revenue for the following 
year. Over a four-year regulatory period, 40 per cent of the 10-year debt at the start of the regulatory 
period is replaced with new 10-year debt.   

TasWater’s rate of return is set for the duration of the regulatory period (ie prices are not updated 
annually). Therefore, a trailing average equal to a simple average of interest rates for the last 10 years 
would mean that by the end of the regulatory period, 40 per cent of those interest rates would no 
longer apply under a 10-year debt maturity profile.  

An alternative approach is to replace 40 per cent of the oldest debt with new debt at prevailing rates.  
In light of TasWater’s analysis and that of other regulators who either use a trailing average, or include 
a trailing average approach, in determining the applicable regulated cost of debt, the Regulator decided 
in the Draft Report to use a forward-looking cost of debt, which replicates an annually updated trailing 
average, notwithstanding that the calculation is carried out at the start of regulatory period. 

As prices are determined prospectively, the 10 per cent of debt that matures during each year of the 
regulatory period would be included in the cost of debt at an ‘on the day’ rate as this is the best estimate 
of the rate at which new debt will be issued or maturing debt refinanced.  Therefore, under the 
proposed approach, 40 per cent of debt that will mature during the four-year regulatory period is 
progressively replaced with debt at prevailing rates.  The Regulator considered that this method will 
provide better incentives regarding efficient capex than a static cost of debt that retains the cost of 
debt that has matured.   

TasWater proposal stated that the use of ‘on the day’ rates increases price volatility between regulatory 
periods due to the fluctuations in market conditions.  The Regulator considered that the method 
discussed above would result in less volatility than TasWater’s proposed method, namely a simple 
average of 10-year yields calculated at the start of the regulatory period, due to the inclusion of 
prevailing rates which are most likely closer to the values that will apply at the start of the next 
regulatory period.    

As stated in the 2018 Final Investigation Report, the Regulator acknowledged the potential for greater 
variability in the cost of debt between regulatory periods where the cost of debt incorporates prevailing 
rates.98 However, the Regulator also considered that the cost of capital should reflect current and 
expected market conditions over the regulatory period.  Businesses and customers accept that markets 
conditions change and consequently prices will vary. In addition, the cost of debt is only one input into 
the calculation of the rate of return and, in turn, the NAR and any change will only have a proportional 
impact on customer’s prices. 

With respect to the term of the debt, the Regulator accepted TasWater use of linear interpolation to 
calculate a cost of debt with an exact 10-year maturity in the Draft Report.  

  

                                                           
98  Tasmanian Economic Regulator, 2018 Water and Sewerage Price Determination Investigation Final Report, page 169, 

available at: 
https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/Documents/2018%20Water%20and%20Sewerage%20Price%20Determinati
on%20Investigation%20Final%20Report.pdf   

https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/Documents/2018%20Water%20and%20Sewerage%20Price%20Determination%20Investigation%20Final%20Report.pdf
https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/Documents/2018%20Water%20and%20Sewerage%20Price%20Determination%20Investigation%20Final%20Report.pdf
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In the Draft Report, the Regulator applied the following approach to determine a BBB+ cost of debt for 
the four year regulatory period: 

1. Calculate the average of yields of the RBA’s non-financial corporate BBB rated bonds with a target 
tenor of 10 years over a recent two month period adjusted using linear interpolation to have a 
10-year maturity. 

2. Calculate the simple average of monthly values of the previous nine, eight, seven, and six years 
of yields of the non-financial corporate BBB rated bonds with a target tenor of 10 years adjusted 
using linear interpolation to have a 10-year maturity. 

3. Calculate an average of the following for non-financial corporate BBB rated bonds: 

90 per cent: monthly average bond yield over 

the past nine years   

+ 10 per cent: recent 2 month average 

bond yield 

80 per cent: monthly average bond yield over 

the past eight years   

+ 20 per cent: recent 2 month average 

bond yield 

70 per cent: monthly average bond yield over 

the past seven  years   

+ 30 per cent: recent 2 month average 

bond yield 

60 per cent: monthly average bond yield over 

the past six  years   

+ 40 per cent: recent 2 month average 

bond yield 

This process was repeated for A rated bonds and a weighted average was obtained based on the A 
rated value (one third) and the BBB rated value (two thirds).  

Based on the above approach, the Regulator calculated a cost of debt, excluding debt issuance costs, 
of 3.97 per cent and a total cost of debt, including debt issuance costs (0.08 per cent) of 4.05 per cent 
in the Draft Report.   

 Submissions on Draft Report 

TasWater’s submission on the Draft Report raised the following issues in relation to the cost of debt: 

7.8.4.1 Debt repricing profile 

In its submission, TasWater proposed changing the cost of debt repricing profile. 

TasWater considered that, by averaging monthly rates over the nine years preceding the new cycle, the 
Regulator’s approach implicitly assumes that debt is issued at least once every month. TasWater also 
claimed that this approach will lead to estimation errors if the cost of debt in the tenth year preceding 
the new cycle is different from the cost of debt expected in the first year of the new cycle (which 
TasWater considered highly likely).  

To address this issue TasWater proposed that the weighting of debt should be 90 per cent for the cost 
of debt over the nine years preceding the new cycle, 5 per cent for the cost of debt in the tenth year 
preceding the new cycle, and 5 per cent for the cost of new debt issued over the first year of the new 
cycle (predicted by the cost in the two months before the new cycle). Parallel adjustments would also 
be required for years two, three and four. 
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7.8.4.1.1  Regulator’s analysis and decision 

The cost of debt for regulatory purposes is for a benchmark efficient firm that uses a hypothetical 
10 year repricing profile. The method proposed by TasWater effectively extends this profile to 11 years.   
The Regulator considers TasWater proposal adds extra complexity and would not result in a more 
accurate estimate of debt costs over the regulatory period. 

The Regulator therefore has not accepted TasWater proposed changes. 

7.8.4.2 Annual review 

TasWater also proposed an annual review of the cost of debt in each year of the regulatory period. 

7.8.4.2.1 Regulator’s analysis and decision 

As prices for all four years are determined as the start of the next regulatory period, rather than being 
updated annually, there is no reason to update the cost of debt annually as this cannot affect prices 
over the period.     

The Regulator therefore has not accepted TasWater’s proposal to update the cost of debt annually.  

7.8.4.2.2 Mean reverting interest rates 

TasWater proposed that, in the absence of an annual update to the cost of debt, the Regulator should 
use an average of historical rates rather than current rates when calculating the cost of debt on the 
basis that interest rates are mean reverting.  TasWater stated that rates will revert to ‘normal values 
over time’ and proposed using the average of BBB corporate bond yields calculated by the RBA from 
January 2005 to February 2022.   

7.8.4.3 Regulator’s analysis and decision  

The Regulator considers that an average of historical interest rates is unsuitable as an estimate of future 
rates for the following three reasons: 

 The hypothesis that over the long term interest rates are mean reverting is subject to continued 
discussion among finance practitioners and academics. 

 The trend over the past four decades in Australia has been decreasing interest rates. 

 It is arbitrary to determine what time period should be considered in calculating an average 
interest rate.  

Selecting the time period over which the rates are averaged will result in materially different values. 
Based on the earliest data from the RBA ie 1969 to the present (21 April 2022), the average 10 year 
Government bond yield is 7.56 per cent.  However, the 30 year average rate is 5.05 per cent, while the 
20 year average rate is 3.95 per cent.  Applying TasWater’s suggested approach would result in an 
average interest rate of 3.68 per cent.  

With regard to the RBA’s corporate debt yields, the longest period available is the range suggested by 
TasWater ie 17 years.  The average over this period is 5.9 per cent.  However this includes the relatively 
high yields during the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) which form a disproportionality high number of 
values compared to the impact of the GFC on Government bond yields. Therefore, using a simple 
average over the period would not reflect the secular trend which, like Government bonds yield, is for 
declining yields as shown in Figure 7.1.   
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Figure 7.1 RBA BBB corporate bonds yields  

 

Financial commentators have suggested that the period of relatively low interest rates is the new 
secular trend and therefore historical averages may have no connection to future rates and are not an 
appropriate guide to forecast future interest rates. 

The Regulator considers that the most recent market rates are the most appropriate rates to use in the 
cost of debt as they factor in all market information currently available and that it is not necessary to 
speculate as to what future interest rates will be.   

Consequently, the Regulator has decided to continue to use the method specified in the Draft Report 
to calculate the cost of debt.  Based on the values as at 6 May 2022, and applying the method used for 
the Draft Report, the cost of debt is 4.24 per cent. 

 Cost of equity 

The cost of equity is the return that investors require to compensate them for the risk of investing in 
the business. As it is an expected return it is not observable, it is generally calculated using financial 
models.  Of the numerous models used to calculate the expected cost of equity, Australian regulators 
use the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), in particular the Sharpe Lintner CAPM.    

The formula for the Sharpe Lintner CAPM is: 

Re = RFRe + βe (Rm-RFRe) where: 

Re is the expected required return on equity  

RFRe is the risk free rate with respect to equity 

βe is the equity beta for the business - the expected returns of the business 

relative to returns of the entire market 

(Rm - RFRe) is the market risk premium - the market return (for all businesses) less the risk 

free rate 
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The CAPM is based on the premise that investors will only be compensated for systematic risks (risks 
that affects the entire economy and therefore cannot be eliminated by diversification) as any non-
systematic risk can be eliminated by holding a diversified portfolio of investments.   

However, the Regulator is required under section 68 of the Industry Act to take into account the 
assumption that the return on equity is to be not more than a rate that reflects TasWater’s actual 
regulatory and commercial risks. If the Regulator assesses that TasWater’s regulatory and commercial 
risks are lower than those using the standard CAPM model, this has to be allowed for in determining 
the cost of equity.  

   Market risk premium 

The market risk premium (MRP) is the expected return above the risk free rate that investors require 

to invest in a market portfolio. As the value is ex ante, ie forward looking, it is not directly observable. 

Consequently, determining the MRP continues to be the subject of considerable debate among 

academics, economic regulators, regulated entities and other stakeholders.   

In 2018 the AER99, ERA100 and IPART101 reviewed how the MRP should be determined.  The AER and the 

ERA, comprehensively reviewed the finance literature, various studies and reports commissioned by 

regulators, as well as undertaking their own analysis.  All three regulators concluded that there was no 

consistent view as to the best method to determine a benchmark MRP as the information available was 

inclusive and in some instances contradictory.  The AER undertook further research for its Rate of return 

Equity Omnibus, Draft working paper, July 2021102, which confirmed its previous finding that there is no 

consensus or definitive view on the best method of determining the MRP.   

Due to the difficulty of establishing the return on all assets, regulators have generally used the return 

on equity markets as a proxy for the market portfolio.  As expected market returns are not observable, 

the MRP is generally determined by reference to historic equity returns and implied returns based on 

current share prices and the use of some form of the Dividend Growth Model (DGM).  To a lesser extent, 

regulators also use MRP surveys conducted by market practitioners to inform their decisions on the 

MRP value.    

Each method has its own inherit weaknesses with the outcomes dependent on the underlying 

assumptions.   

At a high level, values based on past returns are sensitive to: 

 the time interval used; 

 the choice of risk free asset; and  

                                                           
99https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf (pages 

220-275). 

100  Economic Regulation Authority of Western Australia Final Gas Rate of Return Guidelines Explanatory Statement, Meeting 
the requirements of the National Gas Rules, 18 December 2018 available at: 

https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explana
tory%20Statement.PDF (pages 29-32). 

101  Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal, Review of our WACC method, Final Report, February 2018 available at 
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-
2018_0.pdf (Section 5.5). 

102https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-
%2015%20July%202021.pdf (Section 4). 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explanatory%20Statement.PDF
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explanatory%20Statement.PDF
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-2018_0.pdf
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-2018_0.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-%2015%20July%202021.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-%2015%20July%202021.pdf
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 whether an arithmetic or geometric average is used.   

Points of contention include whether the MRP is mean reverting and the relationship between the risk 

free rate and the MRP. 

On the first point, the longer the time period the lower the standard error of the final value. However, 

changes in markets and the underlying economy mean that relying solely on the value from the longest 

period may be a misleading indicator of current expectations of future returns.  To address this issue 

the MRP is often calculated over a number of discrete time periods.  However the core issue remains, 

namely that this method does not measure investor risk expectations in the past but rather measures 

actual returns. 

The DGM in its simplest form states that the price of a share is equal to the expected dividend in the 

next period divided by the difference between the expected return on equity capital and the dividend 

growth rate.  There are multiple forms of DGMs with each form subject to assumptions made about 

the inputs eg multi period DGMs have been developed to allow for more than one dividend growth 

rate. Regulators generally place less weight on the outcome of DGMs due to the sensitivity of the results 

to the long run growth rate used and the accuracy of the future earnings and dividends.   

Survey results show MRP values used by financial market practitioners. While surveys may indicate 

what MRPs are used in a market setting, there are few surveys and, in a small market such as Australia 

the results are based on a relatively small sample size and dependent on the type of respondents ie 

surveys do not indicate in what context the respondents use the MRP.  Consequently, regulators have 

tended to place less weight or no weight on survey results, compared to either historical returns, or 

returns based on DGMs. 

TasWater proposed a MRP of 6.5 per cent based on its statistical analysis of the weights the AER placed 

on various estimators of the MRP in its Rate of return instrument, Explanatory Statement, 

December 2018.103 The AER used four methods to determine the MRP: 

1. historical data; 

2. DGM;  

3. surveys; and  

4. estimates from other developed countries.   

Placing most weight on historical data, the AER determined a MRP value of 6.0 per cent which it 

increased to 6.1 per cent after allowing for imputation credits.    

TasWater reviewed the method the AER used to calculate its MRP and, contrary to the AER’s approach, 

considers that the appropriate method for determining the weights to apply to the four methods is to 

minimise the mean squared error of the final value which is achieved by choosing individual 

components that have low correlation.  Based on its analysis of the AER’s data, TasWater proposed an 

equal weight should be given to the four methods which results in a median value of 6.4 per cent, which 

TasWater rounded to 6.5 per cent because all the values are estimates of the MRP and therefore are 

already rounded to some degree.   

                                                           
103   Australian Energy Regulator (AER), Rate of Return Instrument, Explanatory Statement, December 2018 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf  

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf
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As noted above, the AER determined a benchmark MRP of 6.1 in its 2018 report.  In its 2018 rate of 

return explanatory statement,104 the ERA concluded that a MRP of 6.0 per cent was appropriate.  The 

ERA contends the MRP value should be based on a range of relevant material and the relative 

contribution different methods should reflect their ‘…quality, including the potential to introduce 

bias…’105  

Based on its evaluation of DGMs, the ERA concluded that it would place greater reliance on historic 

data than on DGMs. Furthermore, historical data is the basis for the MRP used by financial practitioners 

in Australia. The ERA stated that it had also use its regulatory judgement to take the following factors 

into account in determining a final MRP estimate: 

 default spreads between the yield on corporate bonds and Australian Government bonds; 

 interest rate swap spreads between interest rate swaps and Australian Government bonds; 

 dividend yield; 

 implied volatility; and  

 debt risk premiums. 

IPART uses a midpoint of a static historical MRP of 6 per cent and a current MRP recalculated every six 

months using a variety of methods including several variations of the DGM.106 The inclusion of the 

current MRP in the benchmark MRP results in significantly increased volatility in the benchmark MRP 

which would invariably be reflected in prices.   

The QCA in its draft 2021 Rate of return review report107 proposed solely relying on historic data in 

determining a benchmark MRP.  The QCA also proposes no longer considering the outcomes of DGMs 

due to the sensitivity of DGM’s to input assumptions and modelling specifications, and considers that 

surveys may not contribute additional information in determining a benchmark MRP.   

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered other regulators’ decisions and the supporting evidence 
and concluded that most weight should be placed on historical returns and less weight on DGMs. The 
Regulator considered that the volatility in the outcomes of DGMs and the subjectiveness of the model 
inputs make them a less reliable indicator of MRP than historical returns.  

While acknowledging the limitations of surveys, the Regulator considered survey results108 should be 
taken into consideration on the basis that the regulatory process is aiming to mimic an open 
competitive market therefore should take into consideration the values used by financial market 
practitioners. 

                                                           
104  Economic Regulation Authority (ERA) Final Gas Rate of Return Guidelines Explanatory Statement, Meeting the 

requirements of the National Gas Rules, 18 December 2018 available at 

https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explanatory
%20Statement.PDF  (page 32). 

105  Ibid, page 109. 

106  Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal, Review of our WACC method, Final Report, February 2018 available at 

https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-

2018_0.pdf (Sections 5.5 - 5.6). 
107  Queensland Competition Authority (QCA), Rate of return review, Draft report, June 2021 available at 

http://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/rate-of-return-review-draft-report.pdf (Section 6.4). 

108    https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/au/pdf/2020/valuation-practices-survey-2019.pdf 

 

https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explanatory%20Statement.PDF
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19969/2/2018%20Final%20Gas%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20Explanatory%20Statement.PDF
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-2018_0.pdf
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/final-report-review-of-our-wacc-method-february-2018_0.pdf
http://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/rate-of-return-review-draft-report.pdf
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/au/pdf/2020/valuation-practices-survey-2019.pdf
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In the Draft Report, the Regulator agreed with the AER and the ERA in that the benchmark MRP estimate 
is based consideration of a number of factors and considered a benchmark MRP of 6 per cent 
appropriate for the fourth regulatory period. 

7.9.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater stated that the Regulator does not appear to have offered any reasons why 
TasWater’s proposed approach of applying equal weighting across the four methods considered by the 
AER, resulting in a market risk premium of 6.5 per cent, was not accepted.  

7.9.1.2 Regulator’s analysis 

The Regulator’s reasoning for not placing equal weight on the various methods to determine the market 
risk premium and placing greater weight on historical returns was discussed on page 74 of the 
Regulator’s Draft Report.   

In summary, the Regulator considers that all methods used to determine the market risk premium have 
weaknesses. However, the method based on historical returns has fewer weaknesses and is also the 
most reliable.   

7.9.1.3 Regulator’s decision 

As TasWater has not provided any additional evidence to support its initial proposal, and given the 
Regulator’s reasons for placing greater weight on historical returns, the Regulator has decided to 
maintain a market risk premium, as specified in the Draft Report, of 6 per cent. 

 Equity beta  

The equity beta measures the risk (volatility) of the returns from a class of business relative to the 
financial market as a whole. It should not reflect the risks of any particular business.   

Due to the availability of data, similar companies listed on a stock exchange are typically used as 
comparators in determining a benchmark equity beta of unlisted regulated businesses.  As there are no 
monopoly water and sewerage businesses listed on the Australian Stock Exchange, regulators have 
used listed electricity network businesses as comparators.  However, due to the relatively small size of 
the Australian market, there are few suitable listed comparators. 

Some regulators, such as IPART, use listed international business as comparators to inform its decision 
making while others such as the ERA consider that economic, political and regulatory differences 
invalidate international comparators.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered that listed Australian electricity network businesses are 
the most appropriate comparators as, like TasWater, they are monopoly providers of an essential 
service which has a low price elasticity of demand and where there are significant barriers of entry for 
new entrants. The Regulator considered that AusNet Services, a listed regulated electricity network 
services provider, to be the closest comparator as it has one activity, electricity network operation.  
Other potential listed comparators are involved in a range of activities, such as electricity generation, 
which alter the risk of their returns.  

The Regulator considered international businesses’ are less valid comparators than Australian-listed 
companies.  In addition to the factors mentioned above, the international equity betas are calculated 
relative to the market portfolio in each county, the composition of which may differ significantly from 
the Australian market, eg the Australian market contains a relatively high proportion of listed resource 
companies.   
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Furthermore, as stated in MJA’s analysis, equity betas are affected by: 

 the overall level of leverage in a market relative to the leverage of the company in question; and 

 the weighting by industry sector in the market index used to calculate the equity beta.    

The consequence of the numerous differences between international markets may result in more 
volatile, or biased beta estimates relative to Australian comparators. The difficulties of using 
international comparators has been discussed by other regulators, most recently by the AER in its 
July 2021, Rate of return, Equity Omnibus, Draft working paper.109  

For the third regulatory period, the Regulator considered the equity beta for listed electricity companies 
used by the AER in its Appendices to the Explanatory Statement Rate of Return Guideline 2013.110  At 
the time, the Regulator considered that then listed Australian energy distribution businesses ie APA 
Group, Ausnet Services, Duet Group111 and Spark Infrastructure were the best comparators as they 
were the closest to an energy network business.   

MJA considers that betas over the longest period provide the most reliable equity beta estimate. 
Furthermore, TasWater was critical of the Regulator’s decision to exclude delisted Australian 
companies from companies the AER includes in its comparator groups.  MJA considers the data from 
the full comparator group should be used with the value over the longest period available the relevant 
value.  Consequently, for the fourth regulatory period, MJA proposed using a beta of 0.675 calculated 
using weekly returns over the longest period using a combination of equally weighted Australian and 
International beta values with values of 0.57112 and 0.78113 respectively. 

TasWater proposes an equity beta of 0.68 in its proposed PSP.  

Equity betas change due to a number of factors including: 

 changes in  the composition of  companies that comprise the market; 

 changes in the gearing level of companies that comprise the market; 

 changes in the company or that affect the class of companies; 

 changes in the economic environment; and 

 changes in the regulatory environment in which the company or the class of companies operate.  

The ESC used an equity beta of 0.65 in its Melbourne Water 2016 Price Review.   IPART’s August 2021 

WACC update included an equity beta for water industry in the range of 0.6 to 0.8.  ICRC has used an 

equity beta of 0.7 in its 2018 Final report, Regulated water and sewerage service price 2018-23. ESCOSA 

used an equity beta of 0.67 in its SA Water Regulatory Determination 2020.    

                                                           
109  https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-

%2015%20July%202021.pdf (pages 6-41). 

110  https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Explanatory%20statement%20-%20appendices%20-
%20rate%20of%20return%20guideline%20-%20December%202013_0.pdf (pages 35-77). 

111  Duet Group is included in the listed group but was subsequently delisted in May 2017. 

112  Australian Energy Regulator (AER) Rate of Return Instrument, Explanatory Statement, December 2018, 
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf 
(Table 13, page 182). 

113  Ibid, page 156.  

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-%2015%20July%202021.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Equity%20omnibus%20-%20Draft%20working%20paper%20-%2015%20July%202021.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Explanatory%20statement%20-%20appendices%20-%20rate%20of%20return%20guideline%20-%20December%202013_0.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Explanatory%20statement%20-%20appendices%20-%20rate%20of%20return%20guideline%20-%20December%202013_0.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Rate%20of%20Return%20Instrument%20-%20Explanatory%20Statement.pdf
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The Regulator used an equity beta of 0.65 in the CAPM for the third regulatory period. Based on the 
equity betas used by regulators in other jurisdictions and in the absence of any specifically 
commissioned analysis, the Regulator set the equity beta at 0.65 in the Draft Report. 

7.9.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater stated that the Regulator’s draft decision to adopt an equity beta of 0.65 is 
inconsistent with the longest-time period betas and that the median of cited regulatory decisions in the 
Draft Report provide further support to TasWater’s proposed equity beta. 

7.9.2.2 Regulator’s analysis  

The Regulator would only apply a different beta than 0.65 if a compelling case is made that this beta is 
not appropriate for calculating TasWater’s cost of equity. 

The Regulator agrees that most applicable betas are those for listed Australian companies and, as 
discussed in the Draft Report, international comparisons are less appropriate.  

The Regulator notes the following information provided in the AER’s Rate of return, Annual Update, 
December 2020114 in determining a benchmark equity beta: 

 information on Australian betas in Table 4 in the AER report, specifically: 

o the longest average of firm estimates of 0 .56 (method proposed by TasWater);  

o recent 5-year values of firm-level estimates of 0.55; 

o the longest and recent 5 year values for the P8115 (Spark infrastructure and AusNet 

Services) of 0.41 and 0.43 respectively;  

 Figure 2 in the AER report which shows estimates based on all periods cluster around 0.5-0.6; 
and  

 Figure 3 which shows international betas for the longest period have increased slightly but 
remain below one.    

Consequently, based on the above evidence, a beta based on the longest period for Australian 
companies and would be in the range of 0.5 to 0.6.   

With regards to other regulatory decisions, IPART does not include any Australian companies in its beta 
calculation for water businesses.  Instead it relies on the betas for all the firms in the ‘water and related 
utilities industries’ as per the Thompson Reuters Business Classification system which includes only 
international companies some of which are involved in multiple industries aside from the provision of 
water and sewerage services. 

The ICRC retained an equity beta of 0.7, as determined in its previous investigation, which was based 
on consideration of international betas, betas used by other regulators and a report by HoustonKemp 
for Icon Water which suggested a range of 0.6 - 1.0 and stated that due to estimation bias when beta 
estimates are substantially less than a beta of 1.0, betas should be set at the top of a range. 

                                                           
114  

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-
%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf (Pages 9-13). 

 

115 The AER’s benchmark equity beta data refers to eight portfolios (labelled P1 to P8) with different constituent firms and 
different time periods. 

https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Rate%20of%20return%20annual%20update%20-%202%20December%202020%20FINAL%2811739206.2%29.pdf
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In its draft report116 ESCOSA has used a beta of 0.65 based on the equity beta decisions for regulated 
water businesses in other Australian jurisdictions.  However, in response to the requirements set out in 
a Pricing Order, ESCOSA adjusted its beta to 0.67.   

7.9.2.3 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has assessed that TasWater has not provided any compelling additional information 
evidence to support its initial proposal, and has decided to retain an equity beta, as specified in the 
Draft Report, of 0.65.  

                                                           
 

116https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/21489/20200611-Water-SAWRD20-FinalDetermination- 
StatementOfReasons.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y 

https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/21489/20200611-Water-SAWRD20-FinalDetermination-%20StatementOfReasons.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y
https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/21489/20200611-Water-SAWRD20-FinalDetermination-%20StatementOfReasons.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y
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 STRUCTURE OF PRICES, FEES AND 

CHARGES 

This chapter sets out: 

 TasWater’s proposed structure of pricing for regulated water and sewerage services;  

 TasWater’s proposed pricing for other services associated with the provision of regulated water 

and sewerage services; and 

 the Regulator’s decisions with respect to TasWater’s proposals. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Approve TasWater’s proposal to retain a single pricing zone for Tasmania for the fourth 
regulatory period. 

2. Approve the customer classes TasWater proposed for the fourth regulatory period. 

3. Approve TasWater’s proposal to base its fixed water charges on the size of each property’s 
metered connection. 

4. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge limited supply customers 90 per cent of the fixed water 
charge.  

5. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge fire service customers 25 per cent of the fixed water 
charge.   

6. Approve TasWater’s proposal to recover some of its fixed costs through variable charges. 

7. Approve TasWater’s proposed approach to variable water charges for customers receiving a full 
service. 

8. Approve TasWater’s proposal to charge limited service customers 80 per cent of the variable 
water charge. 

9. Approve TasWater’s proposal to apply the ET methodology in determining fixed sewerage 
charges. 

10. Require TasWater’s PSP to set out the differences in new ET rates compared to current ET rates. 

11. Approve TasWater’s proposal that customers with STEDs pay 70 per cent of the fixed sewerage 
charge. 

12. Approve TasWater’s proposal to continue to apply the discharge factor approach in determining 
sewerage charges for caravan parks and offices. 

13. Accept TasWater’s proposal to extend the application of the trade waste site constraint fee. 

14. Accept TasWater’s proposal to continue to impose the macerator charge. 
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15. Require TasWater to carry out research during the fourth regulatory period to determine a 
cost-reflective macerator charge.  

16. Accept the proposed structure of TasWater’s trade waste fees and charges for the fourth 
regulatory period. 

17. Conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 into 
sewerage charging approaches and trade waste charging approaches, commencing after 
1 July 2022, with the outcomes from the review informing the Regulator’s PSP Guideline for the 
fifth regulatory period and TasWater’s proposed PSP for that period. 

18. Accept TasWater’s proposed miscellaneous services with the exception of services relating to 
standard 20mm water and standard 100mm sewerage connections. 

19. Accept TasWater’s proposal that charges for some of its miscellaneous services are to be 
determined on a “price on application” basis provided prices are determined on a cost-reflective 
basis.  

20. Require TasWater’s PSP to explain how the new service delivery model with respect to water and 
sewerage connections is to apply. 

21. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose developer charges. 

22. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to setting developer charges with the same standard 
charge applying state-wide regardless of the type of development. 

23. Accept TasWater’s proposal that the new developer charges arrangements commence on 
1 July 2023. 

24. Accept a fixed amount for the standard developer charge for each of the 2023-24, 2024-25 and 
2025-26 financial years. 

25. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating the negotiated charge. 

26. Accept TasWater’s proposal to rename its proposed Negotiated Charge as a Bulk Infrastructure 
Capacity Charge. 

27. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose service introduction charges. 

28. Accept TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating service introduction charges. 

29. Accept TasWater’s proposal to impose service charges. 

30. Review the level of TasWater’s service charges over the fourth regulatory period.  

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

There are no decisions of the Regulator in the Final Report, as they affect TasWater’s prices, fees and 
charges that are different from the decisions in the Draft Report. Arising from issues identified in the 
Draft Report:  

 The Regulator has accepted TasWater’s proposal to rename its proposed Negotiated Charge a 
Bulk Infrastructure Capacity Charge.  
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 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

As a result of submissions received on the Draft Report and the Regulator’s own analysis, the Regulator 
has made the following new decisions: 

 Require TasWater’s PSP to set out the differences in new ET rates compared to current ET rates. 
Further detail on this decision is provided in section 8.8.2 of this Report. 

 Require TasWater’s PSP to explain how the new service delivery model with respect to water and 
sewerage connections is to apply. Further detail on this decision is provided in section 8.12.1.3 
of this Report. 

 Not approve or set a regulated price for standard 20mm water and standard 100mm sewerage 
connections. Further detail on this decision is set out in section 8.12.1.3 of this Report. 

 Pricing zones 

A pricing zone is a region in which the prices charged to customers are the same for the same service. 
A pricing zone could cover the entire region serviced by TasWater (which would equate to ‘postage 
stamp’ pricing) or there could be a number of zones within the region (nodal pricing). 

The Pricing Regulations set out the circumstances where pricing zones may be included in a proposed 
PSP. Pricing Regulation 5 states that different pricing zones can only be implemented where there are 
significant differences in the costs of providing regulated services to different areas. 

Even if there are significant differences in the cost of providing services across the region, different 
pricing zones may not be required if the Regulator considers that the costs of establishing different 
zones and applying different prices to different zones outweigh the benefits. 

TasWater must justify its proposal to establish one pricing zone or more than one zone. 

 Pricing zones for the fourth regulatory period 

For the fourth regulatory period, TasWater proposed retaining a single pricing zone for the State (ie 
postage stamp pricing rather than nodal pricing), so that a single price schedule would apply for all 
TasWater customers across the State. 

TasWater provided the following reasons to justify the retention of a single zone117: 

 the concept of paying the same price for the same service is viewed by customers as equitable 
for essential services such as water and sewerage; 

 uniform pricing is simple to understand, particularly given the many different prices that applied 
when services were supplied by Tasmanian councils; 

 customers have paid postage stamp prices since 2015 – change would be likely to create 
customer confusion and administrative burden; 

 the enhanced efficiency that can result from nodal pricing cannot occur until prices are cost-
reflective; 

 operating TasWater’s business as a single network minimises costs for all customers; and  

                                                           
117  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 183. 
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 costing for regions would take time, incur cost, and be uncertain. Without compelling benefits, 
customers do not support this investment.  

No submissions were received on this issue 

 Regulator’s analysis and decision 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator agreed with the reasons TasWater provided for retaining a single 
zone, noting that detailed regional information to quantify the costs and benefits is not available and 
would be costly to acquire and stated that it intended approving TasWater’s proposal.  

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to retain a single pricing zone for the State. 

 Customer classes 

Under Section 68(1)(e) of the Industry Act, to the extent that it is commercially and technically 
reasonable, the price charged to a particular customer or class of customers is to reflect at least the 
costs that are directly attributable to the provision of the regulated service to that customer or class of 
customers.  

Different customer classes are required to ensure that the following differences are reflected: 

 differences in customer service levels; for example, customers connected to main water supply 
pipes (wayside customers) may experience more frequent service interruptions and can also 
experience variable water quality; or 

 differences in the quality of the product supplied, for example, water that is of drinking water 
quality versus water that is not of drinking water quality; or 

 differences in the fixed costs associated with providing water services or sewerage services to a 
property. 

Customer classes are based on the costs to provide the service, rather than the end use. For example, 
a customer class based on whether the customer is a residential or non-residential customer does not 
reflect differing service levels or product quality and should not be used to define a customer class. 

Water customers and sewerage customers are considered to be different customer classes, reflecting 
the different costs associated with providing water and sewerage services. 

The Regulator approved the following customer classes for the third regulatory period: 

 full service (water); 

 full service (sewerage); 

 limited water quality - customers receiving water from a supply which has a permanent boil water 
alert in place, or customers receiving water from a supply TasWater declared to not be of drinking 
water quality; 

 limited water supply - customers that: 

‒ are connected to a water main that periodically does not contain water under positive 
pressure; or 

‒ have a connection designed to provide low or intermittent flow, such as where the customer 
has been required to install, operate and maintain an individual tank or pump; or 
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‒ are connected to a non-reticulated water main that is subject to significant pressure variations 
due to either – 

o a pumped supply where the low pressure is below 50 kPa and the high pressure is above 
500 kPa; or 

o an inlet supply to a trunk reservoir such that when the reservoir inlet valve is open the 
pressure is below 50 kPa; or 

‒ receive a supply the regulated entity determines to be inadequate; 
 combined limited water quality and limited water supply; 

 trade waste customers separated into four sub-categories: 

‒ category 1 and 2 customers operating under a standard regulated contract (Section 60 of the 
Industry Act) – 

o category 1 customer: waste is of low volume or strength, results in a minimal expected cost 
to, or demand on, the sewerage system and can be managed by the customer through 
cleaner production methods; 

o category 2 customer: waste is of low to medium volume, requires physical pre-treatment 
before it can be discharged and is separated into three sub-categories (categories 2A, 2B 
and 2C) to more accurately reflect demand on the system using a technical and commercial 
risk assessment of the impacts; and 

‒ category 3 and 4 customers: operating under a section 61 contract, where the volume, 
composition or quality of the waste (either individually or combined) results in a medium to 
high expected cost to, or demand on, the sewerage system, and where TasWater negotiates 
prices directly with customers; and 

 septic tank effluent disposal scheme (STEDs) customers: 

‒ STEDs customers are responsible for maintaining a septic tank (including desludging), while 
TasWater is responsible for the removal of liquid waste. Schemes currently operate at 
Arthur River, Beauty Point, Bronte Lagoon, Cowrie Point, Granville Harbour and Trial Harbour.  

In its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period, TasWater was required to describe and justify any 

changes to the customer classes that the Regulator had approved for the third regulatory period. 

TasWater proposed creating two new customer classes for trade waste. TasWater proposed a new 

class, Category 0, for those customers that have installed pre-treatment such that their load is similar 

to, or less than, the load from a residential home, where trade waste charges do not apply. TasWater 

proposed imposing no trade waste charges for these customers.   

TasWater also proposed a new class for tankered trade waste customers, rather than listing the prices 

for tankered trade waste separately in its Trade Waste policy, as it does currently.  

The Regulator reviewed TasWater’s proposed customer classes for the fourth regulatory period 

(including two new trade waste classes) and, in the Draft Report, stated that it intended approving 

TasWater’s proposal. 

No submissions were received on this issue. 
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 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposed customer classes for the fourth regulatory period.  

 Types of charges 

TasWater’s proposed PSP presented a range of fees and charges for which the Regulator’s approval is 

sought relating to regulated water and sewerage services. For regulated water services, TasWater 

proposed fixed charges and variable charges along with a service charge for unconnected properties in 

serviced land. 

Similarly, for regulated sewerage services, TasWater proposed fixed and variable sewerage charges and 

a service charge for unconnected properties in serviced land. For trade waste, TasWater proposed a 

number of annual fees and charges, together with application fees and charges for non-compliance.  

TasWater also sought the Regulator’s approval of a range of other fees and charges including 

miscellaneous charges (eg to recover the costs of being connected to TasWater’s network), service 

charges for unconnected properties and developer charges. 

The following sections of this chapter provide details of the specific services TasWater proposed 

providing during the fourth regulatory period together with the Regulator’s decisions on whether it 

considers TasWater should be able to charge for each of these services.   

The Regulator’s decisions on the prices, fees and charges for each regulated service for the fourth 

regulatory period are set out in the Chapter 1 of this Report. 

  Water charges 

TasWater proposed the following water charges for the fourth regulatory period: 

 fixed water charge – an annual charge for the provision of water via water infrastructure for both 
full service customers and limited water supply customers (ie where the service is limited due to 
pressure and/or flow issues); 

 variable water charge – a charge per kilolitre for water usage for both full service customers and 
limited water quality customers (ie where the water received is not of drinking water quality); 

 fire service charge – an annual charge to support fire-fighting in private buildings; 

 private filling station charge - a charge per kilolitre for water taken from water infrastructure via 
private filling stations plus an annual fixed charge per connection (scaled by size); 

 public filling station charge - a charge per kilolitre for water taken from water infrastructure via 
public filling stations plus a one-off security deposit and an account keeping fee; and 

 portable metered standpipes – a charge per kilolitre for water taken from portable metered 
standpipes and an annual fixed charge. 
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 Fixed water charge (full service)  

A fixed charge is a recurrent charge for a regulated service that should broadly reflect a regulated 
entity’s costs that enable services to be provided to a customer. A fixed charge does not change as the 
usage of the regulated service changes. A fixed charge differs from a developer charge, service 
introduction charge or a service charge in that a fixed charge is for the continued provision of a 
regulated service.  

As for the third regulatory period, TasWater proposed setting fixed water charges based on the size of 
a property’s metered water connection. 

The size of water connections directly affects the costs of network water infrastructure. Larger 
connections allow more water to be drawn from the system, increasing potential demand, with larger 
water mains and more pumping capacity required to service the water flows able to be drawn by larger 
connection sizes. 

The relationship between the diameter of the metered connection and the potential volume that can 
be provided is used to scale the fixed price for water services. A larger connection size means a larger 
potential demand on the system and, therefore, a higher fixed charge. TasWater defines a standard 
connection as a 20mm connection, which is used as the base for the application of the multipliers. 
Table 8.1 sets out the multipliers relating to water connection size, which are unchanged from those 
approved for the third regulatory period.  

In the Draft Report the Regulator considered TasWater’s proposal to base fixed water charges on 
connection sizes is appropriate as it reflects potential water demand upon TasWater’s water 
infrastructure, which is consistent with the statutory pricing principles and arrangements in other 
jurisdictions. 
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Table 8.1 Multipliers for fixed water charges based on connection size 

Water Connection 

Size (mm) 

Multiplier 

(x) 

20 1.00 

25 1.56 

30 2.25 

32 2.56 

40 4.00 

50 6.25 

65 10.56 

75 14.06 

80 16.00 

100 25.00 

150 56.25 

200 100.00 

250 156.25 

No submissions were received on this issue. 

8.6.1.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to base fixed water charges on connection sizes.  

 Fixed water charge (limited service)  

As was the case for the third regulatory period, TasWater proposed a 10 per cent discount to the fixed 
water charge for customers who receive a limited service due to pressure and/or flow related issues. 
This discount reflects a deficiency in the local water reticulation system.  

Leading up to the third regulatory period, the Regulator asked TasWater to explain how the 10 per cent 
discount was derived, including any evidence or data to justify the proposed percentage discount.  

At the time, TasWater stated that it provides what it considers to be a reasonable discount to reflect 
the reduced level of service received, but does not encourage increased demand for these types of 
connections. The Regulator sought similar information from TasWater during this investigation.  
However, TasWater was not able to provide any information additional to that provided in the past.  

In the absence of information suggesting the contrary, in the Draft Report the Regulator considered 
TasWater’s proposal to continue to provide a discount to the full service fixed water charge where the 
service provided is inferior to a full service was not unreasonable. 

No submissions were received on this issue.  
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8.6.2.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to provide a discount to the full service fixed water 
charge where the service provided is inferior to a full service. 

 Fixed water charge (fire services) 

Commercial and industrial customers in particular may have a water service provided to their property 
to be used in the event of a fire. 

Fire services are not metered connections and are not often called upon. However, the potential need 
for the service requires TasWater to build capacity into its network to meet this need when it is 
required. 

In each of the first three regulatory periods, fire service charges were levied to reflect that the need for 
the service requires TasWater to build capacity into its network. Except for dedicated fire services, these 
should not be directly metered connections and are not often called upon. 

In response to customer feedback, TasWater reviewed its fire service charge, including the components 
and charging methods, against four utilities (South East Water, City West Water, Barwon Water and 
Yarra Valley Water). TasWater found that its fire service charges were comparable, with the main points 
being: 

 the comparator utilities charge between 14 and over 100 per cent of the full water price, with 
Yarra Valley Water the only utility charging less than TasWater at 14 percent;  

 the comparator utilities manage compliance through additional charges, whereas TasWater 
includes these charged in the fixed fire service charge; and 

 the charge covers costs such as network infrastructure, water used for fire testing and training, 
monitoring non-fire use for compliance, five yearly auditing of public hydrants, and maintenance 
of hydrants and pipes. 

TasWater proposed that the fire service charge for the fourth regulatory period continues to be 
equivalent to 25 per cent of the relevant fixed water charge to take account of the fact that the service 
is infrequently used. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered it appropriate to reduce the fixed charge for fire services 
in recognition of the fact that these services are rarely used and the demand on the network is, 
therefore, less than the demand placed on the network by standard water connections.  

No submissions were received on this issue.   

8.6.3.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to reduce the fixed charge for fire services to 
25 per cent of the relevant fixed water charge. 

 Variable water charges 

The Pricing Regulations require TasWater to impose a variable charge for water services.  

Under Pricing Regulation 15(3), a variable charge for a regulated service is payable for each unit of 
water delivered to the property. 
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The Pricing Regulations also specify that the amount of the variable water usage charge for a property 
must at least cover the cost of delivering water to that property. This means that variable charges 
should ordinarily be set to recover only variable costs directly related to providing water to the 
property. 

Pricing Regulation 15(6) states that the amount of a variable charge can be greater than the cost of 
delivering water if: 

 there are constraints on the capacity of sewage treatment plants; 

 there are constraints on the capacity of the regulated entity’s sewerage infrastructure; 

 it is desirable to do so to reduce the demand for sewage treatment for a relevant purpose (one 
example of a relevant purpose may be improving regulatory compliance); or 

 the Regulator considers that the rate should be greater than the cost to enable the regulated 
entity to recoup funds that it may not otherwise receive. 

Where TasWater proposed levying a variable charge greater than the cost of delivering water or 
removing wastewater it must identify, quantify and justify the additional costs to be recovered through 
variable charges in its proposed PSP. 

The volume of water a variable charge applies to must be determined based on usage measured by a 
water meter. TasWater is therefore unable to recover revenue through variable charges until such time 
as a meter is installed at a property to measure the volume of water delivered to the property. The 
customer will still be liable for the relevant fixed charges until such time as a meter has been installed.  

8.6.4.1 Recovery of some fixed costs through variable charges 

The Pricing Regulations specify that water prices must provide for efficient two-part, cost-reflective 
pricing. 

The PSP Guideline states that where TasWater proposed levying a variable charge greater than the cost 
of delivering water must identify, quantify and justify the additional costs to be recovered through 
variable charges in its proposed PSP. 

In its proposed PSP, TasWater did not propose any change its approach to fixed and variable charges 
for the fourth regulatory period. TasWater stated that approximately 18 per cent of its water costs are 
variable and it is seeking to recover approximately 30 per cent of its water revenue through the variable 
charge.118  

TasWater acknowledged that, theoretically, the benefits of aligning the variable costs with the variable 
price include: 

 an efficient price signal whereby customers face a price signal that reflects the cost of supplying 
water. This will theoretically result in an optimally efficient level of water use; and 

 lower demand risk as any variation in actual demand relative to forecast will impact on costs and 
revenue in an offsetting manner. 

However, for the fourth regulatory period, TasWater considers it appropriate to retain the existing split 
between fixed and variable charges noting that its estimate of variable costs is based only on short run 
variable costs. TasWater stated that regulators typically allow variable prices based on long run 
marginal costs (LRMC) which are normally higher. A LRMC includes a portion of the costs of future 

                                                           
118  TasWater’s proposed PSP, pages 187-188. 
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system augmentation needed to meet increasing demand. TasWater stated that, since a significant 
portion of its proposed capex over 20 years has a growth driver, a higher variable charge may result in 
lower water use growth and therefore defer some capex. 

TasWater also stated that, during consultation for its proposed PSP for the third regulatory period, 
customers expressed a desire for the variable charge to be a higher proportion of the total bill relative 
to the fixed charge. This is because it gives customers greater control over the size of their bill for water 
services. TasWater therefore considers that any reduction in the variable charge would be contrary to 
customers’ preferences.119  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that TasWater had not provided details of similar consultation 
undertaken for the fourth regulatory period. 

TasWater’s proposed PSP estimated that that the cost-reflective variable charge for water would be 
around $0.63/kL for 2022-23 based on the variable revenue requirement of $39.95 million divided by 
forecast annual demand of 63GL. Based on TasWater’s proposed variable charge for 2022-23 of 
$1.14/kL, the excess of the proposed charge over the cost reflective price is $0.51/kL. TasWater’s 
revenue from its proposed variable water charge is therefore around $32 million more than its short 
run variable costs.120  

In the context of recovering fixed costs through variable charges, TasWater’s proposed PSP also refers 
to the water restrictions applied during the summer of 2019-20 in several areas around the State. These 
measures were implemented as a result of lower rainfall in key supply catchments, increased peak 
summer demand due to higher average temperatures but also, in some cases, due to inadequate 
infrastructure.  

TasWater’s proposed PSP also makes reference to customers preferring TasWater increase variable 
water prices so that they comprise a relatively greater proportion of an annual bill than fixed prices on 
the basis that customers considered this would send a price signal to customers and encourage them 
to use less water. Despite customer preferences for increased variable water prices and lower fixed 
prices, the demand for water has generally been found to be highly price inelastic.121 

TasWater stated that it has developed a suite of responses to water scarcity including demand 
management and:  

TasWater aims to retain the same balance of fixed and variable prices even in conditions of water 

scarcity and to focus more on other alternative demand management responses.122 

The extent to which variable charges may be set above cost is a matter of judgement. Setting variable 

charges at levels above cost results in large water users (such as industrial customers, hospitals and 

schools) subsidising low use customers (residences and office blocks). This creates a cross subsidy and 

is inconsistent with the pricing principles in relation to cost reflective prices. Furthermore, to the extent 

that it encourages an overall reduction in water consumption, it results in a net revenue shortfall for 

TasWater as some fixed costs are not recovered.  This requires higher prices in future periods.       

In the Draft Report, the Regulator also set out its intention to set the variable charge at a moderately 

higher rate than that required to cover TasWater’s costs of delivering water to properties represents a 

fair balance between sending an appropriate price signal to customers so as they can choose to modify 

their water consumption and enable demand driven investment to be deferred, thereby allowing 

                                                           
119  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 188. 

120  Based on the information set out in Table 9.5 of TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 185. 

121  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 188 (referencing studies undertaken by the ICRC and IPART). 

122  Ibid, page 189. 
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regulatory compliance improvement capex to continue to be prioritised over the fourth regulatory 

period. 

Notwithstanding TasWater has not reassessed the costs of delivering water in developing its proposed 
PSP for the fourth regulatory period, the Regulator considered, for the Draft Report, TasWater’s 
proposed approach to be appropriate.  

No submissions were received on this issue.   

8.6.4.2 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to set the variable charge at a rate that is higher than 
the direct costs of delivering water. 

The Regulator’s decision on TasWater’s fixed water charges is set out in Chapter 1.  

 Variable water charges (full service)  

As set out in the Draft Report, for the fourth regulatory period, TasWater proposed that variable water 
charges continue to be set on a similar basis to that approved for the third regulatory period ie at a rate 
higher than the cost of delivering water to properties.  

No submissions were received on this issue 

8.6.5.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator considered TasWater’s proposed approach to be appropriate in TasWater’s 
circumstances and has therefore approved TasWater setting the variable charge at a rate that is higher 
than the direct costs of delivering water. 

 Variable water charges (limited quality) 

For the fourth regulatory period, TasWater has proposed that limited water quality customers will 
continue to receive a 20 per cent discount on the full service variable charge to reflect reduced 
treatment costs and to compensate customers for not receiving TasWater’s standard quality water, 
such as needing to boil water for drinking purposes. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered TasWater’s proposed approach was appropriate given 
that it costs less to supply limited quality water to a property. 

The Regulator also considered it appropriate that limited water quality customers receive a 20 per cent 
discount on the full service variable rate given the lower costs associated with supplying water to these 
customers. No submissions were received on this issue. 

8.6.6.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to provide a 20 per cent discount on the full service 
variable charge for customers receiving limited quality water. 

The Regulator’s decision on TasWater’s variable water charges is set out in Chapter 1.  
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 Sewerage charges 

TasWater reviewed its previous approaches to sewerage charging in preparing its proposed PSP for the 

fourth regulatory period. 

 Sewerage charging in prior regulatory periods  

Since the second regulatory period, TasWater applied a discharge factor method for determining fixed 
sewerage charges for caravan parks. During the Regulator’s price investigation for the third regulatory 
period, caravan park owners raised concerns that the ET methodology did not provide an accurate 
estimate of the likely demand caravan park users would place on the sewerage system. This concern 
was due to the diverse range of facilities and services offered by each caravan park. Following further 
consultation, an alternative approach was developed to determine ETs for caravan parks based on the 
water supplied and a discharge factor. It was considered by TasWater at the time that this alternative 
approach would be simpler to administer and would result in more cost reflective outcomes.  

The discharge factor approach was also adopted for offices from the third regulatory period in response 

to concerns raised about the accuracy of the ET methodology by owners of properties used for those 

purposes. 

 Review of sewerage charging methodology 

TasWater engaged Jacobs Australia (Jacobs) to conduct a review of sewerage and commercial trade 
waste charging to inform the sewerage charging methodology for the fourth regulatory period 
(Attachment 9). The review was commissioned in response to the limitations of the 
Equivalent Tenement (ET) method identified through TasWater staff and customer feedback. The 
Report analysed charging methods and sought customer feedback on alternative methods.  

Customers were asked to rate a range of charging methods and options according to affordability, 
fairness, simplicity and cost-reflectivity. The options were: 

 variable and fixed charges; 

 fixed charges only; and 

 variable charges for non-residential customers only. 

TasWater found that just over half of residential customers were willing to pay if another method would 
cost them more. Feedback from non-residential customer was not set out in the report.  

Jacobs also proposed an option of fixed charges for residential customers, and fixed and variable 
charges for non-residential customers, however this was not tested with customers as it was identified 
after Jacobs had consulted with customers. Table 8.2 below presents Jacobs’ assessment of the above 
options.  

Table 8.2 Sewerage charging options assessed during Jacobs’ review 

Option Description Pros Cons 

1) Variable and fixed 
charges 

Fixed charge plus volumetric 

charge based on water 

supplied to the property.  

Cost-reflective 

Consistent with water 

pricing method 

Burdensome for charging 

residential customers - 

minimal variable costs to 

recover from a large 

customer base 
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Option Description Pros Cons 

Discharge factor with 4-6 

categories. 

Any efficiencies123 may be 

offset by costs to 

administer (more so than 

fixed only or variable 

only) 

2) Fixed charges  
All customers pay same fixed 

rate or groups of different 

fixed rates between 

residential and non-residential 

ET methodology or other fixed 

charging method - e.g. 

property values or based on 

the size of each water 

connection   a fixed charge 

plus charge for each flushing 

system 

 

Most of TasWater’s 

sewerage costs are fixed - 

therefore broadly cost 

reflective 

Administratively efficient 

and cost effective 

Avoids additional costs to 

some customers  Different 

fixed rates for non-

residential would reflect 

the variation in discharge to 

the system between 

business types  

Does not take into 

account load on the 

system and cost of 

treatment which varies 

between customers 

Could be viewed as 

inefficient  

Possible flaws in 

calculation method, 

property type/use 

Does not consider 

different uses within a 

single property  

Challenges with applying 

to multi-use properties 

3) Variable charge for non-
residential only 

Variable charge based on 

water supplied  

Water use is a good proxy 

for demand placed on 

TasWater’s infrastructure 

Consistent with user pays 

principle   

Encourages water 

conservation 

Most of TasWater’s 

sewerage costs are fixed - 

revenue risk for TasWater 

if variable demand 

estimates are not 

accurate, leading to 

under recovery of costs 

Discharge categories 

would need to be 

established (there are a 

number interstate 

models that could be 

adopted) 

4) Residential fixed charge 
only and non-residential 
fixed and variable 
charge 

Residential: fixed charge 

based on average water 

supplied  

Non-residential: fixed charge 

based on number of 

connections to the property 

and variable charge as a 

Setting a discharge 

allowance may provide the 

opportunity for residential 

and non-residential 

customer fixed prices to be 

equal with non-residential 

customers only paying 

Cost and ease of 

administration would 

need to be considered   

Transition path may 

present revenue risk if 

customers who would 

benefit are transitioned 

                                                           
123   As noted above, in the Regulator’s view, any overall efficiency gains are likely to be negligible. 
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Option Description Pros Cons 

percentage of water supplied 

in excess of a discharge 

allowance. 

Discharge allowance of around 

160 kL based on average water 

supply of around 190  kL per 

annum at a discharge factor of 

85 per cent) 

4-6 discharge factor 

categories (reduced compared 

to ET categories) 

more where their usage is 

more. 

Smaller number of 

discharge factors compared 

to ET categories 

No increased costs across 

large  residential customer 

base as no change to the 

current arrangements  

immediately while 

customers who would not 

benefit are transitioned 

more slowly due to bill 

impacts. 

Jacobs recommended TasWater take further steps in its review of the pricing structure and its approach 
to charging for sewerage services to achieve full cost-reflective pricing. The steps included: 

 developing a program to gain further understanding of flows, loads and cost allocations for the 
wastewater system and the cost imposition by the different customer groups; 

 implementing a major data gathering program; 

 refining bill impacts following a detailed cost allocation breakdown; 

 considering costs and benefits of the short-listed options; 

 developing an implementation plan if a new method is to introduced; 

 continuing engagement with stakeholders and customers; 

 improving transparency of how charges are calculated and money is spent by TasWater; and 

 reviewing TasWater’s customer categories and opportunities for simplification.  

Jacobs also recommended that further investigation be carried out with respect to the following 
charging options: 

 for residential customers: 

o consumption-based and fixed charging; 

o fixed charges only (not necessarily the ET approach); and 

o status quo. 

 for non-residential customers: 

o consumption-based and fixed charging; 

o fixed charges only (not necessarily the ET approach); 

o consumption-based charge only; and 

o status quo. 
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TasWater’s consultation on its proposed PSP suggested that the ET method is not widely supported.124 
From its review, Jacobs ranked the ET method lower than a fixed and variable charge approach, and 
the Regulator notes that it is not widely used in other Australian jurisdictions. 

Feedback from customers provided as part of Jacobs’ review with particular reference to the ET method 
focussed on:  

 seasonal nature of some businesses - ie ET calculations do not reflect demand placed on 
TasWater’s infrastructure; 

 use of gross floor area of a business premises to calculate the number of ETs does not account 
for premises with multiple uses; 

 does not consider varying population densities ie different number of people in each household;  

 classifications do not represent individual business’ wastewater discharges to TasWater’s 
infrastructure; 

 not fair that one bedroom units are classified as a minimum of one ET regardless of the volume 
of wastewater discharged to TasWater’s infrastructure; and 

  one size fits all pricing method that does not accurately reflect demand placed on TasWater’s 
infrastructure and results in cross subsidies. 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator noted that from TasWater’s consultation activities and those 
undertaken by Jacobs there is relatively low support from customers for the ET methodology.  The 
Regulator is concerned about potential inequities under the current ET approach due to different sized 
businesses in the same industry sector (eg hotels and tourism facilities) operating on different bases 
(eg opening seven days a week for long hours compared to only opening some days of the week and 
for a limited period). 

These different businesses place different demands on TasWater’s sewerage system through their 
sewage discharges yet will face the same sewerage charges if the ET assessment is the same.  

If operators of other businesses such as sporting facilities that are used infrequently are charged as if 
the facility is used year round at full capacity, this would also be inequitable.  

 TasWater’s proposed approach for the fourth regulatory period 

Based on the outcomes from Jacobs’ review, in its proposed PSP, TasWater concluded that customers 
were unwilling to change from the current ET approach. 

In its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period, TasWater therefore proposed continuing to use a 
fixed charge to cover the costs of sewerage services with the amount of the charge determined on the 
basis of the application of the ET methodology, with some proposed adjustments to the ET estimates 
for residential and non-residential properties. 

The changes proposed by TasWater are: 

 combining some ET categories to reduce complexity, resulting in 76 categories (down from 80 
categories); 

                                                           
124 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 192. 
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 updating the ET unit measures to more accurately reflect demand placed on TasWater’s 
infrastructure; and 

 refining categories and ET units for customers who also pay trade waste charges. 

TasWater has also committed to undertaking further analysis of the cost breakdown across the 
different sewerage customer classes to gain more data on the cost to transport and treat waste of 
different flows and concentrations. This work is intended to inform pricing in the fifth regulatory period. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that TasWater’s proposed PSP included a table listing the 
reason for change to each ET category, however the proposed PSP does not identify the difference in 
the proposed rate compared to the current ET rate (ie a change from 0.5 to 0.6 ET). The Regulator 
considered it beneficial for this information to be included in TasWater’s final PSP to make changes 
easily identifiable for customers and, in this Report, the Regulator has required TasWater’s final PSP 
provide this information. 

TasWater did not propose any changes to the use of the discharge factor approach for properties used 
as caravan parks or offices. 

TasWater’s proposed sewerage charges for the fourth regulatory period are as follows: 

 fixed sewerage charge – an annual charge for the removal, treatment and disposal of sewage via 
sewerage infrastructure, including motor home dump points (located outside of caravan parks) 
and Septic Tank Effluent Disposal scheme (STEDs) customers; and 

 variable sewerage charge - for offices and caravan parks only, rather than a fixed sewerage 
charge, a charge based on the estimated number of kilolitres of wastewater discharged into 
TasWater’s infrastructure is applied based on a pre-determined percentage of the number of 
kilolitres of water used by the customer (referred to as a discharge factor approach). 

 Fixed sewerage charge  

As for the third regulatory period, TasWater proposed setting a fixed sewerage charge based on the 
estimated cost to treat their sewage. This is estimated by making an ET assessment for each property 
(as discussed above). TasWater proposed applying this charge to all sewerage customers with the 
exception of owners of properties used as caravan parks or offices. 

Under TasWater’s proposal, fixed costs for sewerage services are apportioned across all customers 
based on their potential demand on the sewerage system. The demand on the system is determined 
as a ratio of the equivalent tenements (ETs) assessed for each property. An ET is an approximate 
measure of the load (or demand) a property places on the sewerage system and is based on the average 
discharge of a standard residential dwelling under dry weather flows. 

This average rate is then used to calculate the ET rates for other types of properties depending on their 
differing costs on the sewerage system. A customer’s fixed charge for sewerage services is based on an 
ET assessment. If a property is deemed to place twice as much load on the sewerage system, it will be 
assessed as two ETs and the charge will be twice the standard sewerage fixed charge. 

Under TasWater’s current and proposed PSP, houses, units, flats and apartments are treated as one ET. 
Where a property is classified as multi-residential (ie more than one residential dwelling is located on 
a single allotment), the number of ETs is multiplied by the number of dwellings. For non-residential 
property types, different ET rates apply depending on the industry and the property type. 

Property attributes such as building and land size, occupancy rates and whether a property has multiple 
uses (eg shopping centres) are taken into account to determine an ET rate per unit. 
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In the Draft Report, the Regulator stated that it intended approving TasWater’s proposal. However, 
noting the issues set out above and the issues raised by stakeholders, the Regulator intended 
conducting an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 during the 
fourth regulatory period, building on the work that TasWater has undertaken to date. The Regulator 
expected the inquiry’s findings would inform the Regulator’s PSP Guideline for the fifth regulatory 
period and TasWater’s approach to sewerage charging during the fifth regulatory period. 

 Submissions on Draft Report 

A number of stakeholders welcomed the Regulator’s draft decision to conduct an inquiry into sewerage 
and trade waste charging during the fourth regulatory period but were concerned that there would be 
no changes to sewerage charging for a further four years. Some submissions proposed that some 
changes be implemented for the fourth regulatory period.  

Of the eight submissions received on the Draft Report (excluding TasWater’s submission), five 
submissions (Cricket Tasmania, Federal Group, Mr Malcom Eastley, Nekon Pty Ltd and Property Council 
of Australia) raised concerns about the Regulator’s draft decision to approve TasWater’s proposal to 
continue to use the ET methodology for sewerage charging purposes for non-residential customers. A 
further submission, from Rachel Koo, raised concerns about the ET methodology continuing to be 
applied for residential customers with a single Torrens title containing multiple residential dwellings. 

Cricket Tasmania is concerned that the ET methodology does not reflect the load that Blundstone Arena 
in particular could be placing on TasWater’s sewerage system, particularly given the seasonal / irregular 
use of the facility, and provided its support for determining charges based on a standard discharge 
factor. Data was provided from the arena’s on-site watering system supporting the amount of water 
that remains on site (via the watering of the ground) with the remainder discharged to sewer to 
demonstrate that the charges levied do not reflect the demand placed on TasWater’s sewerage system. 

Federal Group submitted that TasWater should be required to determine charges for the categories of 
hotels, pubs, licensed clubs and accommodation on the basis of a standard discharge factor rather than 
on the basis of the current ET methodology. The Federal Group also requested that the findings of the 
review into sewerage charging, completed by consultants Jacobs in 2019, be progressed and 
recommendations implemented during the fourth regulatory period. Jacobs identified issues with the 
current ET methodology, and recommended that TasWater conduct further work in this area to identify 
its costs, and consider the impacts of implementing an alternative method. Federal Group also provided 
data to TasWater and to the Regulator relating to its properties to demonstrate that the charges levied 
based on the ET methodology do not reflect the demand those properties could potentially place on 
TasWater’s sewerage system. 
 
The submission from Malcolm Eastley stated that the ET methodology produces a very inaccurate 
measure of the load placed on TasWater’s system and that charging for both trade waste and sewerage 
is “double dipping” ie charging twice for the same service. Mr Eastley supports the use of a connection 
fee in conjunction with volume treatment charges and believes this practice would result in a price 
structure that is affordable, fair in comparison with other providers and transparent to customers. 
Mr Eastley submitted that TasWater’s trade waste pricing and the accurate measurement of sewage 
volume by TasWater should be examined to arrive at a proper ratio of sewage / trade waste volumes 
from individual connections. 
 
Nekon’s submission raises concerns that the ET methodology does not represent industry best practice. 
The submission stated that a ‘user pays’ system such as one utilising a standard discharge factor to 
calculate sewerage charges would result in a more equitable allocation of costs to customers, as has 
been implemented by other Australian jurisdictions. Further, the submission states that the current ETs 
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assessed for non-residential customers should be assessed immediately for accuracy and where the 
costs are inaccurate, those categories are moved to a standard discharge factor assessment. 
 
The Property Council of Australia (PCA) submitted that TasWater should be required to determine 
charges for the categories of hotels, pubs, licensed clubs and accommodation on the basis of a standard 
discharge factor. The PCA also state that Jacobs’ Review of Sewerage Charging recommended further 
investigation be carried out with respect to charging options while observing that that work does not 
appear to have occurred. 
 
In relation to residential sewerage charging, Rachel Koo raised concerns about the Regulator’s draft 
decision to approve TasWater’s proposal to continue to use the ET methodology for residential 
properties. Ms Koo raised these concerns as the owner of a single Torrens title property with multiple 
units but a single water connection where TasWater has assessed each unit in the complex as 
equivalent to 1 ET for sewerage charging purposes. 

 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has considered the submissions on the Draft Report in relation to sewerage charging and 
has noted, in particular, the consensus expressed in those submissions that the Regulator should 
require TasWater to calculate sewerage charges based on a discharge factor method, using water 
consumption as a proxy for sewerage discharged to TasWater’s infrastructure.  

The Regulator has noted the findings from Jacobs’ research into sewerage charging but has decided 
that it is not appropriate to extend applying the discharge factor approach to some customers from 1 
July 2022. The reasons for this are that, without a detailed and thorough assessment of TasWater’s 
customer base, inequities could arise as similar businesses could be charged under different pricing 
arrangements.  

Furthermore, as TasWater has to recover its sewerage costs, if sewerage prices to one class of 
customers are changed as a result of a transition to discharge-based pricing, sewerage  prices to other 
customer classes would have to be adjusted. In addition, implementing some changes immediately 
would pre-empt the results of the Regulator’s inquiry. 

The Regulator therefore has decided to retain the ET methodology where it is applied currently for the 
fourth regulatory period. Given the concerns raised by customers around the timeliness of the inquiry, 
the Regulator intends to commence the inquiry at the start of the fourth regulatory period, so that the 
methodology for setting sewerage prices is settled before TasWater prepares its Price and Service Plan 
for the fifth regulatory period, commencing on 1 July 2026. 

Regardless of the sewerage charging methodology applied, the amount of fixed sewerage revenue 
TasWater can recover from customers would not be affected by the sewerage charging methodology 
applied. There may, however, be changes in the amount of revenue recovered from different customer 
classes, such as residential customers compared to non-residential customers, and from different types 
of businesses and other organisations such as schools, hospitals and sports-related organisations within 
the non-residential customer category. 

Under section 15(d) of the Industry Act, the Regulator is required to consider the impact of prices on 
customers. In this context, and noting the examples quoted in TasWater’s proposed PSP125, the 
Regulator anticipates there could be significant changes in sewerage prices to some customers if a 
discharge factor approach is implemented. The Regulator will therefore assess the impact of different 
pricing options on different customers and customer groups. 

                                                           
125 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 190 (the Regulator has not verified the figures quoted in these examples). 
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Noting the preceding discussion, the Regulator has decided to approve TasWater’s sewerage charging 
proposal. The Regulator has also decided to conduct an inquiry into sewerage pricing under 
section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 during the fourth regulatory period.  

 Fixed sewerage charge (STEDs) 

TasWater operates a small number of Septic Tank Effluent Disposal Schemes (STEDS) around the State 
(including Arthur, River, Beauty Point, Bronte Lagoon, Cowrie Point, Granville Harbour and Trial 
Harbour). For these schemes, TasWater is responsible for removing the liquid waste from customers’ 
septic tanks. Customers manage and maintain their own septic tanks, including desludging.  

Under the Building Regulations 2016, existing septic tanks are required to be de-sludged at least every 
three years or other period as directed by the relevant local council.  

As part of the 2018 price determination investigation, the Regulator approved the discounted price for 

sewerage services of 0.7 ET for STED customers on the basis that an annual thirty per cent discount 

approximates the cost to the owner of having their septic tank pumped out every three years. The 

Regulator considered this approach was appropriate in light of the lower costs to TasWater of providing 

this particular service compared to full service customers. 

For the fourth regulatory period, TasWater proposed that a property connected to a STED scheme 
continues to have an ET rate of 0.7 of the full fixed sewerage charge to account for owners having to 
pay for their septic tank being de-sludged every three years. In the Draft Report, the Regulator 
considered TasWater’s proposal for STED customers to be appropriate and indicated he intended 
approving it. 

No submissions were received on this issue.  

 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal with respect to STED customers. 

 Variable charges 

TasWater has discretion, under the Pricing Regulations, to impose a variable charge for sewerage 
services.  

Under Pricing Regulation 15(3), a variable charge for a regulated service must be payable for each unit 
of sewerage removed from the property to which the charge relates. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted TasWater’s proposal to continue to apply a discharge factor 
method for sewerage charging for caravan parks and offices from the second and third regulatory 
periods respectively. The Regulator did not receive any feedback from customers in relation to this 
proposal.  

 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has decided to approve TasWater’s proposal to continue to apply a discharge factor 
approach for sewerage charging for caravan parks and offices. 

The Regulator’s decision on TasWater’s variable sewerage charges is set out in Chapter 1.  
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 Trade waste charges 

As for sewerage charging, TasWater reviewed its approach to commercial trade waste charging as part 

of the preparatory work it carried out during the third regulatory period prior to the submission of its 

proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period.  

 TasWater’s review of trade waste charging methodology 

TasWater engaged Jacobs Australia to conduct a review of commercial trade waste charging in response 
to customer feedback. The report analysed trade waste charges, treatment requirements, incentive 
structures and costs (see Attachment 8). 

Jacobs found that TasWater’s approach was broadly in line with those of interstate utilities though 
there was opportunity to refine the cost allocation between sewage, commercial trade waste and 
industrial trade waste customers. 

Jacobs’ recommendations focussed primarily on the next steps TasWater could take to improve the 
allocation of costs between customers, including: 

 undertaking a detailed and robust cost allocation breakdown between customer groups and 
sub-groups; and 

 establish a major program to gather data and information to underpin a cost reflective sewerage 
and trade waste charging system. 

Jacobs recommended that following the completion of cost allocation and data gathering, a pricing 
method could be developed, encompassing bill impacts, price transitions and assessment of whether a 
shift from the current method is warranted. Further steps included continued stakeholder engagement 
and review of TasWater’s customer categories for trade waste to explore opportunities for 
simplification. 

 TasWater’s proposed structure for trade waste charging for the fourth 

regulatory period 

As discussed in Appendix D, TasWater proposed changes to its trade waste policy for the fourth 
regulatory period, in response to the recommendations made in Jacobs’ report. 

Specifically, TasWater proposed the following trade waste charges for the fourth regulatory period: 

 annual charge for the removal, treatment and disposal of trade waste via sewerage 
infrastructure; 

 application fee; 

 minor and major non-compliance fees; 

 trade waste catchment management fee (previously referred to as the site constraint fee for the 
third regulatory period) depending on the volume of trade waste discharged into TasWater’s 
infrastructure; and 

 annual trade waste macerator charge. 

TasWater also proposed retaining the existing customer categories, Categories 1, 2A, 2B, 2C, 3 and 4, 
and proposed two new categories, Category 0, for low risk customers and a category for tankered waste 
customers. 
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While pricing for Category 3 and 4 trade waste customers and customers in the new category, tankered 
waste, is unregulated, the service TasWater provides to those customers continues to be regulated.  

TasWater proposed the following additional changes for the fourth regulatory period: 

 for some customers in Category 1 where approved pre-treatment has been installed and their 
load is not expected to exceed the total load of a residential home, these customers will then be 
classified as Category 0 and pay no trade waste charges. TasWater advised that examples of 
potential Category 0 customers include primary schools, hairdressers and coffee shops.  

 for customers in  Category 2 that impose low costs on the sewerage system) – as above, expand 
the type of customer that may pay a fee currently called a site constraint fee, where the 
installation costs for grease traps would be significantly more expensive than for other 
comparable properties, eg for food businesses. This would increase the number of customers 
that would pay the fee, as the fee is currently only applied to properties where site constraints 
prohibit them from installing pre-treatment. This alternative charge, to be applied at the 
discretion of TasWater, would be in lieu of the requirement to install pre-treatment, with the 
funds received by TasWater allocated to additional network management, such as fat and grease 
removal.  

TasWater’s forecast of the number of customers in each regulated service category (with the exception 
of categories 3 and 4) for the fourth regulatory period is shown in Table 8.3.  

Table 8.3 TasWater’s forecast number of trade waste customers by category by financial year 

Category 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

0 555 561 567 574 

1 641 648 656 663 

2A 2 357 2 383 2 409 2 435 

2B 124 126 127 129 

2C 130 133 134 136 

The Regulator’s draft decision in the Draft Report was to approve TasWater’s proposed structure for 
trade waste charges.   

8.12.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, LGAT supported TasWater’s proposal to create a new trade waste category, 

Category 0. 

As detailed in Section 8.8.1 of this Report, in his submission, Mr Eastley claims that TasWater imposing 

both sewerage charges and trade waste charges means that TasWater is effectively charging twice for 

the same service.  

8.12.2.2 Regulator’s analysis and decision 

The Regulator notes the issues Mr Eastley has raised. As discussed in Section 8.11 5, the Regulator will 

conduct an inquiry into trade waste charging during the fourth regulatory period, which will examine 

the issues raised by Mr Eastley.  

This inquiry will also examine the matters discussed in this section.  At this stage, the Regulator does 

not have sufficient information to require TasWater to make any further changes to the structure of 
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its trade waste charges. The Regulator has therefore approved the structure of TasWater’s proposed 

trade waste charges for the fourth regulatory period. 

 Catchment management fee (currently the site constraint fee) 

TasWater introduced what is currently called a site constraint fee in the third regulatory period. This 
fee currently applies to customers unable to comply with their trade waste requirements due to 
heritage or other site constraints at their properties. The site constraint fee applies in addition to the 
trade waste annual fee. 

In its proposed PSP, TasWater proposed extending the site constraint fee to food businesses where the 
cost of purchasing and installing a grease trap is unreasonable. This includes circumstances where 
installation costs are significantly higher than for other comparable properties. 

The fee is set at a value so that the net present value (NPV) of the annual fee payments is approximately 
equal to the NPV of installing and maintaining a pre-treatment device that a trade waste customer 
would otherwise install. The intent is to treat trade waste customers equitably by ensuring there is no 
competitive advantage or disadvantage at a constrained site. TasWater also proposed renaming the fee 
a ‘catchment management’ fee to reflect the extension of circumstances where the fee can apply, 
beyond site constraints that prevent the installation of pre-treatment devices.  

Based on the information provided by TasWater, in the Draft Report the Regulator stated that it 
intended approving TasWater’s proposals with respect to the site constraint fee. 

8.12.3.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

LGAT supported TasWater’s proposal to impose this fee on a wider customer group. 

8.12.3.2 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to extend the application of the site constraint fee 

and to rename it a catchment management fee. 

 Trade waste macerator charge 

The Regulator approved TasWater charging a macerator charge for the third regulatory period. 
Macerators are used in aged care facilities to shred disposable paper bedpans prior to discharge to the 
sewer. The proposed charge for the fourth regulatory period does not appear to be cost reflective, on 
the basis of equivalent charges by mainland service providers, which may be more than 10 times as 
much as TasWater proposed.  

In the lead up to the third regulatory period, TasWater indicated that the charge would be part of its 
sewerage charging methodology review. However, Jacobs’ Report did not include any specific review 
of macerator charges. TasWater stated in its proposed PSP that compliance efforts have been focussed 
in other areas and a cost-reflective macerator charge is yet to be estimated. 

There were no submissions on this issue. 

8.12.4.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator agreed to the proposed macerator charge but requires TasWater to conduct research 
during the fourth regulatory period to estimate a cost-reflective charge for this service to apply from 
the fifth regulatory period.  
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 Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed approach to trade waste 

charging 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered the proposed changes to TasWater’s trade waste charging 

approach were modest.  While the changes may address the concerns of some customer groups, the 

Regulator requires further information and analysis before it is satisfied that the current approach to 

trade waste charging sets prices that are sufficiently cost reflective.  

In particular, the Regulator notes that there is a relatively small number of trade waste categories and 

that potentially businesses with quite different volumes of trade waste, or different types of trade 

waste, may be paying similar or identical charges.     

The key recommendation of the Jacobs Report was that TasWater identify trade waste costs and 
allocate them as accurately as possible among all sewerage customers (residential and non-residential) 
and trade waste (commercial and industrial).  
 
In the Draft Report, the Regulator stated its intention to conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the 
Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 into trade waste charging approaches during the fourth 
regulatory period, in conjunction with the Regulator’s proposed inquiry into sewerage charging 
approaches, building on the work that TasWater has undertaken to date. The Regulator expects the 
inquiry’s findings will inform the Regulator’s PSP Guideline for the fifth regulatory period and the 
Regulator’s approach to approving trade waste charges for the fifth regulatory period. 

The Regulator’s decisions on TasWater’s trade waste charges for the fourth regulatory period are set 
out in Chapter 1.  

As detailed analysis, and targeted consultation, must be undertaken before any changes to trade waste 

charging can be considered, it was not possible for the Regulator to require TasWater to change the 

basis for trade waste charging for the fourth regulatory period.     

8.12.5.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator will conduct an inquiry under section 12(j) of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 
into trade waste charging approaches during the fourth regulatory period, in conjunction with the 
Regulator’s proposed inquiry into TasWater’s sewerage charging approaches. 

  Charges for other services  

TasWater continuing to charge customers for the costs of its activities related to the provision of water 
and sewerage services through other charges. Other charges include: 

 miscellaneous charges; 

 developer charges; 

 service introduction charges; and 

 service charges. 

Each of these charges are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
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 Miscellaneous Charges 

All fees and charges that may be charged by TasWater which are not fixed charges, variable charges, 
developer charges or service introduction charges are referred to as miscellaneous fees and charges 
(Pricing Regulation 20). As with other regulated charges, miscellaneous fees and charges must be 
determined according to the pricing principles in the Industry Act and the Pricing Regulations and be 
included in TasWater’s proposed PSP.  

The key changes TasWater has proposed to its miscellaneous charges are set out in Table 9.29 of it 
proposed PSP as reproduced below in Table 8.4.126 

Table 8.4 TasWater’s proposed changes to its schedule of miscellaneous charges 

Charge Change Explanation 

Non-standard water and 
sewerage connections 
and disconnections 

Removed 
These services will be undertaken by contractors authorised by TasWater 
on a customer’s behalf (refer to Section 9.9.2 of TasWater’s proposed PSP 
for further information). 

Property information plan Removed 
These plans are no longer provided. Customers can obtain information 
about TasWater assets and infrastructure from The List (Land Information 
System Tasmania) free of charge. 

Account establishment 
fee 

Modify 

This fee (previously ‘account establishment and closure’) has been 
reassessed after internal efficiency improvements relating to account 
closures and, as a result, time and costs will now only be charged for account 
establishment. For further background on this change refer to Chapter 5 of 
proposed PSP. 

Consent to register a legal 
document 

Modify 

Previously, these were assigned various levels. A reassessment has found 
that there is very little difference in the time or cost to assess documents 
affecting assets of greater risk or complexity. 
Therefore, there will be only one level of charge. 

Assessment of structure 
over works 

New 
This new fee is payable on an hourly basis, where TasWater needs to spend 
time assessing the effect of proposed new works over high-risk assets. 

Account administration 
fee 

New 

New fee for payments that are declined due to customer factors, such as 
incorrect card numbers or insufficient funds. The charge is at a flat rate for 
each time the payment fails. TasWater will only pass on the bank fee 
charged to it by its bank. It is at TasWater’s discretion and will not apply to 
those who default due to vulnerability or genuine delay. 

Range of development 
service application fees 

Revised and 
new 

Refer to Section 9.9.3 of proposed PSP for explanation of changes. 

Pressure and flow testing 

Revised and 
new 

New charge for testing with more than one hydrant. Traditionally, TasWater 
has used one hydrant for these tests, but are increasingly using more where 
developers request tests at multiple locations on sites – for areas further 
from treatment plants or at high or low elevation. 
New ‘existing connection’ charge when customers require TasWater to test 
the pressure or flow at a meter that has already been found, by previous 
testing, to be within the required range of service. The charge is 
discretionary and authorised under Section 10.3 of TasWater’s Customer 
Service Code. 

                                                           
126  The Shared Infrastructure Contribution Charge was included on TasWater’s schedule of miscellaneous charges but has 

been excluded from this list as it is not a miscellaneous fee or charge. 
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Charge Change Explanation 

Filling station prices Revised 

TasWater’s outsourced service provider (AVData) advised changes to its 
pricing model. The e-card credit top-up fee is no longer charged, but an 
account administration fee is charged as well as a rate per kilolitre in 
addition to TasWater’s variable water price. The security deposit fee is 
reduced to reflect the lower cost of the deposit since PSP3. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that some of TasWater’s proposed fees are to be determined 

on a “price on application” (POA) basis. This was considered appropriate provided that the fee is 

determined on a cost reflective basis as the Regulator accepts that, in some cases, costs may vary due 

to, for example, the location of the property, the amount of materials required and the time taken to 

complete the job. In the Draft Report the Regulator stated that it intended accepting TasWater 

determining fees on a POA basis in these circumstances noting that customers have the right to query 

these fees through TasWater’s complaints handling process and, if not satisfied with the outcomes from 

that process, they may raise the issue with the Ombudsman.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that it intended to accept the proposed structure of TasWater’s 

miscellaneous services provided TasWater was able to satisfy the Regulator that they reflect the 

underlying costs of providing each of the services. In this regard, the Regulator requested TasWater 

justify the proposed increases in 2022-23 in standard 20mm water connection fees from $2 259 to 

$3 657 and standard 100mm sewerage connections fees from $1 625 to $4 010. 

8.13.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission on the Draft Report, TasWater stated, that it had: 

 overlooked escalating the prices and charges for a number of miscellaneous fees and charges in 
2025-26; 

 for ‘Sewerage connections’, provision needs to be made for a ‘Non-standard sewerage 
connection’ fee, priced on a Price on Application (POA) basis; and 

 for ‘Engineering design approval’, provision needs to be made for a new category ‘Complex’, 
priced on a POA basis.  

8.13.1.2 Regulator’s analysis - fees for standard water and sewerage connections 

The Regulator identified inconsistencies in TasWater’s proposed PSP in the description of TasWater’s 
new service delivery model for water and sewerage connections and asked TasWater to clarify how the 
model was intended to operate. In response, TasWater advised as follows: 

The proposed new service delivery model is intended to provide customers with greater choice and 

flexibility by enabling them to seek quotes directly from a panel of contractors, formalise the 

engagement of a contractor and be invoiced directly by the contractor - if they choose to do so.   

By providing the ability to engage directly with contractors, the new model will enable the customer 

to control two of their key interests in the connections process – quotes and timing – while TasWater 

retains control, through its management of the panel, over quality of workmanship, quality of safety 

practices, quality of customer service and quality and timeliness of data provision.  

…a summary of the new model is as follows:  

Standard connections: customers may choose to use the new service delivery model by engaging a 

contractor on a POA (quoted) basis or choose to have their connection organised by TasWater at 
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the regulated price. Regardless of the option taken, the connection must meet the requirements to 

be classified as a standard connection.  

Non-standard connections: customers may choose to use the new service delivery model by 

engaging a contractor on a POA (quoted) basis or choose to have their connection organised by 

TasWater on a POA basis.  

The new model applies to all water and sewerage connections…127 

TasWater advised the Regulator that the standard connection fees for water and sewerage connections 
in TasWater’s proposed PSP reflected the average of quoted prices from TasWater’s panel of six 
contractors as at May 2021. The quotes were based on the terms and conditions set out in TasWater’s 
draft Connections Policy and ranged from $2 807 to $4 750 for water connections and from $3 080 to 
$4 693 for sewerage connections (GST exclusive).  

TasWater also advised the Regulator that the fees previously approved by the Regulator have not been 
sufficient to cover the costs of providing these services with the annual deficit ranging from $1 million 
to $2.8 million between 2017-18 and 2021-22 (year to date). The Regulator subsequently requested 
evidence from TasWater to support the revenue, costs and resultant deficits relating to the provision 
of these services. TasWater provided the Regulator with information that showed, for a sample of 
connections, costs exceeded the current regulated price by a significant margin.  

In support of its proposal, TasWater considers “…that the proposed fees for standard connections are 
reflective of current market prices, comparable to mainland costs for similar activities128 and reduce 
the risk of cross-subsidisation with other customers.”129 

From past experience the Regulator is aware of the difficulty of comparing prices charged for what 
appear to be similar services provided by utilities in other jurisdictions; this is for a range of reasons 
including topography, differing labour costs and different criteria (for example, utilities often have a 
basic fee and then an additional amount per metre depending how far the connection is from the water 
or sewer main).  

However, TasWater has confirmed that the quoted prices and, therefore, the proposed prices, include 
a profit margin and the Regulator is concerned that, while TasWater’s proposed fees may be 
market-reflective (albeit from 12 months ago), they are not cost-reflective.  

8.13.1.3 Regulator’s decision 

With the exception of the proposed fees for standard water and sewerage connections, the Regulator 
has approved TasWater’s proposed miscellaneous services for the fourth regulatory period. 

The Regulator has also approved including in TasWater’s schedule of miscellaneous fees and charges, 
POA pricing for ‘Non-standard sewerage connections’ and ‘Complex engineering design approvals’. 

With respect to TasWater’s new service delivery model for water and sewerage connections, the 
Regulator requires TasWater to revise the wording in its PSP to make it clear to customers how the 
model operates. 

                                                           
127  TasWater’s response to request for information, 13 April 2022. 

128  Queensland Urban Utilities: water between $2 911 and $6 113, sewerage from $2 475 
(https://urbanutilities.com.au/development/help-and-advice/fees-and-services (accessed 4 May 2022)). SA Water: water 
(excluding meter) $2 483 and sewerage $5 082 (https://www.sawater.com.au/building,-developing-and-plumbing/new-
connections-and-alterations/connection-fees#wastewaterconnection) (accessed 4 May 2022).  

129  TasWater’s response to the Regulator’s request for information, 5 April 2022. 

https://urbanutilities.com.au/development/help-and-advice/fees-and-services
https://www.sawater.com.au/building,-developing-and-plumbing/new-connections-and-alterations/connection-fees#wastewaterconnection
https://www.sawater.com.au/building,-developing-and-plumbing/new-connections-and-alterations/connection-fees#wastewaterconnection
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Due to the introduction of its new service delivery model and the methodology used to derive prices 
for standard 20mm water and 100mm sewerage connections under that model, TasWater has stated 
that it is unable to provide a cost-reflective price for these services. The Regulator has therefore decided 
to not approve a regulated price for these services. This will mean that under the new service delivery 
model customers will not have the option of engaging TasWater to do the work as there is no regulated 
price ie this work will only be able to be carried out by external contractors at a quoted price. 

 Developer charges  

Developer charges are cost recovery charges levied on developers (either as a charge or via the gifting 
of water and/or sewerage infrastructure by the developer) to cover the cost of expanding water and/or 
sewerage infrastructure to enable water and sewerage services to be provided. 

Appendix D describes TasWater’s proposed developer charges policy and sets out the Regulator’s 
assessment of that policy.  

In this section the Regulator examines the calculation of the developer charges TasWater proposed 
introducing for the fourth regulatory period. 

As set out in Appendix D, one of the major proposed changes from the third regulatory period is 
TasWater’s proposal that developers pay a standard charge for certain developments plus, in some 
cases, they also pay an additional charge where the proposed development is outside TasWater’s 
Growth and Capacity Plans. 

Attachments 3 - 7 inclusive provide a range of documents prepared for TasWater by external 
consultants in relation to developer charges. 

8.13.2.1 Amount of the standard charge 

As set out in the Draft Report, Marsden Jacobs Associates (MJA) explains that the proposed standard 
charge has been calculated based on: 

… the net incremental cost approach. The net incremental cost approach takes into account the net 

incremental capital and operating costs driven by new customers, minus the net incremental 

revenue from new customers. This approach is an accepted method for calculating developer 

charges and is currently adopted by other economic regulators, including the Independent 

Competition and Regulatory Commission (ICRC) in the ACT, the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 

Tribunal (IPART) in NSW and by the Essential Services Commission (ESC) in Victoria.130 

Prior to releasing the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s proposed approach, validated 
the calculations and concluded that the methodology was sound and consistent with other regulators’ 
approaches. 

In its proposed PSP, TasWater applied its calculation of the WACCNEW of 5.41 per cent as the discount 
rate in the methodology which resulted in a proposed standard charge of $3 588 per ET.  

TasWater has proposed the standard charge be reduced to 50 per cent of the per ET charge if the 
development requires upgrades to water only or sewerage only. Further, TasWater proposed that the 
amount of the charge is not changed for the three years of the fourth regulatory period that TasWater 
proposed the charge apply for. 

                                                           
130  Marsden Jacobs Associates, TasWater: Methodology for estimating the shared infrastructure charge (Attachment 4). 
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As set out in the Draft Report, the Regulator has carried out a comparison of developer charges across 
Australia. The results are set out in Table 8.5. 

Table 8.5 Comparison of developer charges 

Utility / Jurisdiction Amount of developer charge - Water and Sewerage / ET or lot1 

Greenfield Infill General / Not defined 

Yarra Valley Water, Vica N/A N/A $1 443.50 - $4 668.42 

Barwon Water, Vicb $3 042.22 $613.552 $914.71 - $2 177.84 

South East Water, Vicc N/A N/A $1 475.12 - $2 793.15 

Icon Water, ACTd N/A N/A $4 3203 

Water Corporation, WAe N/A N/A $5 906 

Notes: 1 Excludes recycled water and drainage 2 No developer charge for sewerage 3 $1 200 per EP (3.6EP/ET) 

Sources: 

a  https://www.yvw.com.au/help-advice/develop-build/developers/new-customer-contributions (accessed 2/11/2021) 

b https://www.barwonwater.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/6507/New-customer-contributions-framework-2018-2023.pdf 
(accessed 2/11/2021) 

c https://southeastwater.com.au/building-and-development/developers/prices-and-charges/ (accessed 2/11/2021) 

d https://www.icrc.act.gov.au/water-and-sewerage/regulated-water-and-sewerage-services-prices-201823 (accessed 2/11/2021) 

e https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Developing-and-building/Subdividing/Fees-and-charges/Infrastructure-contributions (accessed 
2/11/2021) 

The above table shows that TasWater’s proposed standard charge sits around the mid-range of the 
general and not defined developer charges approved by regulators in other jurisdictions (ie excluding 
specific charges for green field or infill sites). 

8.13.2.2 State-wide charge or region-specific charges regardless of type of development? 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator required TasWater to explain why it is proposing a single state-wide 
charge rather than region-specific charges. In response, TasWater stated that:  

Region-specific developer charges were considered as part of our assessment, though they could 

potentially result in high variability in charges across regions and would be more complex to 

calculate and administer. The proposed standard charge is also consistent with the uniform pricing 

approach currently applied to water and sewerage prices.131 

MJA also considered the merits of a single state-wide charge compared to a region-specific charge and 
stated that:  

It is proposed that TasWater pursue a single standard developer charge for all of Tasmania, rather 

than region specific developer charges. ….. there are challenges in allocating costs to individual 

regions, where assets are shared across multiple regions. However, a single state-wide charge is 

less complex to calculate, administer and communicate to stakeholders.132 

  

                                                           
131  TasWater, Response to the Regulator’s information request, 17 November 2021. 

132  Marsden Jacobs Associates, TasWater: Methodology for estimating the shared infrastructure charge, page 1 
(Attachment 4). 

https://www.yvw.com.au/help-advice/develop-build/developers/new-customer-contributions
https://www.barwonwater.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/6507/New-customer-contributions-framework-2018-2023.pdf
https://southeastwater.com.au/building-and-development/developers/prices-and-charges/
https://www.icrc.act.gov.au/water-and-sewerage/regulated-water-and-sewerage-services-prices-201823
https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Developing-and-building/Subdividing/Fees-and-charges/Infrastructure-contributions
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MJA also stated that133: 

Charges could be set to reflect regional costs - to send stronger regional locational signals. 

Further, in its report for TasWater, Frontier Economics commenting on WA’s state-wide developer 
charge considered that:134 

A disadvantage of this approach is that it would provide no locational price signals to developers 

(except where isolated developments required significant connection infrastructure to the 

network). While in many cases this may not be considered a major problem, in cases where new 

developments will necessitate major investment in extending the shared distribution network this 

may lead to inappropriate development and add significantly to the costs to be recovered from the 

customer base. The approach also lacks the ability to send signals to ‘out of sequence’ 

developments regarding the costs associated with bringing forward planned orderly development. 

Against these disadvantages identified by Frontier Economics, the advantages of a single state-wide 
charge include that the charge is simple to administer and calculate, it is transparent and more 
predictable. 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator also noted the relative advantages and disadvantages of a state-wide 
charge and intended approving a single state-wide standard developer charge. 

Some utilities impose a different charge depending on the type of development. For example, as shown 
in Table 8.4, Barwon Water imposes a charge that is around 5 times higher for greenfield sites than the 
charge it applies for infill sites.  

TasWater is proposing the same standard charge apply irrespective of the type of development. In its 
Draft Report the Regulator expressed concern about this proposal if the costs associated with a 
greenfield development are greater than the costs of developing an infill site ie TasWater’s proposal 
may result in the standard charge not reflecting the costs associated with altering TasWater’s 
infrastructure in some circumstances. 

 In this regard MJA noted that: 

In many instances, it can be expected that the costs of connecting previously unplanned 
developments to areas already developed (infill development) will be less than for greenfield 
developments as less capacity infrastructure can be required. However, this is not necessarily the 
case as other related costs such as access through populated and developed areas may also be 
significant. Existing headworks capacity constraints may also be evident.135 

In its Draft Report the Regulator intended approving the same charge, regardless of the type of 
development, provided TasWater demonstrated that there are not significant differences in costs it 
incurs for greenfield and infill sites. If there are significant cost differences, the Regulator intended 
requiring TasWater to prepare two or more standard charges that would apply to the different types 
of development.     

8.13.2.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

                                                           
133  Marsden Jacobs Associates, TasWater: Methodology for estimating the shared infrastructure charge, page 58 

(Attachment 4). 

134  Frontier Economics, Developer Charges Investigation, A final report prepared for TasWater, February 2014, page 61 
(Attachment 7). 

135  Marsden Jacobs Associates, TasWater: Developer Charges, An assessment of options, Final Report, 28 May 2020, 
pages 60-61 (Attachment 3). 
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In its submission, TasWater’s states that: 

“…its proposed approach to set one standard charge state-wide has been informed by a 20-year 

prediction of capital investment in areas where growth is a primary, secondary or tertiary driver. In 

doing so, TasWater has relied upon its Growth and Capacity Plans that have been developed for 

each region. This analysis showed that all proposed investments over the 20-year period relate to 

infill sites.” 

and 

“…it [is] reasonable to apply one standard charge state-wide during the PSP4 period. Whilst this 

does not prevent developers from approaching TasWater in relation to proposed greenfield sites 

during this period, TasWater notes that it may apply a Bulk Infrastructure Capacity Charge to any 

proposals that are outside of its Growth and Capacity Plans.” 

LGAT’s submission also supported TasWater’s approach to developer charges; in particular, LGAT 
considered that TasWater’s approach demonstrated the features of best practice charging 
systems that LGAT’s research into infrastructure contributions systems in other Australian 
jurisdictions had identified.136 

8.13.2.2.2 Regulator’s decision 

As TasWater’s state-wide Incremental Cost Model is based only on infill sites and does not take into 
account the costs for, and revenue from, growth relating to greenfield sites, it has not been possible 
for the Regulator to assess whether the charge with respect to greenfield sites should be different from 
the charge for infill sites. 

The Regulator has therefore accepted TasWater’s proposal to apply a single, state-wide charge to all 
types of development. 

8.13.2.3 Negotiated Charge 

In its paper assessing options for developer charges, MJA suggested that the following criteria and 
method could be applied in determining TasWater’s proposed negotiated charge137,138: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
136  LGAT’s submission on the Regulator’s Draft Report, page 5. 

137  Marsden Jacobs Associates, TasWater: Developer Charges, An assessment of options, Final Report, 28 May 2020, page 58. 

138  Renamed in this Report as a Bulk Infrastructure Capacity Charge. 
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In its proposed Developer Charges Policy, TasWater states that the charge is to be determined as 
follows: 

The negotiated charge for a specific development will be based on the net incremental costs per ET 
of the capacity augmentation required for the individual development, and will be calculated as 
follows: 

+ NPV incremental capex associated with the network capacity upgrade required for this 
development 

+  NPV forecast opex driven by new customers connected to that upgrade  

-  NPV forecast revenue from new customers projected to connect to the network capacity upgrade. 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator noted that TasWater’s approach to the calculation of the charge (the 
NPV approach) is widely accepted and used by regulators in other Australian jurisdictions and the 
approach does not appear to be unreasonable and, therefore, intended accepting TasWater’s proposed 
approach.  

The Regulator also stated in the Draft Report that it intended approving TasWater’s proposal to impose 
a charge additional to the standard charge, titled a ‘negotiated charge’ where developments occurred 
outside TasWater’s Growth and Capacity Plans. However, the Regulator’s intended approval was 
subject to TasWater suggesting a title that more accurately described the charge, as the charge is to be 
calculated by TasWater without any negotiation with the developer.  

8.13.2.3.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission TasWater proposed renaming the ‘Negotiated Charge’ as the ‘Bulk Infrastructure 
Capacity Charge’, to give a more accurate description of the purpose of the charge and remove any 
perception that the charge is negotiated between TasWater and the developer. 

8.13.2.3.2 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator accepts TasWater’s proposal to rename the ‘Negotiated Charge’ as a ‘Bulk Infrastructure 
Capacity Charge’ and approves the charge. 

 Service introduction charges 

Service introduction charges are temporary charges imposed on customers to recover some of the cost 
of construction of water and/or sewerage infrastructure to customers in areas not previously receiving 
reticulated water and/or sewerage services. 

The Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed service introduction charges is set out in 
Appendix D of this Draft Report. 

TasWater’s draft policy states that when service introduction proceeds in an area, one-off service 
introduction charges will be levied on the owners of properties within that area. The proposed service 
introduction charge is to cover the property owner’s share of the cost of installing, altering or using 
TasWater’s assets needed to provide water and/or sewerage services. In addition, other one-off or 
ongoing charges will apply, such as connection charges, and fixed and variable consumption charges.  

TasWater intends to continue to calculate service introduction charges based on the net present value 
(NPV) of the cost of providing the assets required to introduce the service and subtracting the present 
value of the amount that would be recovered from the 80 per cent of the customers to whom the 
service could be supplied in that area (the threshold number) through ongoing annual water charges 
and/or sewerage charges. Any third party funding contributions would be subtracted from the NPV 
calculations.  
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In the Draft Report, the Regulator stated that it intended accepting TasWater’s proposal to impose 
service introduction charges and TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating service introduction 
charges. 

8.13.3.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has accepted TasWater’s proposal to impose service introduction charges and 
TasWater’s proposed approach to calculating service introduction charges. 

 Service charges 

TasWater imposes service charges on owners of properties not connected to TasWater’s water and 
sewerage infrastructure that are within serviced land. These owners are classed as TasWater customers 
but do not receive any regulated services. Revenue from service charges accounts for around two per 
cent of TasWater’s total revenue. 

The service charges comprise: 

 a fixed charge for water equal to the fixed water charge (full service) if there is a water main 
within 30 metres of the property, $354.96 in 2021-22; and 

 a fixed sewerage charge equal to 60 per cent of the fixed sewerage charge if there is a sewerage 
main within 30 metres of the property, $408.72 in 2021-22. 

A customer whose property is within 30 metres of water and sewerage mains is therefore liable for 
$763.68 in 2021-22 for service charges.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that it intended approving TasWater’s proposal to impose 
service charges for owners of unconnected properties for the fourth regulatory period. 

8.13.4.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved TasWater’s proposal to impose service charges. 

The Regulator regularly receives feedback from customers complaining about the imposition of, and 
the level of, service charges and the Regulator has decided to review the level of TasWater’s service 
charges during the fourth regulatory period. 
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 OTHER PRICING ISSUES  

This chapter sets out the Regulator’s decisions with respect to TasWater’s proposed treatment of 
customers who are currently paying less than the current standard prices and TasWater's proposal to 
move customers directly to regulated prices in certain circumstances. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Accept TasWater’s proposed arrangements with respect to customers paying prices that are 
below current standard prices.  

2. Require TasWater to contact each affected customer, prior to 30 June 2022, and inform the 
customer of the bill increases that are scheduled for each year of the fourth regulatory period 
together with the options available to manage payments. 

3. Require TasWater to move the remaining fire service and trade waste customers who are 
currently paying less than the standard prices directly to the relevant standard price as at 
1 July 2022. 

4. Approve TasWater’s proposed list of circumstances where customers will be moved directly to 
the prevailing standard prices. 

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

 Changes to draft decisions in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

The Regulator has not modified any of the draft decisions set out in the Draft Report.  

 New decisions not in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

The Regulator has not made any new decisions in this Report compared to the Draft Report.  

 Customers paying less than current regulated prices  

At the conclusion of its price determination investigation for the third regulatory period in June 2018, 
the Regulator expected that, after 30 June 2020 (the end of the statutory transition period), all of 
TasWater’s customers would be paying the same price for the same service (ie all customers would be 
paying according to the standard price schedule).   

TasWater intended to achieve this outcome by moving these customers to the relevant standard price 
(which is equal to or less than the maximum price) and providing a rebate to cover the difference 
between the standard price and the price the customer was actually paying. 
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However, due to price freezes in 2019-20 and 2020-21, there were 3 106 customers paying less than 

current standard prices as at 1 July 2021.139 According to TasWater, 96 per cent of these customers 

(2 984 customers) were paying prices within 20 per cent of the standard prices applying at that time as 

shown in the following chart. 

Figure 9.1 Percentage gap between prices being paid and standard prices as at 26 March 2021 for combined services by 
number of customers  

 

Source: TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 201. 

In its proposed PSP, TasWater proposed these customer pay standard prices by 1 July 2023, the start 
of the second year of the fourth regulatory period, under the following arrangements: 

If a customer, as at 30 June 2022, is paying less than the respective fixed water and / or sewerage 
standard price, and if the difference between the amount they are paying and the relevant standard 
price (in this section, referred to as the gap) in the first year of the fourth regulatory period is:   

 less than or equal to $50 (multiplied by the applicable connection size multiplier and/or number 
of ETs), the customer will move straight to the relevant standard price schedule in 2022-23.  

 greater than $50 (multiplied by the applicable connection size multiplier and/or number of ETs), 
the customer’s prices for water and sewerage will increase in both 2022-23 and 2023-24 year by 
one half of the difference between the relevant price in the second year of the regulatory period 
(2023-24) and the price they paid in 2021-22. 

Under TasWater’s proposal, affected customers: 

 will be facing price increases that are higher than the annual price increases TasWater has 
proposed for the fourth regulatory period for 2022-23 and, in some cases, 2023-24; and 

 will be paying the same price as all other customers in 2023-24.  
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To gain a better understanding of the impact on customers of TasWater’s proposed transition, prior to 

the release of its Draft Report, the Regulator requested further information from TasWater about the 

affected customers to understand the types of customers affected and to assess the gap between those 

customers’ current bills and the bills under current standard prices. In response TasWater provided the 

following table. 

Table 9.1: Annual bill gaps by land use based on a comparison of prices currently paid and 2021-22 prices paid by other 
customers for the same services   

Land Use   Number Smallest Gap Average Gap Largest Gap 

Commercial 878 $26.38 $452.82 $27 379.44 

Industrial 218 $13.84 $618.37 $16 354.88 

Primary Production  12 $32.04 $397.41 $1 154.97 

Public / Government / Schools 216 $28.02 $1 176.03 $17 920.90 

Quarry 2 $1 032.39 $1 093.68 $1 154.97 

Residential 1 543 $1.52 $101.59 $6 960.56 

Sporting/Recreation 211 $4.13 $1 195.93 $19 741.94 

Unidentified 10 $157.54 $525.74 $1 344.97 

Vacant 16 $18.72 $179.35 $1 841.39 

While TasWater has foregone revenue under these arrangements, the Regulator was concerned about 
the inequities associated with the vast majority of customers paying the one set of prices for a number 
of years, while a minority of customers have been paying lower prices (in some cases substantially lower 
prices) for the same service.  

However, noting the gaps for some customers between current bills and bills under standard prices, in 
the Draft Report, the Regulator noted in the Draft Report that it intended accepting TasWater’s 
proposal.  

In light of the gaps for some customers between current bills and bills under standard prices, in the 
Draft Report the Regulator stated that it intended requiring TasWater to advise all affected customers 
of the likely price increases they will face as soon as possible after the Regulator’s Final Report and Price 
Determination are released. 

 Moving customers directly to the standard prices  

TasWater’s proposed PSP sets out the circumstances where TasWater proposes moving customers 
directly to the standard price at the relevant time. Table 9.2 lists these circumstances. 

Table 9.2 Circumstances where TasWater proposes immediately moving customers to standard prices140 

Ref Circumstance 

1 Change in the property’s predominant use 

2 Altered connection arrangements due to a successful DA 

3 Previously unconnected properties connect to water and/or sewerage infrastructure (including new 
subdivisions) 

                                                           
140  TasWater’s proposed PSP, pages 201-202. 
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4 Properties connected to water and/or sewerage infrastructure, but currently not receiving charges 
(previously un-billed customer) 

5 Newly discovered connection(s) to existing infrastructure 

6 Changes to existing connection points (ie change of connection size including installation of sub-meters) 

7 A customer should be receiving a fire service charge 

8 New trade waste customer (applying for a consent) 

9 Existing sewerage service customer who should be receiving a trade waste charge (previously unbilled trade 
waste) 

10 
Adhesions (where two or more blocks of land are joined together to form a single block) 

11 Demolition resulting in land becoming vacant 

12 Change of ownership 

13 
Change from a permanent BWA or PHA to a potable water supply (variable charge) 

14 Where an account adjustment is made to correct an overcharge of a service and a refund to the owner results 
and the value of the refund is equal to or more than the annual difference to standard price 

Compared to the list of circumstances approved by the Regulator for the third regulatory period, 

TasWater has retained the previous list and added two new circumstances: 

 adhesions; and 

 where an account adjustment is made to correct an overcharge. 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator did not identify any concerns with TasWater’s proposal.  

 Fire service and trade waste customers  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator required TasWater to ensure that the three fire service and five trade 
waste customers who are currently paying below the standard prices moved straight to the current 
regulated price as at 1 July 2022 (all are paying more than 90 per cent of the current standard price for 
that service and are within $100 of the standard price). 

 Submissions on Draft Report 

The Regulator did not receive any submissions on the issues covered in this chapter. 

 Summary 

The Regulator has received no new information relating to the pricing issues in this chapter and is 
satisfied that no changes are required to the decisions in the Draft Report.  
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 CUSTOMER CONTRACT, POLICIES 

AND SERVICE STANDRARDS 

This chapter provides a very brief summary of the Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed 
customer contract and policies and TasWater’s proposed customer service standards for the fourth 
regulatory period. Further details are provided in Appendices D and G.   

 Customer contract and policies  

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

Customer Contract 

1. Approve the customer contract provided at Appendix E to this Report. 

Serviced Land 

1. Approve TasWater applying, for the fourth regulatory period, the minimum water flow and 
minimum water pressure figures in TasWater’s Supplement to the Water Services Association of 
Australia’s Water Supply Code of Australia in determining whether a property or part of a property is 
within serviced land. 

2. Approve TasWater’s proposed approach to the definition of serviced land for water services and for 
sewerage services. 

3. Require TasWater to publish TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services Association of Australia’s 
Water Supply Code of Australia and TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services Association of 
Australia’s Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia, together with any other additional relevant 
information that would assist customers and stakeholders in determining whether their property, or 
part of their property, is within serviced land. 

4. Require TasWater to publish separate descriptions of serviced land for water services and sewerage 
services. 

5. Require TasWater to make descriptions of serviced land for both water and sewerage services 
publicly available. 

6. Require TasWater to ensure that the description of serviced land is updated and published on a 
regular basis (ie on at least a monthly basis when serviced land boundaries change). 

Connection Policy 

1. Approve TasWater’s Connection Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and Charges 
Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

Sub-metering Policy 

1. Approve TasWater’s Sub-metering Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and Charges 
Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 
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Service Charges Policy 

1. Approve TasWater’s Service Charges Policy, as included in Water and Sewerage Network and 
Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

Service Introduction Charges Policy 

1. Approve the Service Introduction Charges Policy, as amended and as included in TasWater’s Water 
and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

Service Replacement 

1. Approve TasWater’s service replacement process, subject to TasWater’s PSP including more detail 
on the costs and charges that affected customers would incur, as included in TasWater’s Water and 
Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

Developer Charges Policy 

1. Approve TasWater introducing a Standard Infrastructure Charge and a Bulk Infrastructure Capacity 
Charge. 

2. Approve the proposed new arrangements commencing from 1 July 2023. 

3. Approve the Developer Charges Policy, as included in TasWater’s Land Development Policies 
document provided at Appendix F.2 to this Report. 

Service Extension and Expansion Policy 

1. Approve the Service Extension and Expansion Policy, as included in TasWater’s Land Development 
Policies document provided at Appendix F.2 to this Report. 

Trade Waste Policy 

1. Approve the Trade Waste Policy as included at Appendix F.3 to this Report, with the proposed 
changes identified and discussed in Appendix D. 

2. Require TasWater to publish its Trade Waste Customer Category Guideline. 

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

The decisions of the Regulator, as above, that have changed between the publication of the draft and 
this Final Report are set out below. 

 Changes to draft decisions in the Regulator’s Draft Report 

There have been no changes in decisions from those in the Draft Report. 

 As a result of issues raised in the Draft Report: 

 the draft Customer Contract has been amended to address the issue relating to shared private 
pipelines; 

 the proposed charge that was to be named as a ‘negotiated charge’, which relates to new 
developments, has been renamed as a ‘Bulk infrastructure Capacity Charge’; and   
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 the Sub-metering Policy has been amended to provide lot owners in new strata title schemes 
with the option of being billed based on their actual water usage, provided that all lot owners 
agree. 

 New decisions not set out in the Regulator’s Draft Report  

As a result of submissions received on the Draft Report and the Regulator’s own analysis, the Regulator 
has made the following new decision:  

 Require TasWater to publish its Trade Waste Customer Category Guideline (Trade Waste Policy, 

Decision 2). 

 Regulator’s assessment  

Further details about the Regulator’s assessment and decision-making processes with respect to 
TasWater’s proposed Customer Contract and its Policies, including the changes since the Draft Report, 
are provided in Appendix D of this Report. 

 Proposed Price and Service Plan requirements 

TasWater is required, under various legislative and regulatory instruments, to include in its proposed 
PSP a series of draft policies and a draft customer contract.  

 A customer contract is legally binding on TasWater and its customers and sets out obligations for both 
parties. TasWater’s customers do not sign the contract as required under section 60 of the Industry Act 
customers are deemed to have entered into a customer contract. The Regulator approves TasWater’s 
customer contract as part of the approval of TasWater’s final PSP.  

The required draft policies relate to:  

 connections;  

 sub-metering; 

 service charges;  

 service introduction charges; 

 developer charges; 

 service extension and expansion; and 

 trade waste charges. 

TasWater’s proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period was also required to provide details about 
TasWater’s serviced land.  

As was the case for the 2018 Water and Sewerage Price Determination Investigation, TasWater 
presented its policies, and the serviced land description, in two standalone attachments to its proposed 
PSP: 

 Land Development Policies; and 

 Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies. 

TasWater has maintained a separate Trade Waste Policy. 
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TasWater also included information about its service replacement process in the Water and Sewerage 
Network and Charges Policies document.   

 Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed customer contract 

and policies 

In assessing TasWater’s draft customer contract and draft policies for the Draft Report, the Regulator 
focussed on compliance with relevant regulatory instruments and any composition errors in the draft 
documents, including errors which may have rendered the draft customer contract or draft policies 
non-compliant.  

The Regulator also liaised with TasWater on a number of compliance and drafting issues and also sought 
advice from the Office of the Crown Solicitor (OCS) with respect to TasWater’s draft customer contract. 
As a result of these discussions, the draft policies and draft customer contract, as attached to the 
Regulator’s Draft Report, were revised versions of documents initially submitted by TasWater as part 
of its proposed PSP or revised versions of documents submitted by TasWater after the Regulator’s 
investigation commenced on 1 July 2021.  

 Customer Contract  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator identified only one substantive issue with the draft customer 
contract. Specifically, Clause 14.5, which deals with shared private pipelines, contained provisions 
relating to the responsibility for maintaining and replacing these pipelines between parties other than 
TasWater. This extended to responsibility for damage to property. The Regulator considered that this 
clause should be redrafted to specify that TasWater is not responsible for any costs relating to shared 
private pipelines but not seek to specify how the responsibility is otherwise assigned. The Regulator, in 
its Draft Report, required TasWater to review Clause 14.5. 

10.4.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission on the Draft Report, TasWater stated that it would amend Clause 14.5 to address the 
issue identified by the Regulator and would submit a revised customer contract as part of its final 
proposal. 

10.4.1.2 Regulator’s Decision 

Following receipt of TasWater’s submission, the Regulator continued to liaise with TasWater, and 
prepared a further draft. This draft was acceptable to TasWater and included in the customer contract.  

The Regulator has therefore approved the amended customer contract (as attached at Appendix E to 
this Report). 

 Developer Charges Policy 

10.4.2.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

In its submission, TasWater proposed renaming the ‘negotiated charge’ as a ‘Bulk infrastructure 
Capacity Charge’. TasWater also supported the Regulator’s draft changes to the Policy to require 
TasWater provide information to developers, upon request, relating to the likely charges that would 
apply to a development.  
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10.4.2.2 Regulator’s Decision 

The Regulator accepts TasWater’s proposed renaming of the negotiated charge as a ‘Bulk infrastructure 
Capacity Charge’ and has approved the revised developer charges policy, as included in the Land 
Development Policy attached at Appendix F.2 to this Report. 

 Sub-metering Policy 

As set out in its Draft Report, the Regulator intended to approve TasWater’s proposed policies with 
minor amendments only, except in relation to the Sub-metering Policy.  Under the proposed policy, lot 
owners in some new strata title schemes would not have the option of being billed based on their actual 
water usage, even if all lot owners agree. This is because TasWater proposed no longer installing 
sub-meters in new strata title properties. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator stated that it did not intend approving a Sub-metering Policy that 
would not allow TasWater’s customers in new strata title properties to be billed for their actual water 
supply, and therefore have control over their variable charge through their consumption decisions, if 
all lot owners agree.   

The Regulator did not however have a position, on whether this is effected through sub-metering, water 
meter manifolds or some other method.  

Following the release of the Draft Report, the Regulator discussed, and agreed with TasWater, on 
additional provisions to address the issue identified by the Regulator. The amended Policy, attached to 
Appendix F.1 of this Report provides for lot owners in a strata scheme with a single master meter, who 
want to be metered individually to change to a water meter manifold if they provide TasWater with a 
copy of a copy of a unanimous resolution authorising the installation of a manifold together with a 
completed application form. This will allow the water usage of each lot owner to be measured.   

Strata schemes with common property will also need to provide details of the applicable unit 
entitlements or details of the strata scheme’s body corporate.   

10.4.3.1 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator has approved the revised Sub-metering Policy as reflected in the Land Development 
Policy attached at Appendix F.2 to this Report.   

   Customer Service Standards 

Customer service standards define what customers can expect from TasWater with regard to the 
quality and reliability of service provided. Minimum service standards are developed following 
consultation with customers, taking into account the current levels of service and the price implications 
of alternative levels of service. These are set out in the Customer Service Code, TasWater’s Customer 
Contract and TasWater’s policies. 

 Regulator’s decisions 

The Regulator has made the following decisions: 

1. Approve the majority of TasWater’s proposed service standards.  

2. Reject the proposed service standard of  the percentage of customers supplied by drinking water 
systems that meet best practice risk mitigation, as the Regulator does not consider this is a 
customer service standard. 
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3. Retain the service standard for the percentage of unaccounted for water and set performance 
levels at 20 per cent in 2022-23, declining by one percentage point each year to 17 per cent by 
2025-26.  

4. Set higher performance standards than proposed by TasWater for the number of water main 
breaks at 33 breaks per 100 km of water main for 2022-23, declining by one each year to 30 by 
2025-26 to more closely reflect the performance of mainland service providers, noting that 
reducing water losses was identified by customers as a top priority for the fourth regulatory 
period.  

5. Retain the minimum service standard of 90 per cent for the percentage of planned water supply 
interruptions where water supply is restored within 5 hours.  

6. Set higher performance standards than proposed by TasWater for the number of water-related 
complaints by setting lower numbers of complaints to 6.0 complaints per 1 000 properties. 

7. Implement the approved minimum service standards by way of the Customer Service Code 
fast-track amendment process, for a 1 July 2022 commencement. 

The following table, Table 10.1, summarises the customer service standards that the Regulator has 
approved for the fourth regulatory period. 

Table 10.1 Summary of the customer service standards as approved by the Regulator 

 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Water     

Number of water main breaks per 100km of water main  33 32 31 30 

Percentage of response times within 1 hour to attend Priority 1* bursts and 

leaks 
90% 90% 90% 90% 

Percentage of response times within 3 hours to attend Priority 2* bursts and 

leaks 
90% 90% 90% 90% 

Percentage of response times within 3 days to attend Priority 3* bursts and 

leaks  
90% 90% 90% 90% 

Number of unplanned interruptions per 1 000 properties  170 169 167 165 

Percentage of unplanned interruptions restored within 3 hours 80% 80% 80% 80% 

Percentage of unplanned interruptions restored within 5 hours  94% 94% 94% 95% 

Percentage of planned interruptions restored within the time nominated# to 

affected customers 
90% 95% 95% 95% 

Percentage of planned interruptions restored within 5 hours  90% 90% 90% 90% 

Percentage of unaccounted for water (of total sourced potable water)  20% 19% 18% 17% 

Real losses: water lost per km of water main, per day (kL) 9.0 8.0 7.5 7.0 

*  Priority 1: is a burst or leak that causes, or has potential to cause, substantial damage or harm to customers, water quality, flow rate, 

property or environment. 

 Priority 2: is a burst or a leak that causes, or has the potential to cause, minor damage or harm to customers, water quality, flow rate, 

property or environment 

 Priority 3: is a burst or leak that causes no discernible impact on customers, property or the environment. 

# Time nominated is the finish date and time of the interruption that was communicated to affected customers when notified of the 

planned interruption. 
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 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Sewerage     

Number of sewer mains breaks and chokes per 100km of sewer main 40 40 39 38 

Percentage of sewer spills, breaks and chokes responded to within 1 hour  90% 90% 90% 90% 

Percentage of sewage spills contained within 3 hours 99% 99% 99% 99% 

Number of critically notifiable^ sewage spills 2 2 1 1 

^ Critically notifiable spills are determined by using the EPA Sewage Spill Notification Guidelines. The full document is available at 

www.epa.tas.gov.au. 

Customers     

Number of water complaints per 1 000 properties  6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 

Number of sewerage complaints per 1 000 properties 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 

Percentage of calls resolved upon first contact##  90% 90% 90% 90% 

Customer satisfaction score 70% 72% 74% 75% 

## First contact resolution is determined when the customer responds ‘yes’ to a post-call survey that asks if their call was handled at the 

first point of contact. 

A detailed assessment of TasWater’s proposed customer service standards is provided in Appendix G 
of this Report.  

 Differences between the Regulator’s decisions in the Draft and Final 

Report 

There have been no changes in decisions from those in the Draft Report. 

 Regulator’s assessment for the Draft Report 

TasWater proposed 20 customer service standards and levels for the fourth regulatory period. Thirteen 
existing standards were retained (some with modification or a new minimum service level) and seven 
new measures proposed. Five measures were removed or replaced with a similar metric. 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s proposed customer service standards taking 
into consideration feedback from customers with regard to their preferences and service level 
expectations and whether or not TasWater has been meeting the minimum standards for the current 
regulatory period.  

In its draft decisions, the Regulator approved most of TasWater’s proposed service standards as they 
were consistent with the requirements and were informed by customer engagement.  

However, for selected measures, the Regulator proposed to set higher performance standards than 
proposed and required clarification from TasWater on how the standards are to be defined. 

10.6.1.1 Submissions on Draft Report 

The only submission received in response to the Regulator’s draft decisions on customer service 
standards was provided by TasWater.  

TasWater’s submission accepted most of the Regulator’s draft decisions, but did not agree with the 
Regulator’s proposal to retain the service standard for unaccounted for water.  
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TasWater also sought to retain its proposed service levels for water main breaks rather than the 
improved service levels in the Regulator’s draft decision. 

10.6.1.2 Regulator’s decision 

The Regulator’s has decided to set TasWater’s minimum service standards as set out in Table 10.1. The 
Customer Service Code will be amended to reflect this final decision. 
 
Each service standard is discussed in detail in Appendix G, including those proposed by TasWater that 
the Regulator has decided not to accept for inclusion in the Code. 
 
In regard to the service standards for water loss, the Regulator maintains its view that there is merit in 
retaining a service standard for unaccounted for water in the Code, in addition to the new measure of 
real losses. Considering recent performance and TasWater’s planned expenditure on reducing 
unaccounted for water, it is appropriate to expect improved performance, even in the short term. This 
is also a matter that has been raised by members of the Regulator’s OCCC (OTTER Customer 
Consultative Committee).    
 
TasWater submitted that the service standard for water main breaks will be difficult to achieve. 
However, the Regulator considers TasWater's proposed service levels are low and do not reflect the 
amount of investment proposed for renewals in its capital program. Recognising this investment may 
take some time to have an effect, the Regulator maintains its draft decision to set higher performance 
standards for water main breaks. 
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 GLOSSARY & ACRONYMS 

Term Meaning in this Report 

Capex Capital expenditure. 

Capital Delivery 
Office (CDO) 

Capital Delivery Office, made up of TasWater and its joint venture partners 
UGL Engineering and CPB Contractors with support from WSP Australia. 

Category 0, 
Category 1, 
Category 2A, 
Category 2B and 
Category 2C trade 
waste customers 

Trade waste customers assessed as having low grade or low to medium 
volumes of trade waste. Prices paid by Category 0, Category 1, Category 2A, 
Category 2B and Category 2C trade waste customers are regulated. 

Category 3 and 
Category 4 trade 
waste customers 

Trade waste customers, other than Category 0, Category 1, Category 2A, 
Category 2B and Category 2C trade waste customers, who produce trade 
waste assessed as being higher risk with respect to impact on the sewerage 
network. Prices paid by Category 3 and Category 4 trade waste customers are 
not regulated. 

Connection charge A cost-based charge for connecting a particular customer to TasWater’s 
water or sewerage infrastructure. 

Connection point  As defined in the Industry Act, the point where the customer’s pipes connect 
to the water or sewerage infrastructure or such other point as may be 
prescribed in Regulations. 

Contributed assets Include developer charges and government grants but exclude equity 
contributions from the owners of the regulated entity. 

CPI Consumer Price Index. 
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Term Meaning in this Report 

Customer As defined in the Industry Act: 

 an owner or, owner and occupier, of a property that is connected to a 
regulated entity’s water or sewerage infrastructure (including strata 
title lot owners); or 

 an occupier of a property that is connected to a regulated entity’s 
water or sewerage infrastructure who is liable for water and sewerage 
charges; or 

 an owner or occupier of a property that is not connected to a 
regulated entity’s water or sewerage infrastructure but where a 
regulated service is available and a regulated entity imposes a service 
charge for that service; or 

 an occupier of a property that is connected to a regulated entity's 
water infrastructure or sewerage infrastructure and is liable for 
service charges. 

Customer Service 
Code  

Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Code. 

Customer Service 
Regulations 

Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) 
Regulations 2019. 

Delegate for Dam 
Safety Regulation 

Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environment 
Tasmania (DNRET). 

Developer charges Includes headworks charges, assets gifted by developers and cash payments 
made by developers to the regulated entity for the construction of new 
reticulation works. 

DoH Department of Health. 

Director of Public 
Health 

Director of Public Health appointed under section 6 of the Public Health Act 
1997. 

DNRET Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania. 

Economic Regulator The Tasmanian Economic Regulator as appointed under the Economic 
Regulator Act 2009 (referred to as the Regulator in this Draft Report). 

EPA Environment Protection Authority Tasmania. 

Equivalent 
Tenement (ET) 

A measure of the demand that a development will place on infrastructure in 
terms of water consumption and sewage discharge, compared to a standard 
residential allotment. An ET is also the basis for calculating fixed sewerage 
target tariffs. 

Existing assets All assets transferred to a regulated entity before 1 July 2011 under 
section 41 of the Water and Sewerage Corporations Act 2008. 

First regulatory 
period 

1 July 2012 to 30 June 2015. 
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Term Meaning in this Report 

Fixed charge A recurrent charge for the provision of a regulated service to a customer but 
not including a variable charge.  

Fourth regulatory 
period 

1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026. 

Full cost recovery Recovery of costs up to a maximum of the statutory limit. 

Headworks assets Water or sewerage infrastructure, excluding reticulation assets and private 
plumbing, including dams, reservoirs, water treatment plants, sewerage 
treatment plants, pump stations, water and sewerage trunk mains. 

Headworks charges A form of developer charge levied as a contribution towards the cost of 
existing or proposed headworks assets used to service developments. 

Industry Act Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008. 

Industry regulators Parties, other than the Economic Regulator, that have responsibility for 
regulating aspects of the Tasmanian water and sewerage industry (for 
example, the Delegate for Dam Safety Regulation, the Director of Public 
Health and the Director EPA). 

Kilolitre (kL) A metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 1 000 litres. 

kPa A metric measure of pressure. 

Limited water quality 
customer  

A customer receiving water from a supply which has a permanent boil water 
alert in place or a customer receiving water from a supply that the regulated 
entity has declared to be not of drinking water quality. 

Limited water supply 
customer 

A customer: 

 connected to a water main that periodically does not contain water 
under positive pressure; or 

 with a connection designed to provide low or intermittent flow, such 
as where the customer has been required to install, operate and 
maintain an individual tank or pump; or 

 connected to a non-reticulation water main that is subject to 
significant pressure variations due to either: 

o a pumped supply where the low pressure is below 50 kPa and 
the high pressure is above 500 kPa; or 

o an inlet supply to a trunk reservoir such that when the reservoir 
inlet valve is open the pressure is below 50 kPa; or 

 receiving a supply that the regulated entity determines to be 
inadequate. 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(MoU) 

The MoU, signed on 1 May 2018, between TasWater, the Tasmanian State 
Government and TasWater’s Owners’ Representatives. 

Minister Minister for Primary Industries and Water. 
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Term Meaning in this Report 

Motor home dump 
point 

A facility intended to receive the discharge of waste water from any holding 
tank or similar device installed in a recreational vehicle. 

NAR Notional Allowable Revenue. 

New assets All assets purchased or constructed by a regulated entity since 1 July 2009. 

Nominal dollars The actual price of an item during a specific year, meaning, nominal dollars 
are not adjusted for the effects of inflation. 

NPV Net Present Value. 

NWI National Water Initiative. 

Opex Expenditure, such as salaries, chemicals and electricity costs relating to the 
operation and maintenance of water and sewerage systems. 

Owners’ 
Representative 

A representative from each of Tasmania’s 29 councils and Tasmanian 
Government, who, together, comprise TasWater‘s Owners' Representatives' 
Group. The Group’s functions, duties and responsibilities are outlined in 
TasWater’s Constitution and in the Shareholders' Letter of Expectations. 

Portable metered 
standpipes 

A portable water hydrant which allows a customer to connect and draw water 
at authorised points throughout a regulated entity’s network. 

Previous regulated 
entities 

Collectively the Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Corporation (Northern 
Region) Pty Ltd trading as Ben Lomond Water, the Tasmanian Water and 
Sewerage Corporation (North Western Region) Pty Ltd trading as Cradle 
Mountain Water and the Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Corporation 
(Southern Region) Pty Ltd trading as Southern Water. 

Price and Service 
Plan 

A regulated entity’s Price and Service Plan approved by the Economic 
Regulator under section 65 of the Industry Act. 

Price constraints A limit placed on annual price increases to manage the impact on customers 
(also referred to as caps). 

Price Determination A determination made by the Economic Regulator under section 66 of the 
Industry Act. A determination sets out, for a regulatory period, the maximum 
prices a regulated entity can charge for its regulated services. 

Price Determination 
Investigation 

An investigation conducted to gather information required by the 
Economic Regulator before making a Price Determination in respect of a 
regulated service. 

Pricing principles The principles set out in sections 68 and 68AA of the Industry Act and in the 
Pricing Regulations. 

Pricing Regulations  Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) 
Regulations 2021. 

Pricing zones An area of land where a single price schedule applies. 

Program Alliance 
Agreement (PAA) 

Agreement between TasWater and its alliance partners establishing 
TasWater’s Capital Delivery Office (CDO).   
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Term Meaning in this Report 

Proposed Price and 
Service Plan 

A Price and Service Plan submitted by a regulated entity under section 65 of 
the Industry Act. 

PSP Guideline The Price and Service Plan Guideline published by the Economic Regulator in 
April 2021. 

RAB Value of a regulated entities’ regulated asset base. 

RBA Reserve Bank of Australia. 

Regulated assets Assets used to provide regulated services. 

Regulated entity A person holding a licence under the Industry Act [currently, the Tasmanian 
Water and Sewerage Corporation Pty Ltd trading as TasWater]. 

Regulated services Services or activities for which a licence is required under section 30 of the 
Industry Act. 

Regulatory period A period covered by a Price Determination. 

Reticulation assets Water or sewerage infrastructure that are not headworks assets or private 
plumbing. 

Reuse water Water discharged from a sewage treatment plant that is reused for purposes 
such as irrigation. 

Second regulatory 
period 

1 July 2015 to 30 June 2018. 

Section 61 contract A contract between a regulated entity and a customer in accordance with 
section 61 of the Industry Act, related to the provision of regulated services 
but not subject to the prices and terms in the Price Determination. 

Service introduction 
charges 

A charge on a property to recover the cost of installing, altering or utilising a 
regulated entity’s assets so that it can provide a regulated service to that 
property (excludes a connection charge, fixed charge or a developer charge). 

Standard price The schedule of maximum prices for regulated services as approved by the 
Regulator. 

STED customers Septic Tank Effluent Disposal customers. 

STEDs Septic Tank Effluent Disposal Schemes. 

STP Sewerage Treatment Plant. 

Tariffs Prices charged by a regulated entity for the provision of regulated services 
made up of fixed charges, variable charges and miscellaneous fees and 
charges. 

TasWater Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Corporation Pty Ltd. 

TFS Tasmania Fire Service. 

Third regulatory 
period 

1 July 2018 to 30 June 2022. 
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Term Meaning in this Report 

Third party capital 
contributions  

Third party capital contributions include developer charges, service 
introduction charges and government grants. 

Trade waste As defined in the Industry Act, trade waste is liquid waste generated other 
than in the course of domestic activities and includes liquid waste generated 
by any trade, industrial, commercial, educational, medical, dental, veterinary, 
agricultural, horticultural, scientific research or experimental activities. 

Unregulated assets Assets used to provide unregulated services. 

Unregulated services Services that are not subject to regulation including water for irrigation, reuse 
water and stormwater services via a combined sewerage stormwater system. 

Variable charge A charge based on the volume, as measured by a meter, of water delivered 
to, or sewage removed from, the property to which the charge relates. 

Water Directorate A NSW based association providing technical advice to councils in NSW in 
relation to water and sewerage issues and publisher of the Section 64 
Determinations of Equivalent Tenements Guidelines (January 2005). 

Water and Sewerage 
Corporation Act 

Water and Sewerage Corporation Act 2012. 

WACC Weighted average cost of capital. 

WSAA Water Services Association of Australia. 

WSAA Guideline Water Services Association of Australia – Australian Sewerage Quality 
Management Guideline 2012. 
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A.  SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS 

RECEIVED ON THE REGULATOR’S 

DRAFT REPORT 

The following table summarises the issues raised in submissions received in response to the Regulator’s 
Draft Report. The table also refers readers to the relevant section of this Final Report where the specific 
issues are discussed. All submissions are available on the Regulator’s website. 

Submitter / Key issues raised  Section in Report 

Cricket Tasmania   

Equivalent Tenements - Cricket Tasmania has concerns that the ET 
methodology does not reflect the load that Blundstone Arena in particular 
could be placing on TasWater’s sewerage system and provides its support for 
determining charges based on a standard discharge factor.  Cricket Tasmania 
has provided data from its on-site watering system supporting the amount of 
water that remains on site (via the watering of the ground) with the remainder 
discharged to sewer. Cricket Tasmania has also noted that Blundstone Arena is 
not used 365 days per year and therefore should not pay sewerage charges as if 
this were the case.  

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

Dean Winter MP - Tasmanian Labor Party  

Draft decision on price increase - submission cites cost of living pressures and 
that customers will not be able to afford the increase to water and sewerage 
bills. 

Chapter 1 - Prices 

Federal Group  

Equivalent Tenements - Federal Group submits that TasWater should be 
required to determine charges for the categories of hotels, pubs, licensed clubs 
and accommodation on the basis of a Standard Discharge Factor rather than on 
the basis of the current ET methodology. 

Federal Group submits that the findings of the review into sewerage charging, 
completed by consultants Jacobs in 2019, should be progressed and 
implemented during the fourth regulatory period. Jacobs identified issues with 
the current ET methodology, and recommended that TasWater conduct further 
work in this area to identify its costs, and consider the impacts of implementing 
an alternative method. 

Federal Group has provided data relating to its properties to demonstrate that 
the charges levied based on the ET methodology do not reflect the demand 
those properties could potentially place on TasWater’s sewerage system. 

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

Mr Malcolm Eastley  

Equivalent Tenements -  

The ET methodology is flawed and produces a very inaccurate measure of the 
load placed on TasWater’s system. 

TasWater’s PSP needs to address “double dipping” ie charging twice for the 
same service (trade waste and sewerage). 

Use of a connection fee in conjunction with volume treatment charges should 
be considered normal industry practice and its implementation would result in 
a price structure that is affordable, fair in comparison with other providers and 
transparent to customers. 

Measurement of sewage volume by TasWater is misleading. 

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

 

 

 

 

Section 8.10 - Trade waste charges 
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Submitter / Key issues raised  Section in Report 

Need to examine TasWater’s trade waste pricing to arrive at a proper ratio of 
sewage/trade waste volumes from individual connections. 

Water losses -  

Leakage is almost entirely due to unmetered connections. 

Customer consultation -  

Welcomes the Regulator conducting an inquiry but the Regulator’s draft 
decision to not make any changes until the fifth regulatory period should not be 
considered to be acceptable. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 10 - Customer contract, 
policies and service standards, 
Appendix D & G 

 

Nekon Pty Ltd   

Equivalent Tenements - Nekon raises concerns that TasWater continuing to use 
the ET methodology does not represent industry best practice. The submission 
notes that a ‘user pays’ system such as one utilising a standard discharge factor 
to calculate sewerage charges would result in a more equitable allocation of 
costs to customers, as has been implemented by other Australian jurisdictions. 
Further, the submission states that the current ETs assessed for non-residential 
customers should be assessed immediately for accuracy and where the costs 
are inaccurate, those categories are moved to a standard discharge factor 
assessment.  

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

Ms Rachel Koo   

Equivalent Tenements -  

The ET methodology should be discontinued.  

A Torrens title property with a single water supply is different from a strata title 
unit complex and should be assessed as a single ET. 

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

Local Government Association of Tasmania  

The Regulator is reducing capex and opex but requiring TasWater to improve its 
performance in some areas and carry out additional activities during the fourth 
regulatory period without any increase in opex. 

Capex -  

The Regulator’s 5 per cent capex reduction is unreasonable - a better approach 
would be to assess the prudency and efficiency of TasWater's PSP4 capex as 
part of the 2026 investigation.   

Opex - The Regulator's current position, as set out in the Draft Report, is that 
there will be no additional opex as a result of capex which is clearly false, 
inappropriate and will leave a shortfall that will have to be made up from 
reducing service levels or other substitutions.   

Equivalent Tenements - supports TasWater’s proposed changes to ETs for 
sporting grounds and community centres. 

Trade waste - supports the changes proposed by TasWater/accepted by the 
Regulator.  

Developer charges - supports the changes proposed by TasWater/accepted by 
the Regulator.  

General comments 

 

 

Chapter 4 - Capital expenditure 

 

 

Chapter 5 - Operating expenditure 

 

Chapter 8 - Structure of Prices, Fees 
and Charges 

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 

Section 8.10 - Trade waste charges 

Section 8.11.2 - Developer charges 

 

Property Council of Australia  

Equivalent Tenements - The Property Council submits that TasWater should be 
required to determine charges for the categories of hotels, pubs, licensed clubs 
and accommodation on the basis of a Standard Discharge Factor rather than on 
the basis of the current ET methodology. 

Jacobs’ Review of Sewerage Charging recommended that further investigation 
be carried out with respect to charging options however the work does not 
appear to have occurred. 

Section 8.6 - Sewerage charges 
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Submitter / Key issues raised  Section in Report 

TasWater   

Regulator is reducing capex and opex but requiring TasWater to improve its 
performance in some areas and carry out additional activities during PSP4 
without any increased allowance to cover the latter. 

Reductions in capex-driven opex on a project basis inconsistent with basis of 
reduction in capital program. 

TasWater seeks to apply alternative values to the Regulator’s draft decisions 
for: 

 growth factor applied to controllable opex (0.85 per cent); 

 productivity rate applied to controllable opex; 

 strategic initiatives funding; 

 regulatory depreciation; 

 market risk premium and equity beta. 

TasWater has concerns about inflation over the period and may seek a 
re-opening of the determination if inflation is substantially higher than 
anticipated. 

TasWater seeks an annual review of the cost of debt. 

TasWater does not support the Regulator’s proposal to continue to use the 
percentage of unaccounted for water as the service standard relating to water 
losses. 

Chapters 4 and 5 - Capital and 
Operating expenditure 

Chapter 6 - Capital expenditure  

Chapter 5 - Operating expenditure 

 

 

Chapter 5 - Operating expenditure 

 

 

Chapter 6 - Regulatory depreciation  

Chapter 7 - Rate of Return on Capital 

Chapter 2 - Revenue requirement 

 

Chapter 7 - Rate of Return on Capital 

Chapter 10 - Customer contract, 
policies and service standards 
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B.  REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

This appendix explains the legislative and regulatory requirements surrounding a Price Determination 
Investigation, and provides information about other industry regulators. 

Economic regulation of the Tasmanian water and sewerage industry, and the conduct of the price 
determination investigation in particular, are governed by the: 

 Water and Sewerage Corporation Act 2012; 

 Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008; 

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 (Pricing 
Regulations);  

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) Regulations 2019 (Customer Service 
Regulations); 

 Customer Service Code (Code); and 

 Price and Service Plan Guideline (PSP Guideline).141 

Water and Sewerage Corporation Act  

The Water and Sewerage Corporation Act established TasWater by transferring the liabilities, 
employees and water and sewerage assets from the previous regulated entities to TasWater.  The Act 
also ensured the continued application of the Regulator’s 2012 Price Determinations and Price and 
Service Plans to TasWater until the end of the first regulatory period on 30 June 2015. 

Water and Sewerage Industry Act 

The Industry Act is the primary legislative instrument governing the economic regulation of the water 
and sewerage industry in Tasmania.  

In relation to pricing, the Industry Act provides for:  

 an independent regulator (the Regulator) for the industry with clear accountabilities and 
responsibilities to ensure effective and efficient outcomes for the sector and the protection of 
customers;  

 independent pricing regulation with a regulated entity (now TasWater only) required to submit 
a proposed Price and Service Plan to the Regulator which outlines the services, revenue 
requirements and operational requirements of the regulated entity. The Regulator bases its price 
determination on an assessment of the proposed Price and Service Plan submitted by the 
regulated entity; and  

 the Regulator to be guided by legislated pricing principles when making a price determination.  

                                                           
141  The Regulator releases a new Guideline prior to the commencement of each price determination investigation. The current 

guideline for the fourth regulatory period is the Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry 2022 Price Determination 
Investigation Price and Service Plan Guideline which was published in April 2021. 
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Section 66 of the Industry Act - Price Determinations 

Price Determinations are made in accordance with Section 66 of the Industry Act. In making a price 
determination, the Regulator must: 

a)  adopt an approach and methodology which the Regulator considers will best meet the objective 
of this Act; and 

(b)  determine prices, terms and conditions, including developer charges, for water services and 
sewerage services in accordance with the pricing principles referred to in section 68 or any 
principles prescribed by regulations under that section; and 

(c)  consider any proposed price and service plan submitted under section 65 ; and 

(d)  consider any customer contract; and 

(e)  ensure that the price determination takes into account and clearly articulates any trade-offs 
between costs and service standards.  

Section 66 also sets out the maximum prices in a price determination may be defined. 

Section 68 of the Industry Act - Pricing Principles 

The pricing principles in section 68 of the Industry Act are as follows:  

 a regulated entity is to be given a reasonable opportunity to recover the efficient costs it incurs 
in:  

-  providing a regulated service; and  

-  complying with a regulatory obligation; or  

-  complying with a requirement to make a regulatory payment under the Industry Act (except 
where the Industry Act provides otherwise);  

 the price is to provide for efficient pricing by:  

-  applying two-part pricing for water services based on the recovery of fixed costs and variable 
costs by way of a fixed charge and a variable charge (with the variable charge determined by 
the volume of water used as measured by a water meter); and  

-  reflecting the costs of servicing particular customers or classes of customers in different 
locations, regions or schemes;  

 the price is to provide effective incentives, with respect to a regulated service to:  

- promote economic efficiency;  

- reduce costs; or  

- otherwise improve productivity;  

 the price is to allow a regulated entity to receive a return on assets used in providing the 
regulated service; and  

 the price charged to a particular customer or class of customers is to reflect at least the costs 
that relate directly to providing the regulated service to that customer or class of customers to 
the extent that it is commercially and technically reasonable to do so.  

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/whole/html/inforce/current/act-2008-013#GS68@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/whole/html/inforce/current/act-2008-013#GS65@EN
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Section 15 of the Industry Act 

Section 15 of the Industry Act provides that the Regulator must have regard to the following matters in 
performing functions and exercising powers under the Industry Act: 

 relevant health, public safety and environmental obligations; 

 the promotion of efficient long-term investment in water infrastructure and sewerage 
infrastructure, so as to achieve the lowest sustainable costs of the provision of water services 
and sewerage services; 

 the promotion of efficient pricing for regulated services; 

 the impact of the rate of change of prices for customers; 

 the maintenance of appropriate service standards for the provision of water services and 
sewerage services; 

 the avoidance of regulatory duplication, so far as is practicable, through appropriate consultation 
with, and data collection from, other relevant persons; 

 any matters relating to the water and sewerage industry prescribed in the regulations; 

 any other matters that the Regulator considers relevant. 

Water and Sewerage Industry Pricing Regulations 

In addition to the pricing principles set out in the Industry Act, the Pricing Regulations contain additional 
pricing principles in relation to:  

 pricing zones (nodal pricing);  

 the structure of service introduction charges;  

 the calculation of developer charges;  

 the treatment of contributed assets; and  

 the basis for setting fixed and variable charges (including the removal of free water allowances).  

Part 2 of the Pricing Regulations outline matters to which the Regulator is to have regard in making a 
price determination (for the purposes of section 66(2(f) of the Industry Act).  Specifically: 

 maximum allowable revenue; 

 pricing zones; 

 estimates of changes of prices over life of plan; 

 developer charges policy; and 

 service introduction charges policy. 

Part 3 of the Pricing Regulations set out the following: 

 additional pricing principles; 

 full cost recovery from certain contracts; 
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 no double-dipping; 

 contributed assets; 

 service introduction charges; 

 fixed charges; 

 imposition of variable charges; 

 when variable charges may not be imposed; 

 metering of amounts of variable charges; 

 developer charges; 

 amount of developer charges; and 

 miscellaneous fees and charges. 

Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Regulations 

The Customer Service Regulations set out minimum service standards for the water and sewerage 
industry. As required by the Customer Service Regulations, and to regulate the standards and conditions 
of supply for water and sewerage services, the Regulator is required to:  

 issue a Customer Service Code;  

 establish minimum service standard targets within the Customer Service Code; and  

 require TasWater to develop a customer charter.  

Customer Service Code 

The Customer Service Regulations specify matters that must, or may, be included in the Customer 
Service Code. TasWater is required to comply with the Customer Service Code, which was last updated 
in November 2020. 

Under the Code, TasWater is required to: 

 meet the customer-related standards, procedures, practices and conditions for regulated 
services as set out in this code; and 

 develop, issue and comply with a customer charter which meets the procedural and substantive 
requirements of this code and sets out the minimum service standards. 

Impact of COVID-19 on the price investigation for the fourth regulatory period    

In June 2019, in preparation for the fourth price determination investigation, the Regulator published 
a water and sewerage price and service plan guideline in relation to the fourth regulatory period. The 
Guideline required TasWater to submit its proposed Price and Service Plan (PSP) to the Regulator by 
30 June 2020. 

However, due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, the third regulatory period was extended by 
one year to four years ie the period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2022. In line with this extension, the 
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requirement for TasWater to submit its proposed PSP was deferred for one year, with a new submission 
date of 30 June 2021.  

The Regulator subsequently published a revised water and sewerage price and service plan 
guideline for the fourth regulatory period in response to the extension of the third regulatory period. 
This guideline replaced the guideline published in June 2019.  

Price and Service Plan Guideline  

In April 2021, the Economic Regulator released a further revised PSP Guideline to assist TasWater to 
prepare its proposed PSP for the fourth regulatory period.  

The PSP Guideline sets out the legislative and regulatory requirements that TasWater has to comply 
with when submitting its proposed PSP. The PSP Guideline also sets out the key steps and timing for 
the fourth price determination investigation.  

For the fourth regulatory period, the Regulator intends applying an approach that reflects the following 
priorities:  

 funding compliance investment in line with industry regulators priorities and expectations;  

 ensuring TasWater has sufficient revenue for the efficient delivery of the required services; and  

 continuing to manage the impact of price changes on customers (noting that the MoU (now 
incorporated into the Shareholder’s Letter of Expectations) which expires on 30 June 2025 limits 
price increases to 3.5 per cent for the first three years of the fourth regulatory period with 
TasWater also proposing a 3.5 per cent price increase for 2025-26).  

Given these potentially competing objectives there will be some trade-offs between priorities. The 
overarching efficiency objective of the Industry Act will be given priority to resolve any conflicts 
between pricing objectives and principles.  

The Regulator will assess TasWater’s proposed costs in providing water and sewerage services to 
customers together with the prices it intends charging over the regulatory period for the services it 
proposes.  

In approving TasWater’s proposed PSP, the Regulator must be satisfied that it will have sufficient 
revenue to meet its obligations and deliver the agreed standards of customer service while taking into 
account the impact of price changes on customers.  

While the price determination investigation relates only to the fourth regulatory period, the Regulator 
will, in making its determination, give consideration to proposals that are presented in the context of a 
longer term plan. The Regulator may require TasWater to amend its proposed PSP if it is not satisfied 
that it meets the requirements specified in the Industry Act, Regulations, Guideline or the relevant Price 
Determination.  

The Regulator is also required to ensure that any tariff reforms are consistent with the pricing principles 
under the Industry Act or represent a transition towards achieving those principles.  

In assessing TasWater’s proposed PSP, the Regulator considered the pricing principles and the 
requirements contained in the PSP Guideline.  
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National reforms and legislation  

National Water Initiative 

Tasmania is a signatory to the National Water Initiative (NWI) Agreement which provides a blueprint 
for water reform in Australia. As a signatory to the NWI, the Tasmanian Government has developed and 
published a plan of how it will implement its commitments to the NWI.  

The Implementation Plan sets out the actions that Tasmania has already completed and provides 
information on the tasks and timelines to complete the remaining commitments and the context within 
which these actions are being implemented.  

The NWI prescribes two limits on the revenue that can be earned by a regulated water and sewerage 
business:  

 the upper revenue limit (full cost recovery); and  

 the lower revenue limit (sustainability threshold).  

Under the NWI principles, a water and sewerage business should recover revenue at least equal to the 
lower revenue limit but no greater than the upper revenue limit. Revenue above the upper revenue 
limit represents monopoly profits.  

Consistent with the third regulatory period, the Regulator proposes to calculate only one annual 
regulated revenue limit for the fourth regulatory period. The annual revenue limit is a theoretical value 
referred to as TasWater’s notional allowable revenue (NAR). Prices are then set such that the expected 
revenue does not exceed these limits. 

National Performance Reporting Framework 

The National Urban Water Utility Performance Reporting Framework (the NPR Framework) is one 
outcome of the NWI. The NPR Framework was developed by the signatories to the NWI Agreement.  

The performance data and benchmarking reports produced under the Framework are an important 
resource, used by governments and the urban water sector.  

Following the abolition of the National Water Commission in 2013, the Bureau of Meteorology (the 
Bureau) has supported the Framework and its collection of performance data, as well as the production 
and publication of the set of Urban NPRs.  

TasWater provides annual performance data to the Bureau, with oversight of the data provided by 
Regulator.  

The preparation of annual national performance reports that independently and publicly benchmark 
pricing and service quality, is an important commitment under the NWI. The reports align with a 
nationally consistent performance framework, built on reporting practices already in place in the urban 
water sector.  

The performance data is subject to independent audit at least once every three years. Further 
information on the NWI Agreement and the NPR Framework is available on the Bureau’s website at 
http://www.bom.gov.au/water/npr/.  

http://www.bom.gov.au/water/npr/
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Industry regulators  

The Regulator is responsible for implementing and administering the economic regulatory framework 
for the water and sewerage industry in accordance with the Industry Act and its subordinate legislation.  

Responsibility for environmental, fire safety, public health and dam safety regulation of the industry 
lies with the Director of the Environment Protection Authority, the Director of Public Health, Chief 
Officer of the Tasmania Fire Service (TFS), and the Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources 
and Environment Tasmania (DNRET), who is the Delegate for Dam Safety Regulation, respectively.  

Economic regulation of the industry and, more specifically, the price determination investigation, 
focuses on both price and service outcomes. Through the development of the Customer Service Code 
and the PSP Guideline, the Regulator has sought to assist TasWater in addressing the Industry Act 
requirements in its proposed price and service plans, namely:  

 identifying regulated water and sewerage services to be delivered to customers over each 
regulatory period and determining the service standards for those services;  

 determining the notional allowable revenue required to deliver the regulated services to the 
agreed standards, based on efficient costs; and  

 determining regulated prices (or tariffs) that meet the pricing principles and, when summed for 
each regulated service, do not exceed the notional allowable revenue.  

The PSP Guideline requires TasWater, in conjunction with the other Tasmanian water and sewerage 
industry regulators, to establish regulatory compliance improvement outcomes to be achieved during 
the price determination investigation. These outcomes will be based on compliance improvement 
priorities identified by the Tasmanian industry regulators. Capex programs proposed in TasWater’s PSP 
were required to reflect these compliance improvement priorities.  

In conducting its price investigation, and making a price determination, the Regulator expects TasWater 
will spend a certain amount of capex. However, this expectation is not a cap on the amount of capex 
that TasWater can spend. This means that TasWater can spend in excess of this amount of capex, with 
the excess taken into account in calculating TasWater’s notional allowable revenue, provided the 
expenditure was necessary (prudent) and the most cost effective solution was adopted (efficient).  

The price determination does not, however, authorise capex as being sufficient to meet the compliance 
improvement priorities of the Tasmanian industry regulators. Compliance improvement and 
compliance enforcement remain the responsibility of the relevant Tasmanian industry regulators (the 
Environment Protection Authority, Director of Public Health, the TFS and the Delegate for Dam Safety 
Regulation).  

Director, Environment Protection Authority Tasmania 

The Director of the EPA and the EPA Board are responsible for administering and enforcing the 
Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994. In discharging their functions and duties 
the Director and EPA Board are supported by EPA Tasmania. 

The Director's responsibilities in regulating Level 2 sewage treatment plants (STPs) and other aspects 
of TasWater’s sewage management include: 

 undertaking, as a member of the EPA Board, environmental impact assessments in relation to 
proposals for new STPs or significant changes to existing STPs; 

 imposing legally binding environmental conditions relating to the operation of STPs; 
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 applying the Tasmanian State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997 as it relates to 
wastewater management activities; 

 ensuring compliance with environmental conditions; 

 investigating incidents involving STPs or the sewerage network; and 

 applying enforcement provisions as warranted. 

EPA Tasmania provides TasWater with advice on wastewater issues including those relevant to 
wastewater and biosolids reuse, trade waste, blue green algae management and environmental aspects 
of the operation of the sewerage system, including sewage pumping stations. 

Director of Public Health  

The Director of Public Health (and the Department of Health) is responsible for regulating drinking 
water quality and ensuring safety through monitoring and enforcing compliance with drinking water 
guidelines and policies established under the Public Health Act 1997 and the Fluoridation Act 1968. This 
includes monitoring and enforcing compliance with the standards and requirements prescribed by the: 

 Public Health Act 1997 (and its associated Tasmanian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines 2015); 

 Fluoridation Act 1968; 

 Fluoridation Regulations 2019; and 

 Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 2011 (updated in 2018). 

The Director of Public Health is also responsible for developing and implementing strategies to protect, 
promote and improve public health. In discharging its functions and duties, the Director of Public Health 
is supported by Public Health Services, which is part of the Department of Health. 

Tasmania Fire Service (TFS)  

The Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) is responsible for fire safety in Tasmania. 

TasWater’s obligations under the Industry Act, with respect to fire safety, include: 

 installing fire hydrants in its water infrastructure at distances and locations as are necessary for 
the ready supply of water to control and extinguish fires; and 

 keeping its water infrastructure charged with water where that infrastructure supplies water to 
a fire hydrant. 

The Industry Act permits TasWater reducing or restricting the quantity of water it supplies on days 
declared by the TFS to be days of total fire ban. Limiting non-essential water use such as garden 
watering or lawn sprinklers on days of total fire ban can help to ensure that the TFS and residents who 
may be facing a bushfire threat have water available for firefighting. 

The Water and Sewerage Industry (General) Regulations 2019 also permits TasWater to restrict the 
supply of water by all or any of the means including such things as specifying the days or times, or both, 
when water may be used or how water may be used). 
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Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania   

The Water Policy and Planning Branch in DNRET develops and coordinates policies relating to the 
regulation of the water and sewerage industry and supports the Minister for Primary Industries and 
Water in fulfilling the Minister’s functions under the Industry Act.  

The Agriculture and Water Division within DNRET also plays an important water management, planning 
and regulatory role for the State’s water resources, including the administration and enforcement of 
the Water Management Act 1999.  

The Water Management Act is part of Tasmania’s resource management and planning system and 
provides for the use and management of Tasmania's freshwater resources through licensing, water 
trading, water allocations and dam permits. 

Delegate for Dam Safety Regulation  

The Minister for Primary Industries and Water also has regulatory oversight of dam safety. The 
Operations Branch, part of the Agriculture and Water Division within DNRET, administers the Water 
Management Act and the Water Management (Safety of Dams) Regulations 2015 to ensure that dam 
owners meet their dam safety responsibilities. 

The Minister’s Delegate is the General Manager of the Agriculture and Water Division. The Delegate’s 
key functions include:  

 developing prescribed standards required for the design, construction, maintenance, 
surveillance and decommissioning of dams, and ensuring compliance with those standards, 
which are largely based on the criteria and guidelines produced by the Australian National 
Committee on Large Dams; and  

 formulating measures to ensure the safety of dams and, in particular, plans to remove or 
minimise risks to persons, property or the natural environment arising from a dam safety 
incident.  

Ombudsman  

A customer dissatisfied with the outcome of a complaint made under TasWater’s customer complaints 
process may refer the complaint to the Tasmanian Ombudsman (the Ombudsman) under the 
Ombudsman Act 1978. It is a condition of TasWater’s licence that it must comply with any 
recommendations made by the Ombudsman relating to a complaint (section 77 of the Industry Act). 
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C.  CONTEXT FOR THE INVESTIGATION 

From 1 July 2012, the Regulator is responsible for the regulation of prices, terms and conditions for 
regulated water and sewerage services in Tasmania. TasWater is currently the only provider of these 
services in Tasmania. 

The Regulator determines prices for regulated water and sewerage services for a regulatory period in 
accordance with the pricing principles set out in the Industry Act and Pricing Regulations. The prices or 
the method for determining the prices is established via a price determination investigation conducted 
by the Regulator and set out in the resultant price determination. 

The Regulator sets the regulatory period following a public consultation process. Since 2012, the 
regulatory period has been three years, commencing on 1 July. However, due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, the third regulatory period was extended by one year to four years ie the period from 
1 July 2018 to 30 June 2022. 

The fourth regulatory period is for the four years from 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026. 

TasWater 

TasWater owns, controls and operates water supply and sewerage systems in Tasmania. TasWater 
manages all aspects of the water supply chain from dams and reservoirs to customer property 
connections and from customer sewer connections to wastewater treatment and disposal. TasWater is 
subject to various public health, environmental and customer service regulatory requirements.  

TasWater is incorporated as a proprietary company limited by shares and owned by Tasmania’s 29 local 
government councils and the State Government. The councils, as shareholders, receive dividends. The 
State Government’s shareholding does not entitle it to receive dividends. 

TasWater is controlled by an independent board of management consisting of a chairperson and six 
directors. The board reports to the Owners’ Representatives who, in turn, report to the owners.  

Tasmanian Government ownership 

On 1 May 2018, a Memorandum of Understanding was made between the State Government, 
TasWater and the Chief Representative of the Owners’ Representatives Group. The key principles and 
objectives of the MoU are: 

 the State Government to become a part owner of TasWater, involving revised governance 
arrangements, to enable Local Government and the State Government to work together to 
improve water and sewerage outcomes for the betterment of Tasmania; 

 TasWater will accelerate its water and sewerage infrastructure investment program; 

 Future regulated water and sewerage prices in Tasmania will be capped at 3.5 per cent until 
30 June 2025; and 

 TasWater continues to be a sustainable and financially viable corporation that delivers water and 
sewerage services in Tasmania effectively and efficiently. 

As part of the MoU, the Tasmanian Government will contribute $200 million over ten years to acquire 
a 10 per cent stake in TasWater. The MoU emphasises the progress of projects of significance to the 
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State, including the decommissioning of the Macquarie Point sewage treatment plant and the 
separation of the Launceston combined sewerage/stormwater system.  

Price Determination Investigation and the Price Determination  

The purpose of the price determination investigation is to gather information to enable the Regulator 
to make a price determination in respect of regulated water and sewerage services provided by 
TasWater.  

The Price Determination specifies the prices that TasWater can charge for the supply of regulated water 
and sewerage services for each financial year of the fourth regulatory period, the 2022-23, 2023-24, 
2024-25 and 2025-26 financial years.  

The Price Determination is based on information provided by TasWater in its revised proposed PSP, 
which was submitted to the Regulator and published on 13 December 2021, as well as information 
gathered by the Regulator as part of the price determination investigation.  

Prices may be adjusted during the regulatory period only if there has been a material change in 
TasWater’s costs due to new or amended legislative requirements or a tax event (as defined in the 
Pricing Regulations).  

Prices will not be reviewed annually. Rather, TasWater will be responsible for proposing any 
adjustments in line with the terms of the Price Determination and the requirements of the Pricing 
Regulations as set out above.  

The next (fifth) price determination investigation will review any differences between forecast and 
actual outcomes that occurred during the fourth regulatory period and recommend appropriate actions 
to account for those variations.  

The regulatory framework supports a “propose and approve” model, with TasWater best placed to 
develop models to support pricing proposals and assess customer impacts, as it holds detailed customer 
and usage information.  

TasWater’s proposed PSP is available on the Regulator’s website: TasWater proposed PSP.  

Scope of the investigation  

The price determination applies only to prices charged for regulated services (services or activities 
requiring a licence under the Industry Act). In general, regulated services include reticulated water and 
sewerage services (including trade waste); activities that support those services (including the 
treatment of water and wastewater); and any ancillary activities where a miscellaneous fee is charged.  

The Industry Act exempts some activities from economic regulation. In addition, Section 31 of the 
Industry Act allows the Minister to decide if an activity is to be regulated or unregulated. In terms of 
the services provided by the regulated entities, the Industry Act, and Clause 3 of the Water and 
Sewerage Industry Declaration Order 2011, specify the provision of the following services to be 
unregulated services:  

 water for irrigation;  

 reuse water; and  

 stormwater services provided via a combined sewerage/stormwater system. 

The Minister has also exempted owners or operators of water or sewerage infrastructure used to 
provide a water or a sewerage service in connection with a number of exempt activities from the 

https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/Documents/21%203427%20%20TasWater%20proposed%20Price%20and%20Service%20Plan%20PSP4.pdf
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requirement to be licensed. This effectively means that TasWater is currently the only entity required 
to be licensed.  

Assessment of proposed Price and Service Plan 

TasWater was required to prepare its proposed PSP in accordance with the requirements set out in the 
Regulator’s PSP Guideline, including consulting with customers and other stakeholders  

The Regulator assessed the information contained within TasWater’s proposed PSP, along with 
additional or revised information provided by TasWater including its Financial Model and Demand 
Forecast Model. In particular, the Regulator: 

 reviewed TasWater’s performance during the current regulatory period including comparing 
forecast opex, capex, demand and service standards to actual outcomes;  

 reviewed and confirmed the regulated services TasWater proposed to deliver during the next 
regulatory period and the service standards relating to the delivery of those services;  

 assessed efficient and prudent forecast opex and capex for the fourth regulatory period;  

 assessed if forecast demand and the number of connections are reasonable;  

 assessed whether the other industry regulators requirements are met, or satisfactory progress 
is made towards meeting their respective requirements;  

 reviewed and determined the parameters used to calculate building blocks and the notional 
allowable revenue (NAR);  

 determined prices for the next regulatory period by applying forecasts for demand and number 
of connections to the NAR;  

 determined whether TasWater’s proposed prices satisfy the pricing principles in the Industry Act 
and the Pricing Regulations and are no greater than the prices determined by the Regulator;  

 ensured TasWater’s policies meet statutory requirements; and  

 ensured regulated services meet requirements in the Customer Service Standards Regulations. 

Review of TasWater’s contract and policies 

The Regulator reviewed TasWater’s draft customer contract and draft policy documents to ensure 
compliance with the relevant regulatory instruments. This included an assessment of TasWater’s policy 
development process including its consultation with customers on any proposed changes. A number of 
inconsistencies and errors were subsequently addressed in revisions of the documents made by the 
Regulator in consultation with TasWater.   

Regulatory compliance 

TasWater is required to comply with a set of statutory obligations that relate to water quality, 
environmental protection, principally related to TasWater’s sewerage system, dam safety, pricing and 
customer service. Enforcing compliance with these requirements is the responsibility of the Tasmanian 
water and sewerage industry regulators, which, excluding the Regulator, are the: 

 Director of Public Health - responsible for regulating water quality and fluoridation; 
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 Director, Environment Protection Authority (EPA) - responsible for regulating wastewater 
treatment plants; and  

 Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRET) - responsible for water 
licence allocations and dam safety. 

Based on advice from the industry regulators and CCGUS’ findings, the Regulator has concluded that 
TasWater’s long term strategic plan, LTSP 2021 (for the period 2021 to 2030) appears to be generally 
in line with the industry regulators’ expectations for regulatory compliance improvement and the 
arrangements they have in place with TasWater to work towards achieving full compliance.  

The industry regulators have also recognised the progress that has already been made by TasWater 
towards achieving improved compliance with its regulatory obligations.  

Consultation  

Regulator’s consultation with customers and stakeholders 

The Regulator’s Consultation Policy and Procedures142 sets out the principles it applies in carrying out 
consultation activities. These principles include transparency, relevance and accessibility, among 
others.  

In line with these objectives, the Regulator’s consultation process has been divided into three stages: 
information, consultation and decision-making. 

The information stage included release of a public notice of the investigation and publication of 
TasWater’s proposed PSP and general information on the investigation and price determination process 
on the Regulator’s website. The Regulator also engaged with its customer consultative committee and 
other industry regulators to keep them informed and highlight key issues that are central to the 
investigation. During this phase, the Regulator also requires TasWater to provide information to justify 
the proposals set out it in its proposed PSP. 

The consultation stage, of which this Draft Report is a key element, includes publication of fact sheets, 
online public forums, industry regulator forums and seeking advice from third party consultants. This 
approach aims to maximise input while recognising the different needs, capabilities and interests of 
customers and stakeholder groups.  

Four online public forums were held in early December 2021 prior to the release of this Draft Report. 
These forums attracted a small group of engaged stakeholders and customers on key topics including 
sewerage charging, trade waste charging, developer charges and customer service standards. Further 
online public forums will follow the release of the Draft Report containing the Regulator’s intended 
decisions. The Regulator will aim to expand on the number of stakeholders and customers participating 
in the forums and enrol members of its customer consultative committee to encourage submissions 
representative of the views of a broader cross-section of the community.  

The decision-making stage will commence once the consultation period on the Draft Report has closed 
and TasWater, stakeholders and customers have made their submissions. Once the Regulator has 
considered all feedback it will prepare and publish its Final Report and price determination. 

                                                           
142  Regulator’s guideline, Consultation Policy and Procedures of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator, February 2021. 
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Regulator’s consultation with industry regulators 

The Regulator consulted with other industry regulators to seek their views on whether TasWater’s 
proposals align with the compliance improvement initiatives and expectations of the relevant industry 
regulator for the fourth regulatory period.  

TasWater’s consultation and engagement with customers 

TasWater was required to engage with its customers and stakeholders to establish the outcomes it will 
commit to deliver to customers in return for the prices they pay over the next regulatory period, and 
how its proposed prices and services reflect customer feedback.  

TasWater was also required to describe how the outcomes from its consultation and engagement 
activities informed the development of its proposed PSP including its proposed customer contract and 
policies, ie the extent to which feedback from consultation reflected in its proposals.143 

TasWater used various methods to engage with customers and stakeholders, including the distribution 
of written material and online advertisements, focus groups, surveys and stakeholder interviews and 
webinars. TasWater engaged external consultants (Insync, Marsden Jacobs & Associates (MJA) and 
Jacobs Australia) to conduct some of its engagement activities. 

Residential customers were primarily engaged through surveys and focus groups on specific areas of 
interest. A total of 400 customers (seven business and 393 residential) participated in a telephone 
survey on customer service standards.144 

Commercial trade waste customers were engaged through focus groups and online surveys while peak 
bodies and other stakeholders were interviewed directly or participated in online surveys. Two online 
webinars were held for stakeholders regarding TasWater’s proposals with respect to developer charges. 

Table 2.1 of TasWater’s proposed PSP summarises its engagement activities detailing the method of 
consultation, customer segment and number of customers / stakeholders it engaged with. The 
questions asked of customers and stakeholders during TasWater’s consultation and engagement 
activities are set out in Attachment 1. 

TasWater’s consultation with industry regulators 

TasWater’s key regulatory compliance obligations require it to operate and manage the water and 
sewerage system in a way that meets industry standards for safe drinking water, environmental impact 
and dam safety. TasWater was required to detail its dealings with industry regulators in preparing its 
proposed PSP.  

  

                                                           
143  Tasmanian Economic Regulator, 2022 Price Determination Investigation Price and Service Plan Guideline, April 2021. 

144  Based on approximately 208 219 water connections for 2018-19, Insync considered that a survey of this number of 
customers would result in a 95 per cent confidence level and a five per cent margin of error, ie there was a high likelihood 
that the survey results provide an accurate account of the views of its customers (TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 21). 
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Key steps and timelines  

The following table sets out the key steps and timelines for the investigation.  

Action Due dates 

Draft Report and proposed Price Determination released for public consultation  28 February 2022 

Consultation on Draft Report and proposed Price Determination closes      28 March 2022 

Final Report published and Price Determination published and gazetted          10 May 2022 

TasWater to submit its revised 2022-26 PSP reflecting the requirements set out in the 

Price Determination and Final Report  

          7 June 2022 

Regulator approves Price and Service Plan          28 June 2022 

Next regulatory period commences             1 July 2022 
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D.  CUSTOMER CONTRACT AND POLICIES 

Customer contract 

A customer contract is defined in the Industry Act as the “contract between a regulated entity and a 
customer for the provision of regulated services to the customer, which includes standard terms and 
conditions of service”.  

A customer contract is legally binding on TasWater and its customers and sets out obligations for both 
parties. TasWater’s customers do not sign the contract as under section 60 of the Industry Act 
customers are deemed to have entered into a customer contract. The Regulator approves TasWater’s 
customer contract as part of the approval of TasWater’s final PSP.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that TasWater stated that it had revised its customer contract 
to make it easier for customers to understand. In addition to simplifying the customer contract, 
TasWater noted that it had incorporated the following changes: 

 removing detail that is replicated in legislation or the Code and cross-referencing customers to 
the relevant source of obligation instead; 

 removing the Trade Waste Consent from the customer contract (instead cross-referencing to the 
Trade Waste Consent for trade waste customers); 

 clarifying that the definition of Limited Water Quality Customers applies to customers within 
serviced land where there is an alert in place regarding use of the water; and 

 clarifying TasWater’s and customers’ responsibilities for shared private pipelines. 

Despite setting out the amendments it had made to its proposed customer contract, TasWater’s 
proposed PSP did not include any discussion or evidence of customer consultation on its revised draft. 
It is therefore not known whether, or to what extent, customers support TasWater’s proposed changes.  

For the Draft Report, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s draft customer contract for the fourth 
regulatory period for consistency with the provisions of the Code, Industry Act and relevant Regulations 
and raised a number of issues with TasWater. The Regulator also sought advice from the Office of the 
Crown Solicitor (OCS) on the draft customer contract’s completeness, that is, that: 

 it includes all required/relevant terms and conditions;  

 it is enforceable; and  

 there are no elements that could make the contract void or voidable (e.g. no mistakes or 
misrepresentations).  

OCS did not identify any matters of significant concern with respect to TasWater’s proposed customer 
contract. 

The revised customer contract does not alter the rights and obligations of TasWater’s customers. It has, 
essentially, been streamlined into a simpler and more concise version of the customer contract 
approved for the current regulatory period.  
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The Regulator subsequently liaised with TasWater on matters identified as part of its own, and the OSC, 
review. This collaboration resulted in TasWater providing a revised draft customer contract to the 
Regulator for consideration. The Regulator reviewed that revised draft and was satisfied that issues 
identified have been suitably resolved by TasWater, except in one area, as discussed below.  

Clause 14.5, which deals with shared private pipelines, contained provisions relating to the 
responsibility for maintaining and replacing these pipelines between parties other than TasWater. This 
extended to responsibility for damage to property. The Regulator considered that this clause should be 
redrafted to specify that TasWater is not responsible for any costs relating to shared private pipelines 
but not seek to specify how the responsibility is otherwise assigned. The Regulator, in its Draft Report, 
required TasWater to review Clause 14.5. 

In its submission on the Draft Report, TasWater stated that it would amend Clause 14.5 to address the 
issue identified by the Regulator and would submit a revised customer contract as part of its final 
proposal. 

Following receipt of TasWater’s submission, the Regulator continued to liaise with TasWater, and 
prepared a further draft.  This draft was acceptable to TasWater and included in the customer contract.  

The Regulator approves the customer contract, as provided at Appendix E.  

Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies 

TasWater’s draft Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document contained TasWater’s 
description of serviced land, information about TasWater’s proposed service replacement process as 
well as TasWater’s draft policies relating to: 

 connections;  

 sub-metering; 

 service charges; and 

 service introduction charges. 

Serviced Land 

Background 

Serviced land is land that TasWater will permit to be connected to its infrastructure.  

The identification of serviced land is important as it determines TasWater’s obligation to connect and 
supply customers. Serviced land also underpins policies and arrangements with respect to service 
extension and expansion, service charges, service introduction, service replacement and developer 
charges.  

Legislative requirements 

Section 56U(1)(b) of the Industry Act requires TasWater’s proposed PSP to include a description of the 
land (identifiable by individual title or locality) it will permit to be connected to its water or sewerage 
infrastructure, such as, a description of serviced land.  

TasWater must also comply with clause 2.2 of the Code which requires that a regulated entity must 
permit an owner of land to connect a property to TasWater’s infrastructure within 10 business days, or 
such later date as agreed between TasWater and the person, if:  
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 the property is on the serviced land as defined in the TasWater’s PSP; and  

 the person requests permission to connect the property to TasWater’s infrastructure; and  

 the person has paid, or has agreed to pay, all applicable fees for connection; and  

 the person has complied with all reasonable terms and conditions of connection imposed by 
TasWater; and  

 the connection is required to be made by the connection policy contained in TasWater’s 
approved PSP; and  

 the physical characteristics or location of the property are not such as to require the application 
of unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or installation techniques in order for the 
connection to be made; and  

 no plan of subdivision, or other instrument of a type approved by the Regulator, specifies that 
connection to TasWater’s infrastructure, or provision by TasWater of regulated services, will not 
occur.  

Describing and identifying serviced land 

The PSP Guideline states that a description of serviced land must be included in TasWater’s proposed 
PSP that complies with the Industry Act and the Code and is sufficiently detailed to be able to identify 
individual titles. TasWater was required to explain in its proposed PSP how it determines what land is 
included in its serviced land.  

Connecting properties outside serviced land 

TasWater does not have an obligation to connect a property to its infrastructure if that property is 
outside serviced land. However, there is nothing preventing TasWater from entering into an 
arrangement with a property owner to connect a property outside serviced land. 

TasWater’s Conditional Connections Policy and its Land Development Policies documents outline the 
circumstances in which TasWater will consider allowing properties in unserviced land to connect to its 
network.  

TasWater’s Conditional Connections Policy is not required to be submitted as part of TasWater’s 
proposed PSP.   

TasWater’s proposed approach to serviced land - water 

TasWater stated that it identifies property titles with a full service based on servicing factors and the 
standards outlined in the TasWater Supplement to the Water Services Association of Australia (WSAA)145 
Water Supply Code of Australia WSA 03-2011-3.1 Melbourne Retail Water Agencies (MRWA) Edition 
V2.0 (the Supplement to the Water Supply Code of Australia).  

This Supplement to the Water Supply Code details the minimum service pressure at peak hour demand 
and minimum flow rate:  

                                                           

145  The Water Supply Code of Australia is prepared by the WSAA, which is the industry’s peak body.  
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 the minimum service pressure at the connection point is 220 kPa, static head of 22m (section 
2.5.3.3 of the Supplement to the Water Supply Code of Australia); and  

 the minimum flow rate is 15 litres per minute at the connection point (section 2.12 of the 
Supplement to the Water Supply Code of Australia).  

The Regulator notes that the minimum service pressure and minimum flow rate remain unchanged 
from those approved for the third regulatory period. 

TasWater has not proposed any changes to the definition of serviced land for water for the fourth 
regulatory period. As per the definition of serviced land approved for the third regulatory period, 
serviced land for water is where titles meet all of the following criteria (land titles that do not meet the 
criteria are unserviced for water):  

 can be supplied with treated water; and  

 are within 30 metres of TasWater’s water reticulation main; and  

 can receive the minimum flow and pressure at the connection point as described in the 
Supplement to the Water Supply Code; and  

 connection to TasWater’s reticulation network would not cross a land title owned by a third 
party; and  

 the physical characteristics or location of the land title are not such as to require the application 
of unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or installation techniques in order for the 
connection to be made.  

Treated water means either fully treated water or water supplies treated with disinfection only. Raw 
water supplies are excluded. TasWater notes that customers within serviced land who receive water 
that is not safe for drinking receive a discount off the regulated variable charge.  

Existing or new connections that receive untreated water (raw water) or are directly connected to a 
bulk transfer main are connections outside serviced land and are to be dealt with in accordance with 
TasWater’s customer contract or other agreement. 

TasWater considers applications for new connections for untreated water (raw water) or direct 
connection to a bulk transfer main as connections outside its serviced land. TasWater deals with these 
applications in accordance with its Conditional Connections Policy. 

TasWater’s proposed approach to serviced land - sewer 

TasWater stated that it intended to revise the definition of sewer serviced land for the fourth regulatory 
period to set out the criteria that a property must meet to be considered sewer serviced land and 
therefore be permitted to connect to TasWater’s sewerage infrastructure.  

TasWater stated that, in reviewing its approved PSP for the current period, it had identified a number 
of sewerage connections where infrastructure was, or is, required to be installed on third-party-owned 
land to facilitate connection to TasWater’s sewer reticulation main. TasWater stated that this is due to 
the nature of gravity connections and land topography and typically involves connections to sewer 
reticulation mains running near rear boundary fences.  

TasWater further stated that the definition of sewer serviced land in its approved PSP for the third 
regulatory period created some ambiguity relating to whether customers in these circumstances were 
classified as being within serviced land and, therefore, entitled to receive a full sewerage service.  
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For the avoidance of doubt, TasWater’s proposed PSP included a revised definition of sewer serviced 
land. The revised definition explicitly provides that, when all other service criteria are met, if connection 
to the sewer reticulation main requires the installation of infrastructure on third party-owned land 
within the distances provided in the TasWater Supplement to the WSAA Gravity Sewerage Code of 
Australia (MRWA Edition) Section 5.2.8, the property will be considered to be within sewer serviced 
land and will be permitted to connect and receive a full sewerage service.  

TasWater confirmed that there is no change for customers already connected with a connection of this 
type and these customers will continue to receive a full sewerage service. It would not alter TasWater’s 
current approved approach to sewer service land. 

In summary, TasWater proposed that land titles are defined as sewer serviced land when they meet all 
the following criteria:  

 are within 30 metres of TasWater’s sewer reticulation main and can be serviced via gravity 
connection; and  

 connection to TasWater’s reticulation main would not require installation of infrastructure on 
land owned by a third party beyond distances set out in the TasWater Supplement to the WSAA 
Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia (MRWA Edition) Section 5.2.8; and  

 the physical characteristics or location of the land title are not such as to require the application 
of unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or installation techniques in order for the 
connection to be made; and  

 are not otherwise considered unserviced land in accordance with section 2.4 of the Water and 
Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document.  

Land titles that do not meet the criteria are classed as unserviced for sewer. 

According to TasWater, land within pressure sewer schemes and Septic Tank Effluent Disposal (STED)146 
areas established before 1 July 2015 will continue to be regarded as unserviced land. In addition, land 
located in Garthfield Avenue, Cygnet, is defined as unserviced despite being connected to TasWater’s 
sewerage infrastructure, due to a particular condition in the 2008 sewer extension project in that area. 

Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s approach to determining serviced land 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator considered TasWater’s proposal to maintain its current approach to 
determining water serviced land to be appropriate as is its proposed revised approach to determining 
sewer serviced land.  

The Regulator considered the criteria to be met for TasWater’s identification of serviced land remain 
reasonable and comply with clause 2.2 of the Code (Obligation to Connect).  

The Regulator also considered that TasWater’s intended continued application of minimum flow and 
pressure standards from the TasWater Supplement to the Water Supply Code of Australia is appropriate 
for inclusion in the definition of serviced land.  

The Regulator considers it appropriate that customers of TasWater are able to suitably access 
information and guidance material that will assist them in determining whether their property, or part 
of their property, is within serviced land. To this end, in the Draft Report the Regulator stated that it 
intended to require TasWater to publish TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services Association of 
Australia’s Water Supply Code of Australia and TasWater’s Supplement to Water Services Association 

                                                           
146   STED customers are responsible for maintaining a septic tank (including desludging), while TasWater is responsible for 

the removal of liquid waste. 
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of Australia’s Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia, together with any other additional relevant 
information, and to publish separate descriptions of serviced land for water services and sewerage 
services. In addition, the Regulator intended requiring TasWater to update, on a regular and ongoing 
basis, its published description of serviced land so as to ensure it accurately represents serviced land 
boundaries (as they change). 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator also assessed as appropriate: 

 TasWater’s proposed treatment of both new and existing connections receiving untreated water 
(raw water); and  

 TasWater’s proposed treatment of both new and existing connections that are directly 
connected to a bulk transfer main. 

Connection Policy 

The point where a customer’s pipes connect to TasWater’s water and sewerage infrastructure is known 
as the connection point.  

As with other policy documents, for the Draft Report the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s draft 
Connection Policy for consistency with the provisions of the Code, Industry Act and relevant 
Regulations.  

TasWater stated in its proposed PSP, that it had revised its Connection Policy for the fourth regulatory 
period to: 

 clarify the conditions that must be met in order for a connection to classify as a standard 
connection, and specify that connections outside serviced land and connections for land 
development (subdivisions, and multi-unit developments) are classed as non-standard 
connections; 

 clarify that a standard connection is a 20mm water connection and a 100mm gravity sewerage 
connection; 

 state that, for standard connections, the cost is approved by the Regulator in its approval of 
TasWater’s PSP; 

 state that non-standard connections are not subject to the requirement to permit connection to 
water and/or sewerage infrastructure within 10 business days; and 

 clarify the conditions for connection to infrastructure and where TasWater will permit, rather 
than undertake, the connection. This is in line with the wording of Section 56U of the Industry 
Act, and also allows for authorised providers to make the connection to TasWater’s infrastructure 
on a property owner’s behalf. 

While the majority of the issues identified by the Regulator in its review were minor in their nature, the 
Regulator was concerned about TasWater’s proposal that non-standard connections not be subject to 
the requirement to permit connection to the water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure 
within 10 business days.  

As discussed under the ‘Legislative Requirements’ section of this Appendix, TasWater must comply with 
the connection provisions as outlined in the Code. It is a requirement under clause 2.2 of the Code that 
TasWater permit an owner of land to connect a property to TasWater’s infrastructure within 
10 business days, or such later date as agreed between TasWater and the person. 
The “within 10 business days, or such later date as agreed” rule applies to all connections: standard and 
non-standard. TasWater is required, under its licence, to comply with the Code. TasWater cannot 
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therefore revise the corresponding condition in its connection policy to provide for permission of 
connection timelines other than those set out in the Code as the Policy must reflect the provisions of 
the Code. 

In addition, as the Code allows for permission for connection to TasWater’s infrastructure at “such later 
date as agreed” it is already possible for approval of non-standard connections to be made, when 
agreed, beyond the noted period of 10 business days, provided that there is agreement the other party.  

TasWater was subsequently advised of this matter and of some other more minor drafting issues 
identified as part of the Regulator’s review of the draft Connection Policy. This collaboration resulted 
in TasWater providing a revised draft Connection Policy to the Regulator for consideration. The 
Regulator assessed that, while there were some drafting amendments to the Connection Policy from 
the currently approved version, there are no material changes from the current policy that would affect 
actual or potential customers. The Regulator is satisfied that TasWater has addressed all identified 
concerns and a copy of the revised Connection Policy is included in TasWater’s Water and Sewerage 
Network and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

TasWater also considered that some provisions of the Code may require future amendment to clarify 
their meaning or intent, or better reflect operational practice. TasWater was encouraged by OTTER to 
notify the Regulator, outside the price determination investigation process, of any potential 
amendments to the Code it would like to see progressed with an accompanying justification. The 
Regulator will then be able to undertake its own assessment and consultation processes and, as 
appropriate, amend the Code. 

Sub-metering Policy 

TasWater is required to impose a variable charge for water delivered to customers and the charge 
applies to each kilolitre of water delivered.  To enable it to measure the volume of water delivered to 
each property, TasWater installs a meter at each connection point. Generally there is only one meter, 
referred to as the master meter, located at the connection point to a property. 

As provided for in section 3A of the Industry Act, strata title lot owners are TasWater’s customers even 
if their lot is not connected directly to TasWater’s infrastructure but instead accesses water services via 
interposing pipes situated on the strata title property. Therefore, as TasWater’s customers, strata title 
lot owners are liable for water and sewerage charges.  

This creates the issue of how to bill the individual lots in strata schemes for water supplied where there 
is only one connection between TasWater’s water main and the strata title property. There are a 
number of options available to determine the variable charge that applies to individual lots within a 
strata scheme, including the installation of sub-meters.  

The Industry Act does not specify how the variable charge for water supplied to lots and, if applicable, 
common property147, should be apportioned between lot owners.  However, Pricing Regulations 16 and 
17 state that, where there is only one meter for the scheme, the variable charges must be apportioned 
on unit entitlements and, in the absence of unit entitlements, variable charges for the scheme must be 
imposed on the body corporate.  The Pricing Regulations are silent on how fixed charges are to be 
apportioned.   

Similar to strata schemes, multi-unit properties generally have a single connection point with a master 
meter but contain areas with discrete water use.  However, unlike strata schemes, the individual areas 
of water use are not deemed to be connection points to TasWater infrastructure and the multi-unit 
property owner is the customer and therefore liable to pay for the water and sewerage services 

                                                           
147  Common property are those areas of strata property which do not form part of a lot and that every occupier or owner 

shares, such as a garden or car parking area. 
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provided. The occupiers of multi-unit properties are therefore not TasWater’s customers (except if an 
occupier is also the owner).   

To address how TasWater will meter and bill both strata schemes and multi-unit properties, TasWater 
is required, under the Regulator’s PSP Guideline, to develop, and submit for review and approval with 
its proposed PSP, a Sub-metering Policy. The Guideline requires TasWater to explain and justify any 
differences between its current Sub-metering policy and the Sub-metering Policy it is proposing for the 
fourth regulatory period, and provide details on the consultation TasWater undertook with respect to 
the policy proposed.  

Once approved, TasWater must publish the policy and any supporting documentation on its website. 

Approach to sub-metering approved for the third regulatory period  

For the third regulatory period, TasWater’s policy with regard to new strata schemes includes three 
options as follows: 

 Install a master meter only, with fixed and variable costs apportioned on unit entitlements, if 
available from the Land Information System, and billed to directly to lot owners or, if no unit 
entitlements are available, billed to the body corporate.  

 Install a master meter and provide sub-meters for installation at the owners’ expense. The 
sub-meters will continue to be TasWater assets and TasWater reads the meters and issues bills 
to the lot owner with a variable charges based on water supplied through the sub-meter.  
TasWater also imposes a fixed charge for the meter which is deemed to be at least a 20mm 
connection. Sub-metering common property is optional.  Where common property is 
sub-metered, the fixed and variable costs are either apportioned on unit entitlements if these 
are available from the Land Information System and billed to directly to lot owners, or billed to 
the body corporate.  

 Connect lots individually to TasWater’s water main.  This option is available at TasWater’s 
discretion where there is no common property, no interposing pipework or requirement for a 
master meter.  

For existing strata schemes, TasWater’s current policy is to issue bills to customers based on the 
metering configuration in each strata scheme which include the following: 

(a) a single master meter only; 

(b)  a master meter and sub-meters; 

(c)  no master meter and individual lot water meters; 

(d) lots connected individually to TasWater’s water main; 

(e)  master meter but with some individual lots connected directly to TasWater’s water main; 

(f)  multiple master meters; or 

(g)  multiple master meters but with some individual lots connected directly to TasWater’s water 
main. 

Unless lots are individually connected to TasWater’s water main or have sub-meters, the lots in a strata 
scheme are billed for a share of the fixed and variable charges based on unit entitlements, the sum of 
fixed cost for the meter or meters and the volume of water supplied. Where unit entitlements are not 
available the charges are imposed on the body corporate. 
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TasWater provides for sub-metering in existing strata schemes when there is a unanimous resolution 
from the body corporate supporting the installation of sub-meters.  When sub-meters are installed, lot 
owners are individually billed for fixed and variable charges.     

For new and existing multi-unit properties, such as residential apartments and shopping centres, 
TasWater’s current policy is to bill the property owner, who is TasWater’s customer, for a fixed charge 
based on the master meter and a variable charge based on the volume of water supplied through the 
master meter. In these situations, TasWater does not use sub-meters for billing purposes. The owner 
is then responsible for recovering these costs from occupiers within the multi-unit property.    

TasWater did not provide evidence or discussion of consultation on the proposed changes to its 
Sub-metering Policy. TasWater stated in its proposed PSP that it has modified its existing policy for the 
fourth regulatory period to:  

… reduce duplication and simplify the metering configurations for new strata schemes where the 

property can be metered with a single master meter (with usage apportioned on a general unit 

entitlement or special unit entitlement basis) or each lot can be individually connected to the 

water main or connected via a water meter manifold  

In the interests of efficiency and cost-reduction, and to ensure consistency between multi-unit 

properties and strata schemes, TasWater will no longer install, maintain and read sub-meters for 

new strata schemes.148 

Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed approach to sub-metering in its proposed PSP 

The proposal to no longer install sub-meters at the request of a strata title body corporate represented 
a significant change to TasWater’s approach to sub-metering. The Regulator requested additional 
information from TasWater on a number of issues including:   

 the reasons for changing the policy; 

 whether the policy complied with the relevant legislative requirements; 

 clarifying the differences between new and existing schemes with regards to billing and metering 
requirements;    

 clarifying the differences between the options for new schemes; and 

  TasWater’s consultation on the proposed changes.  

TasWater informed the Regulator that the driver for this change is the cost of meter reading and billing 
strata titled properties with sub-meters.  Specifically, reading and processing the information from a 
master meter and associated sub-meters require manual intervention during the billing process to 
generate bills for sub-metered properties.  TasWater stated that the additional procedures and manual 
processing have been increasing its billing costs for sub-metered properties and these costs would most 
likely further increase as strata title schemes become more prevalent.   

The Regulator understands, from this last comment, that TasWater expects body corporates of new 
strata title scheme to request the installation of sub-meters. This implies that TasWater has assessed 
that sub-metering is the preferred option, in some cases, for lot owners within new strata title schemes  

The use of sub-meters was introduced to provide individual lot owners with similar metering 
arrangement to non-strata scheme customers, i.e. they would be liable for the variable costs associated 

                                                           
 

148  TasWater’s proposed PSP, pages 79-80. 
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with their individual usage as measured by the sub-meter installed for that lot. The trade-off is that lot 
owners with a sub-meter are liable for the full fixed cost of a 20mm meter as opposed to sharing the 
cost of a single, albeit a larger, diameter, meter. 

TasWater claims that a strata title property requires a master meter, in addition to sub-meters, to 
recoup the cost of any water lost between the individual lots and the connection to TasWater’s water 
main.  This creates the need, according to TasWater, to read both the sub-meters and the master meter 
and the billing issues discussed above.  

However, from the information provided, TasWater does not bill lot owners, or the body corporate, for 
any residual water usage as measured at the master meter.   

As set out in its Draft Report, the Regulator did not intend approving a Sub-metering Policy that did not 
allow TasWater’s customers in new strata title properties to be billed for their actual water supply, if all 
lot owners agree.  This allows these lot owners, as customers of TasWater, to control their variable 
charge, depending on their water usage. 

The Regulator did not have a position, however, on whether this is effected through sub-metering, 
water meter manifolds or some other method.    

Further, the Regulator did not oppose TasWater’s proposal to install water meter manifolds as a 
substitute for sub-metering. Water meter manifolds enable distribution from TasWater’s water main 
to individual lots with a meter on each port, adjacent to the connection point.  This eliminates the need 
for a master meter as there is no interposing pipework between the meters and the connection point.   

Lot owners would pay a variable charge based on their individual water use, as well as the relevant fixed 
charge.  This effectively would replicate the current metering and billing arrangements faced by lot 
owners with sub-meters, on the basis that the connections are deemed to be 20 mm connections.         

Of concern to the Regulator was the proposal that, for new strata schemes, water meter manifolds 
would be installed at TasWater’s discretion.  The draft policy also states that water meter manifolds 
would not be installed where there is common property. 

Under this approach, for a new strata title schemes where TasWater does not install water meter 
manifolds at its discretion, or because there is common property, lot owners would be charged using 
the unit entitlement system, even if all lot owners want to be charged based on their own water 
consumption.  

The Regulator was therefore concerned that this significant change has been proposed without any 
documentation of the consultation that TasWater has undertaken on this issue.   

The Regulator therefore stated in the Draft Report that it did not intend to approve these elements of 
the proposed Policy. The Regulator did however intend approving a Sub-metering Policy that provides 
lot owners in new strata title schemes with the option of being billed based on their actual water usage, 
provided that all lot owners agree.  

If TasWater intends to install water meter manifolds rather than sub-meters, a policy the Regulator 
stated that it intended removing TasWater’s discretion to install these manifolds, including where there 
is common property, if all lot owners in a scheme agree to have them installed.  

However, it was unclear to the Regulator, for example, why a manifold port could not be included for 
water supply to common property alongside the manifold ports for individual lots.  The body corporate 
would then be liable for the associated fixed and variable charges.  

Alternatively, TasWater could retain the current sub-metering arrangements for new strata title 
schemes.   
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There were no significant other changes in TasWater’s draft Sub-metering Policy. 

The Regulator also considered that the text in some sections of the draft policy could be improved to 
be clearer. For example, the default metering arrangements for new multi-unit properties are not 
stated. It may also not clear in all cases where TasWater will connect directly to a property.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator intended approving the sections of TasWater’s draft Sub-metering 
Policy that do not apply to new strata title schemes, including any minor editing to improve clarity.  

A copy of TasWater’s Sub-metering Policy (part of the Water and Sewerage Network and Charges 
Policies document), is provided at Appendix F.1 of this Report.  

Service Charges Policy  

A water and/or sewerage service charge is a charge levied on a property owner where there is an 
opportunity to access a service even if there is no physical connection between the property and 
TasWater’s water and sewerage infrastructure. TasWater currently imposes service charges on 
customers with properties not connected to TasWater’s water and sewerage infrastructure that are 
within serviced land.  

When TasWater installs infrastructure in an area, it builds enough capacity in the network to 
accommodate all potential customers. TasWater currently recovers the costs of making water and 
sewerage services available from:  

 owners of properties that receive water and / or sewerage services; and  

 owners of properties on serviced land if they can connect to the water and / or sewerage 
network, but choose not to do so.  

The Industry Act allows, but does not require, TasWater to impose service charges on owners of 
property within serviced land. Those liable to pay service charges fall within the definition of a customer 
under the Industry Act and are therefore covered by TasWater’s customer contract.  

TasWater has proposed to maintain, for the fourth regulatory period, its current Service Charges Policy. 
TasWater’s proposed service charges for the fourth regulatory period are not included in the policy. 
The proposed charges are discussed in Chapter 10 of this Report.  

In its proposed PSP, TasWater stated that to ensure it can service and supply all properties in its serviced 
area, including those not receiving services, it incurs expenses maintaining pipes, pumps and running 
treatment plants. Implicit in this statement is that these expenses would be lower if the infrastructure 
were of the capacity to provide services only to those customers who receive services. 

TasWater also claimed that there are significant public health and environmental benefits associated 
with piped, tested drinking water and sewage removal and treatment, and an associated increase in 
property values in land in serviced areas.  

While TasWater provided details of past consultation on this issue, it did not provide any discussion or 
evidence of consultation undertaken on its proposed Service Charges Policy, despite this being required 
in the PSP Guideline. The Regulator will require TasWater to provide details of its consultation on this 
draft policy in its final PSP.  

In the Draft Report, the Regulator acknowledged that some customers disagree with the principle of 
paying TasWater when they do not receive any water services or sewerage services. Some customers 
also consider that they should not be classed as customers of TasWater, and therefore bound by the 
customer contract, for the same reason. This issue has been examined in earlier price investigations, 
which have concluded that reasonable cases can be made for imposing, or alternatively not imposing, 
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service charges. If they are not imposed, the remaining customers would face higher fixed water and 
sewerage prices. 

The Regulator also noted that TasWater states that, based on earlier consultation:   

Overall, the consultation found that 44 per cent of customers supported the principle of charging 

owners of vacant land who are permitted to connect to water and sewerage services and that the 

current charging arrangements should be retained. 

The Regulator understands this consultation included, as a majority, TasWater customers who do not 
pay service charges as they receive water and/or sewerage services. The Regulator is not aware of any 
consultation that involves only those TasWater customers who pay service charges.        

Despite the absence of supporting evidence of customer consultation on the matter, in the Draft Report 
the Regulator stated that it intended approving TasWater’s continued application of service charges on 
the basis that it is appropriate for all customers who can connect to a service to make some contribution 
to the cost of the network.  

A separate issue is the appropriate level of these charges, which is not dealt with in the policy. As set 
out in the Draft Report, the Regulator intended reviewing, over the fourth regulatory period, the level 
of TasWater’s service charges. 

For the Draft Report, the Regulator assessed the draft Service Charges Policy for consistency and 
compliance with the obligations and principles, as outlined in section 68A of the Industry Act. No 
matters were identified from that review.  

A copy of TasWater’s Service Charges Policy is included in TasWater’s Water and Sewerage Network 
and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1 to this Report. 

TasWater’s proposed services charges for the fourth regulatory period are to be set out in TasWater’s 
Pricing Handbook, which is to be available on TasWater’s website once the Regulator approves 
TasWater’s PSP. 

Service Introduction Charges Policy 

The Pricing Regulations state that a price determination may require a PSP to include a policy in respect 
of service introduction charges. The policy must be consistent with the requirements of the Pricing 
Regulations and specify how the regulated entity will determine and apply service introduction charges 
consistent with the pricing principles.  

The Regulator notes that TasWater refers to the policy in the proposed PSP as the Service Introduction 
Policy and not the Service Introduction Charges Policy, as it is titled in TasWater’s Water and Sewerage 
Network and Charges Policies document.  

TasWater intends to maintain its current policy, as approved by the Regulator in 2018.  

In its proposed PSP, TasWater defined service introduction as the construction of water and/or 
sewerage infrastructure to provide reticulated services to localities not previously receiving them. The 
draft Service Introduction Charges Policy details the process TasWater intends to follow once it receives 
a request to introduce water and/or sewerage services to a new locality, as discussed below. 

In addition, the draft policy states that, when a service introduction request proceeds, one-off service 
introduction charges will be levied on the owners of properties within the service introduction area. 
The proposed service introduction charge is to cover the property owner’s share of the cost of installing, 
altering or using TasWater’s assets needed to provide water and/or sewerage services. In addition, 
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other one-off or ongoing charges will apply, such as connection charges, and fixed and variable 
consumption charges. 

TasWater intends to continue to calculate service introduction charges based on the net present value 
(NPV) of the cost of providing the assets required to introduce the service and subtracting the present 
value of the amount that would be recovered from the 80 per cent of the customers to whom the 
service could be supplied in that area (the threshold number) through ongoing annual water charges 
and/or sewerage charges. Any third party funding contributions would be subtracted from the NPV 
calculations.  

In its draft Service Introduction Charges Policy, TasWater outlined the following three stages in its 
service introduction process149:  

 Stage 1 Initial Consultation – TasWater will consult with each relevant community on any service 
introduction proposal. Using the proposed service introduction area(s), TasWater will provide 
property owners, and the community generally, high level, preliminary design work and an 
estimate of the service introduction charges per title for the service(s). In order to proceed to 
Stage 2, the service introduction proposal must be commercially viable. 

 Stage 2 Indicative Community Support – TasWater will test whether there is broad community 
support of at least 50 per cent for the service introduction proposal to undergo detailed design 
and business case development. TasWater Board approval of the business case is conditional on 
the threshold in Stage 3 being reached; and  

 Stage 3 Community Commitment to Service Introduction – at least 80 per cent of owners of 
developed land within the proposed service introduction area must enter into an agreement 
committing to connect to the relevant system and to pay the service introduction charge.  

The Regulator has assessed the draft Service Introduction Charges Policy for consistency and 
compliance with the requirements as outlined in the Pricing Regulations. Only one matter has been 
identified from that review. This is with respect to TasWater’s draft policy meeting Regulation 8(5) of 
the Pricing Regulations. Under this Regulation, TasWater’s Service Introduction Charges Policy is to 
require TasWater to provide, to a person on whom a service introduction charge is imposed, 
information as to how the amount of the charge has been determined by TasWater. As it is was drafted, 
TasWater’s proposed Service Introduction Charges Policy outlined how the amount of the charge is to 
be determined but did not state that this information will be provided to a person on whom a service 
introduction charge is imposed. The Regulator amended the draft policy to address this issue, attaching 
the revised version to its Draft Report. 

TasWater’s proposed PSP provided some discussion on TasWater’s customer engagement with respect 
to residential customers’ willingness to pay an additional amount to support the introduction of services 
in areas where none is currently provided. The level of support among customers, for a specified 
additional payment, did not reach the threshold of 70 per cent for TasWater to warrant changes to its 
Service Introduction Charges Policy.  

A copy of TasWater’s Service Introduction Charges Policy is included in TasWater’s Water and Sewerage 
Network and Charges Policies document provided at Appendix F.1. 

                                                           
149  TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 268. 
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Service replacement 

Background 

Service replacement involves replacing reticulated services with other arrangements, most commonly 
replacing reticulated water supply with water tanks. The Regulator considers it is important TasWater 
has a robust framework to follow when considering whether to replace an existing service.   

Any proposed reductions in serviced land due to a service replacement proposals need to be approved 
by the Regulator prior to service replacement occurring and, consequently, serviced land boundaries 
changing.  

Service replacement will only be approved by the Regulator where:  

 there are environment or public health issues that need to be addressed; and  

 the cost of addressing those concerns through upgrades to the reticulated water or sewerage 
system is considered unacceptably high.  

As has been practice to date, the Regulator does not intend assessing a serviced land reduction 
proposal, arising from service replacement, from a wider socio-economic or public benefit perspective. 
Rather, the Regulator’s assessment will continue to be based on whether TasWater has followed an 
appropriate process and whether the proposal has appropriate support from the affected community. 

Regulatory framework 

The regulatory framework provides guidance in relation to the requirement TasWater to connect 
customers and sets out conditions that apply to the disconnection of customers from reticulated 
services.  

Regulation 8 of the Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) Regulations 2019 
provides that the Code must specify the matters relating to supply and disconnection of a reticulated 
service. Where a service replacement proposal involves disconnecting regulated reticulated services, 
Regulation 8 is considered to provide the necessary authority to do so. However, the water and 
sewerage regulatory framework does not explicitly address the issue of service replacement.  

The PSP Guideline states that TasWater must explain its service replacement process and justify any 
proposed changes to the service replacement process approved for the third regulatory period. In 
addition, TasWater must include feedback from customer consultation on its current and proposed 
service replacement process.  

The PSP Guideline further states that the Regulator does not require specific service replacement 
proposals to be submitted for approval as part of TasWater’s proposed PSP. However, TasWater’s 
proposed PSP is required to identify areas where preliminary analysis and community consultation has 
been carried out on potentially replacing an existing service. 

Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed service replacement process 

In its proposed PSP, TasWater proposes to retain the same process for service replacement for the 
fourth regulatory period. TasWater has also advised that it has no plans to replace services during the 
fourth regulatory period. 

TasWater stated in its proposed PSP that the current service replacement process is sufficiently clear, 
as demonstrated in the most recent service replacements carried out in Gormanston, on Tasmania’s 
West Coast. 
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Under the currently approved arrangements, where service replacement is required, TasWater may 
provide its impacted customers with an alternative water supply, either through providing 
infrastructure such as a water tank or water filters, or a one-off payment to cover the reasonable costs 
of an alternative water supply. Service replacement is only considered by TasWater when all other 
reasonable solutions have been assessed and found to be not feasible.  

TasWater may also provide, at its discretion, an irrigation supply in response to community demand 
and confirmed support. All costs for this unregulated supply would be met by the local community 
through individual agreements. 

TasWater’s service replacement process provides ‘review points’ at the end of each major stage to 
allow TasWater to engage with the Regulator and other industry regulators as appropriate, such as the 
Department of Health (DoH), Environment Protection Authority and Tasmania Fire Service. At each 
review point, the relevant regulator must provide its in-principle agreement before TasWater proceeds 
to the next stage of the process. The relevant regulator/s will be provided with information and asked 
to consider certain matters as part of their reviews. The regulators may request further information at 
the review points or at any time during the process. It remains the responsibility of each regulator to 
determine the basis on which it might assess the extent to which a particular proposal is considered 
satisfactory. 

TasWater’s service replacement process allows customers 150 days (5 months) to respond to a service 
replacement offer. The process also provides individual customers with a right of review of TasWater’s 
decisions in relation to offers made to them, outlining procedures to be followed should customers 
have a complaint about any part of the service replacement process, including information on 
customers’ rights to lodge a complaint with the Ombudsman Tasmania. 

The Regulator considers that TasWater’s current service replacement process sets out, in detail, the 
end-to-end process and provides sufficient guidance and transparency to affected customers and 
stakeholders, except in one area.    

The Regulator did note, in its Draft Report, that TasWater’s proposed service replacement process did 
not make explicit that TasWater will inform customers of all the costs and charges they would incur, 
including any initial or ongoing charges to TasWater, arising from the replacement of a service. If there 
are no initial or ongoing charges to TasWater, this should be made explicit. 

While there is reference to ‘upfront infrastructure costs’, it is not clear whether TasWater or its 
customers would be liable for these costs. There is also reference to ‘ongoing costs and maintenance 
obligations for customers’ but again it is not clear whether these costs are charges to TasWater or 
expenditure that customers would be required to make to other persons. The Regulator, therefore, 
requested, in its Draft Report, that TasWater review its service replacement process on this basis and 
revise the drafting to provide clarity on the costs and charges that affected customers would incur.    

In its submission on the Draft Report, TasWater stated that it will provide additional detail on costs and 
charges for affected customers and submit its revised service replacement process document as part 
of its final PSP. The Regulator also notes that TasWater has no plans to replace any services during the 
fourth regulatory period.150 

Land Development Policies 

TasWater’s draft Land Development Policies document contains TasWater’s draft policies relevant to: 

 Developer charges; and  

                                                           
150 TasWater’s proposed PSP, page 81. 
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 Service extension and expansion. 

The Regulator’s assessment of these individual policies is provided in the following sections of this 
Appendix. However, the Regulator identified a few typographical errors in the draft policies (that is, 
incorrect commencement dates and errors in the titles of subordinate legislation) that TasWater will 
need to address in its finalisation of the Land Development Policies document to accompany its final 
PSP. These changes were marked-up in the document provided at Appendix E.2 of the Draft Report. 

Developer charges policy  

A developer charge is a charge imposed on developers to recoup the reasonable costs of installing, 
altering or utilising TasWater’s assets to enable TasWater to provide regulated services to a new 
development.151 

Current approach 

Currently, developers do not pay developer charges with respect to developments within serviced land 
or works external/expansion where there is capacity available in the network.  

Developers do meet all costs of extensions for developments outside serviced land but are able to 
access the existing network at no charge if the network can supply the water to, and/or remove 
sewerage from, the development over and above of what is currently being supplied or removed.  

Developers also pay all costs associated with providing services to isolated developments. However, 
where the development supports TasWater’s long-term strategies for its water and sewerage systems, 
including long-term capital works, or has economic development or public health benefits. TasWater 
may contribute to those costs to increase capacity above that required for the development.152 

The key terms relating to developer charges have the meanings set out in the following table.153 

Table D.1: Meaning of key terms  

Term Meaning 

Expansion Augmenting water and/or sewerage infrastructure to facilitate development of a property that 

cannot be catered for by current capacity in the network (e.g. larger pipelines). 

Extension Lengthening water and/or sewerage infrastructure to connect unserviced land to TasWater’s 

network (i.e. pipelines). 

Greenfield A development in an undeveloped area. 

Headworks Major works such as dams, major reservoirs, treatment plants, main sewers, water supply mains and 

associated pumps (excluding reticulation pipework). 

Isolated 

developments 

Developments not involving any extension and/or expansion of TasWater’s existing network. 

Reticulation 

pipework 

Small network assets within a subdivision. 

                                                           
151  Water and Sewerage (Pricing and Related) Regulations 2021, Regulation 19.  

152  https://www.taswater.com.au/building-and-development/developer-charges (accessed 21 November 2021) 

153  Based on the Glossary in Marsden Jacob Associates’, TasWater: Developer Charges, An assessment of options, Final paper, 
pages 5-7 (Attachment 3). 

https://www.taswater.com.au/building-and-development/developer-charges
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Works external Infrastructure external to a subdivision including extension and minor expansion infrastructure 

directly linked to a proposed development (typically minor reservoirs, treatment plants and pump 

stations). 

Works internal Infrastructure internal to a subdivision, up to the property boundary (typically reticulation 
pipework). 

The following simplified diagram shows the three main components of developer charges. 

Figure D.1:  Developer charges components  

Source: TasWater: https://www.taswater.com.au/building-and-development/developer-charges (accessed 

21 November 2021) 

TasWater’s consultation 

TasWater consulted with stakeholders on its current approach to developer charges. 

In particular, TasWater conducted three stakeholder forums to identify issues with that approach.  

Based on the feedback from the stakeholder forums, TasWater engaged MJA to develop a draft 
developer charges options paper154 in which it assessed the current developer charges arrangements 
and two alternative arrangements against a range of criteria. 

MJA further refined the options paper based on feedback from webinars and online submissions, and 
released a fact sheet155 detailing its preferred approach to key stakeholders. The fact sheet was sent to 
85 land development stakeholders and TasWater then engaged Insync to survey these stakeholders to 

                                                           
154  Marsden Jacob Associates, TasWater: Developer Charges, An assessment of options, Draft paper, March 2020 

(reproduced in Attachment 4). 

155  Marsden Jacob Associates, Developer Charges - Fact Sheet, March 2020 (reproduced in Attachment 6). 

https://www.taswater.com.au/building-and-development/developer-charges
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gauge the level of support for its proposed policy. 25 stakeholders responded to the survey and a 
further 422 residential customers were surveyed. MJA also released a final report (Attachment 3). 

According to the survey results, most customers and stakeholders do not support TasWater’s current 
developer charging method and indicated they wanted a standard charge that provides price and timing 
certainty.156 A number of respondents highlighted the importance of TasWater having accessible, 
transparent and accurate growth and capacity plans to support the proposed approach to developer 
charges. 

MJA summarised stakeholders’ concerns as follows:157 

At forums conducted in Hobart, Devonport and Launceston in 2019, stakeholders expressed 

concerns that with the current approach to develop charges, existing spare capacity would soon be 

taken up in growth areas, there would be insufficient revenue to fund required infrastructure and 

that continued economic growth and development would be inhibited.  

Relevant also was that: 

 Many urban centres’ assets were at or over their age or capacity limits or were not compliant 

with relevant standards 

 Tasmania’s population, and the demand for land, had increased significantly in recent years 

in many areas and was expected to continue to grow. 

Participants further commented that: 

 something similar to what is commonly known as the ‘headworks charge' should be 

re-introduced now that development is seen as booming 

 existing arrangements were giving an unfair advantage to first movers where there was spare 

capacity and a distinct disadvantage to those seeking to initiate development where there 

was no spare capacity 

 any reintroduced model should be simple and understandable 

 State Government should lead on settlement strategy that is, where new areas are to be 

settled or existing areas expanded 

 charges to developers should be lower for development in regional or greenfield areas that 

have lower levels of service. 

Based on the feedback from stakeholders and MJA’s assessment, TasWater proposes changes to its 
approach to developer charges as summarised in Table D.2. 

                                                           
156  TasWater’s proposed PSP: 68 per cent of those surveyed did not support TasWater’s current approach to developer 

charges, page 38. 

157  Marsden Jacob Associates, TasWater: Developer Charges, An assessment of options, Final paper, May 2020, pages 9-10. 
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Table D.2:  TasWater’s proposed application of developer charges for the fourth regulatory period compared to its current 
approach  

Category 

Capacity available in network Capacity not available in network 

PSP3 PSP4 PSP3 PSP4 

Developments 

within serviced land 

N/A Standard charge per ET Costs of additional 

capacity upgrade 

Standard charge + 

negotiated charge for 

additional capacity 

upgrade 

Developments 

outside serviced 

land 

Meet costs of 

extension but 

access additional 

capacity at no 

charge 

Standard charge per ET Costs of additional 

capacity upgrade 

Standard charge + 

negotiated charge for 

additional capacity 

upgrade 

New developments - 

works internal 

Developer pays all 

costs 

No change - developer 

pays all costs 

Developer pays all 

costs 

No change - developer 

pays all costs 

New developments - 

works 

external/extension 

Developer pays all 

costs 

No change - developer 

pays costs of extension 

Developer pays all 

costs 

No change - developer 

pays costs of extension 

New developments - 

works 

external/expansion 

N/A Standard charge per ET Developer pays 

costs of expansion 

Standard charge per ET 

for planned works + 

negotiated charge for 

unplanned works 

Change proposed for the fourth regulatory period 

As set out in the table, compared to the current approach, the key changes proposed by TasWater for 
the fourth regulatory period with respect to developer charges are as follows: 

Where there is capacity in the network, developers will face the standard charge for developments 
within and outside serviced land and for works external and expansion. 

Where there is insufficient capacity within the network: 

o for developments within and outside serviced land, developers will face the standard 

charge plus a negotiated charge for additional capacity upgrades instead of having to meet 

the costs of upgrading capacity; and 

o for works external and expansion, developers will face the standard charge per ET for 

planned works plus a negotiated charge for unplanned works instead of paying the costs 

of expansion.  

TasWater proposes that the new arrangements commence from 1 July 2023 ie the second year of the 
fourth regulatory period to allow affected parties sufficient time to transition to the new arrangements. 
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Both MJA and TasWater point out that standardised charges are common in other jurisdictions.158 
Chapter 1 of this Draft Report assesses the quantum of TasWater’s proposed charges. 

Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s draft Developer Charges Policy 

In the Draft Report, the Regulator noted that the introduction of a standard developer charge was 
supported by stakeholders during TasWater’s PSP consultation and more recently during the 
Regulator’s on-line consultation activities that were held in November 2021. 

The Regulator also verified that standard developer charges are common in other jurisdictions. 

The proposed introduction of a standard developer charge would also appear to address one of the key 
drivers of the change - resolving the current ‘last person standing’ issue.  The problem is that currently, 
while there is spare pipeline capacity in an area, developers pay no developer charges but once capacity 
is reached, the next developer is required to pay a potentially very large developer charge to enable 
TasWater to recover the cost of expanding capacity.   

Under the proposed approach a developer will only pay for the costs associated with the assets required 
to support its development per ET (until the excess capacity is utilised) while subsequent developers 
pay the same standard charge as the first developer paid. 

As set out in the Draft Report, the Regulator also considered that the introduction of the negotiated 
charge is reasonable and more transparent than the arrangements in place for the third regulatory 
period particularly as the method of calculating the charge is set out in the policy (see further below). 
However, the Regulator intended requiring TasWater to rename the ‘negotiated charge’ as a ‘capacity 
augmentation charge’ (or an equivalent name) as this title gives a more accurate description of the 
purpose of the charge and also makes it clear that the charge is calculated as set out in the draft 
Developer Charges Policy rather than being negotiated between TasWater and the developer. 

For the Regulator also assessed TasWater’s draft Developer Charges Policy for consistency and 
compliance with the requirements in the Pricing Regulations. Minor matters were identified in relation 
to TasWater’s draft policy meeting Regulations 7(5) and 7(6). These Regulations provide that the 
developer charges policy must require TasWater to provide, to certain persons in certain 
circumstances, an estimate of the amount of the developer charge that is to apply in respect of a 
property, and how the amount of a charge has been determined by TasWater. TasWater’s proposed 
developer charges policy did not include these requirements. The Regulator consequently amended 
the draft Developer Charges Policy to address these issues. 

After considering the issues raised during TasWater’s and the Regulator’s consultation on this issue, the 
Draft Report set out the Regulator’s intentions to accept TasWater’s proposal to introduce a standard 
developer charge from 1 July 2023.  

In the Draft Report the Regulator also stated its intention to agree to TasWater introducing the capacity 
augmentation charge where there is not enough capacity available in the network for new 
developments within serviced land, outside serviced land and works external/expansion but consider 
the term ‘negotiated charge’ is misleading.  

The Regulator’s decisions with respect to the amount of the standard charge and the calculation of 
both the standard charge and the bulk infrastructure capacity charge are set out in Chapter 8 of this 
Report. 

                                                           
158  TasWater, Developer Charges Fact Sheet, March 2020 (Reproduced in Attachment 6). 
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Service Extension and Expansion Policy 

Section 56J of the Industry Act requires TasWater, as a regulated entity, to include in its proposed PSP 
a policy that sets out the circumstances in which it will extend and expand its water infrastructure and 
sewerage infrastructure. It is also a requirement that this policy include the terms and conditions that 
will apply to such an extension or expansion.  

In accordance with the PSP Guideline, TasWater is required to highlight and justify any differences 
between its current policy and the policy it is proposing for the next regulatory period. TasWater is also 
required to provide details of customer consultation it had undertaken on its draft policy.  

TasWater included a draft Service Extension and Expansion Policy in its Land Development Policies 
document attached to its proposed PSP. The draft policy was not discussed in TasWater’s proposed PSP 
itself. Rather, the policy was included in the Land Development Policies document.  

TasWater did not provide any overview of the policy or any account of whether the policy had been 
revised from the version approved for the third regulatory period. In addition, TasWater did not include 
information on consultation it had undertaken on the draft Service Extension and Expansion Policy. As 
this is a condition of the PSP Guideline, the Regulator will require TasWater to provide details of its 
consultation on this policy (summarising consultation processes and outcomes) in its final PSP. 

Notwithstanding, the Regulator reviewed TasWater’s draft Service Extension and Expansion Policy for 
compliance against the relevant regulatory and legislative requirements. As part of that review, the 
Regulator assessed that, while the structure/presentation of the policy document had changed from 
the currently approved version, there are no material changes from the current policy. The Regulator 
has not identified any issues with the policy. 

Since publication of the Draft Report, and receipt of TasWater’s submission on the Draft Report, the 
Regulator has made one additional revision to the Service Extension and Expansion Policy. This is to 
reflect revisions to the Developer Charges Policy where the term ‘Negotiated Charge’ has been 
renamed as ‘Bulk Infrastructure Capacity Charge’. This was a matter raised by TasWater in its 
submission and is further discussed in Chapter 8 of this Report. 

Trade Waste Policy 

Trade waste is the liquid waste generated by any industry, business, trade or manufacturing process. 
As the definition of “sewage” under section 3 of the Industry Act includes trade waste, the disposal, 
removal and treatment of trade waste is a regulated service.  

In accordance with the Regulator’s PSP Guideline, TasWater is required to develop a Trade Waste Policy 
outlining how it intends categorising and treating trade waste customers.  

The PSP Guideline specifies that TasWater must highlight and justify any differences between its current 
policy and the policy it is proposing for the next regulatory period. In addition, TasWater must also 
specify in its proposed PSP its proposed customer classes for the next regulatory period, provide details 
of customer consultation on its proposed approach and justify any changes to its current customer 
classes.  

In its Trade Waste Policy for the fourth regulatory period TasWater proposed 

 introducing two new trade waste categories; 

 renaming the site constraint fee that is charged where it is not feasible to install pre-treatment; 

 extending the circumstances when the site constraint fee may be imposed; and  
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 making other minor changes from the Trade Waste Policy approved for the third regulatory 
period.  

The two new trade waste categories are: 

 Category 0: trade waste of very low volume or strength, equivalent or less than that of a standard 
residential dwelling; and 

 Tankered trade waste: trade waste that is accepted directly at the source into TasWater’s 
sewerage infrastructure, the prices for which are unregulated. 

The Regulator notes that TasWater proposed that tankered trade waste is included as a customer 
category instead of being separately listed as a service (but not identified as a category), in TasWater’s 
PSP for the third regulatory period.  

The Regulator stated in it Draft Report that it intends accepting the proposed Category 0 on the basis 
that the charges to these customers will be more cost reflective.  The Regulator also intends accepting 
a category for tankered trade waste as this is not included in the existing categories.  

Other than the new categories and extension of the application of the site constraint fee (proposed by 
TasWater to be renamed as a ‘catchment management fee’), the policy content remains largely 
unchanged.  

The Regulator recommended only minor changes to wording in its review of TasWater’s proposed 
policy.  The Regulator considered that the ‘site constraint fee’ is not appropriately named, but considers 
that ‘catchment management fee’ is also not appropriate, as the fee will not recover costs of managing 
a catchment.   

The Regulator suggested that TasWater consider a fee name that more accurately reflects the purpose 
of the fee. In addition, the Regulator considered that this fee should be defined in the policy.  

 The Trade Waste Policy is provided at Appendix F.3 to this Report. As noted in the Trade Waste Policy, 
TasWater’s Trade Waste Customer Category Guideline provides further detail on TasWater’s 
categorisation of customers. The Regulator also requires TasWater to publish its Trade Waste Customer 
Category Guideline. 

Chapters 1 and 8 respectively describe the pricing for, and structure of, TasWater’s trade waste services 
during the fourth regulatory period. 

As set out in Chapter 8, during the fourth regulatory period the Regulator will conduct an inquiry into 
TasWater’s approach to charging for trade waste. This arises, in part, from consultation conducted by 
the Regulator.    

This may result in a significantly different approach to the one included in the current Trade Waste 
Policy, or the policy to apply for the fourth regulatory period. At this stage, however, the Regulator has 
approved TasWater’s current overall approach to charging for trade waste. 
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E.  CUSTOMER CONTRACT 
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This Contract sets out the terms and conditions under which we will provide Water Services and/or 
Sewerage Services to You.  
 

The Contract is approved by the Regulator and commences without You having to sign any 
documentation. 
 

In addition to this Contract, we will comply with all applicable laws (including consumer laws) in 
our dealings with You. 

 
 

1 DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

Terms used in this Contract have the same meanings as they have in the Act, Regulations and 
Code. Capitalised terms used in this Contract which are not defined in the Act, Regulations or 
Code are defined in Schedule 1.  

2 THE PARTIES 

2.1 What is a Customer Contract? 

The Contract is between: 

(a) Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Corporation Pty Limited ACN 162 220 653 (TasWater) (in  
this Contract referred to as ‘we’, ‘our’ or ‘us’); and 

(b) You, the Customer. 

2.2 Am I covered by this Contract? 

You are our Customer and covered by this Contract if You are: 

(a) the Owner and Occupier of a property that is connected to our Infrastructure; or 

(b) the Owner (but not an Occupier) of a property that is connected to our Infrastructure; 
or 

(c) the Occupier of a property that is connected to our Infrastructure and is liable for  
service charges 

If You are the Owner or Occupier of a property that is not connected to our Infrastructure but 
to which a Service is available and we impose a Service Charge, You are also our Customer and 
covered by the applicable provisions of this Contract. 

You may be classified as a Limited Water Quality Customer or a Limited Water Supply Customer. 
These terms are defined in Schedule 1.  

You must notify us if You require Services for the use of a dialysis machine or other medical 
needs, as You may be classified as a Special Needs Customer. If You are registered with us as a 
Special Needs Customer, we will comply with our obligations set out in the Code to, where 
possible, provide advance notice to You and to prioritise the restoration of Services to You in 
the event of Service interruption.  

2.3 What if I have entered into a separate agreement? 

To the extent of any inconsistency, if You have entered into a separate agreement with us (for 
example, in relation to Trade Waste or for the supply or use of Water for irrigation purposes), 
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the terms of that agreement will take precedence over the terms of this Contract in respect of 
the matters covered by that agreement.  

2.4 When does this Customer Contract commence? 

This Contract commences on the later of 1 July 2022 or upon you becoming a Customer under 
clause [2.2].  

Upon commencement, this version of the Contract replaces any previous contract between 
You and us. Any rights and liabilities that have accrued under any previous contract or 
agreement with us will be merged into this Contract. 

For the avoidance of doubt, if You have entered into a separate agreement with us, that other 
agreement will continue to apply for its duration with respect to the matters covered by that 
agreement.  

2.5 How can this Contract be varied? 

We may vary this Contract as permitted by the Act. 

2.6 When does this Contract terminate?  

If You cease to be a Customer as defined, this Contract will terminate between You and us. 
Termination does not affect any of your or our rights or obligations that accrue prior to 
termination.  

3 TASWATER WARRANTIES 

We will provide Services to You: 

(a) exercising due care and skill; and 

(b) in a proper and workmanlike manner and to a standard expected of a member of the 
water and sewerage industry in Tasmania; and 

(c) so that Services comply with the applicable Health Regulations; and 

(d) so that Services comply with applicable Environmental Regulations. 

4 WHAT WATER SERVICES DO WE PROVIDE? 

4.1 Provision of Water to your property 

If your property is lawfully connected to our Water Infrastructure, we will: 

(a) deliver Water to the Connection Point in accordance with our warranties under clause 3;  

(b) deliver Water to the Connection Point at the Minimum Flow Rate set out in our Price and 
Service Plan;  

(c) use reasonable endeavours to deliver Water to the Connection Point at the Minimum 
Pressure set out in our Price and Service Plan; 

unless:  

(d) You are a Limited Water Quality Customer; or 

(e) You are a Limited Water Supply Customer; or 
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(f) there is a Planned Interruption or Unplanned Interruption to the Water Service as 
detailed in clause 9; or 

(g) we restrict or disconnect the Water Service under clause 10; or 

(h) the Act or other law provides otherwise. 

Testing of flow rates and water quality upon request by You will be undertaken in accordance 
with the obligations and process set out in the Code.  

4.2 Water connections to your property 

As long as your property has not been disconnected by us (or, if disconnected, the issues that 
led to the disconnection have been rectified) and meets the connection requirements specified 
in our Connection Policy, then we will permit connection(s) to your property in accordance 
with the Code and the Act. 

4.3 Non-potable Water 

(a) If You are a Limited Water Quality Customer, we will supply Non-potable Water to the 
Connection Point at your property, and an alert will be issued to You regarding the use 
and/or consumption of the Non-potable Water. 

(b) You should adhere to any advice issued by the Department of Health and/or the Director 
of Public Health with respect to your use of the Non-potable Water.  

(c) You accept all risks associated with the use of the Non-potable Water. 

5 WHAT SEWERAGE SERVICES DO WE PROVIDE? 

5.1 Provision of a sewerage service to your property 

If your property is lawfully connected to our Sewerage Infrastructure, we will provide a 
Sewerage Service to your property at the Connection Point in accordance with clause [3], 
unless: 

(a) there is an interruption to the Sewerage Service as detailed in clause 9; or 

(b) we restrict or disconnect supply of a Sewerage Service under clause 10 ; or 

(c) the Act or other law provides otherwise. 

5.2 Sewerage connection to your property 

As long as your property has not been disconnected by us (or, if disconnected, the issues that 
led to the disconnection have been rectified), and meets the connection requirements 
specified in our Connections Policy, we will permit connection(s) to your property in 
accordance with our Code and the Act. 

6 FAILURES OR FAULTS IN OUR INFRASTRUCTURE 

Upon notification, we will attend to any faults or failures in our Infrastructure in accordance 
with the Minimum Service Standards and other obligations set out in the Code relating to 
blockages, leaks, burst or spills. We will do this at our cost, but if You contribute to the 
damage, You may be liable to pay some or all of those costs.  

7 TRADE WASTE 
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You may only discharge Trade Waste into our Sewerage Infrastructure if You are a Category 
0 Trade Waste customer, Category 1 Trade Waste customer or a Category 2 Trade Waste 
customer. 

If You are a Category 0 Trade Waste customer, Category 1 Trade Waste customer or a Category 
2 Trade Waste customer: 

(a) this Contract and the Consent (available at www.taswater.com.au) apply to your 
discharge of Trade Waste to our Sewerage Infrastructure; and 

(b) if the Consent deals with a matter that is not contained in this Contract then the Consent 
applies in relation to that matter; and 

(c) the minimum acceptable means of Trade Waste pre-treatment apply, as specified in our 
Pre-treatment Guideline (available on our website at www.taswater.com.au); and  

(d) if You do not comply with the requirements of this Contract and/or the Consent, we may 
apply the Trade Waste non-compliance charges that are contained in our Price and 
Service Plan. 

8 METER INSTALLATION, TESTING AND MAINTENANCE 

We will install, read, test, maintain, and replace a Meter at your property in accordance with 
the Act and the Code. The Meter remains our property.  

 

9 FACTORS AFFECTING SERVICE 

Your Water Service and/or Sewerage Service may be affected by: 

(a) Planned Interruptions: where we have operational, protective or other works planned for 
our Infrastructure that require an interruption to Services; and/or 

(b) Unplanned Interruptions: where a failure or fault in our Infrastructure by an event beyond 
our reasonable control requires immediate or emergency repair, an interruption to 
Services is necessitated, or there is a situation where we need to avert risk of danger to 
any person or property; and/or 

(c) where we impose water restrictions under the Regulations, a water supply emergency is 
declared under the Water Management Act 1999 (Tas), and/or other event or factor 
beyond our reasonable control impacts our ability to provide Services to You.  

For Planned Interruptions and Unplanned Interruptions, we will comply with our obligations 
set out in the Code, including those relating to Minimum Service Standards, information, 
notice, and provision for Special Needs Customers. We will restore Services to You as soon as 
practicable.  

10 DISCONNECTION OR RESTRICTION OF SERVICES 

Other than as set out in clause [9], we will only: 

(a) disconnect the supply of a Sewerage Service to a customer; and/or 

(b) disconnect or restrict the supply of a Water Service to a non-residential customer; and/or 

(c) restrict the supply of a Water Service to a residential customer; 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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in accordance with the Act, Regulations and Code and will comply with our obligations relating 
to notices, limitations on restriction and disconnection, and restoration of service requirements.  

11 SERVICES WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 

We are not responsible for: 

(a) the supply, installation, commissioning, maintenance or replacement of a Backflow 
Prevention Device installed at the outlet of a Meter where the Backflow Prevention 
Device is 25 millimetres or greater; or 

(b) a private fire service; or 

(c) private extension, trunk services or property service pipes from private extensions; or 

(d) Your Infrastructure or infrastructure belonging to any other person located beyond the 
Connection Point (excluding the Meter); or 

(e) shared private pipes as detailed in clause 14.5; or 

(f) any illegal connections; or 

(g) any services installed contrary to requirements under the Act; or 

(h) the provision of facilities and parts for the repair of any goods supplied to You pursuant 
to this Contract. 

 

12 YOUR ACCOUNT 

We will issue You with a Bill setting out the amounts payable by You for each Billing Period in 
accordance with the requirements and process set out in the Code. 

You must pay us the amount of your Account by the due date specified, unless circumstances 
exist as set out in the Code.  

If You: 

(a) are entitled to a concession under the Water and Sewerage Industry (Community Service 
Obligation) Act 2009 (Tas) we will apply the concession to your Account from the day 
after we grant the concession to your Account and for each billing period in which you are 
a Customer and entitled to a concession;  

(b) are in financial hardship or are experiencing financial difficulty, we have policies and offer 
flexible payment plan arrangements to assist You, and, if You are eligible, we will apply 
these to your Account; 

(c) have an overdue Account balance, we may charge You interest; or 

(d) have been overcharged or undercharged by us, we will undertake any adjustment or 
refund to your Account (including any interest that may be payable); 

in accordance with the Act and Code.  
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13 THE AMOUNT THAT WE CHARGE YOU 

13.1 What Fees and Charges may be included on your Account? 

Our fees and Charges are set out in our Price and Service Plan, and may include: 
(a) A Variable Water Charge; 
(b) A Fixed Water Charge; 
(c) A Fixed Sewerage Charge; 
(d) Trade Waste Charges; 
(e) A Service Charge; 
(f) Any other Charge included in our Price and Service Plan; 
and 
(g) Any other fee, charge or amount imposed under the Act or 
passed onto us by any government.  

13.2 How are Prices, Fees and Charges determined? 

The Regulator has approved the maximum prices, fees and Charges as set out in our Price and 
Service Plan. 

13.3 How are our Prices, Fees and Charges varied? 

Our prices, fees and Charges may vary for each financial year only as set out in our Price and 
Service Plan. 

For each financial year, the amount of each of our prices, fees and Charges are set out in our 
pricing handbook, available on our website (www.taswater.com.au).  

13.4 Dishonoured or declined payments 

If payment of your Account is dishonoured or declined, we may recover from You an amount 
charged by our financial institution as set out in the Code.  

13.5 Security Deposits 

We may require you to pay us a Security Deposit as set out in the Code. 

14 YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES 

14.1 Your Infrastructure 

You are responsible for maintaining, repairing and replacing all of the pipes and fittings 
(excluding the Meter) beyond the Connection Point to our Infrastructure and any building 
and/or taps on your property. These pipes and fittings comprise Your Water System and/or 
Your Sewerage System).  

14.2 Backflow Prevention Device 

If your property has a connection to our Water Infrastructure that is 25 millimetres or greater, 
You must supply, install, commission, maintain and, if required, repair and/or replace a 
Backflow Prevention Device that is approved by us on Your Water System. The Backflow 
Prevention Device will be owned by You. 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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14.3 Altering and unauthorised connection or use 

You must not unlawfully: 

(a) take, use or divert any Water supplied by us; or 

(b) interfere with the operation of a Meter including prevent it from registering the 
quantity of Water supplied by us; or 

(c) discharge any substance into a System owned by us; or 

(d) otherwise act in contravention of our rights under the Act.  

You must obtain our consent before carrying out any activity that may cause destruction of, 
damage to, or interference with our System. 

14.4 Changes to personal circumstances 

You are responsible for notifying us of any changes to your personal circumstances that may 
affect the amount that You are required to pay us, or the Services that we provide to You, 
including when you vacate, sell or lease your property to another person.  

14.5 Shared private assets  

If Your Water System or Your Sewerage System connects to Shared Private Assets before 
connecting to our Infrastructure, TasWater is not responsible for the maintenance, 
replacement and costs associated with these Shared Private Assets, or any damage arising 
from a fault or failure of Shared Private Assets. 

15 LIABILITY 

15.1 Conditions and warranties of the Contract 

Except as otherwise provided in this Contract or prohibited by law, all other terms, conditions, 
or warranties implied by law (except those statutory guarantees implied pursuant to Australian 
Consumer Law), custom, or usage are excluded. 

Despite any other provision of this Contract, nothing in this Contract is to be read as excluding, 
restricting or modifying the application of Australian Consumer Law which cannot be excluded, 
restricted or modified. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, our liability, if any, for anything arising 
out of or in connection with the provision of any Service under this Contract (including a 
breach of a guarantee or warranty implied by Australian Consumer Law in relation to the 
supply of any Service, not of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or household use 
or consumption) is limited, at our option, to: 

(a) the supplying of the Service again; or 

(b) the payment of the cost of having the Service supplied again. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, our liability, if any, for anything arising 
out of or in connection with the supply of goods under this Contract (including a breach of a 
guarantee or warranty implied by any law (including any Legislative Requirements), except for 
any guarantee or warranty implied by Sections 51, 52 or 53 of Australian Consumer Law, in 
relation to the supply of any goods and services, not ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic 
or household use or consumption) is limited, at our option, to the: 

(c) replacement of the goods or the supply of equivalent goods; 
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(d) repair of the goods, however we cannot provide facilities and parts for the repair of 
any goods supplied to You by us pursuant to this Contract; 

(e) payment of the cost of replacing the goods or of acquiring equivalent goods; or 

(f) payment of the cost of having the goods repaired. 

16 PRIVACY 

We will treat your personal information in accordance with our Privacy and Credit Reporting 
Policy (available at www.taswater.com.au).

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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SCHEDULE 1 – DEFINITIONS 

 
Account has the same meaning as in the Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service 
Standards) Regulations 2019 (Tas). 
 
Act means the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (Tas). 

 
Australian Consumer Law means the law as set out in Schedule 2 of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2011 (Cth). 

 
Backflow Prevention Device means protection against the reverse flow of liquid within a 
piped plumbing system which could cause contaminants being drawn into our Water 
Infrastructure. 

 
Category 0 Trade Waste customer means a Customer discharging trade waste of very low 
volume and impact, equivalent to, or less than, that of a standard residential dwelling.  
 
Category 1 Trade Waste customer means a Customer discharging low volume and low impact 
Trade Waste which is minimal risk to the Sewerage Infrastructure and can be managed 
through cleaner production methods and/or the installation of pre-treatment devices 
approved by us. 

 

Category 2 Trade Waste customer means a Customer discharging low to medium volume and 
low impact Trade Waste which requires installation of a pre-treatment system approved 
by us at the source to make it acceptable for discharge to the Sewerage Infrastructure, and 
includes those Customers in subcategories 2A, 2B and 2C as set out in TasWater’s trade waste 
policy. 
 

Charge includes the charges set out in clause 13.1. 
 

Code means a customer service code issued under section 57 of the Act. 
 

Consent means the specific terms and conditions that a Customer must comply with in order 
for us to accept discharge of Trade Waste to our Sewerage Infrastructure from Category 0 
Trade Waste customers, Category 1 Trade Waste customers or Category 2 Trade Waste 
customers, in addition to any general terms and conditions in this Contract that are consistent 
with those terms and conditions. The Consent is available on our website 
(www.taswater.com.au). 

 

Contract means this document and includes any schedules, appendices and annexures to this 
Contract. 
 
Environmental Regulations means the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 
1994 (Tas) and associated subordinate legislation. 

 

Health Regulations means the regulation of health, public safety and monitoring with respect 
to the supply of drinking Water by the Director of Public Health, the Public Health Act 1997 
(Tas), the Fluoridation Act 1968 (Tas) and associated subordinate legislation. 

 

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2008-013#GS57@EN
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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Limited Water Supply Customer means a Customer that: 

 
(a) is connected to a Water main that periodically does not contain Water under positive 

pressure; or 
 

(b) has a connection designed to provide low or intermittent flow, for example where 
the Customer has been required to install, operate and maintain an individual tank 
or pump; or 

 

(c) is connected to a non-reticulation Water main that is subject to significant pressure 
variations due to either: 
(i) a pumped supply where the low pressure is below 50kPa and the high pressure is 

above 500kPa; or 
(ii) an inlet supply to a trunk reservoir such that when the reservoir inlet valve is 

open the pressure is below 50kPa; or 
 

(d)      i s  otherwise receiving a supply of Water that we determine to be inadequate. 

 
Limited Water Quality Customer means a Customer receiving Water from a supply (or part 
of a supply) which has an alert in place in relation to the use and/or consumption of water. 
 
Non-potable Water means Water that, on the basis of health and/or aesthetic 
considerations, does not comply with the health guideline values contained in the Australian 
Drinking Water Guidelines published by the National Health and Medical Research Council. 

 
Owner means the person(s) who holds the freehold interest in any land that is connected to 
our Infrastructure or to which a Service is available to from us. 

 
Price and Service Plan means our price and service plan approved by the Regulator under 
section 65 of the Act. 

 
Regulations means any regulation pursuant to statute and includes the Water and 
Sewerage Industry (General) Regulations 2019 (Tas), the Water and Sewerage Industry 
(Customer Service Standards) Regulations 2019 (Tas), the Water and Sewerage Industry 
(Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 (Tas), and the Water and Sewerage Industry 
(Community Service Obligation) Regulations 2019 (Tas). 

 
Regulator means the Tasmanian Economic Regulator appointed under section 9 of the 
Economic Regulator Act 2009 (Tas). 

 
Service means the provision of a Water Service or a Sewerage Service by us. 

 
Service Charge means a charge levied on a Customer under section 68A of the Act in relation 
to a property classified as serviced land which is not connected to either Water Infrastructure 
or Sewerage Infrastructure. 
 
Shared Private Assets means a private water and/or sewerage infrastructure that is shared by 
more than one person, at least one of whom is a Customer, and is not owned or shared by 
TasWater. 
 
System means our Water Infrastructure or Sewerage Infrastructure. 
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Trade Waste Charge means a recurrent charge or a one off charge for the acceptance of 
Trade Waste from a Customer but does not include a Fixed Sewerage Charge. 

 
We, our or us means TasWater its officers, employees, agents and contractors. 

 
Your Infrastructure means Your Sewerage System and/or Your Water System. 
 
Your Water System and Your Sewerage System have the meaning described in Clause 14.1 of 
this Contract. 
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Policy approval and responsibilities 

The Chief Executive Officer of TasWater is responsible for implementing these policies.  
 
 
Approved by the Board at its meeting on ............ of ............ 2022. 
 
 
 
........................................................ 
Chairman 
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1 Introduction 

This document details our policies in relation to water and sewerage connections to our network 
and provides information about relevant charges.  

These charges are set out in our Pricing Handbook, which is available at www.taswater.com.au. The 
Pricing Handbook reflects the Regulator-approved prices for each year of the Price and Service Plan 
period 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026.  

This document incorporates a number of policies required by the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 
2008, by the Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 and by 
the Regulator in connection with our Price and Service Plan for the period 1 July 2022 to 30 June 
2026.  

The policies and information included are specific to: 

 Connections 

 Serviced land  

 Sub-metering 

 Service charges  

 Service introduction charges 

 Service replacement. 

1.1 Further information 

For further information about these policies and how they apply to your circumstances, please 
contact us on 13 6992 or enquiries@taswater.com.au. 

1.2 What’s not covered in this document 

Information regarding land development, including developer charges, can be found in our Land 
Development Policies document. 

Information regarding the circumstances and conditions under which we will consider connections 
to our network outside our serviced land can be found in our Conditional Connections – Connections 
outside serviced land policy. These policies are available on our website at www.taswater.com.au. 

1.3 Relevant legislation 

 National Measurement Act 1960 

 Strata Titles Act 1998 

 Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (the Act) 

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Community Service Obligation) Act 2009 

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) Regulations 2019 (Customer 
Service Standards Regulations) 

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 (Pricing 
Regulations) 

1.4 Customer Charter 

Our Customer Charter explains our obligations consistent with the requirements under the Act, the 
Customer Service Standards Regulations and the Code issued by the Regulator. It also outlines the 
rights and responsibilities of our customers and our commitment to providing reliable water services 
and sewerage services. It explains our business practices and provides the customer with reasonable 
expectations of our services, pricing, processes and responsibilities. 
  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
mailto:enquiries@taswater.com.au
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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2 Our serviced land 

2.1 Background 

 Section 56U(1)(b) of the Act requires our Price and Service Plan to include a description 
of the land, identifiable by individual title or locality, that we will permit to be 
connected to our water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure. This description 
of land is referred to as ‘serviced land’. 

 We have identified serviced land using individual land titles that meet the requirements 
of Section 2.2 below.   

2.2 Description of serviced land – water 

We identify serviced land based on servicing factors and the standards in the TasWater Supplement 
to WSAA Water Supply Code of Australia (MRWA Edition) (available on our website 
www.taswater.com.au). This Supplement details our minimum service pressure at peak hour 
demand and minimum flow rate as follows:  

 Minimum service pressure at the connection point is 220kPa, static head of 22m 
(Section 2.5.3.3 of the Supplement) 

 Minimum flow rate at the connection point is 15 litres/minute (Section 2.12 of the 
Supplement) 

 Land titles are defined as water serviced land when they meet all the following criteria: 

o Can be supplied with treated water;  

o Are within 30 metres of our water reticulation main;  

o Can receive the minimum flow and pressure at the connection point as described 
in the Supplement;  

o Connection to our reticulation would not cross a land title owned by a third party; 
and  

o The physical characteristics or location of the property are not such as to require 
the application of unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or 
installation techniques in order for the connection to be made. 

Treated water means either fully treated water or disinfection-only water supplies. Raw water 
supplies are excluded. Customers in serviced land who may, from time to time, receive water that is 
not safe for drinking will receive a discount on the regulated variable consumption rate. 

Land titles that do not meet the criteria listed above are unserviced for water. 

Existing connections that receive untreated water (raw water) or are directly connected to a bulk 
transfer main are connections outside our serviced land and are dealt with in accordance with our 
Customer Contract (www.taswater.com.au) or other agreement. 

Applications for new connections for untreated water (raw water) or direct connection to a bulk 
transfer main are considered connections outside our serviced land and are dealt with in accordance 
with our Conditional Connections Policy (www.taswater.com.au). 

2.3 Description of serviced land – sewer 

We have a range of sewerage infrastructure around the State depending on local conditions and 
topography.  

Land titles are defined as sewer serviced land when they meet all the following criteria: 

 Are within 30 metres of our sewer reticulation main and can be serviced via gravity 
connection;   

http://www.taswater.com.au/
http://www.taswater.com.au/
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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 Connection to our reticulation main would not require installation of infrastructure on 
land owned by a third party beyond distances set out in the TasWater Supplement to 
WSA 02-2014-3.1 WSAA Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia version 2.0 Section 5.2.8;  

 The physical characteristics or location of the land title are not such as to require the 
application of unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or installation 
techniques in order for the connection to be made;  

 Are not otherwise considered unserviced land in accordance with Section 2.4 below. 

Land titles that do not meet the criteria listed above are unserviced for sewer. 

2.4 Unserviced land 

Unserviced land is land, identified by land title, that does not meet the criteria for serviced land. We 
do not have any obligation to provide a connection to titles that are outside serviced land.  

Both our Conditional Connections Policy and our Land Development Policies (available on our website 
www.taswater.com.au) outline the circumstances in which we will consider allowing properties in 
unserviced land to connect to our network. 

2.5 Pre-July 2015 pressure sewer and septic tank effluent disposal schemes 

Pressure sewer schemes established before 1 July 2015 are defined as unserviced land, but 
connected customers are classified as full sewerage service customers. Table A6.1 below lists these 
areas.  

Septic tank effluent disposal (STED) schemes established before 1 July 2015 are defined as 
unserviced land, but connected customers are classified in the STED customer class. Table A6.2 
below lists these areas. 

In addition, Garthfield Avenue in Cygnet (which was part of a 2008 sewer extension project), is 
defined as unserviced land. 

Area Type of system 

Bell Buoy Beach Pressure sewer scheme with privately owned pump stations 

Boat Harbour Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

Dunalley (near Dunalley Hotel) Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

Lauderdale Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

Low Head  Pressure sewer scheme with privately owned pump stations 

South Arm (Blessington Street) Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

Sisters Beach (Tink Taylor Avenue)  Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

Wynyard (Stennings Road area) Pressure sewer scheme with TasWater-owned pump stations 

 
 

Area 

Arthur River 

Beauty Point 

Bronte Lagoon 

Cowrie Point 

Granville Harbour 

Trial Harbour 

  

Table A6.1: Pressure sewer schemes established before 1 July 2015 (indicative only)  

Table A6.2 : STED schemes established before 1 July 2015 (indicative only) 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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3 Connection Policy – connections to our water and sewerage network 

3.1 Aim 

The aim of this policy is to specify the circumstances in which we will permit an owner of land to 
connect, relocate or adjust a connection to our water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure. 

3.2 Connection to our water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure 

We will permit an owner of land to connect a property that is owned or occupied by a person to our 
infrastructure within 10 business days, or such later date agreed to between us and the person, if all 
of the following criteria are met: 

 The property is classified as serviced land (that is, it meets the criteria for our serviced 
land set out in Section 2 of this document); and 

 The person requests permission to connect the property to our infrastructure; and 

 There is no plan of subdivision, or other instrument of a type approved by the 
Regulator, that specifies that connection to our infrastructure, or provision of regulated 
services by us, will not occur; and  

 The person has complied with all reasonable terms and conditions of connection 
imposed by us; and 

 The person has paid, or has agreed to pay, all applicable fees for connection. 

If these requirements are met, and the connection is not of a type listed below, we will classify the 
connection as a standard water connection (20mm) or a standard sewerage connection (100mm).  

To facilitate connection to our infrastructure we also require the all following: 

 A land title has been issued for the property or consent has been received from the 
owner of the land  

 A certificate for certifiable work has been issued (if required) or any other formal 
approval obtained 

 An application to connect has been submitted to us and has been completed to our 
satisfaction. 

The following connections will not be classified as standard water connections or standard sewerage 
connections:  

 The property requiring connection is classified as unserviced land  

 There is an existing connection in place  

 The property is not required under the relevant planning scheme to have water services 
and sewerage services installed 

 The property is being developed for purposes other than as a single residential dwelling 
(including for a subdivision, commercial development, industrial development or multi-
unit development) 

 The property fits the definition of a standard water connection or standard sewerage 
connection but difficult construction conditions exist that require the application of 
unusual or unusually costly infrastructure, design, or installation techniques when 
undertaking the connection. Difficult construction conditions include (but are not 
limited to) the following: 

o excavation deeper than 1.5 metre  

o where the connection extends into the road pavement  

o directional drilling 
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o works requiring special permits and approvals including rail crossing, heritage, 
arborist, Aboriginal heritage, environment, etc 

o known prevalence of rock   

o works for pressure sewer units, whether or not installed within a pressure sewer 
scheme 

o passing over, under or through any structure (including retaining structures) 

o underground water, including high water table or tidal impacts 

o multiple utility services impact the connection works. 

Such connections are considered non-standard connections and other considerations and/or charges 
may apply, as set out in Section 3.4 below.   

3.3 Relocation or adjustment of a connection to our water infrastructure and/or sewerage 
infrastructure 

Adjustment includes downsizing and/or disconnecting a water connection and disconnecting a 
sewerage connection, noting that a property cannot have connections reduced or removed below a 
standard water connection size and a standard sewerage connection size (of 20 mm and 100 mm 
respectively).   

We will permit an owner of land to relocate or adjust a water connection or sewerage connection on 
that land if all of the following criteria have been met: 

 The relocation or adjustment will not result in our infrastructure crossing property 
owned by a third party, and for sewerage connections will not require installation of 
infrastructure on land owned by a third party beyond distances set out in the TasWater 
Supplement to WSA 02-2014-3.1 WSAA Gravity Sewerage Code of Australia version 2.0 
Section 5.2.8; and 

 A certificate for certifiable work has been issued (if required); and  

 For water connections, the minimum pressure and minimum flow rate described in the 
Supplement will be received at the connection point following relocation or adjustment 
of the water connection; and   

 The person has complied with all requirements of relocation or adjustment of 
connection imposed by us; and  

 The person, who has applied for the relocation or adjustment, has paid, or has agreed in 
writing to pay, all applicable fees and charges; and   

 A person requests the relocation or adjustment of the connection to our infrastructure, 
and submits an application (completed to our satisfaction) for the relocation or 
adjustment of the connection; and 

 We have issued a formal document approving the change to the connection. 

3.4 Connection, relocation of connection and adjustment of connection costs 

Costs for the water and sewerage works component of connections, relocations of connections and 
adjustments of connections, are as follows: 

 For a standard water connection or standard sewerage connection as defined in 
Section 8 of this document, the cost is approved by the Regulator for each year of the 
Price and Service Plan period 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2026 and is set out in our Pricing 
Handbook.  

 For non-standard water connections or non-standard sewerage connections, pricing is 
determined by service providers as further explained on our website at 
www.taswater.com.au.  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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These costs are in addition to any other fees and charges applicable under the Price and Service Plan 
and set out in our Pricing Handbook, including: 

 Recurrent fixed charges and volumetric consumption charges in respect of the provision 
of water services and/or sewerage services to the property 

 Relevant development assessment fees. 

3.5 Other connections 

In addition to standard water connections or standard sewerage connections, we may permit other 
types of connections to our network, including for land development. Additional charges and fees 
may apply for these connections. Refer to our Land Development Policies document and Conditional 
Connections Policy for more information.  

Land development 

New developments have the potential to increase demand on the capacity of our water 
infrastructure and sewerage infrastructure. Our Land Development Policies document provides 
details on how we support and manage development, including the extension and expansion of 
existing systems outside serviced land. 

New services to existing localities  

We will consider requests for the introduction of water and/or sewerage services to existing 
localities in accordance with Section 6 of this document. 

Connections outside serviced land 

Under limited circumstances we may permit connection to our network outside serviced land. The 
considerations and assessment criteria for these connections are outlined in our Conditional 
Connections Policy available on our website at www.taswater.com.au.   

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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4 Sub-metering Policy 

4.1 Aim 

The aim of this policy is to outline our approach to water metering and billing for existing and new 
multi-unit properties as well as existing and new strata schemes. This policy applies to all residential 
and non-residential multi-unit properties and strata schemes. 

4.2 Multi-unit properties 

The following section describes our policies for metering and billing multi-unit properties that are 
not strata titled. 

4.2.1 Metering 

All existing multi-unit properties have a master meter installed at the connection point. The master 
meter is used to determine the charges that apply to the property.  

The owner of a multi-unit property may use a third party to install and read sub-meters to assist in 
the private apportioning of variable charges to each unit if desired, in accordance with the 
Residential Tenancies Act 1997, any other legislative requirements, and the relevant tenancy 
agreement.  

For new multi-unit properties, our default position is to have a master meter installed at the 
connection point. However, we may, at our discretion, approve each unit being directly connected to 
our water reticulation main with individual meters, or multiple units being connected to our water 
reticulation main via a water meter manifold. 

4.2.2 Charges and billing 

The owner of the property will be billed for the fixed and variable charges for the property. The fixed 
charge is based on the master meter size and the variable charge based on the volume of water 
supplied through the master meter.   

Sub-meters, where installed, are not used for calculating our charges.  

For new multi-unit properties where we have approved each unit being directly connected, or 
connected via water meter manifold, to our water reticulation main, the owner of the property will 
be billed a fixed charge based on the meter sizes and a variable charge based on water used for each 
property. 

4.3 Strata schemes overview 

Metering and billing arrangements for fixed and variable charges in strata schemes may vary, 
depending on whether the strata scheme is a new scheme or an existing scheme.  

This policy sets out the various metering and billing arrangements that are available for new and 
existing schemes. It also covers billing for a range of other metering configurations that may exist in 
older strata scheme with legacy plumbing arrangements.  

Information relating to all strata schemes, including changes to unit entitlements, common property, 
fire services and concessions is included at the end of this policy. 

4.3.1 New strata schemes 

Until a property is strata titled, it will have a water meter installed at the connection point and the 
fixed and variable charges will be the responsibility of the property owner. The fixed charge will be 
determined by the size of the water meter, and the variable charge will be determined by the 
volume of water measured by the water meter.  

New strata schemes will be metered in one of the following ways: 
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 Single master meter only, or 

 Lots individually connected to our water main, or via a water meter manifold. 

Further information, including the relative costs of each metering configuration for new strata 
schemes, is available on our website (www.taswater.com.au) and is provided as part of the 
Development Application process.  

Single master meter only 

Where general or special unit entitlement information is available from the Land Information System 
on the cadastre spatial layer (https://maps.thelist.tas.gov.au), each lot owner will be billed a 
proportion of the fixed and variable charges based on those entitlements.   

Each lot owner will be billed for a proportion, determined by their respective general or special unit 
entitlement, of the fixed charge for the master meter. The fixed charge is determined by the size of 
the master meter.   

The applicable variable charge will be determined by the volume of water measured by the master 
meter. The amount of the variable charge for each lot owner will be apportioned on the basis of the 
general unit entitlement of the lot, or, if there is a special unit entitlement relating to the lot in 
respect of the liability for charges for water use, on the basis of the special unit entitlement of the 
lot. 

In accordance with regulation 17 of the Pricing Regulations, if unit entitlement information is not 
available from the Land Information System, the fixed and variable charges may be billed to the 
strata scheme’s body corporate.1  

If all lot owners in a strata scheme agree to install a water manifold which enables individual 
connection, of each lot to our water reticulation main and the body corporate provides TasWater 
with a copy of a unanimous resolution authorising the installation of a manifold together with a 
completed application form, TasWater will install and maintain a manifold. 

Once the manifold has been installed and tested, each lot owner will be billed a fixed charge and a 
variable charge based on the size of each lot’s water connection and volume of water supplied to the 
lot as measured by the lot’s individual water meter.   

Individual connection directly to our water main or individual connection to our water main via a 
water meter manifold 

Where there is no interposing pipe work and no requirement for a master meter we may, at our 
discretion, approve each lot being individually connected directly to our water main (where there is 
no common property), or being individually connected to our water main via a water meter 
manifold. 

Where each lot is individually connected to our water main, or connected via a water meter 
manifold, each lot owner will be billed a fixed charge (based on the size of each lot’s individual water 
connection) and a variable charge based on the volume of water supplied to each lot as measured by 
the lot’s individual water meter.  

  

4.3.2 Metering scenarios in existing strata schemes 

The following section outlines the range of sub-metering arrangements in existing strata schemes, 
including: 

                                                           
 

1 Regulation 17(1) of the Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021. 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
https://maps.thelist.tas.gov.au/
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Single master meter only (applies as set out in 4.3.1 above) 

Master meter and sub-meters 

No master meter and individual lot water meters 

Lots connected individually to our water main or via a water meter manifold  

Master meter but with some individual lots connected directly to our water main 

Multiple master meters 

Multiple master meters but with some individual lots connected directly to our water main 

1. Master meter and sub-meters 

Existing strata schemes may have sub-meters that were installed by us (or our predecessor(s)). 
Where sub-meters are already installed, we will continue to maintain and read the sub-meters, 
which will remain our property.  

In this case, each lot owner will be billed a fixed charge, based on the size of the sub-meter, and a 
variable charge, based on the volume of water supplied to the lot as measured by the sub-meter.  

Where the master meter reading is less than the sum of the individual sub-meter readings, each lot 
owner will be billed on the volume of water supplied to the lot as measured by the relevant 
sub-meter.   

In addition, each lot owner’s bill may include an amount for common property water usage 
(including fixed and variable charges as applicable) set out in section 4.3.4 below.   

2. No master meter and individual lot water meters  

Where there are water meters on individual lots but no master meter, each lot owner will be billed a 
fixed charge (based on the size of each lot’s water meter) and a variable charge based on the volume 
of water supplied to the lot as measured by the lot’s individual water meter.  

If the individual lot water meters are not installed at the connection point we may, at our discretion 
and at our cost, install a master meter at the connection point to measure any water potentially lost 
between the connection point and the individual lot water meters. Before the installation of a 
master meter we will consult with the body corporate regarding its location.  

If we install a master meter, the individual lot water meters and common property water meter(s) (if 
applicable) will be deemed to be sub-meters and each lot will be billed a fixed charge (based on the 
size of the sub-meter) and a variable charge based on the volume of water supplied to the lot as 
measured by the sub-meter. 

Where the master meter reading is less than the sum of the individual sub-meter readings, each lot 
will be billed on the volume of water supplied to the lot as measured by the sub-meter.  

In addition, each lot owner’s bill may include an amount for common property water usage 
(including fixed and variable charges as applicable) set out in section 4.3.4 below.   

3. Individual connection to our water main or connection via a water meter manifold 

Where each lot in a strata scheme is individually connected to our water main, or connection is via a 
water meter manifold, and there is no common property, no interposing pipe work and no 
requirement for a master meter, each lot owner will be billed a fixed charge (based on the size of the 
individual lot’s water meter) and a variable charge based on the volume of water delivered to each 
lot as measured by the individual lot’s water meter. 

4. Other metering configurations 

Due to legacy plumbing arrangements some strata schemes are metered as follows: 

 Master meter plus some lots individually metered or 
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 Multiple master meters or 

 Multiple master meters plus some lots individually metered. 

Where the above metering configurations apply, each lot owner will be billed for a proportion, 
determined on the basis of the general or special unit entitlement, of the sum of the individual fixed 
charges for all the water meters required to meter all the lots in the strata scheme. The fixed 
charges will be determined based on the size of the individual water meters.   

In addition, each lot owner will be billed a variable charge for a proportion, determined on the basis 
of the general or special unit entitlement, of the sum of the volume of water measured by each of 
the water meters in the strata scheme. 

4.3.3 Changes to unit entitlements 

Lot owners may change the unit entitlements that apply to their strata scheme in accordance with 
the requirements set out in section 17 of the Strata Titles Act 1998.   

Any change to unit entitlements is solely the responsibility of the lot owners.   

A lot owner may choose to, at their own cost, engage a third party to install and read a sub-meter in 
a new strata scheme in order to better understand their water consumption. This information is not 
used for our billing purposes but may of use be used by a lot owner as the basis for a change in unit 
entitlements. 

The body corporate must provide us with a copy of the unanimous resolution authorising the change 
of unit entitlements together with evidence that the change to the plan has been registered in line 
with Section 17(2) of the Strata Titles Act 1998. This can be done by phoning us on 13 69 92 or sent 
via email to enquiries@taswater.com.au). 

4.3.4 Common property and fire services 

New strata schemes 

Common property sub-meters are not installed by us for new strata schemes. Instead, the volume of 
water measured by the master meter (and apportioned to each lot owner on the basis of the general 
or special unit entitlement of the strata scheme) includes any amount used for the whole property 
and/or common property.  

If all lot owners in a strata scheme unanimously agree to install a water manifold as per 4.3.1 and 
the strata scheme includes common property, TasWater must: 

 Be provided with, or have access to, the general unit entitlements or special unit 
entitlements of each of the lots in the strata scheme; or 

 Be provided with details of the strata scheme’s body corporate. 

The variable charges for common property in will be billed to the individual lot owners (where 
general or special unit entitlement information is available from the Land Information System), or to 
the strata scheme’s body corporateFor strata schemes where we approve lots being individually 
directly connected to our water main, there is no common property.  

Existing strata schemes 

For existing strata schemes, common property sub-meters may have been installed by us (or our 
predecessor(s)) and if so, we will continue to maintain these sub-meters (which will remain our 
property). Each lot owner’s bill will include a proportion, determined on the basis of the general or 
special unit entitlement under the strata scheme, of the fixed and variable charge for the common 
property sub-meter. 

mailto:enquiries@taswater.com.au
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Where there is a master meter and sub-meters, but no common property sub-meter(s), then the 
difference between the volume of water measured at the master meter and the sum of the volume 
of water measured by each of the sub-meters for the individual lots will be deemed to be the water 
supplied to common property. 

Each lot owner’s bill may include a proportion, determined by the general or special unit entitlement 
of the strata scheme, of the difference between the master meter reading and the sum of the 
individual sub-meter readings when the master meter reading is greater than the sum of the 
individual sub-meter readings. 

The variable charges for common property in both cases can be billed to the individual lot owners 
(where general or special unit entitlement information is available from the Land Information 
System), or to the strata scheme’s body corporate. 

If all lot owners in a strata scheme with a master meter unanimously agree to install a water 
manifold as per 4.3.1 and the strata scheme includes common property, TasWater must: 

 Be provided with, or have access to, the general unit entitlements or special unit 
entitlements of each of the lots in the strata scheme; or 

 Be provided with details of the strata scheme’s body corporate. 

The variable charges for common property in will be billed to the individual lot owners (where 
general or special unit entitlement information is available from the Land Information System), or to 
the strata scheme’s body corporate. 

Fire service charge 

Strata schemes may have a dedicated water service to a fire hydrant for fire protection purposes. 
Where such a service is provided, a fire service charge will apply to the strata scheme and each lot 
owner’s bill will include a proportion, determined by the general or special unit entitlement, of the 
fire service charge. 
 

4.3.5 Concessions 

A lot owner’s eligibility for a concession is unaffected by a strata scheme’s water meter 
configuration. 

4.4 Associated documents 

TasWater Water Metering Guidelines 

TasWater Property Services Connection Standards Drawing – Water Services 

TasWater Boundary Backflow Containment Selection Requirements 

TasWater Sub-metering Application Form 
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5 Service Charges Policy 

5.1 Aim 

This policy outlines the circumstances when we will impose a service charge in relation to serviced 
land and the amount of, or the method of determining the amount of, the service charge. 

5.2 Policy 

A service charge will be imposed on unconnected properties classified as serviced land to ensure 
equity with other connected customers who would otherwise have to pay for the infrastructure. 

5.3 Amount of service charge 

The amount of the relevant service charge is listed in our Pricing Handbook which is available on our 
website at www.taswater.com.au. 

5.4 Notice to affected titles  

We will not impose a service charge unless we first serve notice on the owner(s) of the land and 
publish a notice in a newspaper circulating generally in the area in which the affected land is 
situated. We will provide a copy of the notice for inspection at our offices and on our website 
www.taswater.com.au. 

The notice will: 

 Define the locality to which it applies  

 Specify the services available  

 Generally identify the land to which the services are available 

 Fix a date on and from which the service charge will be payable, being a date not less 
than three months from the date of the notice. 

We are not required to serve written notice when imposing a service charge in respect of land that 
was the subject of a service rate or service charge under (the now repealed) Section 95 of the Local 
Government Act 1993 immediately prior to 9 July 2008. 
  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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6 Service Introduction Charges Policy 

6.1 Aim 

This policy outlines the circumstances and the terms and conditions that must be met for us to 
introduce water services and/or sewerage services (service introduction) to an area not previously 
receiving those services and the charges that will apply. 

6.2 Introduction of service 

We will consider service introduction for water services and/or sewerage services when a proposal is 
put forward by: 

 A community or a council on behalf of the community or 

 The relevant council’s Environmental Health Officer, the Environment Protection 
Authority or the Department of Health who have identified that the absence of water 
services and/or sewerage services is causing significant and/or wide-scale 
environmental harm and/or public health issues. 

6.2.1 Stage 1 – Initial consultation 

We will consult with each relevant community on any service introduction proposal. As part of this 
consultation we will define the proposed service introduction area(s). Using the proposed service 
introduction area(s), we will provide property owners and the community generally the following 
information: 

 High-level, preliminary design work; and 

 Estimated service introduction charges per title for the service(s).  

In order to proceed to Stage 2, the service introduction proposal must be commercially viable. 
External funds will offset the costs and subsequent service introduction charges.  

6.2.2 Stage 2 – Indicative community support 

Consideration of service introduction will only proceed to Stage 3 if at least 50 per cent of each 
relevant community supports the proposal.  

6.2.3 Stage 3 – Community commitment to service introduction  

A detailed design and business case will be developed for service introduction as part of this stage. 
These will provide a more accurate estimate of the project costs and the service introduction 
charges. Approval of the business case by the TasWater Board will be conditional, among other 
factors, on the 80 per cent community threshold (detailed below) being achieved. 

For the proposal to progress to the procurement and construction stage, at least 80 per cent of the 
owners of developed land within the proposed service introduction area must enter into an 
agreement committing to connect to the relevant system and to pay the service introduction charge.  

Developed land means land titles where there is an existing development and/or use that would 
reasonably be expected to require or receive reticulated drinking water services and/or sewerage 
services. This may include, but not be limited to, a residential dwelling or commercial premises. It 
would not include other uses that do not require drinking water, for example, irrigation or stock 
watering. 

Following the conclusion of the Stage 3 consultation, we will advise the community of the results of 
the consultation and the next steps for the project.   
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6.3 Service introduction charges 

Service introduction charges will reflect the reasonable costs of providing the infrastructure less 
what would be recovered from customers in the new service area through ongoing annual water 
charges and/or sewerage charges.  

We will calculate service introduction charges at two stages of the consultation process: 

 Stage 1 – estimated service introduction charges based on the net present value (NPV) 
of the cost of providing the infrastructure specific to the service introduction, less the 
present value of the amount that would be recovered from 80 per cent of customers 
through ongoing annual water charges and/or sewerage charges.  

 Stage 3 – final service introduction charges based on the NPV of the cost of providing 
the infrastructure specific to the service introduction, less the present value of the 
amount that would be recovered from the actual percentage of committed customers 
(more than 80 per cent) through ongoing annual water charges and/or sewerage 
charges. 

Any third-party funding contributions will be subtracted from the NPV calculations. This calculation 
determines the commercial viability. We will provide, to a person on whom a service introduction 
charge is imposed, information as to how we have determined the amount of the charge. 

Service introduction charges will be levied on the owner of land who has signed a contract 
committing to a connection from the date on which the property is able to connect to our water 
infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure and the agreement has commenced. 

The owner of a property to which a service introduction charge relates may elect to pay the charge: 

 Over a period of not less than 12 months; or 

 At the owner’s request, over a period of less than 12 months. 

6.4 Other charges 

In addition to service introduction charges, a connection charge for water services and/or sewerage 
services will be payable when the property is connected to our water infrastructure and/or 
sewerage infrastructure in accordance with the requirements set out in Section 3 of this document. 
The list of connection and other charges is provided in our Pricing Handbook (available at 
www.taswater.com.au). 

Ongoing fixed and variable charges will also apply once the property is connected and service 
provision has commenced.  

Owners of land who choose not to connect to our services will become liable to pay service charges 
following completion of works and availability of services and once the requirements of our Service 
Charges Policy have been met (see Section 5 of this document). 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/Raja.Iyer/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/9U0W0B33/www.taswater.com.au
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7 Service replacement process 

7.1 Aim 

The aim of this document is to detail the process we will follow where service replacement may be 
required for existing water services.    

7.2 Overview 

A number of our water services have in the past not complied with the Tasmanian Drinking Water 
Quality Guidelines 2015 and by extension the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 2011 (ADWG).   

The Regulator, through our water and sewerage operating licence, and the Director of Public Health, 
through the provisions of the Public Health Act 1997, require all drinking water systems to comply 
with the health requirements of the ADWG. In practice, this means that most of our drinking water 
systems require full treatment. Historically this provided us with only two options: conform to the 
requirements of ADWG or instigate service replacement.  

Service replacement means that we cease providing a reticulated drinking water service to a locality. 
Where service replacement is required, we provide impacted customers with an alternative water 
supply, either through provision of appropriate infrastructure (such as a water tank or water filters), 
or a one-off payment to cover the reasonable costs of an alternative water supply. Service 
replacement is only considered when all other reasonable solutions have been assessed.  

We may provide, at our discretion, an irrigation supply in response to community demand and 
confirmed support. All costs for this unregulated supply will be borne by the local community 
through individual agreements. 

7.3 Service replacement process 

Our framework for assessing options to provide water services to small towns includes our Drinking 
Water Quality Policy available on our website at www.taswater.com.au.  

The policy seeks to balance the compliance obligation to provide a safe drinking water supply and 
the economic justification, in line with our legislative obligations, of major investment in towns with 
very small populations. This also incorporates non-economic considerations that may warrant the 
installation of treatment infrastructure in meeting compliance obligations. These include 
consideration of a range of criteria relating to community health, regional planning, growth and 
demographic issues, town sustainability and organisational reputation. Public safety is the principal 
objective in determining our preferred approach for a locality. 

We will follow the process outlined in this policy where service replacement is a possible solution to 
address water quality issues.  

7.3.1 Review points 

The process provides ‘review points’ at the end of each major stage to allow us to engage with the 
Regulator and other industry regulators as appropriate, such as the Department of Health (DoH), 
Environment Protection Authority and Tasmania Fire Service (TFS). At each review point, the 
relevant regulator/s need to give their in-principle agreement before we can proceed to the next 
stage in the process.  

The relevant regulator/s will be provided with information and asked to consider certain matters 
outlined below and detailed in the series of flowcharts that follow. The list below is not prescriptive 
and does not seek to limit regulators’ ability to request further information at the review points or at 
any time during the process.  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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7.3.2 Stage 1.1 – Initial assessment 

Review point regulators: The Regulator and DoH. 

Regulators asked to consider our assessment of the town against key assessment criteria and the 
need to commence the service replacement process.  

7.3.3 Stage 1.2 – Engage with community and regulators 

Review point regulators: The Regulator, DoH and TFS. 

The Regulator is asked to consider the adequacy of community engagement. 

The Regulator and DoH are asked to consider: 

 Whether the options assessment presented to the community adequately address the 
risks, costs and benefits of each option and 

 Whether the proposed implementation approach (reimbursement or upfront payment) 
is justified.  

All relevant regulators are asked to consider whether options adequately address their particular 
regulatory concern(s). For example, TFS may consider the impacts of the proposed service 
replacement on firefighting capability within the locality. 

7.3.4 Stage 1.3 – Customer offers and review 

Review point regulators: The Regulator, DoH and TFS. 

The Regulator is asked to consider whether the Service Replacement Offer(s) matches the outcomes 
of the community engagement and the needs of customers, and the robustness of the process of 
gaining customer agreement.  

The Regulator and DoH are asked to consider: 

 Whether the Service Replacement Offer(s) presented to customers adequately explains 
the costs and ongoing requirements and the proposed implementation approach. 

All regulators asked to consider whether the Service Replacement Offer(s) adequately addresses 
their particular regulatory concern(s). 

7.3.5 Stage 1.4 – Amendment to serviced land 

Review point regulators: The Regulator, DoH and TFS. 

This stage includes the Regulator consulting with other regulators and, if required, undertaking 
public consultation in relation to our service replacement process report. 

The Regulator undertakes final review. 

7.3.6 Stage 1.5 – Installation of alternative supply 

Review point regulator: The Regulator.  

Advice to DoH and TFS of completion of the service replacement process. 

7.3.7 Customer complaints 

Customers who have a complaint with any part the process may lodge a formal complaint with us 
through a range of avenues, as detailed on our website www.taswater.com.au. If the customer 
remains dissatisfied with our response, we will advise the customer of their right to lodge a 
complaint with the Tasmanian Ombudsman.   

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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7.3.8 Engagement 

Engagement informs and drives the service replacement process. We will engage with our customers 
in the relevant localities, the local council and regulators. Other stakeholders will also be engaged as 
required.   

This engagement is an important part of the decision-making process for determining the preferred 
solution and to make sure we meet our legal obligations.  

As part of Stage 1.2 – Engagement with community and regulators (refer to flowchart below) we will 
provide the community with detailed options and the associated ongoing costs and obligations. The 
options presented will weigh up matters such as: 

 Quality and quantity of water supply (e.g. rainfall, surface and bore) 

 Upfront infrastructure costs 

 Ongoing costs and maintenance obligations for customers 

 Existing investment by customers in their own water supplies e.g. rainwater tanks 

 Community composition e.g. the proportion of permanent residents to occasional and 
temporary visitors. Lower permanent resident levels may influence the option(s) 
proposed by TasWater.  

Community requirements will determine whether the preferred option will be implemented through 
provision of the alternative water source or an upfront payment to cover the reasonable costs of an 
alternative water supply. In some cases, it is not possible to get all customers to indicate their 
preferences. We will make all reasonable endeavours to engage with the community, including 
methods such as telephone contact, direct mail-outs, advertisements in local shops and/or 
newspapers and community meetings. 

The second part of the community engagement is to get formal agreement from individual 
customers. For each customer we will provide details of the service replacement offer and an 
agreement to accept the offer. 

Customers will be provided with up to 150 days (five months) to accept or reject the offer (the ‘offer 
period’).  

Our policies regarding serviced land, connections and service charges are available at Sections 2, 3 
and 5 respectively of this document.  

We will proceed to seek an amendment to serviced land at the end of the offer period if 80 per cent 
or more of customers have accepted the offer. Should this threshold not be met at the end of the 
offer period, we will consult with the relevant regulators to determine an acceptable resolution. 

The service replacement process is detailed in the series of flowcharts that follow. 
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Figure A6.1: Service replacement overview 
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Figure A6.2: Initial assessment 
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Figure A6.3: Engagement with community and regulators 
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Figure A6.4: Customer offers and review 
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Figure A6.5: Amendment to Serviced Land 
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Figure A6.6: Installation of alternative supply 
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8 Definitions 

Term Meaning 

Act  Means the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008.   

body corporate Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Strata Titles Act 1998.  

certificate for certifiable work Means a certificate referred to in Section 56TC(3) or Section 56TC(4) of the Act 
that is issued by us under Section 56TC of the Act. 

Code Means the Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Code 
issued by the Regulator under the Act. 

common property  Has the same meaning as in Section 3A of the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

concession Means a concession granted under Section 8 of the Water and Sewerage 
Industry (Community Service Obligation) Act 2009. 

connection point Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Act.  

connection charge Means a charge calculated by reference to the costs that are associated with 
installing assets that are dedicated to the provision of water services and/or 
sewerage services to a particular customer.  

Customer Service Standards 
Regulations 

Means the Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) 
Regulations 2019. 

fixed charge Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Pricing Regulations. 

infrastructure Means water infrastructure or sewerage infrastructure. 

interposing pipe work Means any pipe work that is between the connection point and the sub-meter 
and between the sub-meter and the strata titled lot. We do not own and are not 
responsible for providing and/or maintaining interposing pipe work. 

lot Has the same meaning as in Section 16(2)(a) of the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

master meter Means a water meter installed at the connection point that measures the total 
volume of water supplied to a strata scheme or a multi-unit property. A master 
meter may be connected to sub-meters. 

multi-unit property Means a property that has more than one sole occupancy unit on one freehold 
title (i.e. a property not established as a strata scheme).   

owner Means the person(s) who holds the freehold interest in any land that is 
connected to our infrastructure or that a water or sewerage service is available 
to from us.  

Price and Service Plan Means a price and service plan approved under Section 65 of the Act. 

Pricing Regulations Means the Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) 
Regulations 2021. 

Regulator Means the Regulator referred to in section 11 of the Act. 

service charge Means a charge levied under Section 68A of the Act and detailed in section 6 of 
this document.   

service introduction Means the construction of water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure 
by us to provide reticulated water services and/or sewerage services to 
established communities/townships not previously receiving reticulated water 
services and/or sewerage services. 

service introduction charge Means a charge, in respect of a property, that relates to the installation, 
alteration or utilisation of assets by us to enable the provision by us of a 
regulated service to the property but does not include: 

 a connection charge 

 a fixed charge 

 a developer charge. 

Table A6.3: Definitions 
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Term Meaning 

serviced land Means land that we will permit to be connected to our water infrastructure or 
sewerage infrastructure. We have identified this land by individual title, in 
accordance with Section 56U(1b) of the Act.   

Serviced land boundaries will change over time as the capacity and reach of our 
systems change. 

Note: Information about our serviced land boundaries, including maps, is 
available on our website www.taswater.com.au, The List 
(maps.thelist.tas.gov.au) and for inspection by customers at our offices. For 
further information contact us during business hours on 13 6992. 

sole occupancy unit Means a building or other part of a building for occupation by one lessee, tenant 
or other occupier to the exclusion of any other lessee, tenant, or other occupier. 
A sole occupancy unit also includes any part of the building that is common 
property.  

standard sewerage connection Means a 100 mm sewerage connection to an unconnected property that is 
classified as serviced land. 

standard water connection Means a 20 mm water connection to an unconnected property that is classified 
as serviced land.  

(TasWater has identified serviced land where, based on historical practices, 
some 25 mm water connections are also considered to be a standard water 
connection as defined above.)  

strata scheme Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

sub-meter Means a water meter that measures individual usage of water downstream of a 
master meter. The minimum sub-meter size is nominally 20 mm. 

sub-metering Means the installation of individual water meters to measure the volume of 
water supplied downstream of a master meter.  

Supplement Means the TasWater Supplement to Water Supply Code of Australia WSA 03-
2011-3.1 (MRWA Edition) (available on our website at www.taswater.com.au) 

unanimous resolution Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

unit entitlement (also general unit 
entitlement and special unit 
entitlement) 

Has the same meaning as in Section 16 of the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

variable charge Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Pricing Regulations. 

water meter Means a device, including equipment related to the device, for measuring the 
volume of water delivered to a property.  

water meter manifold Means a device that enables distribution of water from a single source to 
properties connected to the manifold. It involves a single water connection to 
the TasWater water main at the property boundary, which then separates into 
several smaller diameter connections that allows us to install a number of water 
meters for individual property/unit connection (Water Metering Guidelines 
version 2.0 (June 2015), available at taswater.com.au). 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
http://www.taswater.com.au/
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Policy approval and responsibilities 

The Chief Executive Officer of TasWater is responsible for implementing these policies.  
Approved by the Board at its meeting on ............ of ............ 2022. 
 
 
 
........................................................ 
Chairman 
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1. Introduction 

This document provides our policies relevant to land development, including developer charges, and 
service extension and expansion.  

Information regarding connections to our water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure can 
be found in our Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document. 

This document incorporates a number of policies required by the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 
2008, by the Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 and by 
the Regulator in connection with our Price and Service Plan for the period 1 July 2022 to 
30 June 2026.  

We have developed growth and capacity plans that detail the long-term infrastructure needs for 
each of our water and sewerage systems, which are updated periodically. These will be used as the 
basis for determining whether capacity is available for development.   

1.1 Further information 

For further information about these policies and how they apply to your circumstances, please 
contact our Development Services Department on 13 6992 or development@taswater.com.au.  

1.2 Relevant legislation 

 Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 

 Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 (the Act) 

 Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 (Pricing 
Regulations) 

1.3 Customer Charter 

Our Customer Charter explains our obligations consistent with the requirements under the Act, the 
Water and Sewerage Industry (Customer Service Standards) Regulations 2019 and the Code. It also 
outlines the rights and responsibilities of our customers and our commitment to providing reliable 
water and sewerage services. It explains our business practices and provides the customer with 
reasonable expectations of our services, pricing, processes and responsibilities. 

1.4 Support for economic development 

We will waive water and/or sewerage service charges on newly created lots for a period of two years 
from the date the Recorder of Titles issues title to a lot, when all the following conditions are met: 

 The lot is classified as serviced land 

 The effective date of the of the newly created lot is not before 3 November 2012, as 
shown on the Recorder of Titles’ plan of survey 

 The lot remains in the ownership of the developer 

 The lot is not developed. 

  

mailto:development@taswater.com.au
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2 Developer Charges Policy 

2.1 Aim 

The aim of this policy is to specify how and when we will impose developer charges and 
development assessment fees for new developments approved by the relevant planning authority. 

2.2 Policy 

2.2.1 Developer charges 

Where we decide to provide water and/or sewerage services to a new development/use (as 
approved by the relevant planning authority), developer charges may apply. 

A standard developer charge, the Shared Infrastructure Contribution Charge, will be applied to all 
developments included in growth and capacity plans (GCPs) and incorporated into the capital works 
program that is included in water and sewerage prices. 

Developments that fall outside TasWater’s GCPs and are materially different in terms of size, cost or 
timing will have a Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge applied. The table below provides further 
detail on the application of the standard and Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charges. 

Table A7.1 Application of standard and Bulk Infrastructure Capacity developer charges 

Charge type Description 

Standard charge The standard charge will apply to all developments that are included in GCPs for each new 
equivalent tenement (ET) created. The standard charge aims to cover the incremental costs 
associated with expected capacity upgrades (i.e. not system extensions) driven by new 
customers, with remaining costs to be recovered through water and sewerage charges. 

The standard statewide developer charge is to be set with reference to a net incremental 
cost associated with new customers and is calculated as follows: 

+ NPV incremental capex driven by new customers 

+ NPV forecast opex driven by new customers  

- NPV forecast revenue from new customers. 

For water-only or sewerage-only customer connections, 50 per cent of the standard water 
and sewerage charge will apply. 

Schedule 4 of the Regulator’s Price Determination (10 May 2022) specifies the amount of 
the Standard charge per ET that is to apply for each of the 2023-24, 2024-25 and 2025-26 
financial years. 

 

Bulk Infrastructure 
Capacity charge 

A Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge will apply to any development that requires an 
unexpected network capacity augmentation (i.e. not system extensions) and is therefore 
not included in water and sewerage prices. This will include developments that require: 

 bringing forward the timing of a network capacity augmentation that has been 
planned for  

 building a network capacity augmentation that has not been planned for. 

The Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge for a specific development will be based on the net 
incremental costs per ET of the capacity augmentation required for the individual 
development, and will be calculated as follows: 

+ NPV incremental capex associated with the network capacity upgrade required for this 
development 

+ NPV forecast opex driven by new customers connected to that upgrade  

- NPV forecast revenue from new customers projected to connect to the network capacity 
upgrade. 

This Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge per ET will apply to all subsequent developments 
that connect to the capacity upgrade included in the Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge.  

Alternatively, where a capacity upgrade is deemed to be a large cost and high risk to 
TasWater, it may require the developer to fully fund the upgrade upfront.  
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Charge type Description 

Where a Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge is applied, it will be charged in addition to the 
standard developer charge, as the standard charge is a contribution to capacity 
augmentation costs required beyond the individual development. 

If applicable, developer charges will be imposed as follows: 

For developments within serviced land: 

 where the existing and/or planned water and/or sewerage infrastructure can 
accommodate the demands of the development/use (capacity), a standard charge will 
apply consistent with Table A7.1  

 where the existing and/or planned water and/or sewerage infrastructure cannot 
accommodate the demands of the development/use (capacity), the developer will be 
required to pay Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charges for the additional capacity upgrade 
plus the standard developer charges, consistent with Table A7.1. 

For developments outside serviced land: 

 where capacity is available within an existing system, the developer pays the costs of 
extension, including connection, to that system and may access the available capacity in 
that system and pay the standard developer charge 

 where capacity is not available within an existing system and no works are planned, the 
developer pays the costs of extension, including connection, to that system and Bulk 
Infrastructure Capacity charges for the additional capacity upgrade plus the standard 
developer charge, consistent with Table A7.1 

 where they are isolated developments, all costs are paid by the developer.   

In our absolute discretion, we may contribute to the costs of development/use in accordance with 
Section 2.2.3 below.  

For new developments, we refer to two types of water and/or sewerage infrastructure:  

 Works internal 

 Works external. 

Additional charges may apply under our Price and Service Plan and our Water and Sewerage 
Network and Charges Policies document. 

This approach is summarised in the following table: 

 Sufficient system capacity Insufficient system capacity 

Works internal Developer pays all costs Developer pays all costs 

Works external – 
extension 

Developer pays costs of extension  
required for the development* 

Developer pays costs of extension  
required for the development* 

Works external – 
expansion 

Developer pays a standard charge per ET. **Developer pays a standard charge per 
ET for planned works and an additional 
Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charge for 
unplanned works. 

* Any development connecting to an existing system will, as a minimum, pay for the cost of connecting to the mains of the existing system, 
in addition to the standard or Bulk Infrastructure Capacity charges. 
** We will refer to the system’s GCP (where available) regarding capacity upgrades or other works planned. We will discuss these plans 
with the developer. 

2.2.2 Advice regarding works external required 

We will assess works external required for a development/use on a case-by-case basis. A developer 
will only pay works external costs directly attributable to servicing their specific development/use. 

Table A7.2: New development costs 
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As assessment is on a case-by-case basis, we will, upon request, provide details of the works 
required to service a proposed development/use (including mains connection costs) relating to any 
extension. The total works can then be independently costed by the developer. 

2.2.3 Strategic opportunities 

In assessing a proposed development/use, we will consider any potential strategic benefits, such as 
alleviating public health issues or supporting economic development. If we believe there are 
sufficient strategic benefits, we may fund any marginal cost over and above the cost of assets 
required to service the proposed development/use. The developer will only pay the costs for assets 
required to support their development.  

2.2.4 Development services fees 

The following fees apply in relation to assessments, approvals and compliance activities for 
developments/use. Invoices will be issued when the fees become payable and are due within 
30 days of issue.  

 Land Information Certificate (Section 56ZQ) Request fee: payable when you apply for a 
land information certificate (which provides information concerning our infrastructure 
at a specified location) 

 Section 56W Consent fee: payable when we issue consent to build within two metres of 
our infrastructure 

 CCW and Certificate of Compliance fee: payable when you apply to us for a Certificate 
for Certifiable Works that requires a Certificate of Compliance for either building and/or 
plumbing works 

 DA fee: payable when you act on a planning permit that contains our conditions and 
prior to the issue of any other approval from TasWater 

 Engineering Design Approval and Development Compliance fee: payable when you 
apply to us for approval: 

o Of an engineering design for a development or 

o To construct water and sewerage assets for a development that are to be 
transferred to us 

 Consent to Register a Legal Document fee: payable when we issue our consent to the 
planning authority to seal or register legal documents, such as a consent for registration 
of title documents for a subdivision development. 

2.2.5 Requests for estimates or information 

Shared Infrastructure Contribution Charge 

In response to a request for an estimate or information, TasWater will provide: 

•  an estimate of the amount of the charge that is to apply, in respect of a property, to a person 
who - 

o proposes a new development in respect of the property; and 

o provides sufficient information about the proposed development to enable an 
estimate to be determined. 

•  information, as to how the amount of the charge has been determined to a person on whom 
such a charge is imposed. 
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Bulk Infrastructure Capacity Charge 

In response to a request for an estimate or information, TasWater will: 

 advise whether the proposed development is outside of TasWater’s Growth and Capacity Plans 
and is therefore likely to be subject to the charge; and 

 provide information, as to how the amount of the charge has been determined to a person on 
whom such a charge is imposed. 

 

2.2.6 Schedule of development fees 

A full schedule of our development fees is provided in Table A7.4 in this Policy and on our website at 
www.taswater.com.au/Development/Fees & Charges.  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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3 Service Extension and Expansion Policy 

3.1 Aim 

The aim of this policy is to outline the circumstances, and the terms and conditions, under which we 
will extend and expand our water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure, including at the 
request of a person.  

This policy supports the objectives of the Tasmanian Resource Management and Planning System, as 
detailed in Schedule 1 of the Land Use and Planning Approvals Act 1993 and the associated planning 
processes. 

3.2 Policy 

Our approach to service extension and expansion is as follows: 

3.2.1 GCPs – works as listed 

We will systematically extend and expand our water and sewerage infrastructure as detailed in our 
GCPs.  

3.2.2 GCPs – works brought forward 

A person may request in writing that we undertake extension and/or expansion works in existing 
systems sooner than they are listed in our GCPs. The person must agree to pay any relevant charges 
under the Developer Charges Policy (Section 2 of this document) for undertaking the works sooner 
than was planned.  

In considering whether we will permit the bringing forward of works, we will consider matters 
including, but not limited to, the nature and timeframes for the works, impacts on our existing 
infrastructure programs and the risks posed to us and our customers. In this case a Bulk 
Infrastructure capacity charge may apply for any works brought forward. 

Serviced land 

For standard connections (as defined in our Connections Policy), we will extend and/or expand our 
infrastructure to service an unconnected property classified as serviced land at our cost.  

For non-standard connections (as defined in our Connections Policy), the cost of extending and/or 
expanding our infrastructure will be in accordance the Developer Charges Policy (Section 2 of this 
document). Connection will be undertaken in accordance with our Connections Policy, and 
connection costs will be borne by the proponent. 

Other circumstances 

We may permit extension and/or expansion to our infrastructure following the request of a property 
owner in circumstances other than those listed above when: 

 A person makes a request in writing 

 The person agrees to pay any relevant charges under the Developer Charges Policy 
(Section 2 of this document). 

This policy does not cover: 

 Circumstances covered by the Service Introduction Charges Policy (Section 6 of the 
Water and Sewerage Network and Charges Policies document) where services are 
proposed to be introduced to a community that has not previously received them. 

 Non-standard historical service connections. TasWater will address issues arising from 
historical infrastructure arrangements in accordance with its Non-Standard Legacy 
Water Connection Policy. 
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Related policies and costs 

For information regarding the connection of property classified as serviced land to a current water 
system and/or sewerage system, including requests and associated costs, refer to our Water and 
Sewerage Network and Charges Polices document (in particular, the Connections Policy) and our 
Pricing Handbook. 
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4 Definitions 

Term Meaning 

Act  Means the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008.   

certificate for certifiable work Means a certificate referred to in Section 56TC(3) or section 56TC(4) of the Act 
that is issued by us under Section 56TC of that Act. 

Code Means the Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Code 
issued by the Regulator under the Act. 

expansion Means the augmentation of water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure 
to accommodate the development or connection of a property that cannot be 
catered for by a current water system’s capacity and/or current sewerage 
system’s capacity. 

extension Means the lengthening of water infrastructure and/or sewerage infrastructure to 
enable connection of a property to an existing water system and/or sewerage 
system. 

isolated development Means land that is proposed for development / change in use that is not designed 
to connect to our existing infrastructure. 

planning authority Has the same meaning as in Section 3 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 
1993. 

Price and Service Plan Means a price and service plan approved under section 65 of the Act. 

Regulator Means the Regulator referred to in Section 11 of the Act. 

serviced land Means land that we will permit to be connected to our water infrastructure or 
sewerage infrastructure. We have identified this land by individual title, in 
accordance with Section 56U(1)(b) of the Act. 

Note: Information about our serviced land boundaries, including maps, is available 
on our website (www.taswater.com.au), The List (maps.thelist.tas.gov.au) and for 
inspection by customers at our offices. We can also be contacted during business 
hours on 13 6992 for further information. 

Serviced land boundaries will change over time as the capacity of the system 
changes. 

works external Means infrastructure that is external to a development site, for extension and/or 
expansion, required to service the development and is installed at a developer’s 
cost and gifted to us. 

works internal Means infrastructure that is within a development site that is installed at a 
developer’s cost and gifted to us. 

Table A7.3: Definitions 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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5 Development fees 

Development applications (plus GST) FY2022–23 FY2023-24 FY2024-25 FY2025-26 

Minor 227.16 235.59 244.32 253.39 

Medium 377.44 391.43 405.95 421.01 

Major 725.30 752.20 780.10 809.03 

Significant 1 223.44 1 268.81 1 315.87 1 364.67 

Complex POA POA POA POA 

CCW/Certificate for compliance (BAs & PAs) 
(GST exempt) 

FY2022-23 FY2023-24 FY2024-25 FY2025-26 

Minor 322.39 334.35 346.75 359.61 

Medium 418.12 433.62 449.71 466.39 

Major 470.96 488.43 506.54 525.33 

Significant 594.35 616.39 639.25 662.96 

CCW exemption 42.59 44.17 45.81 47.51 

Engineering design approval (plus GST) FY2022-23 FY2023-24 FY2024-25 FY2025-26 

Minor 319.41 331.25 343.54 356.28 

Medium 704.21 730.32 757.41 785.50 

Major 1 523.25 1 579.75 1 638.34 1 699.11 

Significant  2 173.60 2 254.21 2 337.82 2 424.53 

Complex POA POA POA POA 

Legacy certificate of compliance for applications made before 1 July 2018 application 

Minor 111.81 115.16 118.62 122.47 

Medium 279.52 287.91 296.54 306.18 

Major 559.04 575.81 593.08 612.36 

Consent to register a legal document (plus 
GST) 

FY2022-23 FY2023-24 FY2024-25 FY2025-26 

Consent to register a legal document 230.21 237.34 244.94 253.02 

Sundry fees (GST exempt) FY2022-23 FY2023–24 FY2024-25 FY2025-26 

Land information certificate (Section 56ZQ) 
request 

25 fee units 25 fee units 25 fee units 25 fee units 

Request for approval to build near 
infrastructure (Section 56W consent fee) 

49.46 51.29 53.20 55.17 

Additional planning assessment fee (per 
hour)  

70.20 72.80 75.51 78.31 

 
 
 
 

Table A7.4: Development fees 
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Trade Waste Policy  

 

Aim  

This policy outlines our commitment to the efficient and effective management of liquid trade waste 
and sets out how we levy trade waste charges.  
 

Policy  

We are committed to the effective and efficient management of trade waste to prevent harm to 
people, the environment and our sewerage infrastructure.  

Our principles for the management of trade waste include:  

•  Application of a responsive, risk-based approach  

•  The use of appropriate, clear and specific agreements (including the customer contract and 
consent with trade waste customers that detail their obligations  

•  Moving to fully recover the costs of providing trade waste services on an equitable basis, 
including the cost of conveyance, treatment, storage, disposal, maintenance and repair of 
damage to our sewerage infrastructure  

•  Promotion of trade waste minimisation and encouraging customers to apply sustainable, clean 
and innovative trade waste management practices.  

Trade waste consent  

A person must obtain our consent under Section 56ZI of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008 
(the Act) before discharging anything to our sewerage infrastructure. The process for obtaining 
consent is set out on our website at www.taswater.com.au.  

Customer categories  

We determine a trade waste customer’s category by calculating a risk score based on four elements: 
business activity, substance of most concern, pre-treatment requirements (as set out in the 
Pre-treatment Guidelines) and trade waste volume.  

We classify trade waste customers into the following primary categories:  

•  Category 0 Trade Waste customer means a customer discharging trade waste of very low 
volume or strength, equivalent to or less than that of a standard residential dwelling.  

•  Category 1 Trade Waste customer means a customer discharging low volume and low impact 
Trade Waste which is minimal risk to the Sewerage Infrastructure and can be managed through 
cleaner production methods. 

•  Category 2 Trade Waste customer means a customer discharging low to medium volume and 
low impact Trade Waste which requires physical pre-treatment at the source to make it 
acceptable for discharge to the sewerage infrastructure, and includes those customers in 
subcategories 2A, 2B and 2C as set out in the Price and Service Plan.  

• Category 3 Trade Waste customer means a customer discharging trade waste which through 
volume, composition or quality, individually or combined, poses a medium risk to the operation 
of TasWater’s sewerage infrastructure. 

•  Category 4 Trade Waste customer means a customer discharging trade waste which through 
volume, composition or quality, individually or combined, poses a high risk to the operation of 
TasWater’s sewerage infrastructure. 

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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•  Tankered waste means trade waste that is accepted (at our discretion) directly at designated 
receiving facilities that is not otherwise permitted to be discharged at the source into our 
sewerage infrastructure, in accordance with regulation 15 of the Water and Sewerage Industry 
(General) Regulations 2019.  

 
Our Trade Waste Customer Category Guideline provides further detail on the categorisation of 
customers.  
 

Fees and charges  

The fees, charges and associated indexation are determined by the Tasmanian Economic Regulator. 

We will publish the approved schedule of fees and charges for each category of trade waste customer 
on our website at www.taswater.com.au.  

The following fees and charges apply for each category of trade waste customer, as set out in our 
approved Price and Service Plan:  

•  Category 0 trade waste  

We will levy application fees and sewerage charges. We will not levy trade waste charges on 
Category 0 trade waste customers. 

•  Category 1 and 2 trade waste  

We will levy application fees and trade waste charges and may (if applicable) levy a site 
constraint fee or non-compliance charge.  

•  Category 3 and 4 trade waste  

These customers must enter into a contract with us under Section 61 of the Act.  

We will levy application fees, volumetric charges and mass load charges, and may (if applicable) 
levy a non-compliance charge.  

We may negotiate tailored agreements (including fees and charges) with each customer that 
reflect the implementation of appropriate trade waste risk controls.  

•  Tankered trade waste  

We will levy management charges and tankered trade waste fees on a per kilolitre basis.  

 

Definitions  

Terms used in this policy that are defined in the Act have the same meaning as in the Act.  

Act means the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008.  

application fee means the cost imposed by us for assessment of an application and making a 
determination about accepting trade waste into our sewerage infrastructure.  

consent has the same meaning as in the customer contract.  

fixed sewerage charge has the same meaning as in the Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and 
Related Matters) Regulations 2021.  

management charge is the management component calculated as an apportionment of the time 
spent on the administrative and technical tasks required to adequately manage each trade waste 
customer.  

mass load charge is the charge applied to the quantity (in kilograms) of pollutant discharged by a 
customer into our sewerage infrastructure.  

http://www.taswater.com.au/
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non-compliance charge is the charge levied when a customer fails to comply with the conditions of 
our consent. The charge is a multiple of the trade waste charge and reflects either a minor or major 
non-compliance event.  

trade waste charge means a recurrent charge for accepting trade waste from a customer but does 
not include a fixed sewerage charge. The trade waste charge comprises:  

•  An annual management component that is calculated as an apportionment of the time spent 
on the administrative and technical tasks required to adequately manage each category of trade 
waste customers  

• A usage component that is calculated based on the deemed average trade waste discharge 
volumes for trade waste customers in each category.  

volumetric charge is the charge applied to the volume (in kilolitres) of trade waste discharged by a 
customer into our sewerage infrastructure.  

 
Legislation  
•  Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994  

•  Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008  

•  Environmental Management and Pollution (Waste Management) Regulations 2020  

•  Water and Sewerage Industry (General) Regulations 2019  

•  Water and Sewerage Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2021 

 

Responsibilities  

The Chief Executive Officer of TasWater is responsible for implementing this policy.  

Approved by the Board at its meeting on ............ of ............ 2022.  
 
 
 
........................................................  
Chairman 
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TRADE WASTE CONSENT 

 

In addition to this Consent, if you are a Category 0 Trade Waste Customer, a Category 1 Trade Waste 
Customer, or a Category 2 Trade Waste Customer, the Customer Contract (available at 
www.taswater.com.au) also applies to your discharge of Trade Waste to our Infrastructure.  
 

1. Non-Acceptance of Trade Waste 

You must not discharge any substances into our Sewerage Infrastructure that do not comply with 
the Regulation, the Act, any other law, this Consent or that are:  
(a) flammable and/or explosive substances; 
(b) radioactive substances (other than in accordance with the Radiation Protection Act 2005) 
(c) infectious wastes such as medical, clinical, veterinary or other  

(d) pathological wastes that may pose a threat to human health; 
(e) genetically engineered organisms;  
(f) persistent and/or toxic substances. 

2. Pre-treatment 

(a) Where required, you must have installed Pre-treatment Equipment to pre-treat and manage 
the Trade Waste from your property before it is discharged to our Sewerage 
Infrastructure. 

(b) This Pre-treatment Equipment: 
(i) can be existing, where it is accepted by us; or 
(ii) can be new Pre-treatment Equipment as accepted by us, including requirements 

regarding the dates for installation and operation; 
(iii) must be designed, installed and operated in accordance with any legislative 

requirements and manufacturer’s specifications and  
(iv) design and specification documentation must be provided to our satisfaction if we so 

request; and 
(v) must be modified, replaced or repaired as directed by us if it is apparent to us that it is 

inadequate, outdated, faulty or requires replacement. 

3. Maintenance 

(a) You must maintain all Pre-treatment Equipment, together with any other plant or 
Infrastructure associated with the Trade Waste, in good and efficient working order. 

(b) If we advise you of specific maintenance requirements for Pre-treatment Equipment, you 

must comply with those requirements. 
(c) You must ensure that any Trade Waste residues removed from any part of the Property are 

collected and disposed of by a licenced tankered waste operator. If we request, you must 
provide the maintenance schedule held by the tankered waste operator via email to 
tradewaste@taswater.com.au  

(d) Records and evidence (such as invoices or receipts) of maintenance and cleaning of Pre-
treatment Equipment for a period of not less than three years. 

4. Monitoring 

(a) We may from time to time direct you to undertake monitoring of the Trade Waste and you 
must comply with any such direction. 

(b) You must maintain and provide to us records of monitoring in accordance with our 
direction, and submit to tradewaste@taswater.com.au 

5. Inspection 
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You must allow a water and sewerage officer access to your property generally and to 
inspect/examine/assess as appropriate: 
(a) any Pre-treatment Equipment and any works associated with the creation, treatment, 

conveyance and discharge of Trade Waste; 
(b) any records, samples or other information relating to the maintenance or monitoring; 

(c) take further samples or carry out inspections as we think fit.  

6. Directions of Corporation 

You must comply with any written or verbal notice or direction from us in accordance with the rights 
and obligations under the Customer Contract. In this Consent, any reference to a notice or direction 
to be given by us or any power, right or discretion expressed in o u r  favour, will be effectively 
given or exercised by any officer, employee or agent of us and must be complied with by you. 

7. Customer must Notify 

You must give not less than 30 days’ written notice to us of any of the following events: 

(a) any change to the business conducted by you which may materially affect the Trade Waste 
discharge; 

(b) any intended change to the method of Pre-treatment undertaken by you in relation to the 
Trade Waste; 

(c) any proposed transfer, sale or closure of the business or any proposal to cease possession of 
any part of the business premises; 

8. Significant events 

You must notify us as soon as practicable by telephone and then in writing within 48 hours, of the 
happening of any of the following events: 
(a) any major breach of this Consent; and/or 
(b) any event which has already, or is likely to, cause material or detrimental impact to human 

health, the environment generally, property, or the Sewerage Infrastructure; and 
(c) that written notice must include details of the cause of the event, remedial actions that have 

or will be taken, together with actions proposed to ensure that the risk of the event 
occurring again is addressed, all to our satisfaction. 

9. Powers and Obligations 

(a) Where obligations are imposed on you, you must ensure that any officer, employee, agent or 
any other party associated with you, complies with such obligations and any failure to 
comply by such other party will constitute a breach of this Consent by you. 

(b) This Consent does not operate to limit or fetter in any way, any power, right or 
discretion we have arising under the Act, Regulation or any other law. 

10. Definition/Terminology 

All capitalised terms defined in the Consent have the same meaning as in the Customer Contract.  

“Customer Contract” means a customer contract approved by the Regulator under Section 58 of the 
Act.  

“Pre-treatment Equipment” means equipment specified by us to be installed at a customer’s 
property or business for the purpose of reducing or removing substances prior to the trade waste 
being discharged to sewer.  
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G.  CUSTOMER SERVICE STANDARDS 

The Regulator sets TasWater’s customer service standards. These are detailed in the Customer Service 
Code, TasWater’s Customer Contract and TasWater’s policies. Each customer service standard has a 
minimum or target level of service for TasWater to achieve. In its proposed PSP, TasWater proposed 
changes to its current service standards to reflect feedback from customers with regard to their 
preferences and service level expectations. 

In its Draft Report, the Regulator draft decision was to approve most of TasWater’s proposed service 
standards as they were consistent with the requirements and were informed by customer engagement. 
However, for selected measures, the Regulator intended setting higher performance standards than 
TasWater proposed and required TasWater to clarify how some of the standards are to be defined. 

The Regulator’s approach to service standards 

The Regulator’s Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Code (the Code), made under 
section 57 of the Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008, establishes minimum service standards and 
conditions of supply for regulated services. TasWater must meet the customer-related standards, 
procedures and conditions set out in the Code, and develop a customer charter that meets the 
requirements of the Code. 

The Regulator’s PSP Guideline159 required TasWater to propose appropriate minimum service standards 
for the fourth regulatory period that reflect the preferences and expectations of customers, and outline 
how they are supported by its planned operating and capital expenditure programs.  

The Regulator’s assessment of TasWater’s proposed service standards begins with an assessment of 
whether or not TasWater has been meeting the minimum standards for the current regulatory period. 
TasWater must justify changes to its current service standards and identify any changes in its operating 
costs, legislative requirements or other factors that may affect the setting of service standards.  

TasWater’s performance against the service standards applying for the third 

regulatory period 

The minimum service standards applicable for the third regulatory period are set out in Schedule 1 of 
the Customer Service Code160 and include 17 standards and minimum service levels across three broad 
areas of water, sewerage and customers. 

Table G.1 provides a summary of TasWater’s performance against the minimum service standards from 
2018-19 to 2020-21. For some of the measures, TasWater was required to meet a service standard that 
sets a minimum percentage of incidents where action or resolution is required within a specified period 
(eg the percentage of water interruptions where water supply is restored within three hours).  

The coloured ‘traffic lights’ have been included to indicate whether TasWater met, did not meet, or 
came close to meeting, the minimum service standard.  

                                                           
159  Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry 2018 Price Determination Investigation Price and Service Plan Guideline, 

April 2021. 

160  Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Industry Customer Service Code, 27 November 2020 (Version 7). 
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TasWater’s proposed PSP provides a more detailed summary of its performance against key service 
standards. 

Table G.1 TasWater’s PSP3 service standards and performance outcomes 

 
Source: Adapted from TasWater’s proposed PSP, Table 4.1, pages 52-53. 
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Water service performance 

The water service-related service standards applicable for the third regulatory period are included in 
Table G.1 and relate to the timely response to bursts and leaks, the restoration of planned and 
unplanned water service interruptions and the percentage of the volume of potable water that is not 
recorded as being consumed, known as  non-revenue or unaccounted for water.  

TasWater met six of 11 water service-related service standards in 2020-21 (the last reporting period for 
which data is available). These related to timelines for responding to bursts and leaks, the timely 
restoration of unplanned water supply interruptions, and the percentage of unaccounted for water.  

Five of the service standards that TasWater did not meet in 2020-21 related to the average number of 
water main breaks per 100 kilometres, the incidence of planned and unplanned water supply 
interruptions and the timely restoration of planned water supply interruptions. TasWater states that 
the unfavourable performance for the incidence of unplanned water service interruptions reflects, in 
part, failures in ageing infrastructure.  

In relation to the rate of water main breaks, TasWater met, or almost met its performance targets in 
two out of three years of the third regulatory period. TasWater states that the fluctuating performance 
is due, in part, to a large number of assets across the State nearing the end of their useful lives, leading 
to performance failures. 

TasWater stated that it has faced challenges with data capture and reporting in the field.  In particular, 
the duration of planned interruptions has been based on the advance estimates provided to customers 
of the expected duration of interruptions, rather than the actual time spent on restoring supply. For a 
very large share of planned interruptions, TasWater did not expect that the duration would be less than 
three hours. TasWater expects the H2GO system will provide more accurate data in future periods, 
resulting in improved performance. 

The percentage of treated water lost from TasWater’s reticulation network (unaccounted for water) is 
significant, at around three times the level of equivalent mainland utilities. TasWater met the standard 
in 2020-21, though the standard has been set at a relatively high percentage of 28 per cent. 

The Regulator has identified reducing the level of unaccounted for water as a major priority area in 
recent State of the Industry reports. TasWater has also reported that customers provided feedback to 
TasWater that water loss was a major concern.  TasWater acknowledges that the service standard for 
unaccounted for water represents a fairly low bar relative to the performance of similar water utilities 
and accepts that further effort is required to improve system performance and reduce losses.  

Sewerage service performance 

The sewerage-related service standards require TasWater to respond quickly to sewer spills and contain 
them within a reasonable timeframe (ie five hours). TasWater also committed to limiting the number 
of breaks and chokes occurring in its sewer mains, which can lead to overflows and spills.  

TasWater met all three service standards in relation to sewerage and sewer spills in 2020-21. TasWater 
has stated that sewer spills, breaks and chokes remain a key operational priority due to the potential 
to cause substantial damage or harm to customers, property or the environment. 

TasWater expected continued refinement of the scheduling and dispatch process to lead to improved 
response times to both water and sewerage interruptions, allowing it to continue meeting its 
commitments for service delivery. 
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Customer service performance 

The number of complaints, and the response times at TasWater’s call centre have been the focus of 
these service standards in the third regulatory period. 

TasWater met two of the three service standards in 2020-21 and was only marginally outside the 
standard in the third (the number of complaints per 1 000 customers). In the two previous years, 
TasWater met, or almost met, these standards. TasWater has stated that an increase in call volumes in 
the first half of the 2019-20 financial year impacted on the performance of its call centre and not 
meeting the call centre service standard.  

The number of complaints made to TasWater has decreased in recent years. This is likely to be due, in 
part, to the completion of various drinking water projects across the State and the absence of boil water 
and ‘do not consume’ alerts in 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

Further details on TasWater’s performance against these service standards in the context of TasWater’s 
proposal are included below.  

Regulator’s review and final decision on service standards for the fourth 

regulatory period 

TasWater proposed 20 customer service standards and levels for the fourth regulatory period following 
consultation with customers and stakeholders. TasWater’s proposal included 13 existing standards 
(some with modification or a new minimum service level) and seven new measures. Five measures were 
removed or replaced with a similar metric. 

The Regulator reviewed TasWater’s proposed customer service standards taking into consideration 
feedback from customers with regard to their preferences and service level expectations and whether 
or not TasWater has been meeting the minimum standards for the current regulatory period.  

There were no customer submissions on the Regulator’s draft decisions on service standards. 
TasWater’s submission accepted most of the Regulator’s draft decisions, but did not agree with the 
Regulator’s draft decision to retain the service standard for unaccounted for water. TasWater also 
sought to retain its proposed service levels for water main breaks rather than the improved service 
levels in the Regulator’s draft decision. 

The Regulator’s approved customers service standards are set out in the table below. The Customer 
Service Code will be amended to reflect this final decision on the new service standards and targets for 
the fourth regulatory period. 

Each service standard is discussed in detail in the sections below, including those proposed by TasWater 
that the Regulator has decided not to accept for inclusion in the Code.  
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Table G.2 Summary of Regulator’s final customer service standards  

 

Notes:   

* 
Time nominated is the finish date and time of the interruption that was communicated to affected customers 
when notified of the planned interruption.   

# 

Critically notifiable spills are determined by using the EPA Sewage Spill Notification Guidelines. The full document 
is available at www.epa.tas.gov.au.       

^ 

First contact resolution is determined when the customer responds ‘yes’ to a post-call survey that asks if their call 
was handled at the first point of contact.   



Denotes a ‘minimum service standard’ that should be interpreted as (for example) “TasWater will arrive onsite to a 
Priority 1 water supply burst within 60 minutes” rather than an average standard which would be “On average 
TasWater will arrive onsite to Priority 1 water supply bursts within 60 minutes”. 

 

Drinking water quality  

TasWater proposed introducing a new service standard and target for drinking water quality, namely 
the ‘percentage of customers supplied by water systems that meet best practice risk mitigation 
standards’. The current percentage is reported to be four per cent and TasWater proposed increasing 
this to 66.6 per cent by 2024-25. TasWater claimed that if this target is achieved, it will demonstrate 
that public health is being adequately protected and customers can be reassured that the water 
delivered to their taps is safe to drink.  

Drinking water quality is a compliance obligation set by the Director of Public Health.  TasWater’s 
proposed approach to increase the number of water systems that meet best practice risk mitigation 
standards is designed to achieve this compliance obligation by reducing the risk of failure. While 
maintaining the current high drinking water quality performance standards is a key priority for 
TasWater, the Regulator considers that the proposed measure does not have a sufficiently direct link 
to the reliability of the delivery of water services to customers to be a customer service standard.   

As expressed in its draft decision, the Regulator considers that is not necessary to introduce a customer 
service standard relating to this matter and will not include in the Code a customer service standard 
relating to the risk management of TasWater’s water treatment plants.  
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Water supply losses 

The primary goal of a water distribution system is the efficient delivery of water. Therefore, a key 
performance indicator for TasWater is the extent of water losses, namely the volume or percentage of 
potable water produced that is not reported as being supplied and charged to customers.  

Water losses can be separated into two categories: real losses (leakage and overflows from mains, 
service reservoirs and service connections prior to customer meters) and apparent losses (unauthorised 
consumption and customer metering errors). Non-revenue water includes both types of water loss, and 
also unbilled authorised consumption. 

TasWater has reported on unaccounted for water since 2014-15. On average, 26 per cent of potable 
water has been reported as unaccounted for in each year.  

TasWater proposed replacing the current ‘unaccounted for water’ measure of water loss, which 
includes real and apparent losses, with a measure of ‘real’ losses only. Real losses are reported by all 
urban water utilities as part of the national performance framework (NPR indicator A11). ‘Real losses: 
Water lost per km of water main, per day (kL)’ measures real losses in the potable water distribution 
system and does not include apparent losses. 

TasWater’s proposed service standard for real losses of 7kL per km of main per day by 2025-26 is 
around twice the median rate of loss reported by mainland utilities of around 3.5 kL per km of main per 
day.161 However, this represents a significant improvement from TasWater’s recent reported level of 
real losses, including over 11kL/km water main/day in 2019-20 and 9kL/km water main/day in 2020-21. 

As expressed in its draft decision, the Regulator is satisfied that the proposed measure of real losses is 
appropriate and considers that meeting the proposed service standards would represent a significant 
performance improvement. 

However, the Regulator was concerned that the rate of apparent water losses has been high and notes 
that some elements of TasWater’s NWR strategy are targeted at reducing apparent water losses, such 
as identifying customers that receive water supply that is not metered. It is not equitable for some 
customers to continue to be supplied with water for which they are not billed while the water treatment 
and other costs are paid for by other customers.  

TasWater should also have reliable metering systems and other infrastructure and information systems 
to better understand the sources of non-revenue or unaccounted for water across its many water 
systems. TasWater should identify cost effective opportunities to reduce unaccounted for water to 
bring its overall performance closer to the performance of mainland utilities.   

In its response to the Regulator’s draft decision, TasWater maintained its preference for replacing the 
standard for unaccounted for water with a measure of real losses.  

The Regulator maintains its view that there is merit in retaining a service standard for unaccounted for 
water in the Code, in addition to the new measure of real losses. Considering recent performance and 
TasWater’s planned expenditure on reducing unaccounted for water, it is appropriate to expect 
improved performance, even in the short term. This is also a matter that has been raised by members 
of the Regulator’s OCCC (OTTER Customer Consultative Committee).   

Based on TasWater’s proposed standards for real water losses and the rates of unaccounted for water 
for mainland utilities, the Regulator will set a service standard for all unaccounted for water at 20 per 
cent in 2022-23, declining by one percentage point each year to 17 per cent by 2025-26.   

                                                           
161  Bureau of Meteorology, National performance report 2020-21: urban water utilities, Part B complete dataset (A11), 

30 November 2021. 
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Water main breaks 

Water utilities across Australia report on the rate of water main breaks as a proportion of the total 
length of water mains as an indicator of both customer service (eg outages and service interruptions) 
and the condition of the network (NPR indicator A8). 

TasWater’s service standard for the third regulatory period was 35 breaks per 100km of water main per 
year. TasWater proposed a small reduction in this rate in 2024-25 of 34 water main breaks per 100km 
of water main and 33 water main breaks per 100km of water main in 2025-26.   

Compared to its interstate counterparts, TasWater’s rate of water main breaks is relatively high. 
TasWater’s proposed rate of water main breaks is above the national benchmark for 2020-21 of around 
20 main breaks162, which suggests TasWater’s proposed service levels represent a fairly low 
performance standard. 

TasWater’s response to the Regulator’s draft decision acknowledged that its rate of water main breaks 
is high compared to other utilities, but stated that the age and condition of its assets, as well as delays 
in delivering its renewals program has contributed to these levels. TasWater claimed that it will be 
difficult to achieve a higher level of performance over the fourth regulatory period and recommended 
the Regulator adopt TasWater’s proposed service levels. 

The rate of water main breaks is a key indicator of system condition and service delivery. The Regulator 
therefore considers TasWater’s proposed service levels represent a fairly low level of service. Given the 
amount of investment proposed for renewals in its capital program, TasWater should strive to improve 
its performance over the fourth regulatory period, recognising that the proposed investment may take 
some time to have an effect. The Regulator maintains its draft decision to set higher performance 
standards of 33 breaks per 100 km of water main for 2022-23, declining by one each year to 30 by 
2025-26.  

Water service - responding to bursts and leaks 

When bursts and leaks occur in the water distribution and reticulation mains, TasWater’s response 
priority for attending incidents is set according to the severity of the potential impact on customers, 
water quality, flow rate, property or the environment. 

Under the Code, the three priority levels are: 

 Priority 1: a burst or leak that causes, or has potential to cause, substantial damage or harm to 
customers, water quality, flow rate, property or environment. 

 Priority 2: a burst or a leak that causes, or has the potential to cause, minor damage or harm to 
customers, water quality, flow rate, property or environment 

 Priority 3: a burst or leak that causes no discernible impact on customers, property or the 
environment. 

Over the third regulatory period, TasWater’s service standard was to respond to at least 90 per cent 

of bursts and leaks: 

 within one hour (60 minutes), for Priority 1 events; 

 within three hours (180 minutes), for Priority 2 events; and  

                                                           
162  Bureau of Meteorology, National performance report 2020-21: urban water utilities, Part B complete dataset (A8), 

30 November 2021 
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 within three days (3 days), for Priority 3 events.  

TasWater proposed the same standards and minimum levels for the fourth regulatory period. 

The Regulator maintains the view set out in the Draft Report that TasWater’s proposed timeframes for 
responding to the different priority levels continue to be appropriate and accepts the service standards 
and targets TasWater has proposed. 

Water service - water supply interruptions 

Customers pay for a continuous service so interruptions to water supply must be prevented, or rectified 
as quickly as possible. Service measures for interruptions currently include the number and average 
duration of planned and unplanned interruptions and the percentage of interruptions where supply is 
restored within a specified timeframe.   

TasWater has also piloted a repeat unplanned water supply interruption service measure that it 
proposed to report against during the fourth regulatory period, though no service level is proposed. 
TasWater proposed to improve its service levels in terms of the incidence of unplanned interruptions, 
from no more than 170 unplanned interruptions per 1 000 properties in 2022-23 (the same as the 
current standard), decreasing to no more than 169 per 1 000 properties in 2023-24, 167 in 2024-25 
and 165 in 2025-26. The Regulator maintains its draft decision to accept TasWater’s proposed 
standards, after considering TasWater’s performance against this measure in recent years and its 
planned capital program, including expenditure on its operations centre that it expects will improve 
operational efficiency and incident management. 

TasWater proposed retaining the service standard of a duration of 180 minutes or less for unplanned 
interruptions, but nominated an average standard rather than a minimum standard for the percentage 
of interruptions with a duration of less than 180 minutes (3 hours), which was previously set at 80 per 
cent. TasWater also proposed retaining the minimum service standard for restoring water supply for 
unplanned interruptions within 5 hours and retaining the standard at 94 per cent until 2025-26, when 
it is increased to 95 per cent.  

The Regulator maintains its draft decision to accept TasWater’s proposed service standards for 
unplanned water interruptions by setting minimum standards for interruptions restored within 3 and 
5 hours. 

TasWater also proposed replacing the current service standards for the frequency and duration of 
planned interruptions with a standard relating to the percentage of planned interruptions where water 
supply is restored within the time nominated to affected customers. TasWater has proposed minimum 
percentages of 90 per cent in 2022-23, increasing to 95 per cent in each of 2023-24, 2024-25 and 
2025-26. 

TasWater has stated that that customers consider having their water service reinstated when TasWater 
said it would is more important than how long the outage lasts (41 per cent of respondents). The 
Regulator supports this approach, noting that disruptions are reduced if TasWater restores water 
supply within notified times, but notes that customers still place value on setting limits for the duration 
of outages, with many agreeing that this is the best measure of performance (36 per cent of 
respondents combined).  

The Regulator accepts TasWater’s proposed new service standard for planned interruptions that are 
restored within the communicated timespan, noting that it is satisfied that TasWater’s systems are able 
to capture and store details of work orders, as provided in its response to the Regulator’s draft decision. 

The Regulator considers that if the sole standard for planned interruptions relates to how regularly a 
water service is restored relative to the period in a notification to customers, this may not provide 
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sufficient incentive for TasWater to restore service within a reasonable time which is acceptable to 
customers. Therefore, the Regulator also maintains its draft decision to retain the service standard for 
planned interruptions that requires a specified percentage of water supply interruptions to be restored 
within a specified period, and considers that the current service standard remains appropriate (90 per 
cent of planned interruptions restored within 5 hours). 

The Regulator also accepts TasWater’s proposal to not include a service standard for the incidence of 
planned water supply interruptions on the basis that, if maintenance and upgrades have to be done, 
interrupting supply is unavoidable.               

Sewerage mains breaks and chokes 

The number of sewerage mains breaks and chokes per 100km of sewer main is a performance measure 
used widely in the industry to measure the reliability of infrastructure and also indicates the 
effectiveness of the utility’s maintenance program. 

TasWater proposed that this measure be retained for the fourth regulatory period and that the service 
level is raised by lowering the maximum number of mains breaks and chokes per 100km of sewer main, 
in line with recent performance results.  

TasWater’s proposed service standards (40 per 100 km of main up to 2023 24 and declining to 38 by 
2025-26) appears to be a fairly low performance standard, particularly considering its recent 
performance is close to achieving this level. Given TasWater’s planned capital expenditure for master 
planning works has the objective of reducing the rate of sewerage main breaks, it would not be 
unreasonable to expect TasWater to perform at levels closer to median levels for major water utilities.  
However, the Regulator notes that customers have not indicated they expect or want to pay for service 
improvement in regards to sewerage main breaks. 

The Regulator notes that TasWater’s proposed service standards represent a significant reduction from 
the maximum number (65) for the third regulatory period. The Regulator maintains its draft decision 
and accepts TasWater’s proposed service standards.   

Sewage spills - to sensitive environments and ‘critically notifiable’ spills 

Sewage spills may occur from mains breaks or chokes or from other failures in the sewerage system. A 
very small number of sewage spills have the potential to result in major environmental harm.  

Considering customer feedback, TasWater proposed setting a new service measure, the number of 
critically notifiable (sewage) spills, as defined under the EPA Sewage Spill Notification Guidelines.163 The 
guideline establishes three levels of notification to the Director, EPA; not notifiable, notifiable and 
critically notifiable. Both volume and location (eg sensitive environment, high residential density) are 
used to calculate whether the hazard is ‘critical’.  

TasWater’s proposed service standard is a maximum of two critically notifiable spills per year in 2022-23 
and 2023-24, decreasing to one per year in 2024-25 and 2025-26. TasWater forecasts five critically 
notifiable sewage spills during 2021-22.  

TasWater proposed to spend in excess of $47 million on sewerage projects over the fourth regulatory 
period, specifically targeting a reduction in the number of discharges to shellfish and sensitive areas.164 
The targets proposed by TasWater reflect an expected improvement in the current level of 

                                                           
163   https://epa.tas.gov.au/Documents/Sewage Spill Notification Guidelines (pdf). 

164  TasWater’s proposed PSP, Forecast PSP4 capex - major projects, Table A14.1, pages 360-365. 

https://epa.tas.gov.au/Documents/Sewage%20Spill%20Notification%20Guidelines.pdf
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performance that is in line with its planned expenditure. The Regulator has therefore maintained its 
decision to accept the service standard and targets that TasWater proposed. 

Sewerage service - responding to and containing spills, breaks and chokes 

TasWater currently has two separate service measures for its sewerage service; one in relation to 
responding quickly to spills, breaks and chokes, and another for containing sewage spills within a 
reasonable timeframe. TasWater proposed retaining the existing minimum service standard for 
responding to at least 90 per cent of sewer spills, breaks and chokes within one hour (60 minutes). 
Noting that TasWater’s proposal is consistent with service standards for similar urban water utilities in 
Victoria the Regulator maintains its draft decision to accept the service standard.165 

In regard to containing sewage spills, TasWater proposed changing the measure to containing a 
minimum of 90 per cent of spills within three hours, instead of the current measure of 99 per cent 
within five hours.  

Considering TasWater’s recent performance and noting that TasWater has not justified setting a 
minimum 90 per cent rate for containing spills within three hours, the Regulator maintains the position 
in its Draft Report and accepts the service standard of containing sewage spills within 3 hours, with the 
minimum standard set at 99 per cent of all spills. 

Repeat unplanned water and sewerage interruptions 

Customers accept that supply interruptions occur from time to time but they also expect TasWater to 
fix it once with no repeat issues. Repeat unplanned supply interruptions occur when customers 
experience more than one unplanned interruption at the same premises within a rolling 12 month 
period.  

During the third regulatory period, TasWater carried out a pilot project in Latrobe to record and report 
repeat service interruptions to better understand the technical requirements of doing so. TasWater 
proposed to continue the project over coming years aimed at progressively improving its ability to 
report on repeat interruptions.  

For the fourth regulatory period, to report on the number of repeat interruptions for both water and 
sewerage services, TasWater’s proposed measures are the ‘number of customers experiencing repeat 
unplanned water supply interruptions in a financial year’, and the ‘number of customers experiencing 
repeat sewer breaks and chokes that may impact on service’. No minimum standards are proposed.  

The Regulator maintains its initial view that, in principle, there is merit is measuring the extent to which 
TasWater’s customers are subject to repeat interruptions.  However, given this measure is only at ‘pilot’ 
stage, the Regulator is not in a position to set a service standard for repeat interruptions in the fourth 
regulatory period and requires  TasWater to continue to investigate whether it can measure repeat 
interruptions (being more than one interruption at a property within any 12 month period). 

Customer service  

Service standards that are meaningful and relevant measures of customer satisfaction allow TasWater 
and the Regulator to monitor the effectiveness of TasWater’s customer service and whether it is 
meeting customers’ expectations and Code requirements. TasWater proposed introducing a new 
service standard First point resolution percentage for calls (the percentage of calls resolved upon first 

                                                           
165  ESC Victoria, approved service standards: Customer service code - Urban water businesses, June 2020. 
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contact) that would replace the existing call centre service standard, though TasWater will continue to 
report on the latter under national reporting requirements.  

For this new standard, TasWater proposed a 90 per cent minimum service standard for each year of 
the fourth regulatory period. That is, a minimum of 90 per cent of calls are resolved upon first contact. 
After receiving further detail on TasWater’s call processes, the Regulator has decided to accept the 
service measure and target levels as proposed. 

TasWater also proposed introducing a customer satisfaction score that covers phone service, 
face-to-face contact and other methods of communication with customers. The proposed service levels 
over the four years of the regulatory period are a customer satisfaction score of 70, 72, 74 and 75 per 
cent respectively.  

While measuring customer satisfaction is seen as best practice, it cannot be practically measured in a 
consistent and nationally-comparable way for all utilities. It also appears that TasWater’s approach to 
measuring customer satisfaction differs from that of its interstate counterparts, so is limited in its ability 
to make comparisons and drive improvements based on those comparisons.  

However, the Regulator maintains the view from its Draft Report that TasWater’s customer satisfaction 
score service standard and levels appears to reflect the feedback received from customers regarding 
what they consider to be acceptable measures of customer service. TasWater’s submission to the 
Regulator’s Draft Report provides details of TasWater’s processes. The Regulator is satisfied that these 
processes will provide reasonably robust data against which to assess customer satisfaction. The 
Regulator therefore accepts the service standard and targets submitted by TasWater for customer 
satisfaction. 

Complaints 

Reporting the number of complaints relative to the number of properties connected to TasWater’s 
infrastructure provides an insight into the extent to which customers are dissatisfied with TasWater’s 
performance. 

TasWater proposed setting two service standards for complaints; one for water-related complaints and 
one for sewerage-related complaints. Provided that the definition of a complaint and the complaint 
categories used for reporting these measures are consistent with the national performance framework, 
the Regulator’s draft decision was to accept TasWater’s proposed service standards.  

Having confirmed that the definition and categories of complaint align with the national performance 
framework, the Regulator maintains its draft decision to set a higher standard of performance for 
water-related complaints of 6.0 complaints per 1 000 properties and accepts TasWater’s proposed 
standard for sewerage-related complaints of 1.3, 1.1, 1.0 and 1.0 per 1 000 properties respectively over 
the four year regulatory period. 

Deleted or replaced standards 

As discussed above, TasWater proposed to remove four current service standards. These are: 

 Incidence of planned interruptions water (number per 1 000 properties). 

 Total water and sewerage complaints (number per 1 000 properties). 

 Water and sewerage complaints to the Ombudsman (number per 1 000 properties). 

 Percentage of calls answered by an operator within 30 seconds. 
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Three of the four service standards proposed for removal are performance metrics reported by 
TasWater as part of the National Performance Reporting framework and will therefore continue to be 
reported by TasWater whether or not they are included in the Customer Service Code. For complaints 
to the Ombudsman, the Regulator will continue to review the reported number of complaints that are 
partially or fully upheld. 

Water restrictions 

Water restrictions and water saving rules are a common occurrence across Australia, particularly during 
summer when water resources may become constrained. However, recently the reasons for the 
imposition of water restrictions by TasWater in parts of Tasmania has been due to factors other than 
supply; too much water entering the system due to heavy rainfall has resulted in restrictions due to 
poor infrastructure and maintenance.  

While TasWater has proposed significant capital works to its major drinking water supply plant at 
Bryn Estyn ($86.8 million over the fourth regulatory period in addition to the $211.1 million expected 
to be spent up to 30 June 2022)166, the Regulator intends to monitor the impact of water restrictions 
on customer service, particularly where restrictions are imposed partly or wholly due to the condition 
of TasWater’s water infrastructure. 

 

                                                           
166  CCGUS’ Draft Report, page 112. 
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LIST OF ATTACHMENTS 

1 TasWater’s stakeholder engagement questions and materials 

2 Review of Taswater's expenditure - Draft Report prepared for the Regulator by CCGUS 

3 
Developer Charges - Report prepared for TasWater by Marsden Jacobs Associates - Final 
Options Paper 

4 
Developer Charges - Report prepared for TasWater by Marsden Jacobs Associates - Draft 
Options Paper 

5 
Developer Charges - Marsden Jacobs Associates Methodology for calculation of standard 
developer charge 

6 Developer Charges - Fact Sheet (TasWater) 

7 Developer Charges - Report prepared for TasWater by Frontier Economics 

8 
Trade Waste Pricing - Commercial Trade Waste Charging Pricing Report prepared by Jacobs 
for TasWater 

9 
Sewerage Charging - Review of Sewerage and Commercial Trade Waste Charges Report 
prepared by Jacobs for TasWater 
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